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Now you can select from the world of test and
measurement equipment as never before ..
nstantly.
Today you can directly access a stockholding of
£110 million worth of the highest quality secona
user equipment from over 50 of the world's major
manufacturers ... and all at a price you can
afford and trust.
Our product range itself is enormous ... these
are lust a few examples.
.

ANRITSU. MB9A
Tripod for MP. 534A
ANRÍTSU. MP 534A Antenna
GOULD. 4030
20MHz Digila Storage

£200
£400
£950

Scope
HP 2631B

HPIB 180cps 132

£395

caumn Printer
HP, 2631G

As 2631B but with

Graphics
Thermal Printer with
Grapnics
HP 2674A
150cps 80 column
Thermal Printer
HP 2686A
Laserjet Printer
HP 4971A
LAN Analyser
HP, 7470A/003
2 Pen Plotter. HPIL
Interface
MARCONI 2305
Modulation Meter
OLIVETTI M24-256 Personal computer
PHILIPS. PM2521
Digital Muwhmeter
PHILIPS. PM3305
4 Channel. 2MHz
sample D S 0
PHILIPS, PM3315
125MHz clock D S 0
PHILIPS. PM8252A 2 Channel Chart
Recorder
RACAL. 9087
Synthesized Signal
Generator
RACAL. 9102
Absorption Power Meter
HP 2673A

£350
£950
£150
£825
£7500
£300
£3750
£650
£225
£2200
£3900
£500
£5450
£175

1GHz

RACAL, 9104
SOLARTRON. 7150

TEK-71353A
TEK. 7680
WAVETEK, 166

Power Meter 1GHz
Digital Multimeter
Logic Ana yser
100MHz Mainframe
100MHz Storage
Mai^frame
400MHz Dual Beam
Mainframe
200MHz Dua: Trace
Amplifier
1GHz Timebase
100MHz Dual Timebase
400MHz Timebase
50MHz Pulse'Function

£895
£650
£595
£1250

WILTRON 6647A

Generator
Sweep Generator

£7950

WILTRON, 6663A

6GHz
Sweep Generator
40GHz

TEK. 1225
TEK. 7603

TEK. 7613
TEK 7844
TEK 7A26
TEK, 7E310

£1250
£495
£3450
£950
£1295
£5700
£1250

18

£12500

Prices are exclusive of carriage and VÁT.
So call now and talk to one of our friendly and
experienced technical sales engineers and find
out how we can help you meet your immediate
and future equipment needs.

European Distribution Centre
Dorcan House, Meadfield Road, Langley
Berkshire SL3 8AL, ENGLAND

TELEPHONE 01
Or you can call one of our

regional offices:Munich 089.2021021
Paris 1.69285829
Aberdeen 0224.899522
Manchester 061.9736251

897 2434
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OSCILLOSCOPES

Highlights o' the new HM 806 are the 3 -Channel measurement amplifier and
the true 2nd Timebase, allowing expansion and detailed analysis of
extremely small waveform sections. In the alternating time base mode, the
normal signal is displayed together with the expanded signal section. resulting in
a 6 -trace display when all three input channels are utilized.

Jr1fL'ÍV

For stable and jitter -free representation of asynchronous signal components.
the HM 80i features a separate 2nd trigger facility with independent slope
and level selection. Reliable trigger is ensured to above IOOMHz. An active
TV-Sync -Separator enhances triggering of noisy or distorted video signals.
The x 10 Mag. feature extends the maximum sweep range to Sns/div.,
allowing for example, a 100 MHz signal to be viewed with one period over
every 2 screen divisions. The HM 806 like all other HAMEG scopes with
higher bandwidths, has a built-in switchable I kHz/I MHz Calibrator with
approx. 3 ns risetime.
The variety of essential trigger, amplifier, and time base features greatly simplify
complex measurements in advanced laboratory and service applications.
Operationa comfort and solid reliability are strong testimony for the HM 806's

high techrology standard.
2

years warranty on machines.

X77:

Multi -Function Oscilloscope
Triggering DC to 120MHz

80 MHz

Jump into focus with
the HM 806 at just £698*

n'

3

II1IEL

ErN" I'Eltfi.5{)N

Channels, max. sensitivity I mV/div, Delay Line.
Timebase A: 2.5s - 5ns/div. incl. x 10.
Timebase B: 0.2s - Sns/div.
"After -Delay" Trigger. TV Separator.

70-78 Collingdon Street, Luton, Bedfordshire LUI IRX
Telephone (0582) 413174 Telex 825484
of VAT
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'torn Il ) ltd. Tcl:0227 363859. elex: 965179 ICOM G
N.B. Authorised Welsh distributeT by:
MRS Communications Ltd. Cardiff. Tel: 0222 24167.

Please send information on Icom products & my nearest Icom

deale']

IName/address/postcode:
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HARRISON ELECTRONICS
Century Way March Cambs PE15 BOW Tel 10354151289

19" RACK CASES
Suitable for instruments, high quality amplifiers and many other applications that demand strength and
Separate front mounting plate. no fixing screws
professional finish Black anodised aluminium front panel
visible on the front of the enclosure Heavy gauge front panel is of brushed aluminium finish enhanced with
Rear box manufactured
With ventilation slits and plastic feet
two professional handles
from 1.1 mm steel finished in black. Rack mounting or free standing.
Comes in quick assembly flat package. Spare front panels
available.
Order Panel Size
Code W H(inch)
1u-10 19x1.75
2u-10 19,3.5

3u'10

19,5.25

2u-12
3u-12
4u-12

19

3.5

19.5.25

19x70

Rear Box
W
H

;7,1 5.10
17.3 0,10
17x5010

t730.12
17+5.012

176.5.12

D

Weight

Price

Kg
2.4
2.9
3.5

£
23.50
24.50
26.50

3.3
4.0

25.50
27.50
29.95

46

Please add £3.00 P&P for the first item and £1.50 for each additional item.
To order send cheque postal order. A new range of quality test equipment is now available
at the lowest possible prices. e g digital power supply at £38.95 Further information available. Mail order
only Trade and overseas orders welcome.

Tel:
'Status:
LPostto:Icom (UK) Ltd. Dept. WW, FREEPOST, Herne Bay, KentCT68BR1
It NTE1{ 17 ON

4+11GHz SATELLITE TV RECEIVING EQUIPMENT
RECEIVERS, LNB's, LNC's, FEED HORNS,
ANTENNAS, ANTENNA POSITIONERS,
POLOROTORS, LINE AMPLIFIERS, ETC.
For further details contact

The IC -R7000, advanced technology, continous coverage communications receiver
has 99 programmable memories covering aircraft, marine, FM broadcast,
Amateur radio, television and weather satellite bands. For simplified operation
and quick tuning the IC -R7000 features direct keyboard entry. Precise frequencies
can be selected by pushing the digit keys in sequence of the frequency or by turning
the main tuning knob. FM wide/FM narrow AM upper and lower SSB modes with
6 tuning speeds: 0.1, 1.0, 5, 10, 12.5 and 25kHz. A sophisticated scanning system
provides instant access to the most used frequencies. By depressing the Auto -M
switch the IC -R7000 automatically memorises frequencies that ore in use whilst it
is in the scan mode, this allows you to recall frequencies that were in use. Readout
is clearly shown on o dual -colour fluorescent display. Options include the
ORC -12 inf1a-red remote controller, voice synthesizes and HP -1 headphones.
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Engineers and
management
need to ensure that our best resources are used to achieve forwardto meet future needs." So says the author of a report
published by the Engineering Council, entitled 'Management and business
skills for engineers'. The report maintains that British industry needs to put more
effort into developing engineers and technicians into managers and goes on to remark
that "we need to ask ourselves whether we are making the bast use of the potential of
these young people who train as engineers". It also attempts to explain why engineers
can make good managers.
e

cc

lookingW leadership

The report considers it significant that many of our industrial competitors abroad
appear to have more companies led by chief executives with a technological
background than we do in the UK. As a statistic, that may or may not he relevant, hut
any attempt to show that a good engineer will automatically make a good manager
must be viewed with a certain amount of suspicion. Industry is full of engineers who
have been "promoted" beyond their competence, their exceptional talents having been
submerged in the routine of general management. Fortunately, there are many who
would resist any suggestion that they should forsake the discipline for which they were
trained and do not see a mid -career diversion to financial and business affairs as a

promotion.
However, companies are structured in such a way that a change of career towards
management brings with it a substantial change in the potential rewards, reflecting
the view that the technical and scientific staff of an engineering company are of less
importance than those who deal with administration, finance, marketing and
accountancy. To be fair, the author of the report does point out that some engineers
wish to continue engineering and that some companies provide a path upwards for
them, but the impression gained is that general management must be the goal.
In theory. the top management of a company involved with engineering should, of
course, include engineers: they, after all, are uniquely qualified to direct the efforts of
other engineers, to know what is possible and economically feasible and to oversee
development. In practice though, such common sense does not prevail. An engineer
who becomes a general manager effectively abandons his engineering skills and
becomes indistinguishable from the accountants, economists and marketing people
who concern themselves with "creating business performance... international
diplomacy, politics. economics and finance". Since it it. the best engineers who are
rewarded with such promotion the result, all too often. is the loss of valuable
engineering skills.
If the entrenched British view of company leadership could be changed to
encompass the possibility of an engineer leading the company, being advised by the
accountants et al, but concentrating on the engineering, something might be
accomplished. But. although the report puts this point of view forward, it appears that
ex -engineer company leaders would still be expected to concern themselves with
affairs for which they are not trained and which can be handled more effectively by
those who are.
Ifuefess Ivor/d is published monthly
post, current issue £2.25. kick issues iif
Order and payments to 301 E/eelrorac.
and Wireiess Word. Quadrant Ilouse. The Quadrant. Sutton. Surrey SI112 5AS. Cheques should be payable to Reed
Business Publishing Ltd. Editorial & Advertising
offices: ElYlt'Qu:idrant Ftouse. TheQu:idr:int. Sutton. Sur.
rev SM2 5AS. Telephones: Editorial III -661 3614. Advertising 111-661 3130 01.661 8469 Telex: 892084 REED BP
G PEEP) Facsimile: 01-661 3948 (Groups II & II Ii Beeline:
111-661 8978 or 01-661 8986. 300 baud. 7 data bits. even
parity, one stop -bit Send ctrl -Q. then EWW to start: NNNN
to sign off. Newstrade Quadrant Publishing Services No.
01-661 3241t Subscription rates: 1 year (normal rates
£2:3.40 UK and £25.50 outside UK. Subscriptions: Quad -
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MAKING ELECTRONICS C.A.D. AFFORDABLE
PCB DESIGN

Z -MATCH
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Takes the drudgery out
Matching problems.
Includes man more
features than the standard
Smith Chart. Full
calculation of all
parameters.
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For IBM PC/XT/AT
from £160 (ex VAT)

Smith Chart Program
for IBM PC/XT/AT £130, BBC B £65 (ex VAT)
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NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS LIMITED
Harding Way, Somersham Road,

Huntingdon,

St Ives,

-

.;

Write or phone for full details: Ref WW
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Cambs. PE17 4WR
Tel: 0480 61778

microstrio transmission
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lines plus R's, C's, L's, T's,
Op -amps and Bipolar &
Field Effect transistors

within
SoftwareWeoffer
updatesfull FREEsales
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"HELP HOTLINE" service.
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COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS LTD
RAYCOM
Manufacturers, Importers and suppliers of world famous communications products

{

TELEU151011.
SERVICING

FR

PROJECTS

DEVELOPMENTS

VIDEO

SIGNAL
DIODE PACK

INTERNATIONAL HOUSE, 963 WOLVERHAMPTON ROAD, OLDBURY B69 411J
TEL: 021-544 6767 FAX: 021-544 7124
Amateur Radio, Business Radio Telephones, Sales, Service Accessories and antenna systems.

IICOMI YAESU
100Khz to 950MHz IN ONE

FOR THE LATEST
TECHNOLOGY IN SCANNING
RECEIVERS

BOX!

THE YAESU FRG9600 SCANNING RECEIVERS
Are you looking for a commercial grade monitor receiver with options to suit your
requirements both in cost and performance?

a0-9a0o

The 1N4148 is the most widely-used diode
in low voltage/current applications.
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Is a standard learure and a RS232 interlace Is avalable plus other
With this learure memories can be expanded and the unit can be reroute

Fully Computer Compatible. Yaesu s CAT system

f

interfaces for popular HCME computers
Controlled vow a modem

Clock Function. Clock ',croon allows tome logging and auto swath on on of the receowt
m the range
High Receiver Sensitivity. In the rang 60-950MHz a typical Iecww,v rn - Sul/ tor 120E SINAD (FMlunctkn
allows
Huy S 'nett
16A Hz-60.000MHz 2uV for t2dB SINAD (FM)below 1600MHz sensor:1,
nominal held strength measurement
II

Ten Years of VHS Video

Compact Add -On FM Tuner,
for the Video
Satellite TV up -date
Microwave components
and devices
ENTER 52 ON REPLY CARL)
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Operation This unit operates at 13 8V DC at IA max whop allows rrroMk4fortabkitase opelalori
Matching Antenna Opeons. Matching antennas for portabNnodkWlxed appllcatons are available ex -stock Including
13.8 Volt DC

wile -band dtscones
with coverage
Please ask for lull colour brochure and detailed speclrrcarlons. Mkt versions are available

60-950MHz. all units now have 'kV connectors Idled for VHF/UHF and 50239 connectors for LF HF.
and HF
The YAESU MU5 RECEIVER is only available Iran Raycom Earlier models can have the extended bands
module tined and receiver sensitivlryl'S' meter improved please enquire for more details and ptces

Tel: 021.544 6767 124x, anxwerphenel
Telex: 336483

answerback IDENTIG

Expor enquiries welcome
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Sensitivity -based
filter tuning
Sensitivity analysis has been used to tolerance computers
at the design stage. This article shows that a computer will
ease the consequent tuning process
BARRIE W. JERVIS and MILTON CROHI'S
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ming over all K components
assuming linearity. Equation (2
Y
shows how to calculate the large
1
scale sensitivity of the magnitude response due to an error in
component K. At each frequency
the nominal response is calcu0-40".
lated for nominal component
o
,
values, the latter then being inL
.cremented by n1; and the
changes .F computed. S\K is
I
then calculated. From equation
(11 we can see that in principle
for a real filter. if we know the
perform within specification.
nominal values. have calculated
taking into account the effects of
the sensitivity. and have detercomponent errors and of stray
mined _.1F experimentally. \ve
capacitance or inductance. Tuncan solve for the error MK in XK,
ing, which may he defined as
and hence make the appropriate
bringing the performance within
adjustment. -_SXK.
specification using the least
In practice. the procedure is
number of steps, is frequently
somewhat more complicated,
performed intuitively by skilled
because the necessary adjustoperators and may be a timement to component K depends
consuming and therefore costly
upon the sensitivities of the
business. It is desirable to offer
other components, and also the
computer -aided tuning both to
measurement frequencies need
assist the operators by eliminatto be chosen with care. Furthing boredom and fatigue. and to
ermore. not all the filter comporeduce costs.
nents will be adjustable. and so
Various approaches to the
those which are have to compencomputer -aided tuning of both
sate for those which are not. It is
active and passive filters based on
also of interest to know which
sensitivity analysis''' have been
components are the more sensidescribed. In this article we focus Test set used to obtain figures for attenuation versus frequency for tive. because these will be the
on the tuning of the magnitude input to the computer, running the Antreich algorithm.
most usefully tunable. and which
response of passive. seventh components interact strongly.
order, elliptic LC filters using the tuning
i.e. which components have correlated sen,F_
(1)
algorithm due to Antreich. Cleissner. and
sitivities. For design purposes it is also
XK
F
xK
Muller.'
useful to be able to estimate the permissible
where SI is the sensitivity. However. the
tolerances of the fixed components and the
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
necessary ranges of adjustment of the
definition of the sensitivity"" for large
adjustable components.
changes, iF, in F is
In sensitivity analysis, errors in component
A sensitivity mat rix'. S. maybe defined as
values are related to the errors in the circuit
Si"
Sir
XK
function of interest through a quantity
known as the sensitivity.' ". The fractional
xi;
F
(2)
change in magnitude response SF/F. for
S=
example. is related to the fractional error in
131
\Vhile equation (1) describes ..5F/F due to
the component K causing it. XXK/Xk. by the
the Kth component. the effect of all compoexpression
nent errors on XF/F can be found by sumSensitivity analysis has been
used for tolerancing components in electronic circuits such as filters.' In those
applications. the objective is to
determine the maximum tolerances the individual components
may have to ensure that the filter
performs to specification: large
permissible tolerances mean
that cheaper components can be
employed. Then. during or at the
end of the manufacturing process. the filter must be tuned to
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TUNED FILTER
t.D

40dB

40dB

I5MHz

FREQUENCY

Response of the untuned filter.
where the S;; are the sensitivities at the
frequencies j of the ith components (n
frequencies and r components in total).
Each column of S corresponds to the
sensitivity vector Si associated with a particular component at different frequencies.
Pre -multiplication of S by its transpose
yields the matrix H = STS: the elements of
the leading diagonal of H are then the
squared magnitudes of the Si. Comparisons
of the calculated Si indicate the most sensitive components.
The interdependence matrix, the elements of which are cos a;r', where
cos a;,

Si.

_

ISil

.

S.

(4)

IS,I

may also he calculated, using (4). a;, is the
angle between Si and Sx. \\'hen cos ai, = 0.
the sensitivity vectors Si and S, are independent. whereas when cos aix = 1, Si and S,; are
totally dependent, or correlated. Thus. sensitivity vectors which form large elements
cos a,x. are the ones associated with strongly
interacting components. If the normalized
proXh/I\;I
component error.
duces the normalized magnitude response
= E, and then E is
error FN =
reduced by suitable tuning to a residual
value ER, it can he shown that

(ShM- r.EN =

(5)

where Sh is that part of the partitioned
sensitivity matrix S which represents the
non-adjustable circuit elements:
M

=I

-S,S,'

(6)

identity matrix, Sa is that part
of the partitioned sensitivity matrix which
represents the adjustable circuit elements
where I is the

and

Sa+=(S,'Sal'SaT
.1h represents the

(7)

normalized deviation of

the untunable component values from their
nominal values and the maximum permissihle residual errors. Er, are defined in the
specification of the filter performance.
Thus equal ion (5) specifies the maximum
permitted errors in the values of the fixed

components, allowing specification of their
tolerances. When .fib has been determined.
equation (8) can be used to calculate the
amount of adjustment to he provided in the
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FREQUENCY

I

Filter response after the tuning process.
2 shows a typical magnitude

adjustable components.

- S,+.Sh...\b

=

181

where . a represents the amount of normalized adjustment to be accommodated. Thus
the use of (5) and (8) greatly assists the
practical design.

TUNING PRINCIPLES
It was indicated above that the filter has to he
tuned to correct for errors in both the
adjustable and the non-adjustable components. The principle adopted is to minimize
the mean square residual error expected
over the frequency range of interest. This
averaging procedure is necessary to account
for the frequency -dependent sensitivities of
the different components over the frequency
hand. Thus the normalized correction vector
is

=

- S,i

(9)

.E

The implications of equat ion (9) are seen if it
is expanded for the case of adjusting two
components at two frequencies when, for
example.
..5xr

+

1011

Sir

E1

'9

I

L2

Li,

L6

(10)

SriSr,

- SizSzi

Sr,
the error in component 1: Ewr,
Ew., are the measured errors at frequencies
oh and w,, and the S,i are the sensitivities of
the ith components at frequency w¡. The
depends upon
adjustment to component
the errors and sensitivities at both measurement frequencies and upon the sensitivities
of both components.
Equation (9) provides the basis of the
where

response. A

characteristic feature of these filters is the
attenuation poles in the stop band at the
frequencies w,, oh and wri, due to the
resonances between the three inductors and
their associated capacitors. These inductors
are the only tunable components in the
filter.
beasurement must be carried out at
frequencies at which the sensitivities of the
response to the different components are
uncorrelated, so that the sensitivity is essentially attributable to just one component at
the measurement frequency. The choice of
measurement frequencies is influenced by
the relationship between component and
response variation which must he almost
linear to allow the use of the large-scale
sensitivity. Now the sensitivity of the magnitude response to a particular pole -producing
component is very marked at the associated
attenuation pole frequency (Fig. 3). lowever, these regions which satisfy the criteria
for low correlation are regions of non linearity between the response and compo-

..1xr is

1

tuning algorithm.

diagram or low-pass elliptic

x is computed knowing

the calculated Sa F and the measured magniinditude response error. E. The matrix
cates the amount of adjustment to apply to
each of the adjustable components. Thus,
the principle is clear, but practical problems
remain. It is necessary to decide how to
calculate the sensitivity, at how many frequencies to make the calculations, and how
to model the inductance, capacitance, or
resistance changes in terms of the characteristics of the adjustable elements.
We have applied the method to passive,
seventh -order, low-pass elliptic LC filters.
Figure shows the circuit diagram, and Fig.
1

Fig.1. Circuit
LC filter

w2

Cut off

frequency

Attanuñtion pole
frequencies

Beginning of stop band

Magnitude -frequency response of
elliptic filter shown in Fig.1
Fig.2.
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nent error, as in Fig. 4. It turns out that the
use of pairs of lest frequencies on either side
of the poles provides sufficient measurement
points, and offers a good compromise between the requirements of linearity and
uncorrelated sensitivities. Since there were
three poles, measurements were made at six
test frequencies.
The procedure adopted was firstly to
calculate the nominal response using the
cad package ECAI' on a mainframe computer. Then, the sensitivity analysis was carried
out for the adjustable components at the
measurement frequencies, so determining
the matrix S,. This was done by perturbing
each tunable component in turn from its
nominal value by a selected percentage and
computing the change in response. again
using ECAP. Equation (2) then gave the
corresponding large -change sensitivities.
The response of the hardware filter was then
measured and compared with the nominal
response to obtain E. The component errors
were then calculated using equation (9) and
converted to the required number of turns
adjustment of the inductors. These adjustments were made and the response remeasured. If it failed to satisfy the specification,
the new e was calculated and the remaining
procedure repeated. If the specification was
met, the procedure was terminated.

03

W'6

0'4

21t

2re
W2

Attenuation pole locations
FREQUENCY (Hz)

Fig.3. Magnitude sensitivity of elliptic filter versus frequency. Sensitivity peaks at atte
nuation pole frequencies

Frequency region

Successful tuning requires a detailed knowledge of the features of the tunable components. here the inductors. The largest and
smallest values of inductance of each of the
inductors. and also the detailed shape of the
inductance -turns characteristics are re-

quired.
Locations of the attenuation poles depend
upon the inductance values: as the inductors
are adjusted. the poles move along the
frequency axis. The extent of this movement
has to he known to ensure that the measurement frequencies are chosen to he always on
opposite sides of their pole. and that the
overlapping of adjacent poles is avoided by
pre -tuning if necessary.
These precautions can he affected provided the range of the inductances. L. and
their resonating capacitor values, C. are
known, since the attenuation poles occur at
the frequencies, fr. given by
fr

_

Tr

L

(11)

The shape of the inductance -turns characteristic is needed in order to include a model
of it in the tuning algorithm. so that _Ix is
output as the number of turns adjustment
required: a typical characteristic is shown in
Fig.5. In practice. a highly accurate model is
required for each inductor in order to
achieve tuning within only a few iterations.
Since such detailed modelling of individual

inductors is not a practical proposition. an
appropriate method is to use a linear model
which demands some pre -tuning of the
inductors so that they are operated only on a
sufficiently linear portion of their characteristic. This is the procedure we adopted. The
turns adjustment necessary to the ith component is given by
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Table

1.

L

as parameter

Design specification for the 4.51 MHz filter

Pale frequency

Corresponding
Components

6.039 MHz
7.033 MHz
11.595 MHz

16. C6
14. C4
Lz. C2

Attenuation

m being the slope of the inductance -turns
characteristic measured about the value of
the nominal inductance. The slopes of the
three characteristics were found to be significantly different. being (1.31 and 0.38 and
0.10 µH/turn for L,. Lt and Lb respectively.

w2

/2Tt

Cut -áf attenuation: -0.00348 dB at 4.51 MHz
(pas4Dand r pple)

minimum stopband attenuation: 45dB

EXPERIMENT\

1E:\SUREMENTS

The filter had a cut-off frequency of 4.51
MHz and the design specification is shown in
Table 1. The inductors L. Lt and I., were
pre -tuned to within the linear portions of

their respective inductance -turns characteristics and to within the restrictions imposed
by pole movement. The magnitude response, which was the attenuation (dB)
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Wendel and Goltermann
measurement test set

Signal/level
generator

Filter

Frequency
meter

under

test
L2

tuned
0.875}r

H

Wandel and Goltermann
measurement test set

3.5-

Slope m=03125

Receiver/level
LO

3.18 -

Lo

meter

(modified)

(initial)
2.8 turns

3.09--

Fine

Oscilloscope

metering

display

3.0
4

3

2

7

6

Fig.6. Measurement set-up using Wandel

TURNS

Fig.5. Inductance -turns

characteristic of

a

Table 3. Correlation coefficients of the sensivities of pairs of components of the 4.51 MHz filter

Table 2. Sensitivities of the 4.51 MHz filter

Component

Sensitivity

L2
L4

14
C1

Cs

-

-

Component

16.3
15.4
14.9

C2
C4

0.76

C3

1.16

C7

Cs

Sensitivity

1

14.6

2

1.5
-

0.30

versus frequency response. was measured
using a Wandel and Goltermann test set with
the filter inserted as the device under test
(Fig. 6). The attenuation was measured at
the six selected frequencies of 5.68. 6.39.
6.52. 7.32. 10.43 and 12.11 M1-Iz. The attenuation values at each frequency were keyed
into a program run on an 113D1 PC ATIE)
microcomputer which implemented the
Antreich el al algorithm'. The output was
the number of turns adjustment required by
the components.

Component
Pair

cos a1.

No

Component
Pair

0.991
0.994
0.997
0.878
0.874
0.875
0.893

11
12
13
14

C3C4
C4C5
C5C6
C6C7

15
16

L21.4

-

L2C2
14C4
16C6
C1C3
CSC7
C3C7
C1C5
C1C7

z

C2C3

No.

± 16.7
± 152

±

and Goltermann WM50.

tunable inductor

'

3
4

'

5

`

6
7

8
9
10

-0.031
-0.188
0.043
0.055

17

141.6
1.216

18
19

C1L2
C312

0.145
0.183

L47

-0.123

20

-0.005

Number of Iterations

Measurement
frequencies

Designed -

Before
tuning

for
1

2

3

response

2724

35.18

57.27

48.86

33.17
50.72

55.09
61.62
58.42
70.46

5022

51.73

59.79
58.62
69.32

59.53
59.02
68.49

33.55
50.56
51.54
59.49
59.01
68.49

33.31
51.23
52.23
58.54

(MHz)

5.68
6.39
6.52
12.11

RESULTS

432

0.157
0.147

Table 4. Results of tuning the 4.51 MHz filter
Response (Attenuation in dB)

7.32
10.43

Table 2 shows the largest sensitivities. Si.
found. This table clearly shows that the
parallel resonant circuits. L,C,. L4C,. 1.6C6
are the most critical in the filter, since their
components have by far the largest sensitivities. Table 3 shows the correlation coefficients. cos a;5. of the sensitivities for various
component pairs. The resonant circuit pair
sensitivities (1-3) are highly dependent.
which suggest that errors in tite capacitors
can he compensated by adjusting the inductors. Sensitivities of the capacitor pairs 4-8
are also highly dependent. the inference
being that the component error of the more
sensitive of the pair is the more critical: for
example. C., is more critical than C1. The
dependencies of the sensitivities of all other
pairs of components are much less.
Results of the tuning procedure are shown
in Table 4. together with the designed -for
response. Comparison of the responses he fore tuning, and after two or three iterations.
with the designed -for response illustrate
that the tuning procedure was effective.
acceptable tuning being achieved after the
second iteration. Finally. ' able 5 shows the
number of turns adjustment, the smallest

0.999
0.025
0.049

CI C2

cos a;.

58.63
67.18

Table 5. Number of turns adjustment per inductor required per iteration of the tuning algorithm.

Number of Iterations
Before
Tuning

Inductor

1

0.1714

L2

4

0.0998
1.4748

1.6

lumber being about 0.12 or 4.3° approximately.
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Multiple -spark ignition
Power mosfet switches make high-energy, multiple -spark
ignition systems economical.
BRIAN TAYLOR

Ignition systems providing

a

multiple

spark are not new. although for a variety
of reasons. their implementation has
been problematical. The main advantage of
multiple -spark ignition systems over other
ignition systems is that they ensure re ignition of unhurnt gases in the event of
flame -loss. Among the benefits that can he
derived from this are lower exhaust pollutant emissions. higher engine power, significant improvements in fuel consumption.
and a reduction in the risk of pre-ignition.
Why. then. has multiple -spark ignition
not been implemented before on a large
scale? Earl' electronic ignition systems, sold
as an add-on package to overcome the
inherent weaknesses of the conventional
Kettering -type distributor system, were of
the capacitor -discharge variety. They were
designed for use with the standard ignition
coil fitted by the manufacturer.
The introduction of inductive -discharge
systems required a change of ignition coil
because of the lack of high -voltage power
switching transistors at that time. It was not
until high -voltage hi polar switching t ransistors were readily available that economically -priced inductive -discharge systems.
using the standard ignition coil. became a

e

H.t.

Vehicle

T.., battery

Operating condition

Cranking Running

Battery voltage
Energy at spark plug during:
2µs pulse

6

14.5

V

161.6
16.8

1039
89

µJ
µJ

31

198

mJ

flyback
Gated

Total energy during 700µs
spark
Comparative energy
generated by a 1.4mH
l0A coil using Darlington
switch
Improvement in total available energy

pu se

generator

1015
107

Since conventional ignition coil design is at
the heart of these problems. its replacement
by a high -efficiency ferrite -cored transformer is indicated. Replacing the flyback converter principle with a forward converter
significantly reduces the number of turns
required on the primary thereby increasing
the turns ratio.
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2N 2906

5

Spark
9aP

1k
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7,15V

10n

Well decoupled

Gating input

Diodes are 1N4148

example of a multiple spark ignition system, input gate pulses
should be longer than 7001.ts if the total
spark time requirement is to be met.
Fig. 2. In this design

Tr3
4í3A

t

t2

-1 t=700Ns

Tr3

48V

145V

Ip

Fig. 4. Secondary windings of this distributorless ignition system are floating so two
plugs can be fired simultaneously.

VDS

-

o{

Gate

in.ut

Spark
generator '

1

2kV
Ht

MULTI PLE-SI'r\R K GENERATORS

70.100

Basic circuit of a multiple -spark
ignition system.
Fig.

reality.
The standard ignition coil exhibits a relatively large secondary capacitance which
limits the generation of high-tension voltages with fast rise times.
Typically. a spark duration of 0.7 to I .tus
would allow no more than about ten spark cycles during the entire combustion phase.
Furthermore. the magnetizing inductance
of the coil prevents any appreciable current
from flowing in the primary after the first
spark has been generated. resulting in extremely weak subsequent sparks. In addition. the inherently poor switching performance of the ignition )arlington causes excessive dissipation resulting in poor overall
efficiency and poor reliability. These problems must he overcome if an efficient.
reliable multiple -spark ignition system is to
he achieved.

Table 1 Comparison of power-mosfet and Darlington
ignition systems.

out

ov

.

-15kV

-7kV

Fig. 3. Idealized waveforms of the circuit
shown in Fig. 2. Time intervals to/t and ti/t2
are set to give 175 pulses within the 700µs

1

g4

out

-t2kV

Plug

Battery .Ve
Ground
2

Gate input
2

Spark

Plug

3

generctor2

spark -duration window.
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In order to design a multiple -spark generator, Fig.l, two sets of operating conditions
must be defined: those existing during
cranking and those existing under normal

running.
During cranking, the load imposed by the
starter motor pulls the battery voltage down,
so you can assume that under this load the
battery voltage is 6V. Duration of each
closure of SI is defined as t seconds, and the

number of primary turns, N.

is calculated as
NL=6.t/(I,»a,,Af.) where ¡,,,all is approximately
4A and AL is the inductance factor of the
core.
Using E=1..di/dl, set the current fall time
through Si to give a maximum fly -back
voltage of 50V across SI. The number of
is calculated to produce
secondary turns.
a peak aiming voltage of 50kV at flyback
using Ns= 1000N.
Peak aiming voltage is defined as the peak
open -circuit voltage available at the hightension terminal before the spark -plug gap
breaks down. It should not be confused with
the arc voltage present across the gap during
breakdown. Aiming voltage should be as
high as possible. within the insulating capabilities of the winding. in order to successfully 'fire' fouled plugs.
At the end of the first pulse of t seconds
within the 0.7 to l.0ms window the calculated 50kV peak aiming voltage appears at
the h.t. terminal. In practice. this voltage
will never he achieved since the mixture
between the spark -gap electrodes will ionize,
rapidly reducing the voltage across the gap
to approximately 2kV. A demagnetizing current in the secondary winding due to the
energy in the transformer (L,,,ag.i,,,a,2/2)
prevents immediate recombination of the

N

ionized gas. The off-time of Si should be
short enough to prevent full recombination.
At the start of the second and subsequent
pulses, voltage at the h.t. terminal will try to
reach 6.Ns/NI, but will be limited to the arc
sustaining voltage of about 2kV. Arc current
is limited only by the lumped resistance of
the secondary circuit, resulting in a spark of
sufficient intensity to ensure combustion.
For normal running. the ratio of N,/Nr,
should be calculated to give VIIAT .N,/
NI,=20kV.

SCREENING
High levels of electromagnetic and r.f. interference. mainly around 250kHz and at
frequencies up to 3001-1z according to engine
speed. are produced by the ignition unit.
Precautions must therefore he taken to
minimize interference. Radiated interference can be easily contained by housing the
unit in a steel casing. while conducted
interference can he controlled by passive LC

filter:ng.
In a distributorless system, Fig.4. the unit
can be mounted immediately above the
spark plugs with the plug connectors as an
integral part of the unit. The secondary
windings are fully floating. enabling two
plugs - one under compression and one at

MULTIPLE -SPARK IGNITION
DESIGN EXAMPLE
The circuit in Fig.2 is controlled by a gating
input which should be longer than 7000 in
duration in order to meet the total spark
time requirement. The leading edge of the
gating input must coincide with the ignition

-

the end of the exhaust stroke to be fired
simultaneously by series connection. It may
he necessary. in this configuration. to increase the Ns/NI, ratio to 1500:1.
It will he necessary to incorporate a
charge -pump into the drive circuit for the
I-lexfet during the cranking operation.

timing requirements.
In the idealized waveforms shown in
Fig.3. the time intervals t/t. and tI/t, are
each set to approximately 21.1,s by the potentiometer, giving a total of 175 pulses within
the 7000 spark duration window.
Table shows performance figures taken
from observed waveforms under both cranking and running conditions. Figures are also
given for a Darlington ignition generator
circuit for comparison purposes. The Hexfet
circuit shows an improvement of 107'x,
under cranking conditions. where the available spark energy is of greatest importance.
This improvement is a result of higher
dissipation in the Hexfet, amounting to
8.56W compared to 5W in the Darlington. In
real terms, the multi -spark generator exhibits an efficiency of 82% against 80% for
the conventional system.

CONCLUSION

1

Practcal high-energy multiple -spark ignition systems at a reasonable price are made
possible by the introduction of mosfet
switching devices such as the IRFZ44 Hexfet
featured in this design. The benefits are both
economical and ecological and anticipate
that such systems will be fitted to all new
cars as standard equipment in the foreseeable future.
I

Brian Taylor is Business Development
Manager with International Rectifier.

Low-cost teaching package
a do-it-yourself electronics
teaching aid designed to enable even
non -specialists to teach up to GCSE

Chipkit is

level. The packages, devised and produced by

the Electronics Centre of the Polytechnic of
Wales, aim to give pupils hands-on experience of the full range of electronic production techniques. and are suitable both for
schools and for industrial trainees preparing
for work on the shop floor.
Within the packages are circuit hoards,
components and a workbook featuring
graded experiments, diagrams and questions
for discussion. Besides seeking to make the
subject fun, a major aim of Chipkit's design
was to overcome the difficulty beginners
often have in relating circuit diagrams to the
physical component layout. Active and passive devices can he plugged directly into
sockets on the hoards for prototyping and
can easily he removed for re -use.
Packages in the initial Chipkit range
include a transistor module (at £32). giving
a basic introduction to analogue circuit
design and applications: an op -amp module:
and a logic module (£37) containing t.t.l.
gates. flip-flops, counters and a display
driver. Also available are input and output
boards containing switches. microphone,
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thermistor. I.d.r, speaker. relay and motor.
\II the classroom needs to provide is multi meter. oscilloscope and power supply.
Virtually a'I copyright restrictions on the
printed material have been waived. enabling
tutors to copy it for subsequent courses. But
further copies. a component replenishment
service and additional hoards for soldering
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finished designs. are available from the
Electronics Centre. As hack -up, the
Polytechnic will offer in-service training
courses for teachers.
Details from Dr Richard Murray -Shelley
at the Electronics Centre. The Polytechnic of
Wales. Pontypridd. Mid -Glamorgan. CF37
1DL. telephone 0443-480480 ext. 2536.
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BANNERLY ROAD, GARRETTS GREEN, BIRMINGHAM B33 OSL
Telex No 333500 CROSAL

Tel 021-784 8655
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Toroidal

& E.I.
Transformers

1c

As manufacturers we are able to offer a
range of quality toroidal and laminated
transformers at highly competitive prices.

Ir

Toroidal Mail Order Price List
prices inclusive of VAT & Postage

i,
.

OC

SIMULATION

AGÇN ES-1

SYSTEM

15va 9.12, 30va 9.48. 50va 10.16. 80va 11.02, 120va 12.23. 160va 14.44,
225va 16.37, 300va 18.05, 500va 26.46, 625va 30.66, 750va 34.14,1000va 49.40.
Also available

k2. 1 k5 2k, 2k5, 3k. Prices on request.

1

Available from stock in the following voltages: 6-0-6, 9-0-9, 12-0-12, 15-0-15,
18-0-18, 22.0-22, 25-0-25, 30-0-30, 35-0-35, 40-0-40.45-0-45, 50-0-50, 110.220.
240. Primary 240 volt.

Quantity prices and delivery on request
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Air Link Transformers

AIR
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Unit 6, The Maltings, Station Road,

LINK

Turn your IBM-PC into an
EPROM

Simulator

Now you can develop programs for any microprocessor
system using your IBM-PC (or compatible) witllout the
high cost of an in -circuit emulator.
Octagon add -in card simulates up to 4 x 32k bytes
of EPROM
Unique de -bug window
Ribbon cables connect to your target
microprocessor's EPROM sockets
Accepts binary or hex load files
We can also supply most cross-assemblers/compilers
to make a complete low cost development system.
For more details contact:
ENGINEERING
SOLUTIONS

UNITED

ENTER

1/
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ON REPLY CARD

KESTREL ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS LTD.
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º

All items guaranteed to manufacturers spec.
Many other Items available.
'Exclusive of V.A.T. and post and package'
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Engineering Solutions Limited
King House 18 King Street Maidenhead Berks SL61 EF
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Sawbridgeworth, Herts. Tel: 0279 724425

178 Brighton Road,
Purley, Surrey CR2 4HA
Tel: 01-668 7522. Fax: 01-668 4190
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Ampex's D2 video
recorders
Technical outline of a controversial new digital video format

Readers who work outside the broadcasting industry may wonder that
there is any need for yet another video
recording format. Since 1956. when video
recording emerged from the laboratory in
the shape of the original Ampex quadruplex
recorder, a succession of new formats (Table
1) has brought improved operating features
and lower tape consumption. But recording
technology and users' needs have continued
to develop so rapidly that. for many purposes. today's conventional analogue
machines are no longer considered to be
adequate.
A digital replacement for these machines
already exists, through the worldwide DI
format -a system based on 19mm cassettes.
and one which carries the approval of both
the EBU and the SMPTE. In the D1 format,
the luminance and colour components of
the vision signal are recorded on the tape
separately. By combining digital quality
together with freedom from crosstalk, this
scheme greatly improves the clarity of the
reproduced colour picture. Most significantly, it eliminates the objectionable 'cross -

IJ

t

colour' patterning which is so characteristic
a feature of composite in -band colour coding
systems such as PAL.
In the view of Ampex, however, Dl has a
drawback which seriously restricts its usefulness. Virtually all the world's television
studios still handle their vision signals in
composite form as NTSC, PAL or SECAM.
To use D1, they must install analogue -to digital and digital -to -analogue converters
fore and aft of each machine. To take full
advantage of Dl. they must find the money
to replace their entire studio system with
new equipment which handles the signal in
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component form.
\Vhilst conceding that D1 is a well designed format. Ampex argues that it is ahead
of its time. and that the need exists for a
companion system based on recording the
composite video signal. Ampex has now
Table 1: brief history of broadcast sir. formats. A wag
at Ampex extrapolates from these figures to show that
by the end of the century the average video format will
last 20 minutes. or less than the playing time of the
tape. Shall we see the emergence of an adaptive sir.
which changes format whilst it records?
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Top: loading a cassette into Ampex's VPR-300 composite -format digital video recorder.
Controls on the left are for the four digital audio channels. Behind the operator's hand is
an electroluminescent panel which displays time code, machine status and diagnostic
information. Lower picture shows a typical edit -mode display.
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Table 3: Characteristics of the PAL D-2 composite digital recording

format
Video sampling
Quantization
Tv lines recorded

4f,á- (17.7MHz)
8

6.0MHz bandwidth
56dB signal-to-noise

Digital audio
Audio sampling

4 channels
48kHz

20kHz bandwidth
>90 dB dynamic range.

Medium

SMPTE 19mm standard

Playing time

1.5k0e metal particle
32.94 or 208 minutes

bit
608

Tape speed
131.7mm/s
Longitudinal tracks Cue audio; control track
(field, frame and colour
frame): time code

Fig.1. Sampling at

4f

provides twice as
many samples at the zero -crossing point
(the most sensitive region) as does 3f5C.
The improved accuracy helps make possible such features as variable -speed playback.

Direction of tape travel

I1111N1111111M111VIy111111M1WY111luNN11

1

ll

audio track

Cue

dI

i1.1'lIP 11k111111111111111111II11V IIJ IiIVI 1u111111111YIlI9dilllll 1llllll II41Vr

Audio sectors

Recorded track

11
llll1111`

Play head gap

hed
oF

No

fringing

lllll
ppl``\

pNl

fields

Record head

ILllll000=

sect0c.

gap

Direction of tape travel

Control track

Fig.2. Azimuth recording, with a d.c.-free

digital coding scheme. Eliminating the
need for a guard -lane between tracks

-

=rime

code

=__

track

Fig.3. D2 format: how the recorded tracks are arranged on the tape.

saves tape.

announced such a system -which it calls D2
and the company intends to launch 1)2
machines for the PAL system at IBC later
this year.
One of the driving forces behind 1)2 was
Ampex's need to find a replacement for its
quadruplex machines, still widely used for
playing out advertising spots at commercial
stations. Preparing commercials often involves a great deal of multi -generation
copying and so the benefits of a digital
system, which would allow cloning, were
highly attractive. To advertisers, good video
quality is of the utmost importance.
Like DI, 1)2 is a cassette format - and
indeed the cassette shells it uses are just the
same, though the tape inside is different.

-

CHANNEL CODE
Perhaps the most fundamental decision in
designing a digital video format is to pick a

sampling frequency. Of the various options
suitable for recording the 5.5MHz PAL signal (Table 2), Ampex has chosen the hardest:
four times the colour subcarrier frequency
(4G, 17.7MI Iz). This means an enormous
amount of data for the tape to carry
(154MhitJs in all), hut it allows greatly
enhanced reproduction of the colour subcarrier itself (Fig. 11. In particular, it enables the
eight -field PAL subcarrier sequence to he
reconstructed accurately enough for good
variahle-speed playback
a feature very
useful in the editing suite. Colour pictures
are said to be recoverable at up to 60 times

-
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Table 2: how video sampling rate affects the data
storage requirement
Video bit

rate Mbit/s

3f,á

13.5MHz
4f

106
108
142

Tape bit
rates MbiVs

Packing
density
kbit/mmz

116
118
154

54

55
72

normal playing speed.
With so much data to record, minimizing
tape consumption became a priority. Ampex
engineers have tackled the problem partly
through switching to a metal -particle tape
formulation and partly through their
method of coding the signal. By adopting the
Miller squared code. which contains no I f.
or d.c. component, and by setting the heads
on the spinning drum with their azimuths at
+15° and -15°, they have eliminated the
need for a guard -lane between adjacent
recorded tracks (Fig.2). Even though the
recording head's footprint is actually wider
than the track pitch, the arrangement has
excellent immunity to errors. The minimum
configuration is two head pairs, with a
tape -wrap around the drum of a little more
than 180°.
D2's error handling strategy is a twodimensional Reed -Solomon code capable of
correcting burst errors at least 1900 bytes
long, or two picture lines. Since each head of
a pair records at half the data rate (2f5,), a
usable picture can he recovered even if one
fails. No flying erase head is required he -

cause the signal can he erased by over-

writing.
The azimuth recording technique enables
the four audio tracks to be placed at the
edges of the tape. despite the fact that any
tracking error is likely to be higher there. In
the DI format - for safety the audio blocks
occupy the centre of the tape even though
this creates difficulties with variable -speed
playback. Since the start of each field follows
a set of audio blocks, reproducing a frozen
frame in D1 entails reading twelve tracks
(the length of a field), then jumping back
over those tracks within the brief duration of

-

the audio blocks. With 1)2, 180° of drum
rotation is available for relocating the heads.
Audio is sampled at 48kHz and encoded
into 20 -bit samples. Each sample is recorded
twice, giving an extra 7.7MbiNs of data.
The new format is claimed to allow
copying through up to 20 generations without unacceptable degradation of quality;
though experience at the BBC suggests that
about eight encode -decode cycles may he
more realistic. But with back -to -hack digital
copying, tapes could he cloned indefinitely.
One of Ampex's first D2 machines will he
the replacement for its ACR-25 quadruplex
machine for commercial spots. Its companion will he a machine for general studio use;
Ampex hopes that this will replace the
present C -format machines. Further D2
machines are on the way from Sony,
\mpex's partners in developing the format.
Prices are likely to be about the same as for
C -format types.
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Self-calibráting di ¡tal

multimeter
of internal calibration together with innovative circuit
design produces a higher accuracy than pfevious designs.

A method

HAL CHENI-LALL
Instrument for calibration

and standards purposes need to be an order of
magnitude better than the equipment to
be calibrated. Precision digital multimeters
already take full advantage of the inherent
qualities of tláe critical components that
define the instruments' performance, and
can therefore achieve high accuracy.
Calibration meters consequently need to
provide even greater accuracy.
New circuitry and a method of internal
calibration, which can be linked to external
standards, are provided in the Datron Instruments' 1281 digital multimeter to produce
very high performance across teh complete
range of its functions. It is considerably
more accurate than known previous designs
while retaining a compact size and without
being over expensive. The instrument is
particularly intended for use in standards
and calibration labororatories and is designed to be easy to use, despite its high level
of accuracy and its wide range of functions.
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There are four main design areas where
significant advances have contributed to the
overall instrument performance analogue
to digital converter,- master reference, a.c.
measurement, and self-calibration.

-

ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL CONVERTER
A multi -ramp, multi -cycle integrator has
been developed to provide the necessary
performance for an 81/2 digit instrument.

The main elements inherited from the quad slope technique used in Datron's previous
Autocal range of instruments are the use of
feedforward bias signals to overcome problems at zero due to noise in the null detector,
and the use of two reference values "ref and
Vfer/16 (coarse and line ramps) to provide
speed and accuracy, Fig. 1. The -additional
features which provide the improvements

include:
O Use of multiple cycles which meansthata
smaller integrator capacitor can be used,

reducing dielectric absorption effects and
improving linearity.
O Applying signal and reference inputs at
the same time rather_ than separately
during multi -cycle conversions, improving conversion speed.
Using both positive and negative referencesan equal number of times for every
conversion, ensuring that reference
switching errors are coñstant and can be
removed by an integral autozero cycle.
Using a custom asic for the a -to -d conversion control, providing flexibility in programming integration times and resolution.
-0 A dynamic autozero system avoids the
need fop the more common sample and
hold type of autozero circuit, which can
become saturated at overload and slow

'0

;0

down overload recovery.
When the a -to -d converter is not actually
convertinga signal, it goes into a reset or
'dynamic autozero' mode. This maintains

439

the output of the already low drift integrator
near zero by applying small amounts of
Vfe, /256 and then nulling it with +\
/
256. Because this reset cycle is short (50µs)
and occurs at least once before each conversion, it avoids the need for the random
interruptions for zero corrections found in
less sophisticated conversion techniques.
The output of the integrator during a
dynamic autozero cycle is shown in Fig. 2.
Initially. zero signal is applied to both signal
and reference inputs for a set period. Then.
\'r11 /256 is applied to the reference input
and the output of the integrator 'ramps up'
and passes through null. After the null.
Vre, /256 is applied for a fixed period so that
the integrator overshoots. Zero is again
applied for a short period to both signal and
reference inputs. to ensure that both references are not accidentally applied to the

r

-

-

-

Integrator

"

- Ref
+

svdch

Ref

+Vfe; /256 switched to the reference input.
the integrator ramps down towards and
beyond null and for a predetermined period.
The cycle is then repeated, maintaining
the integrator output near zero. At the end of
each cycle the integrator is in exactly the
same place, even though the integrator may
drift between resets.

2nd null detector

68k

I

I

Control logic

Fig.1. Multiple references are used with the multi -slope analogue -to -digital converter in
order to increase conversion speed without losing accuracy in detecting the final null.

-

Ref 256

7\_

+ Ref/256

SINGLE -CYCLE CONVERSION
Depending on read rate and resolution requirements. the converter can make either
single-cycle conversions. Some of the key
elements of the conversion technique are
well illustrated by considering the single cycle conversion of Fig. 3.
On receipt of a reading conversion command. the last reset cycle is completed
within a fixed delay of 511µs. and then the
signal is applied to the signal input. The
integrator ramps up and after a fixed period a
feedforward bias of appropriate polarity
(+Vre,) is fed to the reference input while the
Signal is still being applied. Next, zero is
applied to both the signal and reference
inputs for a fixed delay to ensure that the
system does not attempt to switch in both
references at the same period where -Vfe, is
applied to the reference input. Eventually
the integrator crosses null and is allowed to
overshoot to synchronize to a clock signal.
This represents the end of the coarse conversion period and the integrator then configures itself for the final. more accurate or
'fine'. stages of the conversion.
Firstly, zero is applied to the signal and
reference inputs to avoid the effects of any
switching transients. followed by applying
+Vfe, /16 to the reference input for a fixed
time. The polarity of reference used in the
cycle at this point is chosen to ensure that
the approach to zero for the final ramp is
always made using the +V1e, /256 reference.
irrespective of signal polarity. This overcomes any non -symmetry in null detector response times. After another dead period.
Vre, /16 is applied to the reference input so
that the integrator heads hack again to null
and overshoots.
At the end of the final dead period.
+Vre, /256 is applied to the reference input.
This is the last part of the conversion and its
final stages are identical to the end of the
dynamic autozero cycle. In other words. the

-
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detector

_,

-

integrator simultaneously. Then with

1st null

Fig.2. A dynamic autozero cycle is used by the analogue -to -digital converter to maintain
the integrator output near zero when no conversion is being done. The end of the
+Ref/256 period is used as both the starting and finishing point for every conversion,
ensuring an exact charge balance.

Fig.3. Conversions

are subtly different for different
polarity input signals. This ensures

that the final slope
to null is always
made with +Ref/

256, avoiding
possible null detector hysteresis.
At the end of each
conversion the in-

tegrator output is
exactly where it

started from,

which means that
all charge from the
unknown input has
been balanced by
the charge from
the known references.

integrator output finished hack exactly
where it started, so that the charge from the
signal has been exactly balanced by the
charge from the various references. \t the
end of the conversion the a -to -d converter
goes hack into dynamic autozero mode and
the reading data may he shifted out of the
control circuits.

The sequence for a negative polarity signal
subtly different from that for the positive
polarity signal described hut the important
fact is that for every conversion each reference is switched in and out once, and that
the final ramp down is identical for both
signal polarities. This means that any reference switching errors due to charge injecis
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+ Ref/16

Abz+ Ref/256
- Ref/16

Ref/256

Signal

Signal

Signal

Signal

ii

Signal &

Signal &

+ ref

- ref

Signal &

- ref
Signal & + ref

Signal & + ref

Fig.4. Multiple cycle conversions allow the
signal to be applied to the integrator for

- Ref

- ref

Signal &

Signal &

+

ref

Preamplifier

almost the entire conversion period, which
improves the speed of conversion. It avoids
the need for a large integrator capacitor and
the associated dielectric absorption problems.

tion are balanced for all conversions, while
any small null detector delay time errors and
charge inject ion effects due to the final ramp
are automatically removed by the dynamic
autozero.

MULTI -CYCLE CONVERSION
A multi -cycle design was chosen to give

maximum flexibility to the available integration periods without forcing the need for a
large integrating capacitor. which could
have introduced greater dielectric absorption problems. Instead, a small integrator
capacitor is used. and longer integrator
periods are achieved by ramping up and
down several times while specifically avoiding saturation of the integrator. In addition,
the multi -cycle approach provides effective
gain in the integrator, reducing the requirements placed on null detector sensitivity and
making higher accuracy conversions easier
to achieve.
One of the key features of this particular
multiramp design is that. for all but the final
ramp, the signal is applied continously and
the various references are applied simultaneously with the signal at the appropriate
times (Fig. 4). In other words, the integrator
effectively ramps up and ramps down at the
same time, which significantly reduces the
time to take a reading.

Timing and counting considerations with
this design are complex. Although the a -to -d
converter always performs the same sequence. great flexibility of control is exercised
over its performance through the use of
programmable delay timers, a ramp timer
and a counter for the number of ramps
performed. All of these timers and counters
are integrated into a custom asic which has a
32 bit control register programmed by the
instrument's microprocessor via a special
serial interface. The same serial loop is used
to transmit the reading from the asic to the
processor for calibration and display.
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3 -pole

R.m.s.

Bessel

section

filter

N

III1~=~"

f

1

Vf=Vin2
Vf

Sample and 'hold

Fig.5. An automatic ac/dc transfer feedback technique can be used to calibrate the gain
of the electronic r.m.s. section for each reading. This is useful for removing time and
temperature drift from this part of the circuit

MASTER REFERENCE
The reference used in the analogue to -digital
conversions derived from two specially conditioned zener reference modules. Each reference module contains the reference device and its associated butter circuits, all
hermetically encapsulated together to ensure constant temperature across the module. The modules are stable to within ±2
p.p.m per Vyear, produce noise of less than
0.1p.p.m, and have temperature coefficients
of better than 0.1 p.p.m/°C. This temperature
coefficient is held over a wide temperature
span of 0 to 50°C. and the references exhibit
negligible temperature shock hysteresis.
The master reference is obtained by summing the outputs from both reference modules.
Extensive evaluation of the modules has
resulted in a burn -in process which equates
to an ageing of year. reducing both infant
mortalities and hysteresis effects. Following
this process, the modules are checked over a
temperature span of 0 to 70°C for tempera1

ture performance, and then monitored for

long-term drift over
three months.

a

minimum period of

A.C. MEASUREMENT
The inverting preamp has to provide good
Flatness from d.c. to 1M1Iz and a minimum
of offset voltage at its output to ensure good
d.c.-coupled performance. A complex design

required to achieve this, using several gain
elements in conjunction with each other.
The closed -loop gain is set by range
resistors and capacitors. Because of the
presence of stray capacitance around the
preamp, the input and feedback resistors
setting the low frequency gain have to be
shunted by capacitors to compensate for
this. At high frequency, it is these capacitors
that deterrr.ine the closed -loop gain. The
feedback capacitance on each range is effectively trimmed at calibration using a ladder
is

network digital -to -analogue converter
driven from the microprocessor to control
the channel resistance of fets in the gain defining network. Extensive bootstrapping
of components in the preamp feedback area
reduces the effect of stray capacitance.
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ELECTRONIC R.M.S.
An electronic r.m.s. technique has the following advantages over designs on thermal

techniques:

Out -guard

-

the instrument
achieves ±90p.p.m year uncertainties.
which is the best available in any commercial d.m.m.
O Faster response - the instrument can
take high accuracy 61V> digit a.v. readings
at a rate of one per second. about six
times faster than other commercial designs.
O Wider dynamic range the span from
11111n\' to 1000 r.m.s. can he covered in
fewer ranges, saving cost and space. Each
range can accept inputs from 1% of range
to 200"% of range.
O Good crest factor performance for non sinusoidal signals (5: at full range. 10:1
at 25'rn of range).
The principles behind the r.m.s. conversion
technique are shown in Fig. 5. With the
instrument set to its 'normal' mode. the
signal from the preamp is full -wave rectified
by the combined operation of the rectifier
and the log.amp. and taken as a current
input to the input of the r.m.s. section. This
is a current -operated device, whose output is
unidirectional but peaky and converted to a
voltage for smoothing by a three -pole Besse)

O Higher accuracy

In -guard

Input
switching

1

Microprocess
control

Analogue measuremant

circuits

f

Interface
488

Selfcal module
(Internal calibrator)

Display

Front panel

commands

Remote

control

-

I

filter.

Zero switch

External calibration

Selfcal

corrections
for d.m.m.

characterizations
(External calibration
corrections for
internal calbrator)

corrections
(Internal calibration
corrections
for d.m.m.)

Fig.6. Separate calibration memories are used to store the external calibration
corrections for both the d.m.m. and the internal calibrator. An additional calibration
memory is used to store selfcal corrections derived during an internal calibration.

Modulator

Error amp

i

Selfcal

Multiplexer

Output demodulator

V

Reference

The filter is chosen for its optimum
settling time. and offers selectable configurations to permit operation down to
II 1r,. A sample and hold with isolating buffer
provides further one -pole filtering above a
certain frequency. after which the smoothed
signal is taken to an amplifying buffer \rhich
drives the instrument's analogue to digital
converter. The output signal V, is equivalent
to \', '/V, by virtue of the action of the
electronic r.m.s. section on its two in uts of
V and VI. This means that \', = \ (V,)2. the

i

r.m.s. of \'i.

A.C.-TO-I).C. TRANSFER TECI INIQIIE
The a.c. circuit employs a refinement on the
basic technique which uses an a.c.-to-d.c.
transfer mechanism to calibrate the gain of
the r.m.s. converter.
Consider Fig. 5. with all swiches set to
'normal' mode (N). When a signal (Y) is
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Feedback demodulators

vw

Different levels of d.c. calibration voltages are produced by modulating a d.c.
reference and passing the resulting square wave through a transformer. The various
output tappings are connected to a sample and hold to reconstitute a d.c. level. A
feedback technique is used to ensure a perfect turns -ratio performance which is
inherently stable.
Fig.7.

through the r.m.s. converter. a d.c.
equivalent value 1111 is produced. For an
ideal converter 1=Y1. hut assuming the
converter has a gain other than unity, then
GY=1'1. This gain factor G may drift with
time and temperature. and the purpose of
the a.c.-to-d.c. transfer technique is to remove these effects. This is achieved by
setting all swiches to 'transfer' mode IT) and
opening Si. Signal Y1 is sampled and held.
and then fed hack through the r.m.s. converter to obtain another value. V. In this case.
GYI =Y, and as Viand 1', are known. the true
value of G can he determined. This can then
be used to give a value for Y,,. corrected for
the r.m.s. converter gain. i.e.
passed

Y=1'I/G=11'/Y>.
The actual sequence used in the d.m.m. is
more to overcome the problems associated
with ripple on the measurements. \Vhen the
reading Y1 is taken. the a -to -d converter
integration time can be arranged to smooth
out any ripple on the signal emerging from
the Ressel filter. However. as soon as the
switch S1 beyond the filter is opened. the
sample and hold will potentially capture the
peak of any ripple on the signal and so not he
representative of the desired d.c. level (Y11.
An additional measurement is taken with
only switch Si open (and all other switches
set to N to give a value Y_; which is the

ELECTItONICSti IVIHELESSWORLD

correct value for the determination of
GIGY3=Y2)
The required calculation to correct for
gain is therefore Y=Yi/C=Y1Ys/Y,.
Spot frequency enhancements. To enhance
a.c. performance even further, each a.v.
range can be spot calibrated at up to six
independent user defined frequencies, such
that, when the instrument is making
measurements of signals at frequencies
which lie within ±10% of these points,
flatness errors are reduced improving
accuracy to ±65p.p.m. for a whole year. In
addition, the instrument has a reciprocal
counter function designed into one of its
custom asics which can display the frequency of an a.v. signal at the same item as its
r.m.s. value is being shown on the main
display.

RESISTANCE AND CURRENT
The wide selection of floating current source
ranges provided by the resistance function
means that a variety of resistance measurement modes can be offered to suit many
different application areas. For example,
when operating in its normal mode, the
instrument's current sources are optimized
for low noise and hest accuracy. However.
where low compliance or low open -circuit
voltages across the d.m.m's terminals are
needed, a special low current mode can be
selected. Applications where this can he
useful include in -circuit measurement of
components in parallel with diode junctions.
or the measurement of temperature using
platinum resistance thermometers, where
the self -heating of the current passing
through the resitive element may be impor-

tant.
For applications where external thermal
e.m.fs present measurement problems. a
mode is provided where a zero reference

t

reading is automatically taken with the
measurement current turned off. This zero
mesurement is subsequently subtracted
from that made with the current flowing to
give a resultant value where the effect of any
thermal emfs have been eliminated.
External errors produced by specific connections can be reduced using four -wire
sensing and guarding techniques. Four -wire
sensed measurement can be made with up to
100i2 in any lead with no significant degradation in accuracy. Furthermore. errors
caused in external leakage paths can be
eliminated using an 'ohms guard' terminal
which may also he used for incircuit
measurement of components in parallel
with other resistive elements.

means the instrument is capable of maintaining its standards lab performance over
long periods of time and even in a factory
Floor environment. Selfcal is activated with a
single key press or CPIB command, and
requires ro external calibration sources.
Periodically, the multimeter is electroni-

cally calibrated against traceable external
standards. when any differences in readings
compared to the value of the external
calibration sources can be used to derive
calibration constants which are stored by the
instrument in non-volatile memory. These
external calibration corrections subsequently serve to automatically correct all readings
taken by the multimeter.
At the same time as the d.m.m. is being
externally calibrated the internal calibrator
is also traceably calibrated by comparing the
SELF -CALIBRATION
readings taken by the meter on any particuThe performance of the instrument is li- lar range against external standards with
mited by the basic stability of the gain - those made using its internal Selfcal
defining resistor networks used in signal sources. In effect the d.m.m. is used as a
conditioning amplifiers and the zener de- transfer device to calibrate the internal
vices which form the instrument's basic calibrator against the external standards.
voltage reference. To push performance with the characterization factors being
beyond some of these limitations. the instru- stored in tie non-volatile memory alongside
ment makes extensive use of internal the instrument's normal external calibracalibration - Selfcal'- to remove the effects tion corrections.
Ata later date, when the multimeter user
of time and temperature drift in almost all
areas. Using only a transformer multiplier decides to 'Selfcal' the instrument, a single
and two precision resistors (and consider- key press will cause another set of internal
able software). enough internal accurate measurements to be made but using only the
sources can he produced in conjuct ion with internal calibrator to calibrate the d.m.m.
the d.m.m's normal measurement circuits circuits, Fig. 6. The new set of readings are
to enable correction of drift in almost all key compared against the corresponding charareas. The major except ion to this is drift in acterized values and any differences between
the zener references because the Selfcal the two recognized as errors which can he
process relies on deriving its basic calibra- compensated for by the microprocessor in
all subsequent measurements. A third set of
tion signals for these components.
The result is a 2:1 improvement in calibration constants - the Selfcal correctemperature coefficient and a 35% improve- tions. - are stored alongside the original
ment in performance over the identical external calibration constants and the interinstrument when used without Selfcal. This nal calibrator characterization factors.
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D7
RF

D0

110 memory
MR

TORO
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l
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OT,

QSFT

Z80 bootstrapping and communication interface
Please accept our apologies for omitting these references from John
Cooke's Circuit Idea in the April issue.
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Loudspeaker and Ileadphone Handbook
edited by John 13orwick. Butterworths. 573
pages, £57.50. Comprehensive audio engineer's reference work covering all
aspects cif loudspeakers from principles of
sound radiation to subjective evaluation. Of
its fourteen sections, each written by an
authority in the audio field. six cover the
actual drivers and their enclosures. and
seven cover wider aspects of loudspeakers
like the listening environment, publicaddress systems. loudspeaker measurements and subjective evaluation.
There is no doubt that this is a useful.
authoritative and detailed handbook, with no
shortage of diagrams. graphs. equations and
circuits. It is not all hard facts either. In his
section on multiple -driver loudspeakers for
example, Laurie Fincham of KEF says. "to
date there is no conclusive scientific evidence to show that linear phase is a necessary requirement for high -quality reproduction. Improvements in both source material

and transducers, however, may show that
inear-phase designs are superior.
\nd Desmond Thackeray of Surrey Universitr will upset the sub -woofer enthusiasts
in his section on loudspeaker enclosures. lle
says. -It may, seem a little anomalous that so
much effort. and ultimate cost to the purchaser. is directed towards perfecting the
bottom octave of the audio spectrum. where
our ears are in any case less sensitive and less
discriminating; for the sounds in this octave
from most programme sources may sometimes be little more than 'audio sludge' when
heard done".
At only 16 pages. Thackeray's section on
enclosures seems a little short, and at 88
pages, Baxandall's discussion of electrostatic
loudspeakers may seem a little long when
you consider that the book doesn't mention
piezo-electric drivers at all as far as we can
see. Nevertheless. we are sure that every
audio engineer will find the hook useful.
I

M.E.E.
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Elliptic filter design
Computation of zeros and poles for both odd and
even -order elliptic filters can be carried out in four
approximation steps without making elliptic integrals.
KAMIL KRAUS

approximation method descrihed
here is hased on Darlington's work on
odd -order filters'. I found that Darlington's method could he expanded to encompass even -order filters, resulting in a
powerful tool for computer -aided filter design.
Symbols used in the approximation
method are shown in the panel. In Darlington's paper, an elliptic odd -order filter is
described with pass and stop hands defined
as, (1--or-w, and w,w, respectively. The
low-pass transfer function can he derived
from the equation,
The

Power out
Power in

2

-h(Y")

1

constant
+K21,; F,; (y)

where y=w/(w,w,' `. Constant K is fixed by
the reflection coefficient according to the
expression.
p/100

\ 1-0/100)In Darlington's paper. variable

10k

R6
10k

--VV

I2u1201-i--'

62k
14

-+--,
¡-i3/4---41
1k2

1k1

430n

400n

R2

R2

19k5

20k

24
-6V

8616

Fig

1.

86k5

Fourth -order low-pass elliptic filter using fast op -amps.

form= I.2.3 and 4,

Table 1. Comparison between Christian and Eisenmann's tables and results obtained using the new
approximations.

at

Y'

cos(kT/2n)'
Am;,,
f t2
514

Ym

I=2a1,

Yok=

1
2a

1

(Ylk+

Ylk

) IYIk 1'

F(Y)=21 INI(YI)+FI
Ily

I,

--'l

n

and

F11Y1)=Y1 I-YIkYI2
Y-1-Y-Ik

Stage 1

Stage2

R,

0.1186104986
1.9510762510
8.674880680
2.0514404060

0.1871868891
1.6625721170
8.5561733990
2.5092696700

R56

1

1

CI

0.085702151
5.687866212

02954123197
1.3490376170

R3
R4

for m=4, 3.2 and 1. The minimum attenuation in the stop hand. A; is, 101og
(1

55.595dB
2.753885470
6.458556093
-0.1875826282

Comp.
R2

\/1/2(1,+1)

1=

Approximated results

55.6dB
2.7538868301
6.4585483632

Table 2. Computed component values for the first and
second stages of the filter. Fig. 1.

-I atn

I

)J

Published values

-0.1875829230
r j1.0503250899 tj1.050325741
-0.5117132703
-0.5117128388
'j0.4633480507
ij0.4633481372

512

'Ym+yn

for m=4, 3, 2 and I. The transmission on
zero is then i2=ay. Next,

)'IYII=1

Out

1315

s3.4

y

[2

20,35

follows.

Y=2a(Y1+

10k

10k

3

In

and

y

---

20k5 RS

R4

R6

+6V

and the
appropriate transfer function F0 are defined
as

20k5 R5

R4

C2

Unit

It
It
It
ft

ft
F
F

+K2210'). Now.

k=1

"

s=-I

FILTER EQUATION SYMBOLS

1

where Ylk represents constants related to
transmission zeros. and hence to poles. and
a=lw,/w,1 1. -low
can be computed is
shown later.
Darlington then found that the approximation can he carried out in four steps.
resulting in accuracy sufficient for practical
designs.

K

I

I

n

s1=h+*\/2+1

p
S2

S03

I+

=III, ISm

\/Ilm

e

ISm 1)2+1

ws

w,

for m=2. 3 and 4 and.

s,,,

Am;,,

s51= I1/S4+ \/11,S4)2+ I

NEW APPROXIMATION METI IOD
In the following approximations, methods
for computing am, Ym- I, 1m- Sm and s, for
input values k. n and K are shown. summarized as follows.

II

I

an=

V

1

Here. di

is

3600 and 2700 for odd and

even -order elliptic filters respectively.
The poles are then,

sino

1

Sm=

am= a -m-I+1
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a m_1-1

2an,(sm+

for m=4. 3,2 and

1.

I-

=
=
=
=
=
=

filter order, k=1,3,5,... -n
modular angle
reflection coefficient
attenuation zero
ripple factor
stop band cut-off frequency
pass band cut-off frequency
pole
minimum attenuation in stop band
maximum attenuation in pass band

).

4

S5=s5oexp(j

.

=
=
=
=

l
Smfl)

To review this method. I have made a
comparison with Christian and Eisenmann's
tahles2 for n=4, p=25% and a=23°, Table 1.

EXPERIMENTAL CIRCUIT
To prove the method experimentally, I worked out the circuit design3 shown in Fig. l the
.
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FIFTH -ORDER LOW-PASS FiLTER WITH INPUT SAMPLE -AND -HOLD

nnr.-i

Vin

1M

16

1M

100k

T00k

560k
CS

Csstorage capacitance

5V

H

OV--1L

6k8
15k

Choosing

This fifth -order low-pass filter was designed by the author during his work on
this approximation method. It has a
sample -and -hold circuit at its input that
could prove useful in many transmission
systems.

and
C =

C1

5n9

=5n3

R1

R. 3k
.10k gives

C=

4n1

f =10 kHz,

C1'= 5n4

7k7
R2'=4k6
and R3=7k2
R2

-12V

transfer Íunct ion of which

is

given hy.

F,=AiA,Fi(sIF2(s).
Constants Al and A, may he estimated
assuming that.

A,IFi(j0

1

U1+E'

Constant Al is 0.0264240112 and A, is
0.0608407608 so,

A=A1A,=0.0016(176569

1/A=622.0232.

is realized by the first op -amp in
Fig. 1. Values for the first and second filter
stages were computed using the Cioffi
algorithm' and are as shown in Table 2.
To obtain practical values for the design.
scaling factors fit=10' and fc=200 were
used. Frequencies up to 150M1 -1z can he
handled by the CA3450 op -amp shown in

Constant A

Fig.l.

Tech Talk on B B C
What appears to be the only regular
radio programme devoted wholly to
engineering is back on the BBC World
Service after a successful pilot series
last autumn.

In 'Tech Talk', reporters visit engineering projects both in Britain and
abroad to learn about them from the
people on the spot. Previous programmes have investigated a computer controlled flexible manufacturing system at Austin -Rover, discovered how
transputers are being adapted for use
in space, and toured STC's optical fibre
factory.
However, electronics is not the only

branch of engineering the programme
aims to cover. In the first of the new
series, presenter George Macpherson
visited a large civil engineering project
now under way at Charing Cross
Station, where construction workers
are tackling the problem of how to
erect a £70M office block above the
tracks without disrupting London's
trains.
Tech Talk is broadcast weekly on
Mondays at 11.15 GMT, Tuesdays at
08.15 and Fridays at 02.15. BBC World
Service is heard in the UK on 648kHz
(463m) medium wave, and on numerous short-wave channels.

Tech Talk presenter George Macpherson (right), seen here with producer Martin
Redfern, braved the height and the pigeons of Nelson's Column to discover how
epoxy resins with very low surface tensions have been injected under high
pressure to preserve the stonework and fill cracks.
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AVOB Multrmeler Tested
Farnell E30 Bench PSU 0-30v 5A CL
Revox A7711S Tape Recorders Stereo
Bradley C1471 Electronic Meters to 1GHz
1

£5.50
£55
£25
£250
£25

ALL PRICES PLUS VAT AND CARRIAGE

-
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Tektronix 442 30MHZ
Tektronix 465 100MHZ

6150/51 U.V. Recorder: 12th. magnet block: 6ch. conditioning
amps built in: Galvos charged extra

CAN'T SEE THE ITEM YOU NEED?

R

Out Sue W 125mnl.

THE NORTH'S LEADING USED TEST -EQUIPMENT DEALER
£2450
£950
£12500
£2975

PHILIPS
PM3266 100MHz 2ch./2 t/base very fast phosphopr storage stripe

Phone 01-943 4477

Current

ENTER 47 ON REPLY CARI)

£12250
£1550

£6950

If not

Al'AC

121, I SA

WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS RG6 IPL
Callers welcome 9am to 5.30pm. MON-FRI. (UNTIL 8pm. THURS)
VISA

£4000

MARCONI
TF2370 Spectrum Analyser: built in tracking gen. 30Hz-110MHz

1

'.

/150

í121p

II 10()A

I

16A &

HAKE. OSClesOSL01t 604 Dud Ere e OMHz Relay Sweep
1575
llAMEOent Tesler. Iwo probe.
'16 Dual l race ANN, Component
HAMEG0 III LI, LOPE
1314
Tesler w 111*, I I"'
Ali oió4, m+,5' Ill 11

ON104

100,0 513)

II'

AM

1

.,11111)

41.11

5V

A411 a .1

STEWART OF READING

£375

HEWLETT-PACKARD
8565A Spectrum Analyser with internal pre -selection
10MHz-22GHz
1740A 100MHz dual trace/dual timebase oscilloscope
4951A/001/100 Protocol Analyser inc. data cassette and
RS232 \124 pod
7475A7002 A3 size six pen plotter with HP-IB interface
8505A RF Network Analyser: 0.5-1300MHz: Built in sweeper
86568 Signal Generator: Phase locked: AM/FM 0.1-990MHz

£601G
µ04/

'

Guide Price

E.I.P.
548 12 digit Microwave Counter 10Mz-26.5GHz

IMHrSr,r

(IX
FANNEIL 1160 50 PSU,, 4010
IDA. 1/808, '16111,11,1
MARCONI MOD MI TER, II
RA( Al UNIVER541(1 LATIN 9900 WO f x314 Ill 1/1
N F' 2r'4 +0 Q Meter
RACAL

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.
VT220 Standard Monochrome VDU terminal with Keyboard

H30100 Fib p

.1

en

1

£100
145

tnllmele, I0O5V

MVI8602Channel RI

orbo

1

NEW EQUIPMENT

1400
1250

1`

4

.

1200

II:

LEADER L
I OOVM,
FARNELL

MAN(,

(P&P

L50
£10
L90

a'41Ise

'

S.

'"`3

/150

Son',. L80

11.7011.
MARCONI D I. r) n, F...tor Mete r
FERROGRAPH 6152 Recede, Tee Set
WOE( KE Wax, & 11,11,, Meter M1105

43 Data Channel Inputs
3 Clock Inputs 8 4 Qualifier Inputs

á

1600
£400
I,
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II;
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MARCONI 471

.1811141

_

r

£600
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150KHI; 70MHz
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12V025A 5V 1'A 4V I 4A
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L20 each (p&pL3)
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7000 RANGE TEKTRONIX

HEWLETT PACKARD
MODEL 16300
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1

AVO VAl VE TEST ER C1100 Suitcase style
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r

manual

/100

14114411
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A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR STOCKS
ALL ITEMS CARRY OUR COMPREHENSIVE

SPECIAL OFFERS

OSCILLOSCOPES
1EKIROIIIA %Newer ha

TO HELP YOU

86 Bishopgate Street, Leeds LS1 4BB.
Tel: 0532 435649
ENTER 24 ON REPLY CARD
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EPROM PROGRAMMER

ALL THE SCOPE YOU MAY EVER NEED
ON PAPER!
We are not decrying today s excellent test instruments but we thin, you ought to Know
1. No longer must you wait until a circuit is built before you can test it and
2. No longer must you wait until it is in production before you can sample its

behaviour statistically.

11%
AT LAST! Over 50 Generic Device
1-2508 10ms
2-2508 50ms

Types...

15-2764
16-2764A
17-27128

29 8749
30 87>0

3-251610ms
4-2516/50ms
5-2532/10ms

18-27128A
19-27256

32-8749M

44-8051'
45-8052'
46-8044'

33-87505

47-87C51

6-2532/50ms
7-2564 10ms
8-2564 50ms

20-27256'21 V
21-27512
22-27513

34-8741
35-8742

9-2758

23-87C64

48.63701V
49-637018
50-63705V
51-637052

10-2716
11-2732

24-87C256
25-8755
26-8755A
27-8355'
28-8748

12-2732k 10ms
13-2732A'50ms
14-2764-50ms

.... at

a

31

.

43-8744

87485

36-8041'
37-8042'
38-8048'
39-8049'
40-8050'
418751
42-875221V

Waveform through switching circuit

Effect of component tolerances in

"RE AO ONLY

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*

filter

price to suit any budget!

THE MOP ELECTRONICS MODEL
18 PROM PROGRAMMER

*

a

Those Engineers have always offered the highest performance in analogue circuit
simulation The latest ve-sion of ECA-2 is stacked even higher with useful features (fully
programmable signal generator. Monte Carlo and Worst Case tolerance analys s Fourier
analysis of transients) aid is up lo four 'Imes faster than before. Circuits of over 500
nodes and 2500 components can be modelled Its non-linear representations allow
switches. diodes (including zeners) JFETs. MOSFETs BJTs. SCRs. discharge lamps.
motors and etc to be modelled complete with any saturation characteristics Transducers
and signal conditioners can also be modelled using polynomial functions Most
impOdantly. despite its cu abilities. ECA-2 is easy to use and user-friendly Interlaces are
now available to schemaric and PCB design software.

l1 1Í'ÍII''Í'11

Automatic Data Rate setting 300-19.200 Baud.
Two independent Communications Protocols built in.
Terminal Mode Protocol.
Use any host computer with RS232 port and Terminal Emulator.
Host Computer Protocol.
Use our PROMDRIVER Advanced Features User Interface Package
available for all MS-DOS. PC -DOS and CP/M-80 computers.
No personality modules to install, no switches to set.
Fast interactive algorithms automatically selected as appropriate.
Upgradable for future types.
Designed, manufactured and supported in the UK. 'EX -STOCK!
Comprehensive 60 page User Manual.
n.b. Devices other than 24/28 pin require low cost socket adapter.
Write or telephone for further details:

Internal generator programmed to produce sine
wave with exponential amplitude decay

Waveform

vlIllltf 1.1," "1
'11111111 '.111 II11

through modulating
offset

circuit with

you would like to see how easy it is to debug your designs on paper for less than the
cost el many a scope. phone us for a free 'BM PC compatible demonstration disk
COMING SOON: GES1 graphic entry system. LCA1 logic circuit analysis.
If

Please send for details.

dJLfllcDo$
[IG>_ ° I nwAG

z

ELECTRONICS, 22 RINGSBURY CLOSE, PURTON,
SWINDON SN5 9DE. Telephone: 0666 825146

97l'.L lkif71):
Tel

014357"I
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Oasis, Instruments
OASIS VIRTUAL INSTRUMENT SYSTEM
-

NEW VERSION

- NEW INTERFACES - HIGh SPEED OPTION

The OASIS Virtual Instrument System (VIS) emulates conventional OSCILLOSCOPE,
CHART RECORDER, PROCESS MONITOR, MULTI -CHANNEL DVM, X/Y PLOTTER
and DATA LOGGER in one easy to use package. Also Spectrum analysis.

HARDWARE
VIS includes a precision 16 channel A -D converter, with programmable ranges
and read rates of 50k R/s at 8 bit, 25k at 12 bit (100k and 60k with high speed
option). This simply installed unit has proven long term stability and reliability.

SOFTWARE
The Menu -driven acquisition, analysis and display programs combine
on -screen set up of measurement parameters, SPREADSHEET data
manipulation and a range of display formats, with ZOOM and ON -SCREEN

LII II

11:1
1.

"1-1.

br
:.1k1:111I

''+Y

For fast delivery, phone your order
on 0603 747887. Technical queries

answered and requests for further
information on this number.

h

+;;3±

MEASUREMENTS.
Total data mobility from measured information to memory, disk, screen and
HARDCOPY output, including screen dumps.
The OASIS VIS carries full documentation to allow the beginner or
professional programmer to create new interface applications or personalised

instrument emulations.

PRICE.
The price of the complete system is less than any one of the instruments it replaces.
Prices exclude VAT, P&P (£8). High speed option add £160.
The Virtual Instrument System is supplied complete no further components are
required just plug in to your laboratory computer.
Digital to Analogue and industrial interface options POA

PC-XT/AT - £499, Nimbus

-

-

-

- £499, BBC/Master - £399, New Archimedes Version - £499

The Street, Old Costessey, Norwich NR8 5DF.
1
Tel: 0603 74788.7

Design Consultancy

ENTER 66 ON REPLY CARD
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CIRCUIT IDEAS
D -to -a conversion

step removal
Digital -to -analogue converters produce
stepped outputs that require further proces-

12V

sing to recover an original waveform. This
circuit converts these steps into a series of
ramps using a method that allows a range of
sample frequencies.
Comparing a ramp at sample -rate is witha
sawtooth at frequency f,>f, produces a
sequence of pulses of varying mark -to -space
ratio. These are inverted on alternate samples by an exclusive -Or gate because the two
latches are clocked on alternate samples and
exchange their roles of 'present' and 'previous' data with each sample.
\\'hen the f, components have been removed by the filter, the steps become a series
of ramps. \\'ith values shown. fX is 200k1-Iz
and 1., can range from 5k Hz to 200kHz; speed
of response to changes in G. determined by Il
and C. is around 5ms.
developed the circuit for use in a music
synthesizer hut it could he adapted for
storage oscilloscopes. Further filtering may
he needed to remove residual f, components.
For operation at lower frequencies or for a
single sample frequency the circuit could he
greatly simplified.
kJ. Biggs
Impington. Canlhridgeshire

T ransducer

in

Automatic line
matching using
resistive couplers
Traditionally,

a potentiometer and capacitor
have been used to balance remote -sensor

lines feeding amplifiers. Output of the
amplifier is monitored on an oscilloscope
and the potentiometer is adjusted for minimum amplified noise before the sensor is
activated. Time is saved and the job is much
simpler if the balancing is done automatically; this circuit balances at the push of a

I

Opto- coupler
control voltage,
Vr(t)

/

3k3

tt

Set voltage
swing

3k3

lo
Data
(changes on

CK

O

-Output

Í0

DAC 0801

5to12

EN

t2

TIME

I.12V

4k7

Rectified nose

V5(t)

button.
Amplified noise, rectified and filtered.
feeds two cascaded sample -and -hold amplifiers whose outputs are compared to monitor the noise level. Resistive opto -couplers

74LS374

D

,

falling edge of

I

10n

sample

clock)

Sawtooth
(circuit from

10111

1111

1

I

LM 13700
D

CK

ÉN

200KHz

-12V

O

d -to-a

7415374

flier

data sheet)

converter

12V
3k9
74LS73

100

10k

11

'

7400

100

10

LF351

10k

O

4

Ramp

amplitude

i]

2

BC 214

5V6

'
Comparator

BC182

In
1-2)

7414

Ramp

56k

1yá

330
Lock amp

-to -

sample frequency

Irill-

10n

3k3
7486

7414

Sample clock

Control logic

fs
Sample

d

-12V
0.511s

330
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CIRCUIT IDEAS
2ms

it

I

CK1

55-

x1000

d+12V
I

I

CK2

Transducer

I

CLM
SH 10A

Pre ision

full wave
rectifier

1n

with

Sample
and hold

capacitor provide line impedance.
This impedance is controlled by a ramp that
is held when minimum noise is detected. A
further sample -and -hold circuit samples the
initial noise level and sets the ramp slope
accordingly to compensate for noise -level
variations.
Response time of the couplers is important: the Clairex devices used change from
lid) at 12V to 5kí1 at 6V in about 25ms. For
accurate matching, the sampling period of
the rectified noise should he 25ms/100 or
better.
Replacing the instrumentation amplifier
with an isolation amplifier such as the
Burr -Brown ISO -100 will eliminate the need
for batteries and make the circuit suitable
for higher -voltage applications.
a

1)avood

AD 582

10k

24)

CLM

.12V
I

R

5H10A

75k

Vr

100n

Vx(t)

MPS 3704

Ramp

generator
O?07

Sample
and hold

VCCS

I_

40582

Sample

and hold
AD582

Ramp slope

Khalili

Sample
and hold
AD 582

Timing

Santa Clara University

and control,

California

>1--"\A"-

.5V

Balanced

330

*Voltage -controlled
current source

Start

CK2
CK1

One -gate auto repeat
with delay
330p

fx=200KHz

Sawtooth shift

In simple digital systems, like a digital clock
for example, push -buttons are used to make
settings. An automatic -repeat circuit that
produces a train of pulses if the push-button
is held down makes operation easier.
Such a circuit can be made using just one
and it provides contact debouncing
gate
(C3 and R3). When the button is initially
pressed, a single negative pulse is produced.
After that, there is a delay determined by R2
and CI until voltage at B falls below the
gate's threshold. At this point the oscillator.
consisting of R2. C2 and the Schmitt -trigger
gate. is enabled.
When the key is released, output goes
positive so the counter following the circuit
should count on negative edges.
R.J. Eggleton

-

3k3
12

14
13

4k7

I

CA3046

transistor
package
(2 used)

2k7

IRELESS WORLD

®
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Button press and hold
showing auto -repeat

J-

©

luntingdon

Don'tcircuit
waste ideas
contributions with

neat
ideas
drawings and widely -spaced typescripts but we
would rather have scribbles on the 'back of an

1%

button press

Cambridgeshire

We prefer

ELECTRONICS &

Single

envelope' than let good ideas be wasted.
Minimum payment of £35 is made for published circuits, normally in the month following

publication.
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FCIRCUIT IDEAS
Dual -port memory
For interprocessor communication, dual ported memory is efficient but dedicated
dual -port i.cs are expensive. Provided that
p.c.b. area is not at a premium. this circuit
for interfacing two 68000 processors may he
of use.
Two SR histable devices at the top of the
diagram arhitrate between the two processors. A memory -request signal from one
processor sets the associated bistable device
unless its counterpart has been set. When
iffin returns high. its associated histable
circuit is cleared.
Initially. ?IREQ is asserted and assuming
that the requesting processor is allowed
access. the multiplexer channel and the
chip -select signals are activated. One clock
cycle later. I)TACK is asserted for that processor and the bus transceiver is enabled so that
data can pass to or from the ram. After
approximately one more clock cycle. the
processor's address strobe rises and the
arbitration logic changes state. The select
signal to the multiplexers may change state
hut during the propagation delay. Cs rises
and the ram is disabled.
Clocks to the D -type bistable devices
should run at half those of the processors.
Since ?1I EQ is the select signal for the
memory hanks, it should he produced using
the address strobe and not just upper and
lower data strobes.
Open -collector gates are used for the
DTACK signals but three -state outputs could
he used, with 1REQ acting as the enahle
signal. Adding a multiplexer would provide
four more address lines, allowing 16 times
more memory to he addressed.
Richard Walker
Alfreton
Derby

MREQb

MREQ a

DTACK0
D

DIR
G

245

DO.7a

D

[Kb-

CK-CKa

Q

R/Wa

-

DTACKb

i---1

-

R/Wb
DIP
G

245

of commentaries on selected areas in the
electronics industry.
a

series

on linking 68000 processors provides an

overview of multiprocessor systems and
considers some interprocessor topologies. Subsequent articles will discuss
shared -memory processing and multiprocessing on the VMEbus.

Programmable logic devices. Software
has been developed to make programming p.I.ds much easier. As an example,
an alarm system is used to demonstrate

the practical development of an
application -specific i.c. using p.I.ds.
Pioneers 18: The Siemens brothers,
founders of an electrical empire.

450

-7b

D0-7
A

A

Ó-- 7
1

1

0E

static

2Ko8

ram

/P7:1

1y

yA3
-.-4y

t

-4q
t

G

1B-4gS
t

R/W

A4A7,

257

1A

CS

D7

DO

I

G

A9 --MÓ

1Y-4Y

t

I

I

1y

G

-3y

4Y

257

tgy4g 1gbg

S

S 1A

-3A

4A

I

1B-3B4B

R

R/W/Wb
A0 -3a

A0 -3b

A4 -7a

Mobile radio - progress with panEuropean cellular radio and news of
other technical developments from the
Mobile Radio Users' Association conference at Cambridge.

Multiprocessor systems. First of

DO

B

B

NEXT MONTH
Industry Insight. Semiconductors are
the subject of the third of our new series

CK

In Research Notes - John Wilson reports
from Moscow on Soviet progress with
projection receivers for high -definition

A4-7b

AB -10a

~r.isf.l7i.`!;fzr:a9:bli*tx.7`.Glr. ulpoea~1

ELECTRONICS
& WIRELESS WORLD
n/.VE

laq

SIo

P.I.d. alarm
design
Phase and

L

tv using solid state lasers.

amplitude

Phase from amplitude. Development of
the numerical procedures for deriving
phase from amplitude, and vice versa.
Examples are used to illustrate the effectiveness of the procedures described.

Mobile radio
update

Reversing constant current in an inductor. Reversing a `constant' direct current
through a coil is problematical. David
Griffiths takes a down-to-earth look at
the problems and offers a guide to some
of the oddities.

AB -10b

response

-

Pioneers-the

"34
O

Siemens

S.,

Multiprocessor
systems

I

-,,AF0

I
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SMALL SELECTION ONLY LISTED
RING

Versatower:

IOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS WHICH
MAY BI IN STOCK

Latest bulk Government release

-

Cossor Oscilloscope CDU150(CT531/3)

£150 only. Solid state general purpose
bandwidth DC to 35MHZ at 5MV/Cm Dual
Channel - High bnghtness display (810cm) full delayed time base with gated
mode risetime TONS illuminated graticule
- Beam finder - Calibrator 1KHZ
squarewave power 100 - 120V 200V - 250
volts AC - size W 26CM - 14CM deep WT 12.5 KG - carrying handle. colour blue.
protection cover front containing polarized
viewer and camera adaptor plate - probe
(1) - mains lead. Tested in fair condition
with operating instructions - £150.00.
Racal
RA17L
Communications
Receivers. 500KC/S to 30MC'S in 30
bands 1MC/S wide from £175. All receivers
are air tested and calibrated n our
workshop Supplied with dust cover
operation instructions circuit in lair used
Racal Ancillary Units for all
condition
receivers mostly always in stock Don 10

A' range of telescopic towers is static

and mobile models from 7.5 to 36
metres with tilt -over facility enabling
all maintenance to be at ground level.
Designed in accordance with CP3 Chapter V; part 2.
1972 for a minimum wind speed of 140 kph in
conditions of maximum exposure and specified by
professionals world-wide where hostile
environments demand the ultimate in design, quality
and reliability.

.

US

Suitable for mcunting equipment in the fields of:
Communications
Security surve Ilance
CCTV

-

Telephone Cable 12 mile canvas
containes or wooden drum new from £20

Meteorology
Environmental monitoring
Geographical survey
Defence range-fiiding
Marine and aero navigation
Floodlighting
Airport approach lighting
Further.details ai.ailable on reque

Army Whip Aerials screw type F
and bases large qty available now
Test Equipment we hold a large
modern and old equipment. RF

sections
P.O.R.
stock of
and AF

Signal
Generators
- Spectrum
Analysers - Counters - Power Supplies
- Oscilloscopes - Chart Recorders all
speeds single to muttipen - XV Plotters A4
A3
- Racal Modern Encryption
Equipment
Racal Modern Morse
Readers and Senders - Clark Air
Operated Heavy Duty Masts P.O.R. All
are bought direct from H M
Government being surplus equipment price
is ex -works. S.A.E. for enquiries Phone for
appointment for demonstration of any
items. also availability or price change
dems

V.A.T. and carriage extra.

I TRAM ANO OUANIITY DISCOUNTS
JOHNS RADIO, WHITEHALL WORMS,

IMPOR

84 WHITETAIL ROAD EAST, BIRMENSHAW,
BRAOIO1O, TWIT 2111111. N0. (0774) 084007.

-

WANTED: REDUNDANT TEST EQUIPMENT
VALVES
NEWS
SOCKETS, SYNCHROS
ETC. RECEIVING ANO TRANSMITTING
t OUIPMENI

-

-

RACKMOUNT CASES
.-_. =Lilt

STRUMECH ENGINEERING LIMITED.
Portland House. Coppice Side. Brownh lls
Walsall. West Midlands WS8 7EX. Engand
Telephone: Brcwnhills (0543) 452321
.Telex: 335243 SEL.G.
Fax:0543 361050

19" Sell -Assembly Rack Mounting C:::_s w "i lilt off Covers Front Panel 10 guage Brusher,
Anodised Aluminium Case :8 gauge Plated Steel with Remo., .itur -lea, 8 Side Panels In
1U 8 2U Types a Subplatt Chassis is Mour led 'o Bottom Cover In ill Tvne the S ..rotate is
located on two Rails Mount,, Be:wmon The Side Plates
1

1U (13/4) height, 230m depth
£28.30
2U (31/2) height, 308m depth
£33.60
3U (51/4) height, 230m depth
£41.00
Width Behind Front Panel 437m (All Types).
All prices tnc ,de Postage S. VAT Cheques Poster Orders Payable to
J. D. R. Sheetmetal, 131 Grenfell Road,
Maidenhead, Berks SL6 1 EX. Maidenhead 29450.
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GENERATORS
t.!i 11
TG101

£110 + VAT

0.02Hz to 200kHz Function Generator. Sine. square, triangle.
DC offset. 6001E and TTL outputs; ext. sweep input.

TG102

£160 + VAT

r

AA
thOndó,

rcem

0.2Hz to 2MHz Function Generator. Sine, square, triangle.
DC offset. 501E and TTL outputs; ext. sweep input.

£110 + VAT

TG105

5Hz to 5MHz Pulse Generator. Free -run, gated and triggered
modes: squarewave, complement. 509, TTL and sync outputs.

£325 + VAT

TG501
I

a

r -a.

4011.1110.1'

r'

1i,

.

?

al
0)n lei'

Ci

',
C3

cob'

Air_

C,9

4,

lidos

-

0.005Hz to 5MHz Function Generator. Sine square, triangle.
ramp, pulse, haverwave and DC offset. Continuous, triggered or
gated modes. Variable start/stop phase; 19 symmetry range;
ext. sweep. 500 and TTL outputs.
1

-".

_

r

íi

'i,

t

I

TG502

£545 + VAT

All TG501 features plus 1000:1 lin, 10,000:1 log sweep with

adjustable sweep rate and marker.

TG503

£545 + VAT

All TG501 features plus variable width pulse mode. Normal,
double, or delayec pulses; 10MHz in double mode.

10/1
éniso11s

f1A
.

thondar

ELECTRONICS LIMITED

`

L

Thandar Electronics Limited.
London Road. St Ives, Huntingdon
Cambridgeshire PE1 7 4HJ. England
Telephone (0480) 64646 Telex 32250
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Building with
atoms
Physicists at IBM's Almaden Research Center in California have
recently achieved what they describe (Nature vol.331 no 6154)
as "the smallest yet, purposeful.
spatially localized changes in
matter-. In everyday language
they've succeeded in shifting individual molecules to and from a
polished graphite surface using a
scanning tunnelling microscope

(s.t.m.)
The s.t.m. is a tool originally
invented over ten yew's ago by
IBM scientists to probe the surfaces of matter. In essence it
consists of nothing more than a
fine needle suspended about ten
atoms' diameter above the surface to he investigated. The exact
height is measured by detecting

ing air between the fine needle
and the graphite surface. they
placed a drop of a chemical
known as di (2-ethylhexyl)
phthalate. This is just one of
many organic chemicals that
seem to produce good results. At
normal bias levels of around
30mV the liquid behaved just like
air and allowed the s.t.m. (o
produce an image of the graphite
underneath. But when a pulse of
3.7V was applied, one molecule
of the organic chemical attached
itself to the graphite substrate
(as revealed by a subsequent scan
at the low bias voltage). The
picture shows an electronically
synthesized three-dimensional
view of the single molecule sitting on the graphite surface.
The fact that atoms. or groups
of atoms. can he deposited in this
way has been known before: what
hasn't been done before is to

(Br

r

.01-,.

f.

';"...~..».."77

the tunnelling current that flows
between the two when a potential is applied. It's exactly the
same principle that lies behind
the operation of a tunnel diode.
except that in this case the insulator across which the electrons tunnel is air. If, as in the

reverse the process and wipe the
slate clean. To do this the IBM
team cause the needle to pass
over the deposited molecule and
pass another pulse of around
3.7V. In some cases the entire
molecule disappears: in others
there is what they term "partial

s.t.m. the needle

erasure". \\'hat that obviously
means in chemical terms is that
the organic molecule has been

is

controlled to maintain

servo -

fixed
distance from the surface over
which it is suspended. and is
then made to travel laterally
across the surface. a readout of
the loop control voltage will proa

vide a much -magnified picture of
that surface. Repeating this operation in several different directions eventually allows the operator to build up a picture of the
surface so detailed that it will
show individual atoms.
\\'hat the IBM researchers
have now done is to use the
s.t.m. not just to observe hut to
manipulate. Instead of just hay -

452

cleaved in two.
To perform this 'writing' or
'erasure' operation. the group
found that they needed to exceed
a certain threshold voltage approximately 3.5V. This, they
believe. corresponds to the energy which the tunnelling electrons need in order to activate
the absorbed molecule - coincidentally the energy of a typical

single carbon -to -carbon chemical bond.
Clearly. as the IBM team
admit, there is more theoretical

work to he done in order to
understand precisely what is
going on at the atomic scale.
Nevertheless they believe they
are on the threshold of what they
describe as a "revolution in
manipulating atoms and molecules for a variety of purposes
Such purposes veiry obviously
include the creation of electronic
devices on a scale hitherto undreamt of. They also include the
possibility of the ultimate memory device in which a single bit of
data is registered as the presence
or absence of a single atom.

Mood indigo
The extent to which the English
language is being debased is a
theme guaranteed to raise the
blood pressure of many a pedant.
not least in the world of electronics. Popular use of terms such
as 'video' and 'stereo' seems set
to strip the discipline of any
remaining adjectives. But before
becoming too incensed at the
misuse of English we might ponder on some of the less objectionable changes. In my dictionary
the word 'pink' is defined as a
pale shade of red. yet to engineers it may imply a type of
noise - coloured noise. Other
adjectives such as loud', 'bright'
and 'dull' apply equally well to

sight or sound.
This cross fertilization of terminology may at first sight (or
first hearing) seem purely
accidental. though there's plenty
of evidence to the contrary. Long
before the advent of hi-fi, composers were very ready to attribute colours to the various
musical keys. though attempts
to relate colour to tone quality
are dismissed rather scornfully
by the Collins Music Encyclopaedia as being 'based on pure
fantasy'. But are they?

\\'harfedale's sales and
marketing director Walter
Mirauer tells me that the visual
colour of a loudspeaker really
does make a difference to the way
it sounds. Experiments were
conducted with over 311( students at Sandwell College of
Further Education in Birmingham to provide - for the first
time - really good statistical evidence. \\'hat the experimenters
did was to take a number of
identical Wharfedale speakers
and fit grilles of different colours. As explained to the stu-

dents. the different colours were
purely for purposes of identification. Subjects were then
allowed to switch between the
various speakers and asked to
note the differences.
Reported differences proved
highly consistent. even if the
grilles and the speakers were
interchanged. Any speaker with a
red grille appeared (sorry:
sounded) more hassy: yellow
speakers. by contrast. were perceived to be louder than others:
blue ones seemed clearer.
One amusing outcome of
these experiments was the finding that black or brown speakers
beloved of the audio trade were
regarded as dull and lifeless.
t`liratter believes that the subjective effect of a loudspeaker's colour is much more significant
than many of the subtle (though
in his opinion. less important)
factors that are currently attracting the attention of hi-fi cognoscenti.
\Vharfedale's philosophy of
'horses for courses' now extends
beyond just marketing speakers
in ten different grille colours. In
conjunction with Sandwell College they are now researching
other factors that may change
the way we perceive sound. such
as our degree of inebriation.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that
alcohol reduces the amount of
Kass we hear. Could that explain
why so many speakers get blown
up at parties or why a couple of
pints does wonders for my organ
playing?
If these changes in our perception can he quantified precisely.
then they can - Mirauer believes
be compensated for in the
design of speakers for particular
applications, such as juke boxes.
Or, if speakers are suitably rated.
and of course painted red. the
correction could he performed at
the amplifier. Ile foresees specialist amplifiers of the future
incorporating a 'booze' button in
place of the 'loudness' control!

-

Gamma rays
and v.l.f.
propagation
Researchers at the N.\S \ Marshall Space Flight Center and at

Stanford University report what
they believe to he the first event
outside the solar system that has
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part of the

sets where an individual picture
element must be as small as

Faith's environment (.Nature
vol.331 no 61551. The event in
question was a gamma ray burst
originating somewhere in the
constallation of Leo and what it
did down here was to cause a
massive hiccup in the propagation of v.1.1. radio waves around
the world.
Simultaneous measurements
made in Hawaii. Maryland and
Antarctica all showed a pronounced change in amplitude of
the signals originating from the
16k1 lz GBR transmitter at Rugby. Gamma ray bursts don't
penetrate right down to the
Earth's surface, hut their implication in this v.l.f. disturbance
was confirmed by observations
made by three separate satellites.
ICE. Prognoz-9 and Vela.
Propagation at v.l.f.. which
depends on the lower ionosphere
behaving as a sort of giant wave guide around the Earth. has been
used as a sensitive measure of
many other atmospheric disturbances. X-rays and microwave emission from solar flares
can readily he detected by their
characteristic effects on v.1.1. re-

ception. 'Whistlers' (see Research Notes. E&ll lt'September
19871 are also observable in this
way.
In their latest paper the N.\S.\
and Stanford physicists say that
the use of multipole v.l.f receiving stations may in future enable

extraterrestrial gamma ray
sources to be located and measured with a much greater degree of accuracy than is currently possible by observing them
directly from spacecraft. It might
also be a lot cheaper!

How to light up

in space
\Vhat happens to flames in
weightless conditions? Before
reading on, give it some thought!
The answer, at least where an
ordinary candle is concerned, is
that convection currents virtually cease and the flame becomes a
feeble spherical hloh that eventually extinguishes itself. When
gravity is removed. the air flow
around a flame stops and combustion products accumulate in
the form of a halo. In practice
that means that ordinary flames
can't he used in spacecraft without the provision of jets of corn -

ES
possible.

Obviously one answer would
lead -out wire for
each row and column and _to
address the picture elements."hy
means of external electronics.
The prospect of connecting up
about 1500 lead -out wires for a
625 -line screen does however
raise practical difficulties.
The logical solution of course
is to integrate the drive circuitry
with the display. though this
poses problems of its own. Until
now the choice has lain between
using glass as the common substrate and creating transistors
from films of polysilicon. The
first solution is cheap hut has
severe performance limitations:
the latter works well but is extremely expensive.
A way out of this dilemma is
now in prospect. thanks to work
being funded by the General
Motors research laboratories in
Warren. Michigan. Research student Leland Spangler, working
for his doctorate at the University of Michigan. has succeeded in
Candle flame with varying gravity and field strength. Clockwise creating transistors on a glass
from bottom left: 2g, zero field; lg, zero field; zero g, zero field; zero substrate that have electron
mobilities greater than anything
g, increasing field strength; same. By courtesy of Nature.
hitherto deposited on glass. They
are in fact comparable in performance to transistors made
pressed gas to create artificial O.lWcm - of tlamet. it is possifrom hulk silicon.
convection currents.
ble to provide tightly focussed
The process. which at first
A simpler and lighter method flames with simple lightweight
sight
appears hack -to -front.
of firing up an extra-terrestrial equipment. This means efficient
starts with a silicon substrate on
candle is described in a recent use of fuel and minimal conwhich an epitaxial layer is depopaper by Professor Felix Wein- sumpt.on of oxygen from the
sited, followed by a dielectric.
berg and his co-worker Dr F.B. environment. It also opens up
The dielectric layer is finally
Carleton at Imperial College. new possibilities here on earth
bonded to the glass, after which
London (Nature vol. 3:30 no for re -shaping or re -directing
the silicon is thinned and etched.
61491. It makes use of the fact flames in awkward environments
Vital to the whole process is a
that flames consist of highly io- or where natural convection
special glass which will stand the
nized gas particles that respond can't he relied on.
high processing temperatures.
to the pull of an electric charge.
Television sets and portable
So instead of relying on convecv.d.u.
screens are two obvious
tion currents to shape a flame.
applications for cheaper highWeinberg and Carleton use an
performance active matrix liquid
e.h.t. generator of the sort used
crystal displays. General Motors.
to power electrostatic crop
predictably. also has in mind the
sprayers. Not only can the flame
applications of this silicon -on shape he controlled. it can also
insulator technology to reconhe precisely directed on to any The development of cheap. highfigurahle dashboard displays.
surface that needs to he heated.
performance liquid -crystal disThat, in layman's language. prePractical tests were sponsored plays depends first and foremost
sumably means that "hen you
by the European Space \gency on chemistry. But however fast
pull off the freeway you can
and undertaken in an aircraft and thermally stable a display is.
watch Dallas on the gas gauge.
provided by NASA. By flying in a it still needs every picture eleparabolic path it is possible to ment to he individually addresssimulate weightlessness for able. That of course is not real
periods of up to 30 seconds at a limitation for watches and calcuResearch Notes is written by
time. Test results show that for lators where each element is
John I1,7/son of the BBC External
the expenditure of very modest large. The problem comes in
Services science unit at Bush
amounts of electricity (less than applications such as television
louse.
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ShC
Thc Archer- The780
Z80 based single board

The SDS ARCHER
computer chosen by professionals and OEM users.
Top quality board with 4 parallel and 2 serial ports,
counter -timers, power -fail interrupt, watchdog timer,
EPROM & battery backed RAM.
OPTIONS: on board power supply, smart case,
ROMable BASIC, Debug Monitor, wide range of I/O &
memory extension cards.

*

*
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68000
bowman
Thc
board
The SDS BOWMAN - The 68000
based single

computer for advanced high speed applications.
Extended double Eurocard with 2 parallel & 2 serial
ports, battery backed CMOS RAM, EPROM, 2 counter timers, watchdog timer, powerfail interrupt, & an
optional zero wait state half megabyte D -RAM.
* Extended width versions with on board power supply
and case.

*
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hcrwood Dat3yteín Ltd
Sherwood House, The Avenue, Farnham Common, Slough SL2 3JX. Tel. 02814-5067
ENTER 38ON RE! LYCARD

PROGRAMME and DEVIATION CHART RECORDERS
Single and two channel versions
chart audio to IEC/BS PPM
standards and true peak deviation.
Receiver
Monitor
Broadcast
Stereo Disc
150kHz-30MHz
Amplifier 3 and 5 * Moving Coil
Preamplifier . 10 Outlet Distribution
Amplifier 4 Stabilizer * Fixed Shift
Circuit Boards * Illuminated PPM
Boxes * Twin Twin PPM Rack
PPM7, PPM8 and digital PPM9
Drive Circuits * PPM5 20 Pin Dil
Hybrid and Movements * Stereo
Advanced
Microphone Amplifier
Active Aerial Stereo Coders.

DC -DC CONVERTERS

NEW!
MCH Series

- Dual Output
020

»
DC -DCCONVEATER

MCH5/11

MCH12/12D

* DUAL OUTPUTS. POWER TO FULL 7.5W
* HIGH PERFORMANCE REGULATED OUTPUTS
* THERMAL PROTECTION & SIC PROOF
* INDUSTRY STANDARD SIZE
* SURFACE MOUNT TECHNOLOGY. MADE IN UK
The Converter Specialists

I

Surrey Electronics Ltd,

APRS
STAND 26

DC -DC. CONVERTER

I

The Forge, Lucks Green,
Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7BG.
Tel: 0483 275997

QUALITY QUARTZ
CRYSTALS QUICKLY
Our frequency ranges are:
u-M.P.U. Crystals

1
1

M.P.U. Oscillators

I

10kHz

Í

I
50kHz

1

1

I

100kHz

500kHz

1MHz

1

I

I

100MHz 250MHz 360M1z

Professional Crystals
We also supply quartz crystal filters,

K.E. DEVELOPMENTS LTD.
The Mount, Toft, Cambridge, CB3 7RL
DEVELOPMENTS

Tel. Cambridge (0223) 263532
Fax (0223) 263948
.
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oscillators of all types and

communication antennae.

Webster Electronics
ILMINSTER. SOMERSET TA19 90A. ENGLAND
TEL: (0460) 57166 TELEX:46571 FRONCY G
FAX

(0460)57805
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APPLICATIONS S
Integer

Typical Sparc

differences between risc designs and traditional architectures is the replacement of
microcode with hard -wired logic. Microcode
adds complexity and raises the number of
cycles per instruction. Most risc instructions
are executed in one cycle.
Other differences between risc and tradi-

Floating-point
unit

unit

implementation

y

If

tional microprocessor architectures are described in the tutorial, together with details
of the Sparc risc processors and a history of
risc.

Instruction and data bus

Main

M MU

VME

memory

cache

/o

i
1l1

Rise tutorial
Reduced instruction set computer
architecture can be thought of as a delayed
reaction to the evolution from assembly
language to high-level language. Assembly
language programs use a microprocessor's
elaborate instructions hut compilers do not.
These statements, from a short risc tutorial from Sun Microsystems, are supported by

the claim that the company's C compiler
only uses about 30% of the 68020's instruction set. Sun says that approximately 80% of
the computations for a typical program
require only about 20% of a processor's

switch -mode regulator, a programmable
current source and sink and a switched
attenuator.

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD
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the 68020 has 200 000. One of the main

r --

t15V

-

Comparator
1/4L161

-15V

1

Si 8601

DG 401

Data
out

J
1

L- - _J

1

It SC

Data
bus

Piezo

crystal
transducers

--

-

*11
I

I

1

L --_J
ADDRESSES

Siliconix
3 London Road

Newbury.
BerksRG131JL

0635 30905

tControl
bus

RESET

turn.
Analogue input information is converted
to an 8bit digital word for processing by a
microprocessor, or used in conjunct ion with
a display driver to deliver a visual readout.
Conversion time of the circuit is 251.Ls, at
1750 intervals. Other notes in the Siliconix
applications leaflet include a high efficiency

.

instruction set.
Simpler microprocessors result from this
philosophy; Sun's Sparc risc processor for
example has only 50 000 transistors whereas

Peak -detecting data
acquisition for
processor interfacing
In data -acquisition applications where peak
amplitude sensing is of primary importance.
comparators and analogue switches connected as shown ensure that high peaks of
short duration are not missed even though
the sampling rate may he much slower than
the peak duration.
An L161 low -power comparator drives the
401 switch control inputs to detect and hold
peaks. When input on any channel is higher
than the level on its associated hold capacitor, the comparator turns the input switch
on and the input level is held on the
capacitor ready for reading. After the reading
is sampled the capacitor is discharged
through a further switch i.c. ready for the
next detection.
The design is primarily for reading peaks
from piezoelectric vibration sensors and,
consuming around 2mA in its quiescent
state, it is suitable for use in portable
equipment. At the heart of the system is an
Si8601 data acquisition i.c. providing eight bit conversion. This device has an eight
channel analogue multiplexer that sequentially interrogates each vibration sensor in

i

T
1-

1

1

I

I

I

I

1

-tL____J
I

r

NP

DG 528

1/4 L161

JI

Sun Microsystems Europe
Sun House
31 Pembroke Broadway

SenSym

Camberley,
Surrey GU15 3XD
0276 62111

Ditton Walk
Cambridge CBS 8QD
0223 213333

HiTek Electronics

Analog Devices
Station Avenue
Walton -on -Thames
Surrey KT12 1PF
0923 232222
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APPLICATIONS S
Tank -level limit
monitor for battery
operation

A

V

'Y

2k49

+

LT1009CZ
I Linear

1M

Red

Electronic circuits for constantly monitoring the level of liquid in a remote tank
should have low power consumption if battery power is to he used. This low and
high-level limit monitor is suitable for battery operation. It has two main components
- a SenSym SSX pressure sensor requiring
around 6254 with a 2.5V supply, and an
LTC 1040 low -power comparator configured
as a window detector.
Any liquid compatible with stainless steel

6

SSX15G

Clear

out

50

0

I

Empty

°outlEmpty

set point
14
13

15

Bout l Vent k

12
LTC 1040

11

,6V

16

500

1M

Vent
set point

1,9,10

49.9

100n

1M

point where B11U, changes from low to high.
Aout

r

Bout
(Vent)HL

°out
(Empty) L
1

until the
desired accuracy is achieved.
SenSym application note SSAN31 also
contains a simpler low -power pressure
switch and discusses the circuit's use as an
air -filter monitor that senses the increase in
vacuum at one side of a tan when the air filter

Repeat these steps as necessary

J

H

1

1

1

1

1

120

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

240

1

1

360

PRESSURE( Inches H20)

Analogue i/o for PC compatibles
Having microprocessor interface logic, an
a -to -d converter, a d -to -a converter and a
reference in one i.c. greatly simplifies analogue í/o circuit design. This eight -bit analogue i/o port is designed for interfacing with
PC compatibles.
Analogue -to -digital conversions are initiated using a precise clock to provide equidistant sampling intervals. At the end of the

A

7

Black

can he measured by the SSX sensor, and its
pressure limit is a water column of 10.67m.
In this example, the upper and lower -level
limits are 9.144 and 0.61m water columns

respectively.
At the 'empty' limit of 0.61m and a sensor
supply of 2.5V, sensor output is l .08mV: the
'empty' potentiometer allows a 0 to 2.5mV
adjustment. For the upper limit switching
point the pressure sensor outputs 16.3mV:
the 'vent' potentiometer has an adjustment
range of 0 to 25mV.
To set up the circuit, apply a 610mm water
column and adjust the 'empty' potentiometer to the point where A11,,, changes from
low to high. Apply a 9.144m water column
and adjust the 'vent' potentiometer to the

,6V

18

VPP

5

Green

+

17

50k

50k

Technology)

conversion, the interrupt line goes low and
the 74121 monostable i.c. produces a read
pulse for the 7569. This read pulse accesses
data from the converter and places it into a
register in the 74646.
An interrupt request to the processor is
produced at the rising edge of the read pulse
and the conversion result is read from the
74646 register by the processor using an

becomes clogged.

input/output read operation.
An i/o write operation by the processor
transfers data to the d -to -a converter
through the 74646 register. Data is latched
into the d-to -a converter on the rising edge
oflów.

Other examples in the AD7569 data and
applications leaflet show how the device can
he interfaced to Z80 and 68008 microprocessors and the ADSP2100 digital signal
processor.

CK

Address bus

Atg
AO

Timer
or clock
source

Address
decode

AEN

Bondgop
reference

..

i

ST
CS

IBM PC

IRON

Range
WR

low

network

RD

Expansion

SAB

port

AD7569*
10R

DIR

CBA

INT

RESET

74121

74646

RANGE

A-to -d cone

D -to -a cone.

latch

register

CAB

1NT

SBA

D7

8

Dp

At

+B

456

BUSY

1

DBO

131

Additional circuitry omitted for

..For precise

B7

laity

sampling applications
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Frequency
changes

some 500 miles due south of

The item headed 'Droitwich frequency shift. in the December.

ceived BBC4 200 kl lz loud and
clear most of the time. Now our
signal has a loud and continuous
2 kHz whistle whatever the aerial
system used.
\\'e were told the change to
198 kl-Iz was part of a worldwide

1987 Update column contains

some information which is in-

correct.
The Droitwich long wave
transmission is. has long been.
and after the frequency change
will continue to he, continuous
24 hours per day. Whether or not
the programme is called 'Radio 4'
for the whole of the transmission
time is immaterial if (he interest
is only in the carrier!
The range is substantially
greater than 300 miles.
have
used the Droitwich transmission
at ranges well in excess of 500
nautical miles and have obtained
consistently good results.
The D oitwich transmitter is
controlled by a rubidium standard and its phase offset is measured by the NI'I, with reference
to UTC (NIT) which is derived
from a caesium standard.
As a matter of interest. the
availability of the Droitwich
transmission is much better
than that of the 60 kl-lz \ISF
transmission. The Droitwich
transmitter has been off the air
this year for the first time in my
I

recent experience.
have several off -air frequency
standards tuned to the Droitwich
transmission. The more recent
ones can he changed to 198 kl-Iz
by retuning the aerial. changing
a filter crystal. and moving a wire
link. Even the older ones can he
modified to give a phase -locked
output. albeit at a slightly less
useful frequency than the standard 10 MHz output frequency. A
Wit, article (January 1981) describes a method of conversion
to provide a 200 kl-Iz signal,
which should he adaptable to
most of the older off -air frequency standards.
J.R. Tilsley
New Malden
I

Surrey

I

am among the British citizens

living on the Continent of
Europe, down in S.W. France

London and on fairly high
ground.
Prior to 1st Fehruary we re-

agreement to regularise the 9
kl-Iz separat ion in the interests of
mutual interference (although
why it could not have centred on
the very useful 200 kl-Iz frequency cannot imagine). know it is
argued that we folk choosing to
live outside the UK have no right
to complain. but it should he
pointed out that most of us still
pay UK income tax!
On the more technical side.
the 201) kHz signal would fade
occasionally. generally around
dawn and sunset. Then we were
aware there were several other
stations on the same frequency.
or so close as to produce no
audible heat. All we ever got was
a low-level jumble. Now we are
never free from the 2k Hz whistle
and 2 kl-Iz is in the most sensitive
part of the ear's frequency range.
The directional properties of
transistor ferrite aerials don't
help at all. even though one can
find two good nulls for 61íC4. i.e.
showing these simple aerials
really have figure -of -eight directional properties. This, again.
suggests several transmitters in
different directions. My 200m
Beverage aerial is very slightly
better as suppose there are no
unwanted transmitters due
I

I

I

north.
think the whistle is slightly
less powerful now than it was
during the first week of February
and it now often has a slight
tremor. This suggests that one of
these transmissions has changed
to 198 kHz and the remaining
I

200 kHz signals wander relatively a few Hertz.
As this interference is mutual.
surely we shall he receiving com-

plaints from other countries as
long -wave signals can travel
great distances in favourable
conditions, so I await with interest the next few issues of Etll1/
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and Pat lawkers' comments.
On the score of sound quality.
we have always looked down on
long -wave reception due to
bandwidth problems: in fact. for
twelve years we have been using
the tone control to give some top
Iitt to make speech clearer as
news bulletins are our most important listening. A few months
ago we bought ourselves a modI

ern synthesizer receiver with a
superior detection system. A revelation: BBC4 long wave is really very good sound quality. We
now need no help from the tune
controls and yet we get no trace
of adjacent channel interference
despite powerful French transmissions.
Here in France we have excellent sound quality. of coarse.
from a variety of f.m. stations.
but it is (was) ven' gratifying to
get comparable quality from the
UK.
\Ve can.

of course. receive
short-wave transmission but the
continual fading makes such signals only worthwhile when the
long waves are drowned in static
from extensive local thunderstorms.

inexpensive i.f. transformers
might he used more advantageously in this type of circuit.
The measured bandwidth of a
single handpass-coupled i.f.
stage constructed with these
coils was 12kllz at the -6dB
points. and reference to the 'universal selectivity curves' published in Chapter 9 of the same
reference manual suggested a
working Q value of about 100 for
these coils.
Reference to the rather more
precise selectivity curves shown
in the Wireless World Radio Data
Chart. No 19. and reprinted by
Mr Kearsley-Brown. suggests
that the actual working Q value
of the coils which I had used was
probably nearer to 70 than the
value I had supposed. and that
the value for the coupling capacitor should therefore he increased
from 10pF to 15pF. However,
this seems tome to be a relatively
small molehill of technical error
for Mr Kearsley-Brown to construct such a mountain of cri-

ticism.
J.L. Linsley blood.
\\ est Monkton,
Somerset.

Ralph West

Villereal
France.

Pie Tea

Quality in a.nn.
radio
My attention has been drawn to
an contribution by R. KearsleyBrown, in the February. 1988
issue of Electronics and It1ireless
World in which he makes sub-

stantial criticisms of an earlier
article of mine: the title of which,
incidentally. was not of my
choosing: published in 'E \V\\" in
October, 1986.
In the first part of my article. I
endeavoured to summarize :he
design techniques available for

the implementation of

'handpass-coupled' pairs of
tuned circuits, which were examined comprehensively by B.
Sande! in Chapter 26 of the Radio
Designers landhook (4th Edition. 1954). and to suggest a way
in which currently available and
I

Joules \\'att's "weird title" In
your January 1988 issue owes at
least a little to my "Pie Tea" in
October 1956. But my article, like its title, was slightly
briefer. not having been written
exclusively for 'professional engineers'.
A thought occurs to me: did

lilt'

J.W. read

Itll'in 1956?

"Cathode Ray"

Multiple -output
power supplies
The article "Multiple -output
power supplies" in the March
issue raises a little considered
piece of poor engineering practice. The article describes a supply in which the power i.e. em-

ployed contains the series
switch. voltage control amplifier
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and the overvoltage protection
circuit. If the latter function ís
required and is to he worth
paying for, then it must he totally
independent of the converter itself. since a major failure on the
chip is likely to disable the protection at the same time.
It is not necessary to look hard
for an example: the French telecommunications satellite Telecom Ili is presently, tumbling
gently out of orbit following loss
of a solar -array drive. The suspected cause is an overvoltage
failure in a d.c.-a.c. converter

which propagated to the standby
converter, located in the same
box. causing complete loss of the
equipment despite the expensive
efforts that had been made to
design a fault -tolerant system.
R. McGregor
H itch in
Hert fordshire

Radio

communication
through rock
This article gave a very useful
review of the state of the art in
was. however. disthis field.
appointed to see that it perpetuated the fallacy that equipments
of this type operate by virtue of
electromagnet ic/wave propagaI

tion(EMI.
A multiturn coil of wire. resonant or not. does not radiate
any significant amount of electromagnetic energy. Such energy is only radiated from a loop in
the special case when it is of only
one turn. If the peripheral length
is one wavelength the loop is
then sell resonant and behaves
very similarly to a folded dipole.
from which it is derived. Smaller, single -turn loops will radiate, but the radiation resistance
falls so dramatically that they are
ineffective when their lengths

are less than one tenth

wavelength. Folding a single
turn to form a multiturn coil
destroys the phase and spatial
relationship between the magnetic and electrical components of
the generated fields. For radia -
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Lion of electromagnetic energy
both an electrostat is and an electromagnetic field, mutually at
right angles and in phase. must
he produced by the antenna. 'l'he
resulting wave then propagates
along the third axis.
It is for this reason that port-

able equipments of this type,
using very low frequencies, will
only function over a few hundreds of metres. even in air. They
operate by virtue of simple
magnetic induction as perceived
by Faraday and Helmholtz. The
relation between field strength
and distance from the transmitting coil is now an inverse cube
law.
In trials. the results from
which are supported by calcula-

tion. I have found that a multi turn coil of one metre diameter
with ten amps drive and with
receiver sensitivities of one microvolt. a range of 700 to 1000
metres in air is about the limit.
\Vith regard to penetration of
radio frequency energy into the
ground. \\'here investigators
have used broadcast transmitters
many kilometres from the site
they are clearly dealing with EM
radio waves. hut where the experimenter has used his own

transmitting antennas it is not
often clear which field is predominant. the "near field" or the
true EM field. The former can
easily mask the latter at short
distances.
I am not at all happy to accept
that penetration versus frequency curves applicable to EM energy are appropriate to near -field
investigat ions. The limitation on
the penetration of an EM radio
rave is said to be more dependent on the electrostatic component than the electromagnetic
one so I think it dangerous to
assume that an alternating
magnetic field will suffer the
same attenuation as a wave of EM
radiation.
Jiultjturn coils. nowadays using ferrite -rod cores. are used for
the antennas of most medium
and long wave broadcast receivers. It is fortuitous that while an
antenna capable of producing
both components of the EM wave
is essential for the generation of

same, only one component is
necessary at the receiver since

the information is duplicated in
the two fields. For a coil the

magnetic component is used,
hut it must he orientated correctly for optimum performance
and it is interesting to consider
this with respect to the two types
of energy transfer under discussion, viz. EM radiation and
magnetic fields.
A transmitting station using a
single turn full wavelength loop
(the QUAD antenna) will produce
a "near field" generated by currents unrelated to the standing
wave currents in the resonant
loop and also radiate energy as a
result of the latter. The flux
associated with this field will be
aligned along the axis of the coil
and a small multiturn receiving
coil will require its axis to he
similarly aligned for maximum
induced signal.
If we move away so that the
near field is absent we are now
able to detect the magnetic component of the EM radiation and it
will he found that the signal
maximum now occurs with the
plane of the receiver's coil on the
axis of the coil of the transmitter.
Clearly this magnetic flux is at
right angles to that previously
observed. This provides a useful
way of establishing which
magnetic field we are looking at.
The much greater ranges
sometimes achieved are explained by the fact that the transmitter multiturn coil is inducing
a voltage in a nearby electrical
conductor. If this latter is insulated and conveniently connected electrically to ground at
each end then the circulating
current which results will create
a magnetic field which will he
detectable in the vicinity of the
conductor, which could he many
kilometres long. lithe conductor
is natural or is not connected at
its ends then the capacitance to
strata along its length will serve
to provide a loop. though the
shunting effect will reduce the
range considerably.
"There are situations where
ranges of exceptional distance
are reliably achieved. Two known
examples are where the associ-

ated secondary conductor is of a
resonant length for the frequency in use and consequently becomes a true EM transmitting
antenna in its own right. The

other

is

where natural geological

conditions. perhaps together
with lattice resonance effects in
the materials from which the
rock is formed, form a guide.
The author has obtained clear
communication on 27M1-Iz
through a hundred or so metres
of strata using only whip antennas. so magnetic induction was
minimal. This was explained by
the presence of vert ical "rakes' of
lead -bearing ore in the vicinity of
both stations. Reception ceased

\\lien either station moved

a

short distance from the optimum position.
Far more work has been carried out than is implied in the
article, mainly in the USA in
connection with speleology. the
science of caves. hut the journals
in which it was published are not
widely circulated. The author
can make claim to reliable twoway speech communication
through a hundred or so metres
of limestone in 1962' and over a
thousand in 19672. The system
used the lowest frequency possible. the speech frequencies
themselves. Modern techniques
using a carrier permit much
higher receiver sensitivies and a
combination of this and singlesideband modulation provides
for lower noise and minimal
power wastage.
References
1. Proc. British Speleological Conf.
1963.
2. Manual of Caving Techniques.
Routledge S Began Paul, 1969.
Ilarold Lord
Bakewel
Derbyshire
I

Coupling
coefficient
'lr Chadney (February
letters) for his interest in the
article in the June 1987 issue and
for drawing our attention to the
textbook by Page and Adams. of
which we were not previously
\\ e thank
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aware. \\'e have consulted the
pages cited by Mr Chadney. and
consider the material there in no
way weakens the tentative claim
to the originality of the r.f. link
described in the article.
Page and Adams consider two
cases of a pair of inductively -

coupled serious -resonant circuits in forced continuous
oscillation. In the first, the tuning of the circuits is constant.
the coupling coefficient is a parameter and the frequency is the
independent variable. The authors show the usual single- or
double -humped curves for primary and secondary current, depending on whether the coupling is below or above critical.
In the second case. the frequency is fixed. couping coefficient is the independent variable.
and it is supposed that, as the

anathema.
2. Much of the theoretical work
on such systems was done when
the valve reigned supreme, and

valves went naturally with
shunt -resonant circuits. 1\ riters
were inclined to use series resonant configurations only as a
stepping -stone to shunt circuits,
because the analysis was simpler.
You couldn't make an efficient
series -resonant oscillator using
valves, so there wasn't much
point in dwelling upon what
such an oscillator would do.
P.E.K. Donaldson
MRC Neurological Prosthesis

Unit
London SE5

T.E.Ival
Staines
Middlesex
I

coupling coefficient varies,
somebody keeps the tuning adjusted so that both circuits remain resonant. It is then found
that the secondary current rises
with coupling coefficient until
the latter reaches a critical value.
after which the current remains
constant:This behaviour is similar to that exhibited by the MRC
link, but the two systems are
quite different. The arrangement
described in the June 1987 article represents a third case. in
which coupling coefficient is the
independent variable, the tuning
is fixed, and the frequency adjusts itself automatically - over
the stabilising range - to achieve
constant secondary current.
This third case is not considered explicitly by Page and
Adams, nor is its useful behaviour obviously implicit in the
cases they do consider: if it were.
they would surely have mentioned it.
If it should turn out that the
MRC distance -insensitive link
has not in fact been reported
before, we offer two possible
reasons for this:
1. Much of the theoretical work
on such systems was done by
radio men at a time when economy in the use of the spectrum
was becoming essential. A system in which the carrier frequency wandered about would he

Relativity
Having been assured by Dr C.F.
Coleman (Letters. March 1987)
that I am now bereft of my sense
of weight discrimination I invite
him to yet further my education
and also that of your Leaders by
telling us how to calculate the
angular momentum of the top as
it moves round the tower?
Alex Jones
Swanage
Dorset

The letter by J.C.C. Field (Elllt'.
March 1988. p.243) will hearten
those who find the Einstein debate is becoming rather tedious.
besides being unwarranted. His
message is that we should not
need 'proof of the kind demanded by philosophers; it is suffi-

cient to know that Einstein's
theory works and is used by
engineers.
I
submit that if an engineer
(and I am one myself) thinks that
Einstein's theory is used in designing apparatus in which an
electrons mass tends to become
infinite as the speed of light is
approached, then he has misseu
the point of Dr Essen's criticism
(Elul'. February 1988, p. 126).
Classical electromagnetic theory
explains why energy has a mass
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property and why the mas:; of a
particle increases progressively
as its kinetic energy escalates
with both speed and mass. J.J.
Thomson did not need to know
anything about Einstein's 20th
century theory when. in the 19th
century, he designed cathode ray
tubes and studied why the electron mass becomes infinite at the
speed of light.
However, the reference to
NA\'STAR is much more relevant. If engineers really have
found it necessary to adjust for
time dilation to allow for a loss of
350 nanoseconds per hour and
avoid a build-up of positional
error of 100 metres per hour.
then that makes nonsense of the
philosophical discussions. It is
time that the 'engineering' details involved were published to
clear up the misunderstandings.
The weaker gravitational effect
on atomic clock rates certainly
can be dismissed as irrelevant to
Einstein's hypothesis. It is worth
reading Leon Brillouin's book

'Relativity Reexamined'

1970) to see
( \cademic Press.
why. Einstein would have us
believe that a photon or EM wave
changes frequency as it passes
through a gravitational field.
whereas a quantum physicist
should prefer the gravitational
effect to have something to do
with the potential of the energy
quantum in the atom that determines the photon frequency. An
engineer might he satisfied with
Einstein's formula. because it
works. hut that does not mean
that the underlying abstract
hypothesis used by Einstein is
valid.
So. we are left with Dr Essen's
topic. the issue of how atomic
clock f equencies can depend on
motion relative to the different
observers. It may well he that
engineers concerned with NAVSTAR do make allowances for
relativistic time dilation, but
would also expect them to make
I

overriding empirical adjustments which make the whole
system function by extrapolation
techniques. Otherwise, they
must know what is happening to
those wild 'ticks' and should
come forth and answer the speci-

fic question posed by Dr Essen.
Finally. I draw attention to a
comment by Professor Santilli in
his hook on 'Ethical Probe on
Einstein's Followers in the
U.S.A.-An Insider's View' (Alpha
Publishing, 1984). Ile tells the
story of how NASA found they
could not predict where SKYLAB
would fall on its return to Earth
and how a high governmental
officer urged more consultation
with relativity experts. The NASA
scientist replied "If a professor
comes in here with his relativities. he will be chased out of
NASA's premises".
I

I. Aspden.

Department of Electrical
Engineering.
Southampton University
In his article in the January 1988

Dr Essen misrepresents
the treatment of the 'twins paradox' in the Special Theory of
Relativity. The situation envisaged has two experimenters. initially moving together without
acceleration: one remains un accelerated; the other travels in a
space ship which accelerates
away for time in a straight line
and then undergoes three further accelerations. in the same
line. to return to its original
relation to the stay-at-home. The
issue.

supposedly paradoxical behaviour predicted by SR is that
the stay-at-home should believe
the journey to have taken a greater time than that measured by
the traveller. For convenience
there should he such a long
period of unaccelerated movement on both legs of the journey
that the time spent accelerating
may he neglected. That we can
imagine this makes it plain that
the acceleration is not in itself
the source of the unexpected
behaviour. The experiment has
not been done in this form hut a
simpler version without return
to the starting point provided
one of the first experimental
verifications of SR. although its
numerical accuracy was poor. A
later version involving curved
paths is rather harder to analyse
but yields very precise confirma-

tion of Einstein's predictions.
The first successful experiments
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involved high velocities but the
curved path form of the experiment has been performed at low
speed. In spite of the problems of
measuring the very small effects
predicted this also confirms the
theory.
The basis of your correspondent's criticism of SR is a symmetry it is supposed to postulate
between the two experimenters'
experience which xrould make an
asymmetry in recorded time impossible. First we can see that
there is no particular symmetry
between the physical experience
of the two: if they are equipped
with accelerometers these will
record entirely different sequences of readings. SR is a physical theory of measurement so it
must. if it is to he acceptable.
take account of this. I-low does it
do so?

With Einstein we begin by
noting something that seems
more obvious now than it did 83
years ago: that experimenters
travelling without acceleration
can record the time and position
of their experiments using a rectangular coordinate system and
synchronised clocks fixed at convenient places. The assumptions
we make are (i) Einstein's principle of SR: that all such experimenters will discover the
same laws of nature (Lenz's Law
etc.) and (ii) that they will measure the same velocity of travel
for light. in free space. From
these assumptions it can be deduced that the coordinates and

times which different experimenters measure for the
same event should he related by

linear equations. If suitable axes
are used these take the form
known as the Fitzerald-Lorentz
transformation. While it is possible to believe that the assumptions do not square with physical
reality. though one would have
to discount an awful lot of experimenting to do so. they have
to be accepted in a discussion of
the theory's internal consistency. as do the mathematical conclusions. (Unless an algebraic
error can he discovered.)
In describing our experiment
it is natural to use coordinate
and time systems in which the
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experimenters are at rest. Three
are required: one for the stay-athome and two for the traveller.
one on the outward path and
another for the return. To relate
measurements in any pair of
these it is. in SR. necessary to use

Fitzgerald -Lorentz transformation, even though the

a

imposing structure. which

same physical measuring systems may be used at all times by
the traveller. The analysis is
quite easy using the fixed ex-

usually leads to obscure and
tangled code - difficult to debug.
understand and modify:
the difficulty in updating,

perimenter's coordinates: more
complex from the traveller's
point of view. hecause more
coordinate systems must he
used, but both versions yield the
same result: the traveller's clock
will record a shorter travel time
than the stat ionary one.
Michael \Veatherill
St Andrews
Scotland

maintaining and printing

I
appreciate the prominence
given to my short article and
hope that it will make the relativitists think and help the doub-

ters. Unfortunately several
phrases have been omitted, disturbing the logical sequence of
some points of the argument.
and I should he grateful if a
correction could be published in
your next issue. The sentence
beginning on line 32, p127
(omitting the lines in heavy type)
should read "One of the predictions of the theory was that a
moving clock goes more slowly
than an identical stationary
clock when viewed from the position of the stat ionary clock."
On line 15, from the bottom of
the middle column of p127 after
"stages of the journey" it should
read "As before, he concluded
that the time recorded by the
moving clock was less than that
recorded by the stationary
clock." Finally in line 13 of the
third column of p.127. insert
after "nanoseconds" "and vet the
result was claimed to he accurate

COTO!
A

new constructs or functions unique to your application. The language I use is heavily based on

Algol (which was/is extremely
readable). leavened with bits of
BASIC. (Complex data structures
and I/O techniques are not relevant to my application.) For
example here is the LINECEN
algorithm from blr Sweeney's
article

if h<0 then b =

Essen
Leat herhead

else

1,.

begin
y= y + 1
b = b +c

Surrey

Flow chart

b

+

a

graphical

Getting to grips
with electromagnetism

The advantage of this

x=x+1

a

C.I.Perkins

approach is that you can choose
all the best features of your
favourite language(s) and add

begin
call INITIALISE LINECEN
repeat
call PLOT (x.y)

danger of

approach to a high-level design is
that, once complete, the difficulties of updating and issuing the
design may preclude it ever
being done. The original design
then gets lost in a cloud of later
additions and bug fixes. The
above technique is supportable
on any word processing system
with a standard printer.

graphical documentation.
In an ideal software world, and
following established ground
rules for structured design, these
problems would he solved by a
universally powerful. flexible and
friendly language.
In the real world, where many
designers are still working with
assembler or C, a high - level
design technique (such as flowcharting) is essential. The solution I have adopted to the problems above is to use a text -based
system which solves the maintainability and printing problem.
incorporating a pseudo -highlevel language to aid in imposing
structure. This idea is of course
far from new.

to I 0 nanoseconds."

The flowchart technique prop-

It should he noted that the
action of the algorithm is not
identical to the original in that h
and possibly y are different on
exit. This follows from the good
established practice of structured design in which loops are
only exited at the beginning
(while loops) or at the end (repeat.. until loops). A flowchart is
the graphical equivalent of a

osed by David Sweeney in the
August 1987 issue does very little
to solve the real problems associated with this old hut far from
reliable system of logic design.
The problems with a graphical
flowchart technique are twofold:
the lack of any method of

I have always thought that electromagnetism should not be a
book subject, and I have waited
for the technology to arrive
which would make visual communication possible. Finally it
came, and I have spent most of
the last year developing moving
computer graphics which would
give the viewer a proper grasp of
the subject. I now have more
than half an hour of moving
graphics which run on an Acorn
Alaster. It also can he seen as a
VHS videotape. hut quality is
much degraded. All the content
is conventional.
have held hack on selling
these products because of fear of
piracy. and I shall be very grateful if any readers can advise me
on how to deal with piracy of an
Acorn blaster disc and also of a
I

\ HS videotape.
Ivor Catt
St Albans

Hertfordshire

end

until x = XIST +

1

end
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PT 68N-2 SINGLE BOARD

CUPUTER KIT

Designed around the powerful MC68000 microprocessor the PT 68K-2 is an easy to build single board computer kit.
When fully configured the PT 68K-2 becomes a full feature system that supports over 1M byte of memory, floppy and hard disk drives, serial and
parallel I/O and provides extensive expansion capability.
User expansion of the PT 68K-2 is suported by lJay of six on -board IBM PC/XT compatible I/O ports. This gives access to a wide range of low cost
PC add-on boards such as colour adaptors and Western Digital Winchester controller cards.
Two powerful disk operating systems are supported:
- a low cost, single user DOS compatible with the popular FLEX disk operating system. SK*DOS even runs existing FLEX
SK*DOS
software.
the first choice for serious 68000 users. A Unix like real-time multi-tasking/multi-uses DOS with a wide choice of languages.
OS -9/68K

-

specification:
- MC68000 8MHz clock, optional
Processor
PT 68K-2

Memory

-

Floppy disks
Hard disks

Serial I/O
Parallel I/O
RTC

Expansion
Power
Size

-

12.5,

10,

16MHz

clock.
1024K DRAM, no wait states. 128K

EPROM. 4K

SRAM.
Four floppy disk drives. (WD1772 FDC)

40/80 track,

single/double sided/density.
Winchester interface for WD1002A-HDO controller.
PC/XT slots supports WD1002A-WX2 controller.
Four RS232 serial ports. (MC6868I DUARTS).
Two 8 bit parallel ports. (MC68230 PIA)
Interlocked handshaking.
Two programmable interrupt timers.
Battery backed real-time clock.
Six IBM PC/XT compatible I/O ports.
Requires 5V ar 2A and
12 x 8.5 inches.

+/-

12V

Gr

20mA.

The PT 68K-2 is supplied in kit form with all parts necessary to build a basic functioning 68000 computer. The user may then add additional parts
to implement only those features required.
A debug monitor in eprom is included in the basic kit which supports I/O from either a serial RS232 terminal or PC/XT video card and IBM style
keyboard.
Price of basic kit including complete documentation

£295.00

Micro Concepts
2 St. Stephens Road, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire GL51

5AA

Telephone: (0242) 510525
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L.J. TechnicCal Systems

MODICOM

-

The Complete
Digital Communic5ations

Training System

o

o
Now available from L.J. Technical Systems is a
modular system that meets the needs of modern.
communications training.

The MOD COM series covers the spectrum of Digital
Communications training fron9 signal sampling and
re -constriction 'trough to fbre optic technology.
--

For gull details on -the MODICOM System contact:-

'

L.J-Téchnical Systems, Francis Way; BowthDrpe`1ndústriai -state, 0C 1Z1:14, I"RS SJA T.eI -A603) 748001 `Telex:
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PHILIPS

:`
:1

Test and Measurement

-

i

eaeliii
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-.1:y
-"ties.
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1

1

o

Q

o

Oscilloscopes PM3055
50MHz, dual trace
Signal Sources PM5191/2/3 Programmable
synthesiser/function

£845

generator£2,667
Counter/timers PM6665

£70
J5

120MHz 1.1GHz

counter/timer

Instrumex have all
your test
equipment needs

®,

r /11:11~1:71,19,

.

HM205-2 20MHz with 5MHz
digital storage

New Instruments For Industry

Logic Analysers
General Equipment

HAKUTO
FFT

-

'17.

TD201

£195

portable
FFT analyser

£2,821

TV+Video Test
Equipment

Chart Recorders

bo

-.7

aaa69

C,11
q-

111>i

-s

f
.41111»

£2,950

Fully

GRUNDIG

1

32 channels
Digital Storage
adaptor, 200KHz

rAD3522

c_t -

-

r

TA2000 Logic Analyser,

Analysers

nt :1y

LLOYD

Bench Power Supplies
pp 2026

lr

7
£5900

£2,950

Prices exclude VAT and carriage. All information correct at time of going to press.

THURLBY
+

Test Set

2022A 1GHz Signal
Generator

Dorcan House,
Meadfield Rd, Langley,
Berks SL3 8AL.
Fax: 0753 682843.
Telex: 935371.
Tel: 0753 44878.

Qa

THANDAR

2955 Radio Communications

Call 0753 44878 for details
on our full range.

1

£527

"s

INSTRUMEX Now Incorporates
ELECTRONIC BROKERS

Oscilloscopes

+ák7:

Instruments

ofif

HAMEG

1

MARCONI

0-30V, 0.2A
Power Supply
DSA524 Digital Storage adaptor,
2 -channel, 35MHz
PL320

£155

ENTER

t13

-

Graphic 450 Single pen
YT recorder

£495

a

cL

r-

r-----

--

-

_

VGI000 Professional Pattern
Generator

ON REPLY CARD

TIMEANDFREQU NCY
The Company is Registered to Def- Stan 05-21 (AQAP-

RADIO CLOCKS
CHRONOMETERS

1

* Synchronisation of remote sites.
* Time Stamping GMT/BST.
* Quartz master/slave systems.

off -air standard (MSF RugbY).
STANDARD FREQUENCY Accurate
* Calibration and reference for timers, counters,

RECEIVERS

TIME CODE
INSTRUMENTATION
DISPLAYS

-

frequency meters.
Generators, Readers with high speed tape search
and control. Timecodes TRIG A, B, vela, EBU,
NASA, XR3.

Analogue, digital and self -setting analogue types
(desk, wall or console mounting).
* Public time displays for airports, bus, railway
stations and factories.

WATCHDOG

A computer network monitoring and management
system for synchronisation and fault reporting of
up to 64 independent computers.

CONSULTING AND
MANUFACTURE

* Feasibility studies and consultancy.
* Small quantity manufacturing and test services.
* System design.

All the above can be supplied with a wide range of options and interfaces including Airborne, Military and
Commercial versions. Customised systems available.

European Electronic Systems Limited,
Maldon, Essex CM9 65W, UK.
Telephone: 024 541 5911

Telex: 995917 EULEC G Fax: 024 541 5785
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BT stake in

Japan
British Telecom is to become a
partner in Japan's newest
licensed international telecommunications operator. International Telecom Japan (ITJ). Its
investment in ITJ means closer
ties between British Telecom and
some of Japan's most prestigious
companies.
The founder shareholders of
1TJ include Mitsubishi. Mitsui,

nxeaDeatF
lBwill. .Mb

G.

111

Sumitomo. Matsushita,

7.

_
.

Maruheni. Nissho lwai and The
Bank of Tokyo. BT has a 2%
share in the equity in ITJ. This
represents an investment of 96
million yen ($750 000).

republic.
The Plessey payphone company won its first order in Singapore for coin payphones in
November 1985, providing a

Siemens trunk
transmission
.

Siemens has won a tender to
supply British Telecom with
digital radio relay systems. The
first stage of the project covered
by the contract is valued at about
$1.8M for the supply. installation
and commissioning of radio relay systems providing a transmission capacity of 140Mhit/s in
the 6.701-Iz hand. With the
changeover from analogue to
digital technology. these systems
will enable BT to provide high
channel capacity combined with
optimum transmission quality
on the main routes between
switching centres.

...and APT's
local

transmission
AT&T and Philips Telecommunications UK (.\PT) has recently received an order to supply digital transmission systems
to British Telecom. The order
covers the supply of 500 two -wire

y

-Y

.ff.

.-)T y

Gas North Eastern is to improve its telephone communications facilities by installing an advanced digital private telephone
exchange in its Tingley office, near Leeds. The new exchange, a dual
Compact MDl 10 supplied by Thorn Ericsson, is capable of handling
voice and data communications simultaneously.
Worth over £70 000, the order takes to ten the number of '1D 110
systems purchased by British Gas North Eastern with a total sales
value topping £500 000. MD1 10 is a fully digital system and is
designed to provide a wide range of facilities to meet present and
future needs for voice and data communications. User features
include automatic call -hack, call transfer and follow -me facilities.
abbreviated dialling and con ferencing.

British

The transmission system comprises two units installed at the
user's premises, with a matching
unit within the local exchange

multiplexer equipment. from
where data traffic is routed into
the KiloStream network. The
echo -cancelling technology employed achieves duplex transmission over British Telecom's local
network of pair type cable.
These systems are the first
products wholly manufactured
by APT in Malmeshury to he
supplied to PT.

Timeplex/BA

local line systems, to he used

within B7's KiloStream digital
private network operating at
2.4 64khit/s.
These local -line units use a
single two-wire line to provide
high performance digital data
links. Business users can he connected to the KiloStream service
without the need to install special lines and they can use their
existing data terminal equipment.

'l'he order from Singapore,
one of the most important markets in the Far East. calls for
4000 pre -pay card payphones initially and 500 000 payphone
cards. The projected requirement is 16 000 payphones over
the next five years.
"We believe the Singapore requirement represents the largest
single tender ever issued for prepay card payphones". said Peter
Brown. managing director of the
Plessey payphone company.
The award also calls for credit
card payphones and a cashless
calling system which will he installed at Changi international
airport and at major hotels in the

agreement
British Airways has signed a
world-wide purchase agreement
with Timeplex to provide time
division multiplexers for the airline's future high-speed networking requirements. This follows an order from the airline for

Timeplex equipment worth
$700 000 1£400 000).

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS IVORLD

BA's relationship with Timeplex will he further enhanced by
the decision to operate just one
contact point within each company for all network installation
and maintenance arrangements
As BA is UK -based, the Langley

(Berkshire) headquarters of
Timeplex and the BA Hounslow
office have been authorized to
represent their respective companies.

British Airways currently
operates a world-wide statistical
multiplexer network but is planning to develop its time division

multiplexer network which wil'
connect into other airlines and
he used for seat reservation systems and other applications.

Plessey
payphones
Plessey has won orde""s for
payphones worth £5.5M in Australia and Singapore. markets
dominated by the Japanese.

public international dialling
capability from Singapore for the
first time.
The award from Telecom Australia is to supply the next generation of payphones for the Australian rental market. The contract. which is for a supply period
of three years at an estimated
value of £2M per year, calls
initially for 2000 Plessey Diamond payphones, to commence
delivery in May 1988. This. the
latest addition to the company's
product range. is designed for
use in ho els. bars, restaurants
and other supervised locations.
It accepts up to four different
coins or tokens, gives cash box
status information and has
optional self-reporting facilities.

Post Office
goes digital
The Post Office has chosen Plessey's ISI)X switch as the backbone of its new digital telecommunications network. It will
provide the first step towards
modernizing the corporation's

telecommunications services.
with the aim of integrating voice
and data transmission. It has
placed an order for 17 large
ISDXs (integrated services digital exchanges) to be installed in
key centres around the country.
Dual processor ISDXs will he
going into Post Office main
transmit switching centres at
Birmingham. Leeds, London,

Manchester, Cardiff, Colchester
and Edinburgh. The other ten
switches will act as sub -tandems
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Brighton. Leicester. Milton
Liverpool. Newcastle.
Reading. Sheffield. Southampton and Preston.
One of the advantages of the
Plessey ISI)X is its UPNSS (digital private network signalling system) capability which allows all
at

Keynes.

the offices to he connected to one
private network.
Using a private network currently saves the Post Office at
least £500 000 a year on call
charges. It expects to make additional savings in future years by
further integration of voice services.

Mediterranean
fibre cable
Telefonica. the Spanish communications organization, has
placed a contract valued at over
£ 10M with SIC for an underwater optical fibre telecommunications system to he installed in the
Mediterranean.
To he known as Penhal-3. the
contract calls for a 29Okm three
fibre pair to link Barcelona and
the Spanish island of Majorca. It
is due for completion in June
1989.

The link will operate at
28OYIhiUs on 1300 nanometres.
capacity of38í0 circuits
per fibre pair, a total of 11 520
circuits before the use of circuit
multiplication equipment. All
cable for the system will be protected either by extra sheathing
or by one or more layers of
armour wires. The system design
is similar to that which S'I'C is
supplying this year for TAT -8.
the first transatlantic optical
submarine cable.

giving

a

Telecom Gold
for health
The Department of Health and
Social Security has negotiated a
three-year contract worth £ I.BM
with 'I elecom Cold. BT's electronic mail service which is part of
the I)ialcom network, to improve
the tlow of information to the
National Health Service.
Telecom Cold has already allocated nearly 500 mailboxes for
use within the DI ISS and NI IS.
and this figure could rise to
around 5000 during the next
three yea s. However. since the
NI -IS is Europe's largest em-
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ployer. its use of electronic mail
could grow significantly faster.
Each month the I)I-ISS faces a
mammoth task in circulating
some 40 000 pieces of information to each of 14 regional health
authorities. It has been evaluating electronic mail as an alternative to other communication systems during the past year.
This information. previously
telephoned or posted, ranges
from crucial and time -sensitive
items such as alerts on banned
drugs and hazard warnings to
general operational circulars and
consultation on the content of
Parliamentary business.

Plessey locks up
lans
C rypto has launched
Lanlok MLS-100. a multi -level
security system for local area
networks. It is claimed to he the
first system in the world that has

Plessey

been designed to meet B2 classi-

fication for multi -level secure
systems. as defined by the US

S TOPICS
-validation of the specification

Lloyds invests
in IT
As part of Lloyds Bank's £570M

information technology project
designed to st reamline office systems in the bank's branches so as
to raise service to customers, it is
to install approximately 28 000
terminals and controllers.
Data cabling will he provided
by BT to connect the terminals in
each of 1200 branches to their
controllers. In turn these will
link the terminals to the hank's
new nationwide integrated voice
and data network being set up
under the project, giving access
to more than 6000 computer
devices. 'the cabling is planned
to act as a token ring local area
network capahle of operating at
rates up to 161Mbit/s.

UK first with

is

scheduled by next year. The technical standards. developed by the
Special Mobile Group of the Conference of European Posts and
Telecommunications (CEPT).
are already 80-90% complete.
They should he finished in the
next few months and so give
adequate time to meet the fully defined specification.
After the demonstration the
Industry Minister. John Butcher,
said: "This new system is proof
that industrial collaborative research and development works.
As a result of leading companies
working together. Britain can
now justifiably claim to be ahead
of the pack and making the fastest progress in this new technology. By being the first in Europe
to demonstrate a working system
that meets the new European
standards we are poised for
growth in a major market of the

future. -

pan-European
demonstrator

National Computer Security

What is believed to he the first

Centre 'orange' hook. together
with a choice of encryption
algorithms to enable widespread
application in finance. commerce and industry.
According to the company, its
introduction will enable industry
and commerce to reduce its investment in costly computer
equipment. This is because Lanlok does not permit any access to
data by unauthorized personnel.
It is therefore unnecessary to
install multiple computer systems for use with information of
different levels of confidentiality
since the system design criteria
required to meet B2 classification ensure that the secure local
area network could not he
fraudulently used. 132 is one of
the highest attainable levels of
security classification and as
such Lanlok gives the commercial user a degree of security only
normally used h_y the Government.
\ typical Lanlok installation
would comprise a single network
security centre and multiple network security devices and secure
Ian interface units. defined by
the size of the network. All data
that passes around the secure Ian
is encrypted using either the
Data Encryption Standard or a
Plessey Crypto proprietary encryption algorithm.

demonstration of a prototype for
the pan-European digital cellular system has been carried out
in London - probably the most
demanding area in topological
terms. with the exception of
some parts of the Swiss alps.
\ two-year experimental programme has been undertaken by
GEC -Marconi. British Telecom
Research Laboratories and Racal
Research with part funding by
the Department of Trade and
Industry. 'rhe experimental system constructed in this project
consists of three identical pieces
of equipment. forming the two
ends of the radio -telephone system, plus a 'spare' unit.
One set was mounted at a fixed
location (a British Telecom
building in London called Riverside House). A second set was
mounted in a vehicle so that the
communications link could he
tested under realistic mobile
conditions: this was driven
around a chosen route. and system performance was monitored. In some experiments, the
third set was used as a source of
interference. The measurements
were partly objective (digital
error -rate). and partly subjective
voice communication tests, using conversation between people
at the two ends. This system can
he considered a "validation tool"

He made the point that. from
being behind three years ago.
Britain is today up alongside
other European countries and
will he able to compete effectively with other countries in this
market.

Rural
telecomms
conference
An International Conference on
Rural Communications to he
held at the Institution of Electrical Engineers in London UK.
23-25 May. 1988. will report on
recent advances in the provision

of modern telecommunication
services to the world's rural communities.
The conference will feature
sessions on policy. switching.
radio. optical fibre. satellite and
planning. Sir Donald Maitland.
chairman of the Independent
Commission for Worldwide Tele common icat ion Development
1983-85. will give the keynote
address.

Further information from
Conference Services. IEE. Savoy
Place. London \VC2R OBI.: tel.
01-240 1871, ext. 222.
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FIELD ELECTRICiLTD.
O1'-9536OO9.
3 SHENLEY ROAD, BOREHAMWOOD, HERTS WD6 1 AA.
Keithley Inst 610C Solid State Electrometer measures V, I, R, Q and is a current
source. P.O.A.
Marconi Inst, 0.1% universal bridge TF 1313A, power rating 25V A £260.
Tektronix type 286 sampling head multi-plex unit for use with Tek programmable
sampling units 3S5/3S6 etc £120.
Schneider Electronic MN124 Multifunction Meter with Printer £125.
Sivers Lab Rotary Vane Attenuator 8.2.12.4GHz cal to 22.8.88 £215
H.P. 1801A Dual Chn, vertical amp plug in, new £230.
H.P. 675A Sweeping Generator 10KHz to 32MHz £460.
H.P. Multi -function meter 34506 £150.
H.P. 62605M DC PSU 5V DC 100A £125.
Tektronix 178 Linear IC £375.
Fluke AC/DC Differential Voltmeter 88/AB £150.
Tektronix FET Probe 6045 £90.
Tektronix S3A Sampling Heads £120.
H.P. 6516 Test Oscillator £195.
Tektronix 454 O'scope 150MHz Dualtrace Portable O'scope 2.4ns
risetime £400.
Tektronix 7403N Rackmount O'scope Mainframe, no guarantee, tube OK £200.
Tektronix D11 Storage O'scope Mainframe, no guarantee, tube OK. £200.
Datron 1051 Multifunction Meter £250.
Ballantine 323.01 True RMS voltmeter £115.
Tektronix 7S11 Sampling Amp P/in £450.
Tektronix 7692 Dual time base P/in £450.
Marconi Sanders Microwave Sweep Osc, c/w 26.5-40GHz plug-in. £1 000.
H.P. 9895A 8" Disc Drive, case with PSU etc, new and boxed £225 complete
instruction manual etc.
H.P. 82901S twin 51/4" disc drives, case with PSU, new. £225.
Exact model 337 Digital Phase Gen. NHZ.4/100MHz
Marconi RHO Bridge TM9953 £100.
HP Voltage divider probe 10004D, new with manual, 10:1 l Omft/1 OpF £85.
Solartron Frequency Response Analyser Type 1310 .02Hz to 20KHz input range
10MV AC DC to 300V AC DC RMS output 10MV to 10V RMS £350.
Feedback L+D variable phase oscillator type VP0230 1Hz to 100KHz £150.
H.P. 33306 Automatic Synthesizer 0-13MHz £1,000.
Philips 3212 O'scope 25MHz D/beam 24V DC Double insulated with
manual £350.
Schaffner NSG223 mainframe interference generator c/with NSG 2COC £650.
Devices O'scope Display 3120. 3130 time base. 3160 x 2 amplifiers..16Hz to
30KHz risetime .O1 MS x 2 £175.
Tektronix 017-0083-00 50f tZw termination £69.
Marconi Inst Signal Gen TF144H £195.
HML 411 Cap Charger 20KV, new c/with manual £1,000.
Lambda 19"LRA-14 rack. 483 x 356 x 89mm £25.
Devices Instantaneous Ratemeter type 2751 £60.
Thandar Monitor Chassis, 12V DC, input, new & boxed. Composite Video 75(1
input c/p £4.00. Monitor Chassis, 9" £34.50. Green phos. 12" Phos £43.50. 12"
Black & White £43.50.
12" 75(1 Composite Video input, 230V AC, in case, new & boxed, green phos,
data 22MHz £59.95 c'p 5.00.

Motorola TTL Monitor Chassis, 12V DC input, new & boxed. 7" green phos, 1.2A
Circuit dia & data, 22MHz bandwidth compatible to BBC/IBM comps, dia supplied
for connection to BBC. 75f comp, video circuit dia, supplied, discount 10+
1

£20.60.
Please ring for carriage and packing rates on test equipment.

Shugart SA400 51/4" ful height disk drives, single side, single density, ex -equip

£20.60

2

+ £37.50.

MPI Micro Peripherals inc. 51/4" full height disk drives, single side, single density,

ex-equip. £20.60.

Newbury Windsor 9412 80 Meg hard disk drive, c/w user manual, ex -equip.

£149.00
Cherry TTL Alpha Numeric ASCII Coded Keyboard, inc. 8 colour coded graphic
keys, 108 keys form X -Y matrix. full cursor control, 6 encode keys, 9 graphic
control keys, 5V rail, teak & black all case, new and boxed. £24.95 3+ £22.00
each.

SPECIAL OFFER
Hewlett Packard 86A Personal Computer with built in interfaces for 2 disc drives
and centronics compatible printer, 64K built in user memory, 14 user definable
keys, d splay capacity 16 or 24 lines x 80 characters, c/w system demo disk,
user programme, pocket guide full user manual etc, new in sealed boxes,
discount for qty £300.00 this month.
Finlay Microfilm FM 1, micro fiche, 240V AC or 12V DC, c/w 6V 1.6A AC adpt,
+ 12V DC/6V AC adpt, fiche inc. lens gates or nat pan sealed lead acid cells x3,
we cannot offer guarantee on cells, 6V 9 watt Q. halogen bulb, carrying case, hard
vinyl, size 8'/2x7'/2x5. £19.95.
Sew Panel Meters. First orand meters MR52P, size 60x60, MR45P size 50x50,
MR65P 80x80, MR38P 42x42, accuracy 2%, new & boxed. MR52P (SR) 30A AC
M/Iron £7.00. MR52P (SR) l0A AC M/Iron £7.00. MR45P IA DC M/Coil £6.00.
MR65P 2A DC £6.00. MR65P 5V DC VI/Coil £5.75. MR45P 300V AC M/Coil with
rect £6.25. MR45P 1 MA DC M/Coil £5.75. MR38P (CR) 300V AC M/Coil with rect
£6.00 MR52P (CR) 300V AC M/Coil with rect £6.25. MR52P 50V DC M/Coil
£5.75. MR38P 5000 DC M/Coil £5.00. MR45P 20V DC M/Coil £5.75. MR45P

500 DC £625. SD830

82 x 110 5A DC M/Coil £7.00. SD830 VU Meter £625
MR65P 50A DC M/Iron £7.00. PE70 50µ A DC Edge wise £6.00. Many more
panel meters in stock, quantity discount.

Power supplies All 240V AC input unless stated. 5V 20A s/mode £ 18.50, 5V 40A
s/mode £25.00, 5V 60A £16.40, 12V 60A £70.00, Farnell SM +5V 1OA. +24V
4A, + 12V 500M -5V 1A, new data £28.50, Farnell SM 12V 2.5A ultra small
£38.00, Farnell Fan Cooled SM +5V IOA, -5V IA, + 12V 3A, -12V, lA £32.50,
12V 3A Linear £17.25, Farnell SM 6V 40A £26.50, Farnell 6V 5A SM ultra small
£25.00. 10.5V 30A SM £26.50, 5V lA PC Card Regulated £8.60, ZX PSU 9V
1.4A £8.00, Gould 379, 5V 404, 12V 4A, 15V 11A, s/mode £59.00. Power supply
makes are Farnell Advance Gould Coutant AC DC, Aztek, Solartron.
Special Offer: AC DC Electronics 5V, 60A, 12V x 2, 2.5A 240V or 115V input

£50.00
Variable P.S.U. all 240V AC input, all metered. Kingshill 501. 0-50V 0-lA £35.
0-40V 0.3A x 2 £115. 0-20V 0-10A £115.0.50V 0-3A £85. 0-40V 0-2A x 2
£125.Weir Maxireg 762.0-60V 0-2A £140. Lambda 0-40V 0-3A £98. 0-40V
0-I Ax 2 £125 Solartron 0-30V 0-1A x 2 £45. H.P.6824A ± 50V ±1A£75.
Oltronix 8401 0-40V 0 -IA £50. B817S0-10V 0-7A £98. Sorensen SRL4012
0-40V 0-12A £345. 60 40-60V 0-4A £260. Lambda LMG 12.12V DC ±5% 65A
DC Lin £345 c/p details please ring.

Specialist size batteries, new, nickel cadmium rechargeable cell type F. KRH
35/92, 1.2V, 7.OAh. Charge rate 700MA, size 33.7. dia 91 mm height £6.00. Cell
type RR.KRH/23/43. 1.2V 1.44h charge rate 40MA, size 23 dia. 42.2 height £??.??.

Card No. 1: 1 xZ80A DMA, 1 xZ80A CPU, x D8255 AC5 in holders. x5MHz, Xtal, 8x MB8264 15, 1 xSN74198N, +53 various chips, new ex -equipment. £16.50.
Card No. 2: x WD 1933B-01 in holder +16 various new ex -equip. f12.25. Card No. 3: 2 x D8255 AC 5, 2x HLCD0437P in holders +10 various £4.95. Card No. 4: LCD
6 digit display. 12 momentary plain keyboard rocker switches. 4 bar LEDs. Green, yellow, red. Flat top type. £6.95. Card No. 5: Peripheral Comms Controller.
8 x MC68661. 8x MC! 4891.8x MCI 488P. 13 various chips all in holders, new ex -equipment. £18.95. Card No. 6: 5100 Backplane 20x 100 pin connectors, new.
£29.95. Card No. 7: Hard disk, floppy disk controller. 5100 type, inc: D765AC. D8237 AC5. 8253. 8085A. 2764 64K Eprom. SN74L240N. 224N, 373 etc, inc, block dia,
new ex -equipment. £26.50. Card No 8: Infra -red Remote Controller. 1 AY -3-8470A Encoder IC. 1 Infra -Red Emitter. 16 membrane keyboard £3.50. Card No. 9:
No. 10: 1 x MC68000L8
1 x 16MHz Xtal + various chips inc block dia. chips in holders, new ex -equipment £29.95. Card
1 x MC68000L12 Motorola ceramic CPU.
Motorola ceramic CPU. 1 x 16MHz Xtal + various chips, inc. block dia. chips in holders, new ex equipment £10.95. Other S100 cards in stock.
1

1

1
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We

would like the opportunity to tender for surplus equipment

Official Orders/Overseas Enquiries Welcome/Order by phone or 0ost. Open'6 days, half day
Thursday. Please ring for C/P details not shown. Postal rates apply U.K. Mainland only. All test
equipment carries warranty. All prices including 15% VAT & c/p unless stated. Save time,
phone your order for quick delivery with Access, Amex, Diners or Visa cards. Remember all
prices include VAT and c/p unless stated.

L7221,7-12,1
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"It's a pretty small battery -powered PROM programmer

- so what?"
"I'm
i

Tools which are convenient get used a lot - that justifies
their existence. There is no way we could
explain all the usefulness of S3 here.
Instead, if you're interested were
going to let you see it, use it
and evaluate it in your own
workshop. We went to a lot
of trouble to design S3 just
the way it is - no other
PROMMER is all CMOS and
all SMT. So we must he convinced that S3 would be a forC)
Zc ZSmidable addition
to
your
armoury. Now all we have to do
is to convince you.

hound to let the battery go flat."

Quite so. But in practice it doesn't matter. S3 switches
oft alter a half-hour of non-use anyway, or when the
11,, battery gets low. You don't lose your data. Then a
slow-chart,e overnight or boost -charge for three
hours will restore full capacity. You can keel) using
it when chargin
So there real) is no )roblem.
.

"I already have a programmer."
Pity it doesn't have S3 features, eh? But
here's a trick worth knowing. If you plug
S3's EMULead into the master socket of a
ganger then you get an S3 with gang
capacity. Isn't production separate
from development anyway?

ª.

.

"Such a little thing can't be
powerful, like a big bench programmer - er - can it?"

"It looks nice. Will I he
disappointed?"
Dataman tools are designed to
he used by Engineers. Not
just sold to Management.
I -lave you ever been misled
by some mouthwaterin
ad for a new product?
Great artwork and exciting promises which
feed your fancy? On
impulse you buy and
when the thing arrives
you feel let down.he picture looked better. The claims
are hardly justified; not exactly
misrepresentation, just
poor
implementation.
But you've bought it.
And you're stuck with it.
It stays in the cupboard,
most of the time. So how
about this: buy S3 and
use it for up to a month.
If you're not still thrilled
then you can have your

Yes, it can. It is more powerful. S3 leaves
other prommers streets behind. S3 has
continuous memory, which means that you
-.11
can pick it up and carry -on where you left off
last week. S3 has a huge library EPROMS and
EEPROMS. S3 can blow a hundred or more
PROMS without recharging. S3 also works remotely, via RS232. There's a D1325 socket on the
back.

All commands are available from your computer

(through

a modem, even). Also S3 helps von develop
and debug microsystems by memory -emulation.

"What's this memory -emulation, then?"
It's a technique for Microprocessor Prototype Development, more powerful than RON emulation, especially
useful for single -chip "piggy
hack" micros. You plug the
lead with the 21/28 pin header
in place of the ROM/RANI.
You clip the Flying-Writel.ead to the microprocessor
and you're in business. The
code is entered using either
the keyboard or the serial
interface. Computer -assembled
files are downloaded in standard format - ASCII, BINARY,

Softy3 is here!

INTELI-IEX, MOTOROLA. TEKI !EX.
Your microprocessor can WRITE to S3 as well as REA I). You
Can edit your variables and stack as well as your program, if

von keep then all in S3.
S3 can ook like any PROM up to 64K bytes, 25 or 27 series.
Access is ItHIns - that's really fast. Memory -emulation is
cheap, it's universal and the prototype works "like the real

thing"

money hack.

"Refund in the first month! How can you over
that?"
We trust S3 to tire your enthusiasm. We trust you not to use us
free hire -service. We bet you won't send it hack. I -low
would you manage without it'?

as a

"These things cost a fortune and take months to

arrive."

S3 loads its working programs out of a
PROM in its socket, like a computer

loads from disk. Software expansion is
unlimited. Upgrades will come in a
PROM. Programs can be exchanged
between users. How's that for

upgradability?
"Can I change the way it works?"
You surely can. We keep no secrets. System) Variables can he
"fiddled." New programming algorithms can be written from
the keyboard. Voltages are set in software by DACs. If you
want to get in deeper, a Developers' Manual is in preparation
which will give source -code, BIOS calls, circuit -diagrams, etc.
We expect a lively trade in third -party software e.g. disassemblers, break -point -setters and single -steppers for various
micros. We will support a User Group.

We wouldn't get you all excited and then let you down. It Costs
plus VAT. That includes P & P, Charger. EMULead,
Write Lead and a HELP program in ROM. S3 is in stock. Buy
it today. Use it tomorrow. (That's a fair promise. But please
reserve product by phone or telex to make it come true).

£495

TOOLS
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MICHO ENGI.NEERING

Lombard House,
Cornwall Rd.
Access

DORCHESTER

Dorset DT1 1RX.
Phone 0305 68066 Telex 418442
you purchase while this ad is current, you have 28 days to
examine the goods and return them for refund. Carriage will be
charged at cost. The right to charge the cost of refurbishment
of damaged goods is reserved.
If
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Microcoding and bit-slice

techniques
-

Part 3 designing an instruction set for the demonstration
processor, and producing the microcode required to
implement it.
A. N. EDMONDS

In the first of my previous two art ic les*

INSTRUCTION SET
Designing microcode for the demonstration
processor is made easier by choosing a
simple instruction set. and this also has the
benefit of being in vogue. Although my
processor does not possess all the attributes
of a reduced -instruction -set computer
Irise). it includes some of the more important ones.
Whenever the frequency of use of instructions for a particular processor have been
measured it has been found, as you would
expect, that simple instructions like those
for loading and unloading of registers and
simple arithmetic occur far more frequently
than the more complex instructions. 'Chis is
also true of addressing modes: the more
complex modes are used very infrequently.
It is clearly the fiend to write software in a
high-level language. \Vith high-level languages. the usage of processor instructions
is determined by compiler writers. who tend
to use a subset of the instructions available
for a traditional processor. often excluding
the more complex. The risc theory is that by
eliminating the more complex instruction
types and concentrating on the most frequently used ones. the design can he streamlined and the net speed of the processor
increased.
There is nothing wrong per se with a
processor having a large and complex instruction set. -however, if that instruction
set over -complicates the instruction decoding and requires complex hardware in the
I
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Instruction

I

discussed some of the techniques used in
hit -slice design and described an illustrative l6hit processor. Ny second article
looked at some topics in the use of software
tools for producing microcode. This final
article combines the subjects covered and
completes the demonstration processor by
describing an instruction set for it. and the
microcode required to implement the inslruction set.
Full source listings for the microcode are
much too long to include here, but I will
show the coding of a few important instructions and you should he able to infer the rest.
The demonstration processor and its instruction set are. as implied, purely conceived to render understanding of their
structure easy. and to introduce the concepts they embody. Nonetheless I have tried
to make them practical and useful.

fetch

Decode

CK

---

Ram

A D
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bus

Instruction
counter

I
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bus
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ipping

--bus

Sequencer

bus

Microcode

CK

proms
CK

MC 37

I

Fig
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C

increment

Parallel actions during an instruction fetch.

Table

1.

Demonstration processor instruction set

Name
LOAD
LOAD
LOAD
LOAD
POP
STORE
STORE
PUSH
AND
ADDC
SUB
SUBC

2nd word (if any)

Code
0
0
0

o

0

o

0
0

0

IND 0
0
DIR 0
IND 0
0
0

0

0

o
0
o

0
0

0
o
0

0

0

1

1

1

0

IMM 0
DIR 0
REG 0

OR

EXOR

0

0

0

0
o

1

0
1

0

1

1

0
0

x
x

X
x

o

x

x

D
D

D
D

D

D

D

x

X

X

x

X

D

D

D

X

X

X

X

X

D

D

D

D

D

S

S

S

S

S

D

D

D

D

D

S

S

S

S

S

1

1

1

1

O

S

S

S

S

S

X

X

X

x

X

S

S

S

S

S

D

0

D

D

D

S

S

S

S

S

1

1

1

1

O

S

S

S

S

S

&

&
&

&
&

&

&

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

&
&
&

&
&
&

&

&

&

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

&
&

&

&
&

&
&
&

S

S

S

S

S

&

&

S

S

S

S

S

C

&
c

C

X

x

x

x

x

X

&
&

1

1

x

x

&

0
0
0

0

x

x

&

x

x

&

x

x

1

0
o

1

0

&
&

IF

DIR

1

0

0

o

&
C

IF

IND

1

0

o

1

C

C

c

C

x

S

S

S

S

S

SHIFT
SHIFT
SHIFT
SHIFT
GOSUB
GOSUB
RETURN
NOP

LO

1

0

&

X

x

X

&

&

x

x

x

x

x

RSE

1

0

&
&

X

X

x

X

1

&
&

X

RO

&
&

&
&
&

X

0

&
&

X

1

&
&
&
&

&

LI

&

x

x

1

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

x
x

X

DIR
IND

x
x

X

X

X

X

X

S

S

S

S

S

x
x

x

ADD

D

1

0
0
0

1

1

1

1

o
0
0
0

o

0

0
1

0

0

o
0

o

0

x

x

x

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

X

X

X

X

X

TTTTTTTTTTTTT
AAAAAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAA

X

destination, S source. & source and destination. X don't care, C condition. T data value. A address.

Values for C are:
0000
(Sign Ex.or overflow) Or zero
Sign Exor Overflow
0001
0010
Zero
0011
Overflow
0101
Carry
0110
Zero and not carry
0111
Sign
1001
True/'force jump'/
All other values are illegal.

data path. then the cycle time suffers and the
processor becomes slower. Dlost of the discussions on the virtues of risc assume that a

single -chip processor is being designed, and
concern the relative merits of adding extra
processes and a larger control section when
silicon area is constrained.
In this design we have large amounts of
space for storing microcode and no real
constraints other than the effects of the
microcode on cycle time. Table shows the
instruction set have chosen. The load -and store instructions operate between registers
and memory. Every other arithmetic or
logical instruction acts only on one or more
registers.
1

I
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The addressing modes are very simple:

- 1MM

represents immediate addressing:
the next word forms the data.

- UIR

represents direct addressing: the
next word is the address for the data.

- REG

represents register addressing: data
is contained in a register.

-IND

represents indirect addressing; a
register contains the address for the

fetch a new instruction and decode the
previous one.
Every instruction must fetch as many
instruct ions as it uses.

Table 3. Microcode-word bit allocations.

Rigorous application
ensure a trouble free
from one instruction
shows the events that
of each instruct ion.

16.20

-

data.

I

LOA

R6 R5
INI) R6.

D

This would require only six processor cycles.

I'IPELINING
Bit slice systems have a natural facility for
parallel action. It is possible for instance to
fetch a new instruction while another instruction is decoded and a third is being
performed. These three functions are se-

quential when considering a single instruction, hut throughput can be considerably
increased by overlapping them. Thus. while
instruction
is being completed, instruction 2 can he decoded. and instruction 3 can
1

he accessed.

Table 2.

Table 2. Pipelining for instruction fetching and decoding assuming instructions requiring two, one and
three cycles.
Cycles
Data bus
Data latch

1

2

11

12

Mapping prom
Sequencer

3

11

12

Al

A2

J

4

5

13

14

12

13

6

A3

14

14

A4

A4

List

1.

con:

r/w

ad_con:

inc_ic:
load

1

JUMP (address)
BRANCH (address)
FE'I'CI 1_IC
111.1.
PL.

A4

instruction must

All macro names are denoted by upper-case
letters. Jump forces the next microcode
word executed to he the one at the given
address. Branch does the same if the condition line to the 2910 is low; if not the next
microcode word is used. Macro FETc11_1c
outputs the value of the instruction counter
onto the address bus, increments the IC
value and latches the resulting word from
the ram. It then makes the sequencer Jump
to the microcode address pointed to by the
mapping prom. Macro F11.l._l't. does the same

Excerpts from the definitions file.

demopro:
nextaddr:
force:
id

Table 3 shows the names assigned to each
field in the microcode word. Space does not
permit the inclusion of the entire definitions
file. hut List
shows excerpts from it in
'letastep syntax. Macros have been constructed to enable the 29117 to he programmed in AMU mnemonics. Detailed descriptions of the arithmetic and logic unit are
given in the AMI) 29117 data sheet.
The other funct ions require only a further
four macros. They are:

14

Since the pipeline is controlled by microcode. you must ensure that each instruction
written maintains the pipelining. It is easiest
to do this if you produce rules and adhere to
them. The two rules for this processor are:
last cycle of each

DEFINITIONS FILE

15

CJJ CCJ
A2

The 29117 in the demonstration circuit
(January issue) is a 16bit bipolar microprocessor. It uses one of 32 sixteen -hit
registers and an accumulator or data input
as operand sources. Any two of these can he
used; this means that when a two -operand
instruction such as add or subtract is performed. one of the operands must he moved
into the accumulator from the register file
before proceeding. Thus the minimum
number of cycles for a dyadic instruction is
two: the monadic instruction sum will run
in one cycle.

8

7

In the nth instruction code. An is the microcode start
address for instruction In. J causes the sequencer to
jump to address An in the next cycle, and C (continue)
causes the sequencer to step to the next sequential
microcode address.

- The

ic:

ck_alu_ed:
reg_con:

instruction version C1.00'), length(48);
bits(11... 0), default(0);
bits(36), values(b'O':TST, (b'1': PASS), default (TST);
bits(46,33), values(b'01': ed_to_id, b'l0': ic_to id, b'll': none), default(none);
bits(32), values(b'O': write,b'1': read), default(read);
bits(35,34). values(b'10' ic, b'01' : alu out, b'll' : none), default(none);
bits(37), values(b'1': inc, b'O': no_change), default (no_change);
bits(38), values(b'1': Id, b'O' : no_change), default(no_change);
bits(39), values(b' 1': no -clock, b'0': clock),default(no_clock);
bits(42...40), values (b'111' : noreg,
b'Il0': destination,
:

b'101': source,
b'011' control)
:

reg_load:

alu_add_ck:
status_load:

latch_inst
endlnstruction;
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CYCLE REQUIREMENTS

More complex addressing modes can he
produced with several instructions. For instance. if register R5 were used as a data
pointer, register -relative addressing could
be performed with the following. using R6 as
a scratchpad:
LOAD
t'l 'l offset R6

AI)I)

of these rules will
hand -over of control
to the next. Figure
occur in the last cycle

bits(43), values(b'O':
bits(44), values(b'O':
bits(45), values(b'O':
bíts(47), values(b'O':

default(control);
Id, b'1': noload), default(noload);
id, b'1': noload), default(noload);
Id, b'1': noload), default(noload);
Id, b'1' :noload), default(noload);

Bit

Allocation

00-11

Next address field
2910 instruction
Register address
29117 instruction
Read/write
Enable IC to ID bus
Enable IC to address bus
Enable a.l.u. to address bus
Force sequencer condition

12-15

21-31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

39
40.42
43
44
45

Increment instruction counter
Load instruction counter
Enable a.l.u. to data -bus latch
Register control
Register value
Enable a.l.u. to address clock

46

Status load
Data -latch enable

47

Latch instruction

as

FETCH _IC

hut does not force

a

microcode

jump.
ASSEMBLY FILE
'rhe instructions in Table can he encoded
into just 69 microcode words. Of these. the
shortest instructions are only one cycle
long: the longest is eight cycles forcosunDut.
List 2 shows several examples in Metastep
syntax. the first of which is the ADD instruction. With reference also to the circuit
diagram in the first article, the first line of
the Aim instruction defines the 29117 register address as the value in hits 0-4 of the
instruction. Contents of this register are
moved to the 29117 accumulator by the
second line of the instruction. Note that
register parameter RO is a dummy parameter
since the value is not provided by microcode.
Also note that no sequencer instruction is
given in this cycle. The default is set in the
definitions file to he CONT. which moves the
sequencer on to the next sequential microcode word.
At the start of the second cycle. updating
of status information is enabled. Next, hits
5-9 of the instruction word are selected as
the register address for the a.l.u. The next
line adds the accumulator and the selected
register, and places the result into the
register. Once more the parameter RO is a
dummy parameter. Finally. FETCII_Ic refills
the pipeline and transfers control to the next
1

instruction.
Example two in List 2 is the IF_uik instruction. Bits 6-9 select one of eight testable
conditions of the a.l.u. status by way of IC.,1.
The 29117 puts the active -high result of the
test on the cT pin, which is connected to the
ACTIVE Low cc input of the 2910. The first
instruction line thus moves microcode control to the label NO_CIIANCE if the condition
fails.
In the next two instruction lines. the latch
formed by IC»).t is enabled and the results
from the latch are transferred to the a.l.u.
accumulator. A FhLL_I'l. macro is performed
to top up the pipeline. This only has an effect
if the jump to No_cnANcE is made. If not the
data so obtained is overwritten. If the jump is
not taken the instruction counter is loaded
with the a.l.u. accumulator content. Instructions tr1 and No_clIANCE refill a now
t

invalid pipeline.
Indirect storage is illustrated in the last
instruction example. 5TORE_IND. In its first
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line, bits 5-9 of the instruction word are
selected as the register giving the store
address, its second line outputs this value.
and its third line latches the value into

List2. Assembly code for some key instructions.
reg con = source,
ADDI: _
SOR W MOVE SORA RO,

FILL_PL;

IC1K ry.

At the start of the next cycle, the data
register is selected through hits 0-4 of the
instruction word. This data is moved to. and
latched into IC16.17. In the penultimate
cycle, address and data are output to the ram
through their respective buses. A FETCH_IC
macro terminates the sequence.

status_load = Id,
reg con = destination,
-

TORT W ADD TORAR RO,

FETCH_IC;
IF

Dlri:

con = ed_ to

id

and a list of the start addresses of
each instruction give all the data required to
1

produce the mapping prom. You can see for
instance that addresses 0 to I Fir; should
contain the microcode address of the load -

PTI:

-

problem of producing a hexadecimal file
with which to program the mapping prom.
One good solution is a product called
PLE \SM from MMM I: it consists of software
that enables you to program a prom as a
programmable logic element using Boolean
algebra and is thus perfect for this application.
I hope that the above and my previous two
articles make the subject of microcoded
systems more accessible to you. I do not
intend that my demonstration processor he

/'finish'/
/' tests CC/
Penable latch output/

/'transfer data to Acc'/
/' in vain if branch'/

/' output new IC value /
/' update ic

FILL

PL;

I' fill pipeline'/

FETCH_IC;

STORE_IND:

reg

P and again'/

con = destination,

SOR W MOVE SORY RO,

ck = Id;

alu

add

reg

con = source,

SOR W MOVE SORY RO,

ck

alu

ed

= clock;

= aluout,

ad-con

=

I

/* perform function'/

is = Id;

NO_CHANGE:

immediate function. Similarly addresses
45016 to 46F1,; should contain the address of
IF_I,IR. All spare locations represent an illegal
instruction and should he filled with zeros.
forcing a reset. have positioned the reset
routine at microcode address 0.
Having decided the above, one still has the

'I
/' fill pipeline'/
/' modify status'/
/' address destination'/

load

SONR W MOVE SOA NRY,

!MAPPING PROM
Table

CHANGE,
id,
SOLAR W MOVE SOD NRA,
FILL PL:
BRANCH NO

P address source'/
P move source to acc

r/w write;
FETCH_IC;

taken too seriously. It was designed to he
easily understood and is incomplete in several major respects. The hardware is. however.
capable of 3 'Mips and illustrates that the
expertise and design time required to de
velop a fast dedicated processor are not as
daunting as you might have believed.
Demorst rat ion -processor software can he
obtained by sending a PC -compatible 51/4in
disc formatted for double -density in a self -

/' dest gives

address'/

P transfer ram to YO'/
/' latch YO'/
P select register'/
P move data to YO '1
P latch YO to ED'/
I' enable address'/

I' write data'/

addressed disc mailer with return postage to
Microcode. E&IIW Editorial, Room L302.
Quadrant I louse. The Quadrant. Sutton,
Surrey SM2 5AS.

Andrew Edmonds is consultant digital
design engineer and Director ofCuyvale Ltd
*The previous two articles appeared in the
January and March issues of E&1111
.

Artificial intelligence in silicon
From the unlikely source of an
audio company comes a combination of chips that can follow

object -oriented instructions.
The company is Linn Products
which regularly tops the lists in
hi-fi magazines for quality audio
equipment. Automating its
warehouse required complex
computer instructions and a
software system was devised to
provide all the stock control and
management of the inventory.
The software proved to he so
complex that it worked very
slowly on conventional computers. Linn, with the aid of Professor David Harland, then went on
to develop hardware to run it.
The result is the Ilekursiv chip
set and the foundation of Linn
Smart Computing in Glasgow to
market this new technology.
'Objects' in the computer
sense are blocks of data or information that are tagged with a
series of labels. Labels identify
the objects and include information on their size and type. They
are shifted about within memory

by 'paging' the label. Parts of the
tags attached to an object can he

mathematical operations so that.
for example, if a multiply tag is
attached to an numerical object.
whenever it is called, the processor 'knows' automatically that it
should he multiplied with no
further programming. Other
labels can slot an object into a
hierarchy of objects which can
have several levels in a 'tree'
structure. It is then possible to
perform operations on the whole
tree or specific parts of it without
calling each individual branch.
The processor uses very h
level instructions, each of which
performs a great deal of processing for any given operational
code. This results in very few
instructions needed for a complex operation. Instructions are
flexible and can be microcoded
for specific applications and then
held in rom. Instructions can
refer to themselves in a recursive
manned hence the name.
A major difference is the organization of memory, which is not
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grated barrel shifter and multiplier. and the microprogrammable sequencer and stack control
chip. These three chips make up
the Rekursiv set and are made for
Linn by LSI Logic in 1.51.cm
c-mos. A complete processor
hoard includes ` Mbyte of s.ram
allocated to specific tasks and a
large amount of d.ram which,
with the disc, forms the object
store.
All is available on a board
which is VMEhus compatible. so
the hoard can be fitted into a
\'ME workstation such as Sun or
\pollo. Professor Harland at
Linn, leader of the team that
designed the system. stresses
that these are used as vehicles
and that there is great potential
for manufacturers to design systems and other artificial intelligence programmes, in computer -aided design. and in dataOther principal components base management systems, operating at high speed.
are the central processor. which
has the same functions as the
32 -hit AMD 29203 processor
with the addition of an inte-

addressed in the conventional
sense; objects are referred to by
their labels and not their position in memory.
Discs and internal object -store
memory are considered as part of
the same domain. As objects carry their labels about with them,
they are dealt with in the same
way whether in the core or out
on disc. A dedicated processor,
the Novix Forth chip, is used to
transfer objects to and from disc.
Tables of the objects and their
types and sizes are stored in a
special section of memory. separate from the main store of objects which are controlled by an
object -oriented memory management chip. This also means
that the controlling language is
the operating system and that all
file management is dealt with
automatically without the interposition of another process.
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Inductive peaking circuits
Data on the design of peaking circuits for high -frequency
amplifiers must normally be gathered from a large number
of sources and is often incomplete. This article presents all
the relevant information on the eight circuits in tabular
and graphical form.
PETER STARK

Inductive peaking is still one of the most
widely used methods of extending the
bandwidth or decreasing the risetime of
a wide -hand or pulse amplifier. Unfortunately, a design from scratch entails lengthy and
complicated calculations. particularly when
one looks for an optimum step response, and
design information must he gathered from a
considerable number of sources. In order to
avoid these handicaps. the author has composed a table with all data important in the
design and with two diagrams (Fig.2 and

Fig.2. Plots of the frequency responses are
given in the formulae in the Table. Some

Pole or

zero

circuits have zeros which are not mentioned in the figure and are only given in
the table.
o

o¡

Fig.3. Plots of step responses as given in

nentwi of the pole

Si.

2

Fig.3) to indicate relative performance of the
peaking circuits.
In general. two types of inductive peaking
are mostly used: the maximally flat amplitude circuit (m.f.a.) and the maximally flat
envelope -delay type (m.f.e.d.). M.f.a. circuits
have a so-called Butterworth pole placement, while m.f.e.d. networks have a Bessel-

I

9

.8
.7

peaking (1 -pole)
series, 2 -pole
c) series, 3 -pole
dl shunt, 2 -pole
e) shunt, 3 -pole
f) series -shunt, 4 -pole
g) T -coil, 2 -pole
h) T -coil, 3 -pole
i) T -coil, 4 -pole

5

.3

2

.

i

.

.3

1

.4

t

.

.5

.6

7

.9

,.-

4

3

2

.9

S

6

7

8

910

w

and Caner pole placements are not treated
here because of the ripple in the passband,
which is characteristic of these types of

wh

circuits.
In addition to the design data, such as
circuit elements and bandwidth or risetime
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b)

provement. To give the designer the freedom
of selection, the table shows data for both
types of network. Networks with Chebyshev

two -zero series -shunt peaking (1)ietzold)
network', which is a combination of type (b)
and type (e) circuit. The reason is that a
better performance with less effort can he
achieved with a T -coil, three -pole circuit (h)

I

a) no

.4

slightly smaller bandwidth/risetime im-

intentionally deleted the five -pole and

C

..\,,t3

Mf.a induc ive peaking

.6

are suitable for steady-state sinusoidal signals: their transmission of step signals results in an excessive overshoot. For the
amplification of step signals, m.f.e.d. circuits should he used. They have a relatively
small overshoot, but the beginning of their
high -frequency roll -off is not as steep as with
their m.f.a. counterpart and they also have a

I

\\\.

1

pole placement (sometimes called
Thomson -pole placement). M.f.a. circuits

improvement, the table also gives data for
poles and zeros (whenever zeros appear) to
allow the calculation of the frequency-,
phase- and time -delay responses. To make
more accurate plots of the responses. one
can use the formulae for m.f.a. frequency -response and m.f.e.d. step responses given in the table. For the less often needed phase response and time -delay
response, the reader should use the general
equations given in the text.

the formulae in the table. Some circuits
have zeros which are not mentioned in the
figure and are only given in the table.

Fig.1. The real tri and imaginary compo-

/
/,/r

1

.9

8

.7

6

>
.5

4

____,

b,---7-

-

inductive peaking
a)

c
2

2

.4

.6

8

1

12

1.4

16

18

11

-pole)

series, 2 -pole
cl series, 3 -pote
dl shunt, 2 -pole
e) shunt, 3-pole
f) series -shunt, 4 -pole
g) T -coil, 2 -pole
h) T -coil, 3 -pole
i) T -coil, 4 -pole

/b

0

no peaking

b)

2

22

24

2.6

2.8

3

3.2

3.4

3.6
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I

poles

response

alp=0,p=1/RC

Vo

T

1

r1b=1

F(0.4=

T=RC

f(t)=1-e

q=1
'p=22RC

m.f.a

poles

L-0.5R2C
rlb= \ 2

a,=wp

response

mi. =wo

1

w=1/RC
(b)

V1+

V1

0.25(w/roJ°

R

m.f.e.d.
L=0.33R2C
q, 1.36

poles

rr,p=1.5/T
w,p = 0.866/T
T=RC

f(t)=1-2e 's'isin(0.866t/T-0.524)

8=0.43%
m.f.a

poles

response

L= 0.67R2C,,,,

alp=0,o
w,p= V Jwp
2W

C,=0.25C,o,

ib=2

1

F(w)=,,,

a2p=

V 1+0.0156(w/wo)6

wp=1/RC,,
m.f.e.d.
L=0.48R2C,o,

poles

CI= 0.17C,,

wrp=L754/T
a2p=2.322/T

q,=1.82

trip= 1.839/7

f (0=

1-

1.951e-2322tT

-1.849e

r

''sin(1.754t/T-0.540)

8=0.75%
T=RC,o,

1

(d)

m.f.a
L=0.414R2C
*lb =1.72
0,p=1/RC

poles

m.f.e.d.
L=0.32R2C

poles

1 f

F(ro)

Q172(w/wJ2

1-0.172(w/wJ2i (ro/0,J4

f(t)=1-1.2e 'ss3rTsin(0.833t/T-f 0.985)

T -RC

m.f.a.

poles

response

L=0.414R2C
C,= 0.35C
Ms =1.84
wp=1/RC

a,p=0.850w

m.f.e.d.

poles

L=0.35R2C
CL= 0.22C
r1,=1.75
8=1.2%
T=RC

alp =1.604/7
0,,p= 1.791/T
4r2p=2248/7
zeros

m.f.a.
L= 0.143R2C,o,

L2=0.583R2C,,
C;=0.40C,o,
rlb=2.75
wp= RCit

a=

w,p=1.577wp
tr2p=2.125w
zeros
a,:=1.412wo
wu=2.197wp

[1- 0.1449(w/wo)212 +0.1714(w/wo)2
V11-0.1956(w/wJ212+[1-0.1449(w/(oo)212(w/wo)2

f(t)=1-0.961e
-0.683e

2248vi

w/T s i n (1.791t/T+ 0.057)

w= 2.797/T
r

poles
rip =2.4400,

=0.973w
a2p=1.075wo

response
F(w)=

0.02(w/wJ+1

V10.02(w/wJ"-0.49(0/w)2

I.

112+[whop-0.14(rn/w0)312

w2p=2.471wp
zero
6.803wp

r=

poles
rip= 2.125/T
ro,p= 1.097/T
alp=1.623/T

r1,=2.39
8=1.86%

w2p=3.162/T
zero

f(t)=1-2.210e 212"sin(1.097t/T4 0.799)
0.627e '623°'sin(3.162t/T

1.195)

ry,=7.496/T

m.f.a.

poles

L=R2C

a,p=2wo

k=0.33
C.= 0.125C
rlb=2.83

°,p=20,,,

m.f.e.d.
L=R2C

F(w)=

a,,=2273/T

m.f.e.d.
L, = 0.133 R2C,o,
L2= 0.467R2C,o,
C, = 0.33C,o

T = RC,p,

472

0,,p=0.978wo
zero
a,, = 2.416wp

response

trip=1.553/T
mi.= 0.833/T
zero
3.106/T

r1,=1.60
8=0.8%

(g)

a,=1.208,.

response
1

F(w)

=1/1+15.62.10'3(w/wJ'

wo=1/RC
poles

k=0.5

a,p=3/T
w,p= V-Y/T

C5= 0.083C
r1,=2.72
8=0.43%

T=RC

f(t)=1-2e 3cTsin(V-St/T+0.524)
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response

poles

m.f.a.
L=R2C

lr, p =1.5.,,.

k=0

w,p=2.6o,,
n2b=3w0

C, =0.25C

1

V1+1.367.10 3(,/w.6

Flu)

C,=0.33C,.,
Tle=3
w.=1/RC,o,

(h)

poles

m.f.e.d.
L=R2C

=2.886/T
w,p=2.752,T
(F4 = 3.645/7

f(t)=1-1.951e 3.4517
-1.849e 2 846t'Ts¡n(2.752tlr- 0.540)

poles
a,p = 4.121..,.
'qp 1.7074.0.
. r2p= 1.707.,,.

response

crib

k=0.35
Ce=0.119C

C,=028C,.,
1,=2.78
T=1/RC,.,
m.t.a.

I

R2C

k 0.55
Ce = 0.073C
L,
1.71R2C,

012p

1

\

F(1tl)

1-6.38710 6(,.J.,J8

4.121,.

0.17C,.,
,I6 4.46
o,o - 1/RC,.,
C,

(/)

poles
.r,p 4.732/T

m.f.e.d.
L - RzC

L,

C,
is

-1.4177

0.57

k

f(t) =

'rep 3.437/T
w2p=4.341 T

0.068C

C6

0.65R2C,
0.22C,0,
= 3.45

1

-5 664e "37'Tsin(1.417t/T 0.486)
1.648e "32' Tsin (4.341t/T 1.603)

0.83%

T - RC,.,

which makes Dietzold - and also a common
series -shunt peaking circuit If) which is
given here merely for reference-obsolete.

EXPLANATION OF TI

I

E

DATA

C

C;
C,,,,

Ch

= collector loading resistor [ohms)
= main stray capacitance [farads)
= input stray capacitance [farads)
= C; + C = the sum of all stray
capacitances 'farads'

='I' -coil bridging capacitance
¡farads'

I.
L;

K

= inductance of the main peaking
coil 'helm's)
= inductance of the input peaking
coil [henrys)
coupling factor between both
halves of the centre -tapped 'f -coil
=
= upper limit frequency
without any peaking coils [radians)
= 27rf1, = upper limit frequency
with peaking Iradansl
= bandwidth improvement factor =
w/w = fl/f
= overshoot ['Yid
2.21' = risetime without any
peaking coils [seconds)

2rf

wl,
11h

8

r,.

= risetime with peaking coils

Ter

[seconds)
= risetime decreasing factor =

I'

cr;

w

1

In general. a pole or zero composed of a
real and imaginary part in the form.
+jw, as shown in Fig.1. The imagins,=
ary part may occasionally be missing. If
there is an imaginary part there are always
two conjugate complex poles s,,,=
is

lowing formula should he used.

and s,1,=-cr11,-jwIr. Although
all the poses and zeros lie on the left side of
the complex plane, which makes all cr,
negative. this is not shown in the table. but is
strictly observed in the formulae given: the
pole figures should he entered in their
absolute values.
The argument of the sine functions which
appear in the step -responses is in radians.
In all cases. the input capacitance C, is
smaller than the output (or main) capacitance C. \\'hen the practice dictates an
opposite capacitance ratio. the input and
output port of the circuit can he exchanged

circuit has no zeros. the first sum is
zero. (See Example 1). A negative sign
means a phase lag.
We can calculate the envelope -delay with
the formula
If the

n

T,Iw1=\
_I.r,-

u,

101-

01, I-

\

rt,

¡-l.r,

Ip,

,. 1-

Again here. the first sum is zero if there are
no zeros in the network. (See Example 11. A
negative sign means a delay.
ENANI

without loss of performance (the reciprocity
theorem).

PIES

An m.f.a. amplifier has to he designed with a
three -pole (and two -zero) peaking circuit.
with the following data:

USE OF THE "I' 1I3LE AND DIAGRAMS

stray -capacitance C = 27 pi'
desired bandwidth fh = 15 Nlllz. (upper
limit frequency with peaking)
!\'e select the circuit (e) and first calculate
the non -peaked upper limit frequency on the
basis of,t,,.

\Vith the data for poles and zeros in the table,
it is possible to calculate the frequency-.
phase-. and envelope -delay response (time delay response). Since the frequency responses are given (or the m.f.a. networks
only, the reader might want to calculate the
frequency response of a m.f.e.d. network. To
and
and
do so the values of zeros
poles (,r;,, and w;r1 should he entered in the

(,r

I1

I1

cob

Th=-.
w,

w)

(general) formula

w,,

2rf,,

2r15.101'

in

fib

1.84

-51.22

NI

ad/s

Thl,

= RC,, = time constant 'seconds'
= real part of the complex pole or
zero radians/second)

to get the normalized frequency response.
(The formulae in the table are not always in
this form and are simplified where this can
beeasily done). \Vhen there are no zeros. the
value
should he put instead of the first
square root. (See Example 2).
To calculate the phase response. the fol-

= imaginary part of the complex
pole or zero I radians/second
= frequency variable [radians;
second = 27rl lzl
= time variable [seconds'
I

t

The inputs of the circuits shown are
assumed to he fed from a constant -current
source. for example a collector in the "upper" transistor of a cascode stage. and that
the collector power supply. where the loading resistor is connected. has zero impedance to ground la condition which is not
easy to achieve). The more frequently used
data in the table a e:
R

w,

\'

17(03)=-2=

i=

I

cr +co

Vi=

+oa'
I

/r,l,-+(w-w,,, -

(I

)

[
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Since w = 1/RC then the value of the
loading resistor is

1

I= wC _ 51.22.1O'27.10 ,,-7'?3.ltl
,1

(4)

The value of the inductance is

I.= 0.414 11.0=0.414.723.1'27.10-12 =
5.866µI-1
The coil self-capacitance plus strays at the

coil should

he

C1,=0.35C=0.35.27.10_

12=

9.45pF

7trTr

2.2 C1,

The time constant is

l'= RC,, =

12

= 25.26 ns

C;=0.28 -C,,,, = 0.28.21 = 5.88 pF
C =C,,-C; = 21-5.88 = 15.12 pF
The T -coil bridging capacitance is

1675.

The value of the T -coil inductance is

I.=R2C= 1203.15.12.10-12=21.88µ1-I

SI.2z=-(r,z±jhz

where
(r,p =0.850 w = 0.85.51.22.106 = 43.54
Nlrad/s
=
I.577 w = 80.78 M rad/s
wIp
(r2p =2.125 w = 108.85 Mrad/s
(rIz =1.412 w = 72.32 Mrad/s
wIi =2.197 w = 112.53 Nl rad/s

The coupling factor between both halves of
the centre -tapped T -coil is (from the Tahle).

k=0.35
If the coil is tightly wound as a single -layer
cylindrical solenoid this requires a length to -diameter ratio of 0.4911. The easiest way
to achieve such a coupling tactor with a
more reasonable (greater) length -to The phase response is. according to equadiameter ratio is to use a suitable coil form
tion (21.
with an adjustable h.f. ferrite core to in_1 w+112.53.106 crease the coupling. (Smaller length -to w-112.53.106
+ tan
kclwl=tan
diameter ratios which are mandatory with
72.32.10'
72.32.106
the (e) -type circuits can he achieved if both
_, w+80.87.106 halves of the T -coil are in the form of a flat
w-80.87.106
-tan
-tan
43.54.106
spiral on each side Ma printed circuit hoard.
43.54.106
where the hoard thickness sets the coupling
W
factor.)
-tan
,

1

108.85-106

The poles are

The result is either in degrees or in radians.
depending on how the tan_, function is

programmed.

S

envelope -delay
72.32.106
T,.IwI-(72.32.10612+(0,112.53.106)'

72.32.106
(72.3210612+(w+ 12.53 10h)-'
I

43.54106

-(r,p±J6),p,

S,jp=

=2.886/T = 2.886/25.26.10-"
=114.24 Mrad/s
w,p =2.752/T = 108.93 Mrad/s
(r,p =3.645/1 = 144.30 Mrad/s
Now we can calculate the frequency response with the aid of formula (1). As we
have no zeros. the first square root is
replaced by the number one and we get
,

FIW1=

7. A. 13. Williams. Electronic Filter Design Handbook. McGraw-Hill, New York. 1981.
8. G. Doetsch, Anleitung zum praktischen Geb-

rauch der Laplace -Transformation und Z Transformation, 5th Edition. Oldenburg-Verlag.
Munich. 1985.( in German).
9. 0. Follinger. Laplace- und Fourier Transformation. AEC-Telefunken AG. Berlin.
1982. (in German).
10. M. E. Van Valkenhurg.

Introduction to Modern Network Synthesis. John Wiley. New York.
1964.
11. A. I. Zverev, Handbook of
John Wiley. New York. 1967.

Muller. Iigh-Frequency Compensation of
Amplifiers Proceedings of IRE. 1951. pp.

12. FA.
RC

Filter Synthesis,

I

1271-1276.
13. C. J. A. Bird. Design of Continuous and Digital
Electronic Systems. McGraw-Hill. New York,

1980.
I4. C.

al.. The Calculation of a
13. Braude et
Combined Circuit for the Correction of Television
\mplifiers (in Russian). Radiotekhnika. T. 4. Nob.

Moscow. 1949.

-02p

where
(T

With formula (3) we calculate the

up=

pro televisis a méricí techniku, Státní nakladatelstvl technicke literature, Prague. Czechoslovakia.
1957. (in Czech).
3. G. Walley & H. Wallman, Vacuum Tube Amplifers. vol. 18 of the Radiation Laboratory Series.
McGraw -1 fill New York. 1948.
4. S. Butterworth. On the Theory of Filter
Amplifiers. Experimental Wireless & Wireless
Engineer, vol. 7. 1930, pp. 536-541.
5. W. E. Thomson. Networks with Maximally
Flat Delay. Wireless Engineer, vol. 29. 1952, pp.
256-263.
6. L. Storch. Synthesis of Constant -time-Delay
Ladder Networks Using Bessel Polynomials. Proceedings of the I.R.E.. vol. 42. 1954 pp. 1666.

Ch= 0.119C=0.119.15.12= 1.80pF

=-rr,p±j'lp

and
S3p=02,

120321.10-

The next step is the calculation of both stray
capacitances C; and C.

The poles and zeros are
S1,2

2.78.20'10-9
1203(1
2.2.91.10-12-

15. L. J. Giacoletto. Electronic Designer's Handbook. Second Edition. McGraw -I fill, New York.

1977
16. F. W.

Grover, Inductance Calculations. Inst.

Soc. of American, PO Box
Triangle Park. N.C. 27709.

12277, Research

Í

143.54.101+1w-80.781 (1612
(1

V111

+3.54.106

(43.54.106)'+(w+80.78.106)2
1118.85.106

(108.1061'-w'

(seconds'

To apply the formula for
sponse the figure
= 51.22
variable frequency w. also in
he put in the equation for
response of the circuit (e).

w

frequency reN1rad/s and the

Mrad/s, should
the frequency

EXAMPLE 2
An m.f.e.d.-type amplifier stage should he
designed with a three pole T -coil circuit
(type h) with the following data:

total stray capacitance c11.1=21 pF
desired risetime
Tr=2O Its
We first calculate the value of the loading
resistor on the basis of the riset ime improvement factor Tlr
2.2RC
Ti, 2.21
71r=

and out of this

474

Tr

Tr

Tr

1

1.4.242+ 108.93212 144.302

1.4.242+(w-108.93)21 1114.3022+(w+ 1(18.93121(144.302+(2)

Since we entered poles in Mrad/s, the variable frequency should also be in Mrad/s. In
order to show better the analogy with formula (11 we did not cancel the square and the
square root in the numerator.
If a more accurate plot than the curve H in
Fig.3 is desired. the value T = 25.26 ns
should he put in the formula for the step
response of the circuit h and the variable t
should he entered in nanoseconds as well to
get the desired step response.
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15Hz-50kHz. 30nV
3581A Wave analyser.
Price £1500
sensitivity 80dB dynamic range.

£2250

2019 signal generator as new

TEST & MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT
TF1020A RF power meter 0-100W 250MHz
TEl
RF power meter 0-25W 250MHz
TF10668/6 AM/FM signal generator 10-470MHz
TF 1245/1246 O -Meter and oscillator
TF2002B AM/FM Signal Generator 10KHz-88MHz
TF2011 FM signal generator 130-180MHz
TF2012 FM signal generator 400-520MHz
TF2016/2173 AM/FM signal gen' 10KHz-120MHz
TF2092C noise receiver
db in 0.1db steps
TF2162 MF attenuator 0-1
TF2006 FM signal generator 10-1000MHz
TF2001 AF signal source/monitored attenuator
TF2300 modulation meter AM/FM to GHz
TF2300A as above with deviation to 1.5KHz fsd
1

HEWLETT PACKARD

1

0/

1

1

TF2300B modulation meter as above
TF2303 modulation meter AM/FM 2.5.520MHz
TF2304 modulation meter automatic
TF2700 Universal Component bridge
TF2356 level oscillator 20MHz
TF2430 frequency counter 80MHz 7 digits
TF2501 power meter 0.3W fsd DC-1GHz
TF2600 millivoltmeter AF 1mV-300V fsd
TF2600B video voltmeter mV -300V fsd
TF2604 electronic multi -meter
TF2807A PCM multiplex tester
2019 AM/FM synthesized signal generator 1024MHz
1

2828A/2829 digital simulator/analyser
2833 digital in -line monitor
TF2908 blanking A sync mixer
TF2950/5 mobile radio test set
6460 RF power meter
6460/6420 power meter/microwave head
TF893A audio power meter 1mW-10W fsd
TF995A/5 AM/FM signal generator 1.5-220MHz
TF995B/5 AM/FM signal generator 0.2-220MHz

£75
£75
£350
£500
£400
£325
£325
£600
£350
£100
£750
£200

ADVANCE BRM40.30.PSU. 0-40V 30A.
£350
AVO B151 RCL bridge
£295
ADVANCE VM77E AF milli -voltmeters
£60
BIRD 4340 standard RF wattmeter
£250
BRUEL A KJAER 1013 BFO
£225
£125
BRUEL A KJAER 1521 comparator bridge
BRUEL A KJAER 1621 Tunable band pass filter
£750
FLUKE 8600A digital multimeter 41 2 digits
£350
GEN RAD 13908 tone -burst generator
£150
£295
GEN RAD 1606B RF bridge
£200
GREEN 2601 RF wattmeter 0.3-300W to 500MHz
PHILIPS PM2554 audio milli -voltmeter
£175
PHILIPS PM6302 LCR component bridge
£250
PHILIPS PM5590 TV IF Modulator
£2000
PHILIPS PM5597 VHF TV Modulators
£295
RACAL -DANA 9083 2 -Tone signal source
£350
RACAL-DANA9084/9934A sig gen GPIB i/face 104MHz
£2500
RACAL -DANA 9301A RF millivolt meter. 1.5GHz
£395
RACAL -DANA 9303 digital RF mVmeter Cw 2 head
£950
TEKTRONIX 7511 sampling plug-in unit
£750
TEKTRONIX S1 and S2 Sampling heads £500
£600
RACAL 9918,04A 560MHz 9 digit counter
£295
FEEDBACK PMG390 variable -phase oscillator
£325
WAYNE KERR B642 auto -balance bridge
£295
WAYNE KERR 8905 automatic precision bridge
£1500
WILTRON 350 phase meter 10Hz-2MHz
£295
PM5565 Waveform monitor
£995
DRANETZ series 305 Phase -meter 2Hz-700KHz
£500
WAVETEK 157 prod waveform synthesizer 1005Hz-1 MHz
£325

f250
£350
£450
£325
£425
£250
£650
£75
£150

f75
£175
£150

f400
£2250
£1500
£275
£250
£850
£350
£495
£75
£195
£250

WAVETEK Sweep gen 1503.450.950MHz
TEKTRONIX 2213 60MHz oscilloscope
TEKTRONIX 191 constant amplitude signal gen

£450
£495
£150

ALL OUR EQUIPMENT IS SOLD IN EXCELLENT, FULLY
FUNCTIONAL CONDITION AND GUARANTEED FOR 90 DAYS.
MAIL ORDERS AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOMED. PLEASE
TELEPHONE FOR CARRIAGE QUOTE. ALL INSTRUMENTS ARE
AVAILABLE EX -STOCK AS AT COPY DATE. GOOD QUALITY TEST
EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED FOR STOCK. PRICES QUOTED
ARE SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL VAT.

1122A power unit for fet probes
116328 transistor fixture
334A distomon meter
355E 8 F ar.enuators. pair
435A/8481 w RF power meter/head
608F AM signal generator UHF
8004 pulse generator
8007B pulse generator
8407A/8412A network analyser/phase-mag display
8733A pin modulator
8600A A 86632A Sig gen/mod section
40CF milli -voltmeter
34COA milli -voltmeter
180C 50M1 -z oscilloscope

£195
£395
£850
£150
£750
£195
£195
£495
£995
£250
£2500
£250
£495
£400

10529A Logic comparator
10529A/ 10526T Logic troubleshooter
4342A O -Meter
8405A Vector Voltmeter

£295
£950
£1.750

f275

ADDITIONAL EX -STOCK T & M KIT
KEITHLEY 178 Dmm A 179 Dmm

£125. £145

£180
£250
£325
£125
£150
£120
£150
£225
£325
£325
£175
£75

FLUKE 8050A DMM

TREND DATA Transmission test set 1-8
RADIOMETER FRA3 audio wave analyser
WAYNE KERR B601 RF Bridge
DATRON 1341 4' 2 digit DVM
RACAL 9911 120MHz counter
RACAL 9912 120MHz counter
RACAL 9024 600MHz counter
RACAL 9301 RF mVolt-meter
BIRD 4370 RF wattmeter
BIRD 6154 RF wattmeter
VALRADIO Inverters 24V DC -230V AC from

TEXSCAN MODEL 9650 TRACKING
SWEEP ANALYSER
400kHz-350MHz tracking sweep generator and spectrum
analyser in one unit
£1.750
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production
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...Stand
J974

Tel 0226 200717
Fax 0226 731817
Unit 4, Grange Lane
Industrial Estate,
Carrwood Road, Barnsley,
South Yorkshire
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For IBM PC and BBC Micro
IMAGE Ill - FRAME STORE
* Real time picture capture from camera or video
tape recorder.
* Maximum resolution 512 x 512 x 64 Grey levels.
* 3 Resolution options.
* Storage of multiple pictures.
* Economical price £1,495 + VAT.
RAMASES IMAGE PROCESSING SOFTWARE

*
*
*
*
*
*

Menu driven.
* picture subtraction.
Contrast stretching
Linear and area measurement.
Image enhancement
* edge detection.
Image storage and retrieval from disk.
Economical price IBM PC £590.00 BBC £250.00.
For full specification consult the

-

IMAGE PROCESSING SPECIALISTS
ELTIME VISION SYSTEMS

10/14 HALL ROAD, HEYBRIDGE, MALDEN, ESSEX CM911LA.
Telephone: 0621 59500 Telex: 995548
ENTER 46 ON REPLY CARL)
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Feedback
J.11. offers some positive remarks on a negative subject.
JOULES WATT
In a Giles cartoon some years ago. "Chalthe schoolmaster character. was
considering the mini -scandal going on
at the time concerning children turning up
to school drugged with tranquillizers. On
the classroom wall in a glass case, a
mounted, bent -handled cane had a caption.
"Old fashioned tranquillizer". and I realised
that this instrument had for centuries been
intended to act in a "negative -feedback
control -loop" to curb unruly behaviour. In
fact. according to earlier published reports,
the theory goes hack to the published
account. "spare the rod and spoil the child".
Closer to home, Newton's "I bird Law-you
know the one "for every action there is an
equal and opposite reaction", shows a familiar example of what amounts to 1011
feedback.
Even radio well illustrates negative feedback, even if there is no feedback circuitry
within it: your brain and muscular activity
(motor system ...) complete the control
loop while tuning in a stat ion. As the station
becomes audible, your brain processes the
information and activates your fingers on
the tuning knob. thus making you pass right
through the tuning point. This generates an
error signal while you move into the other
sideband (you hear the distortion), so that
you rapidly reach the optimum position by
smaller and smaller "wobbles" each side. All
this takes a second or two. usually without
conscious realisation.
kie

1-x

comprise a
loop where a fraction of the output goes
back to the input and is added there to
produce an error signal.
Fig.1. All feedback systems

-

(+

\Vithin systems. such as audio amplifiers.
the control loop feeds back a sample of the
output signal and compares it with the
input, using the result of the comparison to
reduce errors. At least. this is true for
negative feedback.
Such electronic feedback loops often carry
out the radio tuning job by means of an
automatic frequency control (a.f.c.) system.
In fact. modern receivers contain a surprising amount of automatic control circuitry:
other than a.f.c. there might he frequency
synthesizers using phase -locked loops
(p.l.ls) and certainly automatic gain -control
circuits (a.g.c.).
But we usually meet negative feedback in
its direct raw state within amplifier systems.
as I mentioned. fly purpose here is to
describe how it affects the performance of
the amplifier and why we use it.

APPLYING THE FEI:DB \CK
In the case of amplifiers. the question that
what are we
discussed earlier' arises
amplifying? In the present context, the
answer to that question shows the way in
which to apply the feedback: whether it
I
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should he "voltage" or "current" feedback
and whether it should be in shunt or series.
and so on. At the start, you will find useful a
general discussion that applies to any configuration. This develops the principles and
shows the effects of feedback without too
much detail involving actual circuits.
Any amplifier amplifies. so that A in Fig.
represents such a stage giving an output
signal S from a signal a applied to its input
terminals. \Ve call the amplification A the
open -loop gain for a reason that becomes
obvious in a moment.
The ")3" block has S as its input and feeds
a fraction 13S out to the summing point
where it adds to the input signal Si. the
result of this addition now resulting in E.
mentioned above.
]'he whole system operates in a closed
loop. The rate at which the output changes
with the input, or ratio S,JS;. gives the
overall amplification. \Ve term this quantity
the closed -loop gain, and it will certainly
differ from the open -loop gain. The signal
going into the amplifier terminals, composed as it is from the main input Si and the
fed -hack fraction 13S. acts as an "error
signal. hence the usual symbol E for it. You
can see the operation of a feedback loop such
as this by following through the simple
analysis.
1

DOING IT ELECTRONICALLY

-

unlike A which drifts and varies with
temperature and supply voltage.
From the feedback equation derived
above. you will notice the denominator
could become zero if A and 0 are positive
numbers. This condition illustrates positive
feedback and T= I now gives the condition
the
for the onset of oscillation. As
circuit now supplies its own input and in
oscillator parlance the Barkhausen condition applies. In the case of the negative
feedback we are discussing. either A or 13

S
E

S
Si

= AE

=5;+13S
= AS; +

A

US

1-13A

\

= T. Logically.
in which we often write )3
A. stands for closed -loop gain. The symbol "I'
measures the total gain right round the loop.
In other words. if you break the loop and
consider going through the gain A and hack
to the break via "0. then 1 follows as
1, then the
defined. If this loop gain
closed -loop gain of the amplifier with feedback becomes very nearly equal to 1/13. a
result independent of the open loop gain. \,,.
In practice. "13 usually contains passive
components only. so that the gain of the
system is now very well defined and stable,

T»

must provide a signal inversion. so that
13A becomes a positive quantity and the
denominator certainly cannot now become
zero. In fact. if this condition applies and T is
large. then we see that A, might he considerably less than A. This means negative
feedback reduces the gain of an amplifier
stage. as you might have inferred already.
Another way of saying this. as well as
seeing \ hat happens to the "error signal a is
to write

-

e=S¡+13S

0ASi

= s;

- 13A

which tidies up to
S

I

1

- RA

»

«

1, E
S,.
This shows that if -13A
Therefore. a large amount of negative feedback makes the' error signal E very small.
\Iso.

s

RA
=

Si

T

-13A

1

-T

1

showing that. with large feedback, the input
signal and the fed -hack signal become very
nearly equal. This means that S is a replica
of the input Si. u-101<< I. then S turns out
to he a precisely amplified version of S, which is ghat we hoped negative feedback
would yield.
.\s I mentioned. many high -gain amplifiers possess a large. hut unstable A,. One of
the claims the advocates of negative feedback make is that it reduces gain fluctuations.
Consider dA,/dA,,. which is equal to
I1

-A¡3)+13A
I

l

- 13A'

=

(1

- 13AI

,:\,=

:1,JI1-13A2, from which you
so that
can see that the gain drifts really do become

-0A»

1. (Remember. one
small, because
or other of A or 13 must he a negative
quantity.) Writing this out as a fractional
change in A, compared to that in A shows
up the improvement even Netter.
1

A,

=

1

.XA

-
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This means that, for example. if AA/A is,
say, 12% and (3A is - 150. then your closed
loop gain only changes by 0.08%.

DISTORTION
One of the earliest uses of negative feedback
in amplifiers was to reduce the non -linearity
distortion in large -signal stages. You might
remember that such distortion occurs when
large signal swings move the operating point
so far along the dynamic curve of active
devices (thermionic valves originally), that it
leaves the linear part and enters the region of
curvature. rather like the situation in Fig.2.

Fig.4. In (a) is a typical voltage

amplifier

with shunt -sampled, series -input voltage
feedback. In (b), the load RL and the signal
source vs are shown, together with the
internal equivalent networks in the amplifier and feedback blocks. The ideal blocks
appear as in (c), which also gives an
indication of the way a positive signal pulse
appears in different parts of the system.

vE f

fvo

Ao

rp

1

1

(

o

Vo

Input

'

V

Fig.2. Curved transfer characteristics like

this produce a distorted version of the
signal at the output. In this example, the
distortion appears mainly as second harmonic.
Suppose the added distortion signal
appears quite late in the chain of stages
making up the amplifier. This will certainly
be true if only large signal swings are in
danger of entering the non-linear region of
the transfer characteristics. The schematic
of this. shown in Fig.3, enables us to introduce the distortion signal somewhere along
vd
VI

Fig.3. The distortion in an amplifier chain
arises mainly towards the back end. When
fed back negatively, it becomes much
reduced by cancellation.

the chain such that

relatively small remaining amplification amounting to A2
times. gives it a boost. The total signal,
v,A,A, + vdA, appears at the output. The
usual fraction of this goes round and adds at
the input so that. exactly as before. the final
result is
a

A9vd

V

1

- (3AiA, + - (3A,A,
1

showing that. although the gain goes down
by the expected factor. so does the distortion.
amplitude. As this was amplified by the
reduced amount. A, only. this means an
improvement because we can make up the
loss of signal gain in the early low distortion
stages.
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WI IAT IS FED BACK?
Just as w: found

number of meanings to
"amplification"2. so there is a number of
ways to take the feedback sample and combine it with the input. If you take a sample of
a

the signal voltage appearing across the
output terminals and feed it back in series
with the input voltage to the amplifier. you
get an example of what older treatises called
"voltage feedhack. The more modern terminology. based on the way we make the
connections, describes things better.

Series -shunt feedback. The example I mentioned above appears in Fig.4. You can see
clearly the series input connection and the
shunt sampling across the output terminals.
The feedback network 1.1", should load the
amplifier by the smallest amount possible.
This network does tend to load real amplifiers, because of its passive nature as a
resistive attenuator, but we can write the
conditions for negligible loading in 4(b) as
and (3«r,.

r,o»r

r

Under the further conditions that
r«RL- and that r;»R,. in other words,
that we have a "good (ideal) voltage amplifer. we have,

v
v;

= µvE
= v,

v,

=v,-(3vo

v
Vi

1

µ
+ (3 µ

The "shape" of the equation we have
obtained. agrees with the general result
obtained earlier, except for the plus sign in
the denominator. In fact, this slight "discrepancy" shows we have obtained the correct

VQ

feedhac.c phase by means of a third possihility
by subtracting the sampled fed -back

-

component. instead of adding it. as carried
out earlier. The series connection does this
automatically. By Kirchhoff's voltage law.
we have in 4(c)

V;=VE+V

v,=vi
which shows the subtraction clearly. There
is one point you might note. This last
discussion explains why some hooks contain
the minus sign in the denominator, while
others use the plus. The authors either
combine the signals by adding, as I did
earlier, or else use a subtractor instead.
The "error" voltage. \, across r;. now
much smaller than v;. drives little current
into r1. This plausible thinking shows that
the effective input resistance "looks" as
though it has been increased.
Similarly, the shunt feedback connection
at the output indicates that any fall in signal
amplitude there (from say, connecting
smaller load resistors) proportionally reduces v,. This increases the value of v, at the
internal amplifier terminals. so raising
again. You can see that such action appears
to make have little effect, in other words,
appears much smaller than without feed-

v

r

r

back.

The resistances. What we have managed to
show amounts to saying that the inner
voltage gain, v/v;, receives the full stabilizing effect of this kind of feedback.
-low does the outer voltage gain (v,Jv,)
fare? From the input potential divider effect
you can write straightaway that
I

_

r,

v,

r;

+r, V,
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V¢

Therefore, if r, --r;, the v; depends on r; and,
as this might not he stable, the feedback fails
to cope. For the full improvement. we
should make the source resistance low with
respect to r;.
Suppose the input voltage v; sets up an
input current i;, given by vE/r;. Again,
v=µv, andv;=vE+v. From this,

circuit, where
bias point

So that

i;=

R1, R2

emitter -follower
a suitable

and Rb set

careful use of the common -emitter
parameters results in this equivalent
circuit for the emitter follower. Notice the
shunt feedback configuration
series
arises naturally.
Fig.7. A
h

v;=vc(1+(3µ)
vi

Fig.6. This is a standard

-

1

1+(3µ

-=
i;

rif =

rill

Irof

+ (3µ)

=r;(1+T)

o
hfeib

Indeed, the feedback has greatly increased
the effective input resistance, which makes
the requirement 11,«r; I mentioned above
much easier to achieve.
You can find the effect of the feedback on
by short-circuiting the input terminals
and applying a test voltage. vt. across the
output, as in Fig.5.

vi

Collector

r

lo
v

Ao

Fig.5. By short ng the input terminals and
feeding a signal into the output port, we

obtain the output resistance.
Fig.8. As in Fig.5, short the input generator to yield the output resistance.

Now we have.

i _v,+µ13v,
- r

the common -collector parameters

r,,

V1

r"r =

meters. although enthusiasts prefer using

l

+

14.1

which. of course, means that the effective
output resistance r01. looks much smaller
than the original, r.
These arguments shows that series -shunt
feedback applied to a voltage amplifier

-

makes it approach the ideal more closely
the input resistance becomes greater and the
output resistance falls.

Familiar example. Emitter followers

pos-

of one - or more correctly, slightly less than one. You would think
that such a performance in a voltage amplifier would he next to useless, hut the impedance changing properties of the 100%
negative feedback inherent in the circuit
sess a voltage gain

make it so useful that the effect on the gain
becomes of secondary importance.
Of course, the emitter follower is a decendent of the cathode follower. a famous
thermionic valve circuit. W. A. Atherton
pointed out4 that the genius of A. D. Blumlein gave us the cathode follower, but sadly
he never lived to see the solid state version of
one of his remarkable contributions.
The performance of the emitter follower
requires us to derive the usual equivalent
circuit'`. Figure 6 shows a typical example.
We can use the common -emitter para-
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(common -collector circuit is the other name
for the emitter follower), hut using the
common -emitter parameters brings out the
analysis as an example of a feedback circuit.
Notice that the equivalent circuit in Fig.7
has accomplished this. You can see clearly
the series input connection and the shunt
output sampling -agreeing with the general
voltage amplifier I discussed above. It looks
as if 0 will turn out to be 1, as it must for
100% feedback. If the gain can he written
1/13. as

before, then A becomes

-

1

A

and
= hre Re/hie =
l3 =
gmlte because for a bipolar transistor,
life/hie yields its gm.

This shows

1

Input resistance. The input resistance of
the amplifier with large -value base -bias resistors and no feedback. simply amounts to
hie. You can look at the above equations to
see what happens to the input resistance
with feedback applied.
V;

lb-

as we

- Ibhfelle
hie

v;=ih(h1e + hteRe)

expect for this circuit.

V'=r;f =

and

ib

Finding the gain. From Fig 7.

v,=v;-v
v v; -v

ib=-hie

and
so

that,

v= iRe

IbhfeRe

v- hfeRe(vi-v)
hie

ratio v/v; for the closed -loop
gain. and can get it by transposing the last
equation.
We need the

hiele
A

vu
v

=

hie

1+hfe1Ze
hie

=

+ hiele

The second term might be many times
larger than hie with reasonably large value
for Re and high -gain transistors. Notice the
feedback does what we expect for the series
input connection, it raises the input resist-

Ifie

=

h1e

A,
1+13A

ance.

Output resistance. Looking

hack into the
gives the circuit output
resistance. Because we have neglected the

emitter, without

Re.

transistor output conductance parameter
on account of its shunting effect being
so small, a result of the form 00/00 turns up if
we try to calculate the output resistance
looking straight into the emitter. To overcome this hiccup, include Re in the calculation then let it go to infinity in the equation -
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r

ravery high

r, very high

lo
Y,

Go

v,

§n

vigm

lb)

(a)

and the result follows.
As before. remove the signal voltage at the
input. But for a little variety, leave the
generator resistance Rs in circuit this time.
Apply a voltage v across the output terminals. as in Fig.8. By doing this. we establish a
current i so that by taking v/i we obtain r,.

conditions for a successful
transconductance amplifier appear in (a).
Its equivalent circuit is shown in (b), while
(c) illustrates the series series feedback
connections which make the practical
transconductance amplifier approach the
ideal even more closely.
Fig.9. The

-

t=g

It, +

and at the outpout.

\r1l

VE

v = (it, + ihh,,.)

Substitute for

>

i,.(1

r,
vEgm

R,.

vh,,.

=i-Rs+h,,.
R,.+R.,+h,,.'=i

i

Fig.10. Once again, the trick of shorting the
input gives the output resistance.

R;IR + h,,.)

v

"

R,

+ h;. +

r1

even higher

for R. present.

R,.-

%

R,

+ h;.

re even

higher

r

(after dividing it into top and
bottom): therefore. looking into the emitter.
Now let

v,I +

-

-

Rgm

where G; is the closed loop gain.
Notice that the effect on the input resistance
remains as before (use have not changed
anything). You can find the output resistance by the same trick - reduce the input generator voltage to zero. but this time pass
a current into the output terminals. Fig. 10.
Now vE +
= 0 at the input, and from
Ohm's Law the voltage v that appears across
theoutput terminals is,
i

v;

and although low (h,, is a large number). it
depends on the source resistance R. You
might remember this resistance should be
small in any case for a voltage amplifier. If
you make it small enough with respect to h,,.
one way of doing this is to short it out. as
we have been doing in previous examples

- pi)

gm

i

`

h,,

vI1

(vi

+ 1143/ = g

and with some satisfaction. we get the final
result and see that it has the same "shape
again.

ih.

R,.

Ic)

so that.

V

th

` (i'network

Fig.11. We can show the improvement that
feedback has produced by redrawing the

amplifier block with the modified parameters inserted. Both resistances have
been greatly increased in this example.

=Ii-vEgm)r
= Ii + 3gm)r,,.
i

by replacing

v with -ni.

Finally.

= = r(1 +

(3gm)

then.

rf =

h-`' which is
... very small.
hir
gin
Therefore. you see that emitter followers
have
perform according to the theory.
rather sneakily, glossed over what happens to
the input current. after it flows out of the
bottom of h,,. For a complete discussion.
you have to consider the effect of this
current in the output circuit. \where so far no
cognisance has been taken of it. Fortunately.
the only effect when we include it in deriving
the results, is that h,, increases to (h1,. + I I in
all the equations. Because for modern transistors. ht,. might he some hundreds. very
in
little error occurs by neglecting the
comparison to h,e.
I

1

FEI:I)13.\CI( IN OTI IER \MPLIFIERS
Analysing one further amplifier circuit with
negative feedback applied should convince
you that. as well as reducing gain, drift and
distortion, we can 'doctor' the terminal
resistances by judicious use of the correct
feedback connections. You should also be
able to go on to treat all the other amplifier
possibilities confident ly as an exercise.
Consider the transconductance amplifier.
rhere the 'gain' is now the transfer function.

'n

ll =

,
I
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»r

\ good transconductance amplifier requires
to he high: at least it requires r,
ref.2 ). At the same time. we require
to he large. that is.
Ri..
The earlier discussion showed how we can
increase the effective input resistance: we
can do it by using a series input connection.
On the basis of a similar argument. you
might try a series connection at the output
to see if it increases r. a condition desirable
for transconductance amplifiers. This gives
the series -series feedback circuit that Fig.9
shows. A series connection at the output
naturally samples the output current.
We still need a feedback voltage at the
input, so the feedback network now has the
job of producing this voltage from the
current sample. as well as setting the
amount of feedback. The Norton -type
equivalent circuit arises in modelling the
output of a transconductance amplifier.
Figure 9 illustrates these points for the
amplifier and "13 networks. together with
conditions for a good approximation to the
r,

r»

ideal.

where T =

(3gn,

Notice that g, and therefore (3 possess
physical dimensions in this circuit. but T is
always dimensionless in all the feedback
equations of this type. The output resistance
has indeed gone up. The closed -loop amplifier now looks like that in Fig. 11. Therefore.
negative feedback has made it a Netter
transconductance amplifier. but with reduced gain.
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USERS...

BLOW YOUR PALS BUT NOT YOUR BUDGET!

...

GALJEPLD Programmer permits Interactive Design on a PC
Forth -83 Cross Compilers
for generating code in

The combination of MPE's software tools for 'Interactive Debugging' and their range of Programmers
provides the fastest and most cost-effective method for complete applications development on a
PC.

ROM for target processors
£250.00
Core (buy once only)
Targets (each)
£250.00
68000, 806x86, Z80/64180, 8Q85, 6809

Their unique new programmer for GALs and EPLD5 will not only program the new Altera
devices and bet also permits 'interactive design' using a PC or clone as the host
development system. And these devices are not like PALS they can be
re -programmed, time and again.

-

Menu driven software functions include:
Load device configuration, pin names and logic function.
Create, inspector modify fuse map.
Load fuse parameter data into the GAL/EPLD.
Blow the device and verify against fuse map.
Read fuse map from GAL or EPLD into the host PC.
Output fuse map to line printer or exit to DOS.

£350.00
Multi-tasking extensions,
with interrupts, timers, and lists.

Fig -Forth Cross Compilers
£250.00
Core (buy once only)
Targets (each)
£175.00
6800, 80 x 86, 6800-6303/11, 6502-11, 8080/5. 8031/51, Z80, Z8, 1802,
99xxx, PDP-11.

Microprocessor development tools Programmer cards for the PC

MPE's programmer will program 20 and 24
pin devices and comes complete with
PALASM, a fuse map editor and all
software source and circuit diagrams.

Eprom Programmer
Pal Programmer
Gal Programmer

£132.00
£345.00
£450.00

10 mips NOVIX Forth board
£645.00
128k RAM & EPROM spaces, disc controller, RS232, RS422, parallel port, timers, and Forth -83.

A demonstration disk is

available free of charge and
full details are in The Forth
Catalogue available only
from:

PC to NOVIX cross compiler

£600.00

O
Full details are in
The Forth Catalogue from:

MICROPROCESSOR ENGINEERING LTD
133/133A Hill Lane, Shirley
Southampton SO1 5AF
Tel: 0703 631441
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AUTOMATE YOUR SOLDERING WITH
THE MODUSOL BENCH -TOP MACHINE
Switch it on to solder 2 or 3 boards, or run it continuously,
soldering hundreds.
* Maximum board
size 220 x 255mm.
* Solders boards
with or without
nresist.
* Automatic sequencing.
* Simple maintenance.
PRICE £950 + carr & VAT
Write or telephone for detailed information pack
MODUS APPLIED ELECTRONICS LTD

1tt:uugli

COVENANTERS WAY, DOUGLAS, LANARKSHIRE ML11 OPX.
Tel: 0555 851062
ENTER 31 ON REPLY CART)
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The Waugh Isolation Amplifier allows you to
make measurements from DC -1 MHz on
floating circuits up to 1500 Volts from earth yet
keeping your scope safely grounded. For details of this and other scope add-ons ring Peter
Waugh on 069-172-597.

Any frequency from 2MHz to 55MHz. Orders received before
10 am are completed and posted THE SAME DAY! Just let
us know; frequencies? holder sizes? circuit conditions? (i.e.
series resonance or load capacitance). Just £9.50 inc. post
and VAT. Cash with order or use our credit-card hotline

0703 848961.

ht5c

WitIllS111 Instruments Limited
Camhelyg Isaf Glyn Ceiriog Llangollen
Clwyd LL20 7PB Tel: (069 - 172) 597
ENTER

16 ON

REPLY CARD

McKnight Crystals
Amateur Radio Division (Dept Z )
Hardley Industrial Estate, Hythe, Southampton 504 6ZY
Tel:0703 848961 Telex:47506 Fax: 0703 846532
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STRAIGHT_TO THE

POINT

TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED
Introducing two,
Temperature

NEW

Controlled

quality

top

They have

temperature range from

200° to 450°C with Analogue Prop-

Watt

50

a

±

power irons from ANTEX. Superbly

ortional control to within

made and measuring only 22.4 cms

heat up to 450°C in only 60 seconds.

long, they are available in a choice of

Both irons also incorporate a ceramic

voltages; particularly 240V

heater element and RTD sensor. Ideal

&

24V.

1%, and

fer ElEctrical

&

Electronic Production

work, Field Maintenance and Repair,
or for Educational purposes.

TCS 240

(Temperature Controlled)

Operates straight from a 240 Volt AC
mains input
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411yPSU`

Please send me more information about the
NEW TCS irons also the ANTEX full range of
Soldering products.

vireo"
ST5 Stand

24 PSU (Power Supply Unit) TCS 24

(Temperature Controlled)

Designed to give much increased stability and a greater clearance between the
bit and the spring The 3 bezels supplied
with it, will allow it to be used with all
Antex Irons & many from other manúfac
turers.

>A

in conjunction with a 24

50 Watt Power Supply Unit

X240 Volts
X24

80®®--

Antex (Electronics) Limited
Mayflower House, Plymouth, Devon
Telephone: Plymouth (0752) 667377 Telex: 45296

>Operates

Name
Address

Volts AC PSU

AC Input

Postcode

Volts AC Output
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IN SOLDERING

Designing a high-speed
modem
Practical aspects of an intelligent autodialling modem
which offers full duplex communications at speeds up to

-'

2400bit/s.
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month described the
requirements for a modem
which is intended to meet
the recommendations of CCITT
and so to he compatible with
Last
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with the unobtainable

tone- hence the requirement for
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call progress monitor loudspeaker. The second problem is
°I'l:;S'!'(;''S{S`.11'!.',td',',k':l.- ° 1['
one of power: this device set is
..o
1II
very thirsty. drawing a good
available
other commonly
-, Io14wtk
r
750mA. Consequently it gets
modems. Nlany of the standards
warm. If the modem is built into
governing the use of modems on
the same box as the power supppublic telephone circuits run by
ly. heat problems could arise (as
British Telecom and -lull TeleR2424
modem
chip
set.
module
Rockwell's
Plug-in
carrying
one \well-known modem manucom are based on CCITT recfacturer has found to his cost). On tests
ommendations and it therefore seems available to them. The modem will work on
though. most PCs have coped tvith this
reasonable to follow these recommendations public lines: but you use it at your peril. as
pretty happily.
in our design. However. to enable readers the network operator could confiscate it and
One other small problem is in the choice
overseas to adapt the design for their local
the attached terminal (though this rarely
of processor to drive the set (the 65111Q).
P'I'T network we must he able to make
happens. except possibly in -lull).
This device seems to have a peculiar interDlany modem chips and chip sets can he
changes regarding carrier levels. guard
rupt structure and can hang up on nested
tones and so on. These changes must he configured to fulfil our requirements.
interrupts. So the advice is, don't mess with
fairly easy to make and so are better im- However. the most comprehensive set so tar
the interrupt driver software.
plemented in software rather than hardware.
available is the R2424 f om Rockwell. Before
Apart from these niggles. the Rockwell
Further, although this design is not prop- describing the set's many virtues. it is
device set is excellent. It allows full software
appropriate to point out that it suffers from a
osed as a definitive product. being intended
control of all modem functions besides
primarily for experimental and learning pur- couple of problems.
doing much of the hard work in the handThe first is an operational one. in that
poses. it must he capable of being driven
shaking after going on line (unlike many of
after dialling the filters are turned to wide from available software, including public
the single devices such as those by Sierra.
hand mode and will detect any signal above
domain software. It therefore uses the 'AT' or
I layes' command set and so will work with -43dB as carrier. Therefore the modem may .\MI or Thomson, which require external
control I.
the vast majority of 1-laves-compatihle softRockwell's set is based on three chips. Che
ware such as Crosstalk. 1)atatalk. Transend
SPECIFICATION
first
two are Ifi hit d.s.p. chips, one for
etc.
The most important performance criterion is
transmit and one for receive. which provide
Other features of this modem include that the unit must meet the standards laid down
all the modem functions right through to
automatic dialling using pulse repetition (or
by CCITT. So the principal specifications of our
modulation. An analogue processor comunit are:
Strowger 'loop disconnect' dialling. still in
pletes the set. providing analogue -to -digital
use by British Telecom after nearly a cen1200bitjs full duplex (2400bit/s on V.22bis unit) via
conversion. the data access arrangement
tuy) or tone dialling (dual -tone molt i - the public network.
Channel separation by frequency division.
output (telephone line interface) and control
frequency). again from within the preferred
D.p.s.k. modulation of 600 baud carrier.
signals. The modem devices are accessed
software: and a call progress monitor (a
Integral scrambler.
Integral automatic adaptive equalizer.
using dual -port rams resident within the
loudspeaker) to enable the call to he moniFixed compromise equalizer.
d.s.p. chips. These rams have a capacity of
tored by the operator. again under software
Full test facilities.
eight hits and are 16 bytes long. If you have
Bell 212A capability.
control.
Softwarecontrolled level and guard tone generaever done any dual processor work you will
The design should. if put forward, obtain
tion.
know that this is the ideal method of
Fallback on noisy lines to 600 baud d.p.s.k. or to 300
BABT approval if it were manufactured
f.s.k.
interchanging control and data informaunder controlled conditions and were to baud
Automatic detection of terminal baud rate.
tioin: it lets you read what you have written
meet certain layout specifications. lowever.
Capability of configuration and operation on leased
lines.
to verify that you are getting through. Jere
it is not practical for individual readers to
Automatic selection of odd. even or no parity.
the only drawback is that the timing reapply personally for production inspection
Automatic selection of seven or eight bit words.
Automatic selection of one or two stop bits.
quired to access the rams is a hit awkward.
and so BAT approval obviously is not
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with read pulses going 'not valid' before chip
select lines and register select lines. The
logic array takes care of this. though, using
the inverse of the 6501 internal clock in

addition to the normal memory mapping.
A point to note is that there are two
methods of controlling the V.24 functions of
the devices: either serial mode using hardware lines, or parallel mode using the
registers. This is fine except for two
annoying features. One is that you cannot
pick and mix the signals with some hardware
and some software signals. which limits
flexibility. Secondly, the unit powers up in
serial mode which is the opposite of what
logic dictates. This would not matter if the
devices powered up in a CCITT logical state
(output levels preset etc.): by using a simple
hank of di switches we could then configure
the unit to the mode we required since this
would allow us to design a dumb modem
which would be more appropriate to many
tasks. One point I should like to make to any
Rockwell design engineer who happens to
read this article is this: why not allow the
data itself to be read and written to in parallel
via the registers, thus saving an extra uart in
high speed data manipulation functions
(such as cryptography or complex compression techniques)? A modem could then be
connected simply to any hus and could he
treated like any other peripheral.
Register maps for the transmitter and
receiver interface chips are given by Rockwell on page 76 of the Designer's Guide.
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countries.
A telephone may he used in parallel with
the modem and so a second relay has been
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The 6501 control processor was chosen
because it supplies the correct timing signals for communication with the device set.
It also has a multitude of i/o control lines. a
full duplex serial port and is well supported
by Rockwell.
Since much of the logic in the unit is
primarily to provide serial signal routing and
to provide processor i/o access timing, a
single logic array (IC,) is used in place of six
or so discrete t.t.l. packages.
The serial port is based on standard
RS -232 driver and receiver chips. Note that
the modem has a speed output pin to
indicate to the terminal whether it is in
high-speed mode.
On the line interface side it was decided to
use an inductor and a.c.-coupled line transformer combination. This was hecause the
line transformer, being a miniature type, is
incapable of sinking the 20mA or so required
for line holding. An inductor was chosen in
preference to a semiconductor gyrator as it
can he used on clean lines without the
'wetting' voltage required on a semiconductor unit to forward -bias the rectifiers. This is
ideal for some leased lines and for private
circuits. However it may mean that voltage
rise -times in dialling may exceed national
standards and so two zeners maybe required
to shunt the inductor. To limit back-e.m.f.
from the inductor and to provide some
protection against line overvoltage a v.d.r. is
recommended and is mandatory in some
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Fig.1.

Circuit diagram of the V.22N.22bis sub -board. This plugs into connectors on

the main board (Fig.2).

fitted to prevent tinkling during pulse dialling by shunting the hell circuit. Since the
modem will draw much of the available line
current it was decided not to switch the
telephone off, thus saving a d.p.d.t. relay.
I lowever, care must he taken not to take the
phone off -hook during dialling.
Ring detection for the auto -answer function is provided by the zener-opto combination with the capacitor providing a.c. coupling.
USER ADAPTATION
Users can configure the unit to their particular needs by means of the control port, which
has a multitude of possible functions. Provided on the connector are eight i/o bits as
well as analogue data. Possibilities include

remote telemetry systems, burglar alarms,

point -of-sale data transfer, cryptographic
functions, data security and a host of others.
(Information about some of these is available
from Anglo Computers - address at the end
of this article.)
In this design, further assistance in this
area has been supplied by taking the unusual
step of providing the processor NMI via the
RS -232 port where it may be driven either by
an RS -232 input or by a pair of contacts
shorting pins 24 and 25 together. It may
therefore be used as an alarm input, calling a
remote number when an alarm condition is
present.
About 4K of the eprom is available for user
software, starting at the eprom logical
address 000016. The NMI routine in the main
operating system will look at eprom logical
address 000016. If it finds FF16 then it will
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Fig.2. Main board. The modem socket (top, right of centre) can accept V.22, V.22bis or other modules. Software will identify which
type is fitted. On the p.c.b. there is an experimental area for additional hardware, close to the expansion socket.

SOFTWARE
As the unit is primarily intended for experimental
purposes. it can be operated with the user's own
software (which can of course be written on a BBC
microcomputer, which has similar machine -code in-

structions). Programmers should obtain a copy of the
6501 data sheet from Rockwell. Extra instructions in
the 6501 are:
Set memory bit
Reset memory bit
Branch on bit set relative
Branch on bit reset relative

Bit

Port Use

O

A

1

3
4
5

BBS m. Addr. Dest
BBR m. Addr, Dest

6

which are used as i/o control and interrogate instructions.

Monitor (special function)
IRO from modem chips
rxo timer input
High speed output

2

SMB m. Addr
RMB m. Addr

6501 serial out
6501 serial in

7
O

B

Receive direction (0 = normal. 1= echo)
Modem chip crs
Modem chip DiR
Modem chip DSR
Modem chip carrier detect
Loudspeaker on (0 = on)
Modem chip ORG
Anti -tinkle relay

C

Modem chip nx
Transmit direction (0 = normal. 1 = echo)
Speaker volume (0 = loud. 1 = soft)
On-line led
Hi -speed led

1

2

The system memory map is as follows:
Main system program
8000.9FFF16
9FFA16

9FFC,6
9FFE16

1000-100F16
1800.180F16
0040-00FF16

0000-000316

vector
Reset vector
IRO vector
al (transmitter d.s.p.)
cs0 (receiver d.s.p.)
System ram
I/o ports A.B,C.D (0000 =

3
4

5

NMI

6
7
O
1

A)

2

3

Port usage is as follows:

484

4

Ring Indicate from modem chips (active
low)
Reset switch

Test led (modem in test mode)
Answer mode led (modem in auto answer
mode)
Ring led (telephone is ringing)

5
6
7

0.7

D

Control port (see text)

A set of parts is available for this design from Anglo
Computers. The heart of the unit the modem engine, is
available as a plug-in module in two versions -V.22 and
V.22bis. These look identical, but software will automatically detect which one is in use. Kits are complete
except for the power supply and case (a suitable case
is Farnell number 148.199). Power requirements are
+5V at 1.5A (regulated): -5V at 150mA (regulated):
+12V at 10OmA (unregulated): -12V at 100mA (unregulated).
The V.22 modem kit costs f198.38: the V.22bis kit
costs (209.88. Both prices include inland postage
(,2.50) and v.a.t Payment (made out to Anglo Computers Ltd) must be included with your order: you should
allow 28 days for delivery. No warranty is given on
assembled kits.

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

Note that although the kit is intended to meet the
requirements of the British Approvals Board for Telecommunications, it does not carry BABT approval and
so may not be connected directly or indirectly to public
telephone networks in the UK. Anglo Computers does.
however. have BABT-inspected manufacturing facilities and can assist in obtaining BABT approval.

CTS

TXD

V

Hayes command set quick reference guide.

Table

1:

A

Set modem to auto -answer.
Switch modem carrier on or oft.
Dial a number.
Switch echo on or off.
hook).
Go on or off-line (H

Cn

Dnn
En

Hn
In

Mn
O
P

Qn
R

Sn
T
Vn
Xn
Z
.

A/
4 t

Telephony

line

Description
Causes the modem to go on-line immediately; can be used to answer an
incoming call when modem is not in
auto -answer mode.
Carrier on = 1, carrier off = O.
Dial a number in originate mode: used
in conjunction with T, P, R,
or .
i.e.
commands, followed by number
ATDP123 pulse -dials 123.
Echo on = 1. off = 0: used to echo back
to the terminal what is being transmitted to the modem.
1. normal
0: used to go
On-line
on-line immediately (i.e. close line relay
usually in normal (modem controlled
mode.
0
rom checksum sent to terminal
1
help screens sent to terminal (for
when you lose these instructions)
0 - loudspeaker off
1
speaker on until carrier detected
2
speaker always on
toggle speaker volume
3
Go back to on-line condition after being
in command mode (i.e. after escape

-

-

-

sequence)
P

Qn
R

Sn
T
Vn

Xn

Z

=n

Return to pulse dial after tone dialling
0, not
Result of command codes: sent
sent = 1
Reverse dial allows modem to call an
originate -only modem. This command is
placed after the numbers in a dial
command string.
Read value of S register number n
Tone dial: alternative to P command
Select verbal result code: -1 (com0
mand result sent as text string)
(numeric result code)
Extended result code select 1 = on,
used by some software to provide automatic data connection: 0 = normal
result code set
Resets all the above: use with care!
Insert is pause: used during dialling to
provide a pause whilst changing from
p.a.b.x. to p.s.tn.
Sets S register to a value n
Modem reverts to command state after

-

dialling
Repeat last string: used for repeat tries
if target number is engaged.
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Host
proc essor

`.

Gnd
Address bus

Oata bus

;

O

Decoder
CS

-12V

Table2. Functional description of modem commands.
An example string might be ATT9,P618 which would
tone -dial 9 (to get an outside line on a p.a.b.x.) followed
by a one second pause to allow the p.b.x. to make the
connection, then pulse -dial 618 (Prestel's number in
London).

Mn

5

Power
supply

The escape code sequence is pause one second, send
+++, then pause one second. The modem will return
to command mode without going off-line.

In

Modem

nduator
12

Commands with 'n' after (e.g. Dnn) require number
after the command. All S registers may be adjusted but
some have limits pre-set to ensure that the user stays
within BABT requirements.

Hn

IRO

Po«er-on reset

DSR

Commands may be concatenated to form strings.

En

5V

RXD

Ring

All commands must be preceded by AT (for'Attention').

Cn
Dnn

4

Answer/oriy,nate

DT R

Notes

A

24

inter E cc

Data

Transmit :Jute clock
External transm t clock
Received line signal detector
Receive data clot

Request product code information.
Enable -disable loudspeaker.
Go on-line immediately.
Pulse dial.
Result codes sent/not sent.
Reverse dial mode.
Read S register.
Tone dial
Select verbal or result code.
Request extended result codes.
Software reset
Set S register.
Insert a one -second pause.
Go to command state after dialling.
Repeat last command.
+ Escape code.

Command

Transmit baud clock
Rece ve bawl! clock
Off hook relay status

RTS

Cat:

access

crrangeirer'

141

(81

TX N
Write
4
%ad

R?.A!:

Fig.3. Functional interconnection diagram for the Rockwell R2424 chip

ignore the interrupt. However, if it finds
something other than FF then it will treat it
as an address and will execute the following
code. As mentioned earlier it is as well to
leave the interrupts well alone. So instead of
doing a return back into the NMI routine, the
user should jump instead to the Reset vector
where the operating system will take over
again.

Error detection and correction software
written for the unit as it is up to
the user to decide which system suits him
best. But provision has been made in the
circuit for monitoring the receive input via
port Pet,: however the user must he confident
enough to he able to write a software uart
program, since the serial port is busy. Some
help is given. though. in that the timing is
predetermined and port PM is interrupt driven.
Data rate selection, incidentally. is done
by measuring the width of the start hit on the
\ of the AT - hence the reason for the timer
connection 0n4) on the serial port. Data.
parity and stop bits are determined in a
similar way by studying hits 8 (and possibly
9) of the .1 and T. As I have mentioned before.

set

Kevin Kirk received his basic training in the
Royal Air Force. Having worked worldwide
for a variety of computer companies. he is
now senior design engineer with Anglo
Computers.
Anglo Computers Ltd is a design house
specializing in the custom design of
computer -based products. with a special
emphasis on data communications.

has not been

the 6501's access to the modem is via
dual -port ram configured as registers. Registers in the receive chip update at the modem
signalling rate (600 baud) except ram access
and ram data update which are at 7200hit/s.
Registers in the transmit chip all update at
7200bit/s.

SOOKS
Inside OS/2 by Gordon Letwin. Microsoft Press (Penguin Books). £18.95.
Authoritative guide for the advanced
programmer to Microsoft's powerful
new operating system for 80286/80386
computers. written by OS/2's creator
himself. Unlike some such books.
whic5 consist largely of tables of commands and system calls. this one describes each function in detail and
explains the thinking behind it. Essential reading for those about to do battle
with OS/2. Soft covers. 289 pages.
The Hexfet Designer's Manual. fourth

edition. International

(+£2 postage).

Rectifier. £5
with

Fat data hook

application notes on IR's extensive

Designer's Guide: R2424DS 2400BPS full duplex modem device set. Rockwell International Semiconductor Products Division.
document number 29220N70. order number 670, January 1985.

range of power mosfets. Among the
application notes (which occupy 190 of
the 1824 pages) are items on the do's
and don'ts of using power mosfets. how
to protect power mosfets from electrostatic damage, how to use surface mounted devices; and designs for a

Addresses
Anglo Computers Ltd. Cefn Ilan Science Park.
Aberystwyth. Dyfed SY23 3AH: tel. 0970.624321.
Contact Sandra Alker.
Rockwell Semiconductors, Central House. Lamp
ton Road. Hounslow. Middlesex TW3 1HA: tel.
01-5771034. Contact Ken Will.

high -frequency electronic ignition, a
chopper for motor speed control. and a
variety of switch -mode power supplies.
This publication is available from International Rectifier at Hurst Green. Oxted, Surrey R119 8BB (0883-713215) or
from the company's distributors.

Further reading
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Pioneers
6. Sir John Randall (1905-1984) and Dr Harry Boot (1917-1983):
inventors of the cavity magnetron.
W.A. ATHERTON

engineers made radio sets in
know of only one
who made an X-ray tube and X-rayed
his own hand. That was Harry Boot.
To British electronics engineers the
names Boot and Randall go together like
silicon and chip. They invented the cavity
magnetron at the University of Birmingham
in 1939-40. It generated microwaves shorter
and more powerful than any rival and enabled Britain's wartime radar to help defeat
both U-boat and bomber attacks.
Randall and Boot not only had to invent
and build the cavity magnetron but to design
and build the ancillary equipment as well.
Later they wryly observed that powerful
microwave oscillations were eventually
obtained "on the morning when all this
equipment operated simultaneously"'.
In determining just how powerful the
output was they lit neon lamps some distance away and ignited cigarettes with the
output lead. A succession of car headlamp
filaments was burned out in trying to measure the power, which all agreed must he
several hundred watts. In fact it was so great
that no-one believed it could he microwaves.
Days later they measured the wavelength at
9.8cm. The target had been 10cm (3G1-Iz)!
By comparison the Ventnor radar station,
which they had visited and which was part of
a chain in Southern England, operated at 11
metres.
Not long before, in 1937, M.L.E. (later Sir
Mark) Oliphant had been appointed Poynting Professor of the physics department at
Birmingham University. John Randall was
the first senior researcher to join him,
having established his reputation in
luminescence research at GEC in Wembley.
London. tarry Boot, meanwhile, was an
undergraduate in the same department.
Boot graduated with honours in 1938 and
stayed to do a Ph.D.
With war approaching, Oliphant considered what role his department could play.
Radar would need high -power generators of
microwave radiation. On a visit to Stanford
University in America in the first half of 1939
he learned all he could about the Varian
brothers' newly invented klystron. a possible
source of such microwaves, and about W.W.
I lansen's ideas for cavity resonators.
By September he had a contract from the
Admiralty to develop microwave generators
and detectors. Before war was declared his
staff had studied existing radar stations.
especially that at Ventnor on the Isle of
Wight. It was, of course, secret and they were
asked 'would we please not tell anyone about
Many

their youth, but

1

it"'.
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J.T. Randall (University of Edinburgh).

H.A.H. Boot (University of Birmingham).

On their return to Birmingham, work
began on klystrons which were thought to
offer the best chances of producing microwaves with the desired 10cm wavelength.
Such a wavelength would permit aircraft to
carry small dish aerials giving narrow beams
which would not suffer from gross reflections from the ground. Randall and Boot,

hut it became the springboard to the cavity
magnetron because Randall thought of extending the loop into a cylinder and the gap
into a slot (Fig.1). A number of these slotted
cylinders would fit around the cathode of a
conventional magnetron. Dimensions were
estimated using an equation published in
1902 which stated that Hertz's loop produced a wavelength 7.94 times its diameter.
It was now November 1939 and war had
begun.
The device was simple to make from a
block of copper; and the first, completed in
December 1939, was truly a lab prototype. It
was continuously pumped to maintain the
vacuum needed and was sealed with sealing
wax. Two water-cooled plates supported the
cathode which, if it burned out, could he
renewed through holes which were sealed
with halfpennies held on with wax.
A home-made 16kV power supply, the
high -voltage rectifiers, the diffusion pumps
and the cavity magnetron "operated simultaneously" on 21 February, 1940. The results
were spectacular.
The contribution of Randall's former col-

meanwhile, were asked to study the
Barkhausen-Kurz tube

as a possible

micro-

wave detector.

CAVITY RESONATORS
By now the physics department was buzzing

with talk of klystrons and cavity resonators.
Meanwhile Randall and Boot worked on the
Barkhausen-Kurz tube hut, "We were unsuccessful and disenchanted with this task".
They were, of course, naturally interested in
the main problem: the generation of microwaves. And they could see that the klystron
group had problems.
The only other known sources of microwaves were sparks (as used in early radio)
and the split -anode magnetrons which dated
from the 1920s. The latter had been studied
at GEC in W'emhley, and in France, Germany, America, Russia and Japan. But below
10cm, the target wavelength, existing magnetrons had vanishingly small powers.
But another microwave resonator was
known to Randall. In July 1939 lie had spent
a short holiday in Aberystwyth where he had
bought an English translation of Ileinrich
I-hertz's hook "Electric Waves". Back in 1889
Hertz had used a resonator as a detector in
his experiments; it was simply a wire bent
intoa circle with a small gap as the detector.
This resonator was a loop and not a cavity,

leagues at GEC. E.C.S. Megaw and S.M.
Duke, was vital in turning the laboratory

prototype into a rugged industrial product.
Peak powers of over I 0kW at 10cm were soon
obtained. By May 1940 an experimental
radar set using a pulsed 10cm cavity magnetron had been built.
One defect of the device, a tendency to
jump to a different frequency when pushed
hard, was overcome by "strapping", a
method invented by James Sayers of Birmingham University in August 1941 by which
alternate anodes were shorted together. By
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the end of the war hundreds of thousands of
cavity magnetrons had been produced on
hoth sides of the Atlantic.
JOI IN

'
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R,\NI)ALL

John Randall was a rarity in modern science:
good administrator and researcher. His

a

outstanding career spanned three quite
different areas: solid-state physics. wartime
radar, and biophysics. Surprisingly, to engineers. it was the latter which has been
judged as the most significant. He "built up a
biophysics laboratory that was a world
leader...'"
Born at Newton -le -Willows in Lancashire
on 23 March. 1905. John Turton Randall was
the son of a nurseryman. from whom he
learned to love gardening. Ile often wore a
flower in his button -hole and even in retirement at Edinburgh he turned rough ground
into an impressive garden. Fle \vas never one
to do things by halves. having a reputation
for ambition, perseverance and getting
things done. He was knighted in 1962.
After attending the local Ashton-inMakerfield grammar school (for which his
father had scraped together the fees) Randall
entered the University of Manchester. lis
first-class honours degree was followed by an
M.Sc. in the physics department headed by
W.L. Bragg. famous for his work on X-ray
analysis. Bragg advised Randall to take a
career in industrial research. "I imagine they
did not think well enough of me to keep me
on,- said Randall=.
So it was that in 1926 Randall joined the
staff of GEC at Wembley as a rather inexperienced. and socially rough. research physicist. Seven _years later he was, in his own
words. "no longer unhappy or insecure
Perhaps the fact that he was also now a
married man helped. His work included
research into phosphors for discharge and
fluorescent lamps.
By 1937 he was ready' to move back to a
university environment. Finding some\vhere with a vacant position and the right
money was a problem but it was solved with
the aid of a Royal Society Warren Research
Fellowship of .£700 per annum. For this
Randall acknowledged the help of Bragg and
R.I-I. Fowler. who was a scientific adviser to
GEC.
I

=:1
The first cavity magnetron (Science Museum picture, Crown copyright).

\Vith this fellowship Randall went to the
University of Birmingham. Ater the cavity
magnetron work, in the summer of 1943, he
moved on to Cambridge University and soon
after to St Andrews as Professor of Natural
Philosophy. There his love for plants perhaps
helped steer him towards biophysics. In
1946 he became a Fellow of the Royal Society
and was appointed to the \\ heatstone Chair
of Physics at King's College. London, where
he staved until he retired in 1970. There his
biophysics research really came to the fore
and a whole new story began. His staff made
outstanding contributions to research on
cell division. DNA. muscle contraction. collagen and of her areas.
\ researcher to the end. he 'retired' at 65.
not to a country cottage. but to a lab in the

zoology department at Edinburgh University. There he built a whole new research
team!
I

LARRY BOOT

When Randall arrived at Birmingham in
1937. Oliphant was strengthening the nuclear physics side of the department. As part
of that task Professor P.B. Moon was assembling a 300k\' charged -particle accelerator
with the able assistance of a 20 -year -old
research student who had acquired a reputation for getting difficult apparatus to work.
-lis name was Henry Albert Howard Boot.
usually known as Harry Boot. and he loved
making things big: the biggest voltage.
biggest power, highest vacuum. or whatever.
Boot was horn on 29 July. 1917. -le
attended King Edward's I-ligh School in
Birmingham before becoming an undergraduate at Birmingham University. having
meanwhile performed that home-made Xray of his hand. After gaining his honours
degree in 1938 he studied for a war -scarred
Ph.I).. the magnetron work being classified
as secret.
In 1943 the Physics Department returned
to the study of atomic physics and Boot
moved for a time to British Thomson louston at Rugby (since part of AEI and now
GEC) to continue the development of magnetrons. -le rejoined the department for
three years after the war and contributed to
the Birmingham cyclotron.
But in 1948, about the same time that he
married, he heard ()fa vacancy for a principal
scientific officer with the Royal Navy Scientific Service at Baldock in Hertfordshire.
I

-le spent the rest of his career there'`. His
work on microwaves and magnetrons continued and led him into research on plasma
physics and lasers. Quite early on. he built a
lOcm 10MW magnetron and always maintained that the magnetron had one undying
advantage over the rival klystron: it was
"incredibly cheap".
For some 30 years he and his wife Penny
lived in a thatched cottage at Rushton near
Cambridge. There they raised their family of
two boys. \\'ith his five acres of land it is
perhaps surprising to learn that he disliked
gardening. despite his close association with
Randall, the keen gardener. Fortunately his
wife enjoys gardening and whilst she and
John Randall discussed the roses Harry Boot
was content to think of his own great love.
sailing. The waters off the East coast of
England were his favourite haunt.
Along with John Randall he received a
number of awards for the magnetron work.
including one of £50 from the Royal Society
of Arts for improving the safety of life at sea.
However. after the war. with Savers. they
shared £36 000 from the Royal Commission
on Awards for Inventions.
Harry Boot died on 8 February, 1983. aged
65. Ile is sadly missed by his widow. who now
lives in Devon overlooking a river mouth
where Harry Boot would have loved to sail.
One of the melancholy tasks she had to
perform was clearing the garage of a collection of some 50 assorted magnetrons. both
old and new. A good home was found for
them at a London polytechnic. Even now she
still has"two or three in the loft at home".

1

(a)

1.
I.A.I I. Boot & J.T. Randall. "I listorical notes
on the cavity magnetron." IEEE Trans. ED -2:3.
pp: 21-729. July 1976.
2. '1.1 I.F. Wilkins. "John Turton Randall". Biographical Memoirs of the Royal Society. 1988.
:3. A.L. Norherg. transcript of an interview with
11..1.11. Boot. Bancroft Library. University of California. Berkeley. 1979.
4. M.J. Lazarus. "Electromagnetic radiation:
megahertz to gigahertz". Prot-. LEE. vol.133. Pt A.
pp109-118. March 1986.
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Fig.1. Evolution of the cavity resonator

(after Lazarus4). Left to right Hertz's loop
with spark gap (1887); Randall's extension
to a cylindrical resonator (1939); six resonators arranged in a block around a
cathode.
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The author wishes to thank the University of
Birmingham. Prof Al.II.F. I t'ilkins. and Alts
P. Boot, for information given in the preparation oft his article.

Next in this series of pioneers of electrical
communication: the Siemens brothers,
founders of an electrical empire.
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SATELLITE SYSTEMS
(Bl'l) called it the problem of
"paper satellites." The telecomms organizations of many
countries were routinely going
through the first two stages of
satcom network planning required by the international regulations - publication of intenson

Enough space
left?
Is the geostationary satellite
orbit in danger of being used up?

Ever since it began to be occupied in the early 1960s, following
Arthur C. Clarke's famous October 1945 proposal in Wireless
World. this looming possibility
has been under discussion. For
the g.s.o. is a unique. limited.
though not
natural resource
expendable like North Sea oil. A
CCIR working party has been
considering the engineering and

-

commercial implications of this
fact of nature for well over a
decade.

Recently an IEE discussion
meeting took a fresh look at the
matter. It ''as led by specialist
engineers from telecommunications and broadcasting - the
main future users of the g.s.o. and included questions and comments from the audience. To put
you out of your misery. if you are
that much concerned. the experts' opinion was reassuring.
They agreed there is plenty of
space left in this orbit at the
moment, and there will be for
some time. as long as we take
care to use it efficiently by good
planning and systems engineering. Nobody ventured to qualify
this conclusion by suggesting a
time limit when we might expect
to see the 'full house' sign going
up.
The IEE meeting was probably
arranged for early 1988 because
in August this year the ITU will
he holding in Geneva the second

part of a World Administrative
Radio Conference on "the use of
the geostationary satellite orbit
and the planning of space services utilizing it." The first half of
this \\'ARC took place in 1985
and a report on it by David
\\ ithers appeared in the December 1985 issue. Important decisions will he made for the future.
particularly on rules to guarantee equitable access to the orbit
hy all countries in the world.
A non -specialist person considering this question of limited
space in the g.s.o. for the first
time might he forgiven for thinking it had to do with physical
space in the literal sense. An
analogy would he a circle of wire,
geometrically defined by the laws

of celestial mechanics (the
orbit I, on which beads (the satellites) were being threaded. You
could keep on adding heads until
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tion and co-ordination with
other users. But the third and
final stage. of notification that a
network was actually being built,
often failed to materialize. -le
showed statistical graphs of the
.0
numbers over a period of years.
While the 'intention' and 'coordination' stages of reporting
rose steadily, the number of
'notifications' fell to practically
zero in 1985/86. .\n expected
boom in satellite launches in
1987 did not in fact occur.
The UK is making even more use of the geostationary orbit now that
In reply to a question. Dr
BTI's competitor, Mercury Communications, is continuing to
Thompson said he thought this
expand its satcom services. Shown here is part of Mercury's Earth phenomenon was really the restation site at Whitehill, Oxfordshire. The 13 metre Marconi sult of defensive activity by many
antenna in the foreground, conforming to Intelsat Standard B, is an developing countries. They had a
example of the smaller Earth -terminal dishes increasingly being fear of being left out and that the
used for public telecommunications. It provides high speed data whole
planning process was
and combined voice and data to the Far East and Australia. When a being
manipulated by the "big
further two Standard A antennas are installed (November 1987 boys" - the economically advissue, p.1154) the company will have six satcom systems operating
anced countries - who had
from this site. Picture by Marconi.
already learned all the tricks of
the trade and were using this
they were tightly jammed shoul- the g.s.o. that satcoms engineers advantage to take more than a
der to shoulder, and that would seem mainly concerned about fair share of the orbit/spectrum
are in orbit/spectrum planning. resource. Ot her claimants adopthe the limit. The lEE meeting,
however, made it clear that this the communications capacity of ing the 'paper satellite' ploy had
was not the most important existing satellites and interfer- financial gain in mind. Dr Ratliff
ence between different satellite said it was perhaps necessary to
problem.
networks using the orbit. As ex- give some torm of guarantee to
A geostationary slot like 19°W.
although theoretically a unique amples of planning problems. those countries who felt they
point on the orbit, is in fact a A.I.. Witham (IBA) and l'.A. Rat- were being left out.
In general Dr Thompson consnominal station with positional liff (BBC) outlined and compared
tolerance of ±0.1°..\ satellite in the two d.h.s. plans resulting id.:red that the telecomms planners and engineers were about to
this slot is allowed to drift about from \\'ARC 77. for ITU Regions
within a square of 65km sides. and 3. and RARC 83 for Region 2. take a more flexible approach
Although the criteria and than was possible with the a
\\ ithin that area there is. of
course. room for more than one methods adopted at these two priori method. He suggested.
spacecraft. \Vhen telecomms conferences were different (see half -joking. half -serious, that
traffic is being transferred from February 1986 issue. pp. 74-76). the official abbreviation FSS
both schemes were examples of a (Fixed Service-Satellite) should
an old satellite to a new one, for
example. it is normal practice for priori planning. There was little now stand for Flexible Satellite
the new comsat to he brought by or no previous experience to Service. More efficient utilizatelecommand very close to the draw on and decisions had to be tion of the limited orbit could he
made as acts of faith. The re- obtained by greater flexibility in
old one within the slot.
quirement that every country both planning and satcom netA speaker mentioned that in
had to receive an orbital slot (or work engineering. The g.s.o. was
fact anything up to 12 satellites
could he located at one nominal slots) and an allotment of fre- not expendable hut was certainly
position. Since the individual quencies meant that orhit/ "exploitable" within the guideorbits in such a group differ from spectrum spaces had to he re- lines of the radio regulations.
On the engineering design of
served for many developing
each other very slightly. the
countries which would either spacecraft and Earth stations. he
spacecraft do not remain at fixed
distances apart but drift about
take a very long time to occupy listed a variety of ways in which
relative to each other. Theoretithem or be unable to use them at this legitimate exploitation was
cally they could collide. but the all. Thus fair shares in the long already going ahead. Satellites of
run must produce inefficient uti- increased mass and power (see
'mean time between collisions',
January 1988 issue, pp. 23-27)
according to this speaker. was to lization for the time being.
he measured in hundreds of
Something very similar is tak- provided more communications
ing place in the telecommunica- capacity per spacecraft and
years.
tions satellite field. Paul Thomp- therefore reduced the number of
The limitations imposed by
I

I

1
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SATELLITE SYSTEMS
satellites required in the orhit.
Spot beams. specially -shaped
beams and dual polarizations
allowed considerable re -use of
the available frequency spectrum. Antennas were being designed to minimize the amount
of sidelobe radiation. thus reducing interference between networks and allowing closer spacing of satellites in the orbit.
Modulation schemes tolerant
to interference were coming in,
while improved filtering methods were reducing adjacent
channel interference. Techniques for interference cancellation were being developed.
though a good deal of r&d was
still needed in this area.
At Earth stations, greater flexibility was being obtained by the
trend towards smaller antennas.
Being small, they could he
moved about more easily to suit
changing requirements and
could also be shielded from interference by making use of the
local terrain. Because they were
also cheaper than earlier designs, their owners could afford
to take risks in purchasing and
deploying them. The offset
Gregorian reflector system had
been particularly advantageous
for British Telecom.
A survey of the g.s.o. as a
whole revealed that spare transponders were often available in
comsats. This. said Dr Thompson. suggested that greater
orbital efficiency could he gained
by having multi -administration
satellites. In other words, a given
comsat would he used not just by
a single owner/operator but in an
integrated. co-operative fashion
by. for example. the Intelsat.
Eutelsat and Intersputnik organizations.
Another possible answer to the
natural limits of the g.s.o. is to
move into other kinds of orbits.
The highly elliptical ones used by
the USSR since 1986 are, of
course, well known, and now
West European researchers are
starting to consider them
(November 1987 issue. p. 1158).
But these 'Molniya' orbits are at
high angles of inclination (e.g.
63°1. are not geostationary and
are mainly restricted to those
regions that are centred below
the apogee.
At the IEE discussion. brief
mentions were made of orbits
which are geosynchronous but
inclined at an angle of a few
degrees to the equatorial plane
and therefore do not allow the

satellites to be truly geostationary. Such 'inclined' orbits, as
they are rather vaguely described, are in fact already being
designed for parking spare. non operating satellites which are
due to he shifted into the proper
geostationary position for service at some later time. But, as a
speaker pointed out, the limitations here are set by the very
proximity to the g.s.o.: mutual
interference would be a serious
problem.
A German system which has
been presented to the ESA uses
three satellites in different elliptical paths. Instead o a geostationary point in space. there is a

ary 1988, this would use techniques similar to those of GPS and
Glonass hut with geostationary
satellites. Inmarsat has just
awarded a study contract to STC
Technology Ltd to see what can
be achieved on the existing corn sat system.
The study will he in two parts.
First. STC will define optional

methods for providing

radiodetermination and navigation services. These methods
could he passive. in which the
mobile determines its position
by measurements made on satellite signals received. or active.
where the user receives such

signals hut also transmits a signal for measurement and position determination to be performed at a central point. Hybrid
modes are also possible. In these

the mobile performs all the
measurements but the computations for positioning are done at
the central point.
Inmarsat will then select the
methods which seem most
promising and STC will develop
them further to produce a final
report on system requirements.

Satellite Systems

is

written by

Tom hall.

small. narrow geostationary
loop. which is always occupied by
a spacecraft. 1 further possibility
mentioned at the meeting is a
non-geostationary system which
uses two satellites with 12 -hour
periods.
Meanwhile. as another contributor pointed out. one can't really say that the g.s.o. is running
out of space at least on a frequency basis while there isstill a good
deal of spectrum available in the
20-30GHz satellite hands. This
region. however. will be very
expensive to implement because
of the high design and manufacturing costs of millimetre -wave

equipment.

Radio engineering terms in satellite links

Attenuation
from the satellite to ground the signal power undergoes
losses, also expressed in dB. A fundamental one is the free space loss,
LdB. This is what occurs in the theoretical condition of both the
transmitting antenna and the receiving antenna being isotropic. The
power from the transmitting antenna radiates uniformly in all directions, and at the receiving antenna can be considered as evenly
illuminating the interior of an imaginary sphere with an inside surface
area of 4rr2, where r is the distance between the antennas. The amount
of power falling on unit area of the sphere is important to know for
reception purposes. This is the power density, expressed in dBW/m2,
which is usually called the power flux density. The free space loss is due
partly to the fact that power flux density (p.f.d.) is inversely proportional
to r; this is called the spreading loss and is equal to 10 logia4rr2 dB.
Another contribution, dependent on frequency, is due to the isotropic
aperture value for the receiving antenna. This factor is given by 101og1O
In transmission

4rA2dB.

Astra launch
date
The medium -power television
satellite Astra is due to he launNovember this year.
ched on
according to latest information
from Arianespace (see June and
September 1987 Satellite Systems for details). At the time of
writing. SES. the Luxembourg
1

operation company, has not yet
signed up any tv programme
producing firms to occupy the 16
channels available. Meanwhile,
considerable competition is developing between SES and BSB.
the operating company for Britain's d.b.s.. for the attention of
the potential UK audience.

Overall, the free space loss is given by the formula L(dB)=201og1O

4rr/A. For example, if the satellite is geostationary, making r =
35 800km (approximately) and if the carrier frequency is 12GHz,
making X = 25mm, then L comes to 205.1dB. In practice, of course, this
free space loss is partly counteracted by the radiation patterns of the
transmitting and receiving antennas, so that the radiated power is not
in fact, isotropic.
Another unavoidable form of attenuation is due to the signal's
passage through the Earth's atmosphere: AdB. Losses in the gases are
negligible, but those due to water in the form of clouds, rain, mist sleet
and snow are more severe. These losses increase at low elevations.
Moderate rain causes a loss of about 1-2dB at 12GHz, heavy rain
anything up to 10dB and torrential rainstorms anything up to 20dB. The
levels of rainfall experienced in Europe are such that an attenuation of
2dB would be exceeded for not more than 1% of the least favourable
month (or 0.25% of the time overall).

Power budget
At the earth station the signal is picked up by the receiver dish antenna,
which has a gain of GR (given by the formula for G above), and this
results in a power PR at the feed point of the antenna. Thus the overall
power budget calculated from the gains and losses mentioned above is:
PR

Geostationary
satnav study
Inmarsat could have a satellite
navigation system in operation
by 1990. according to George
Kinal. the international cooperative's group leader for satnav services. As repoi ted in Janu-
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= PT+GT-L-A+GR dB
= e.i.r.p.-L-A+GRdB

As an example, assuming the above -mentioned geostationary satellite
giving an e.i.r.p. of 60dBW, an atmospheric attenuation of 1.5dB and a

typical receiving antenna gain of 42dB:
PR

= 60-205.1-1.5+42 dBW
= :L04.6dBW (or approx.4opW)
To be

continued
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ONLY £97.90 includes ALL parts, pcb, 5x8x15 cm case, by -return
postage etc and list of other kits. Get the RIGHT TIME.
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Image movement in
stereophonic sound systems
The effects of off-centre listening, including elevation of
the image
F. O. EUEKO

Fig. 1. Off-centre listening. In the experiments, stage width (SW) is 230cm and H is

SW

The principle of stereophonic sound

reproduction dictates that the listener
occupies a central position. I lowever,
it is not always the case that one is able to
occupy this central position: indeed, under
home listening conditions, it is rarely

2O0cm. With the head central, speakers
and head form an equilateral triangle.

possible.

If a listener's head occupies any position
along the horizontal axis other than the
central one as shown in position 2 of Fig.!,
then this is, technically speaking, an offcentre listening position. Under this condition, the rules governing the localization of
stereophonic images become inapplicable.
Depending on the direction and amount of
shift off-centre, the listener could perceive
an image located within the stage width or at
the position of either of the two loudspeakers.
For low frequencies, where the recon-

structed wavefront exhibits virtually constant amplitude and phase over a large
region in space, small off-centre movements
do not cause significant image displacements from stage centre for the case of
equally driven loudspeakers. But, as frequency increases, the reconstructed wave
pattern becomes more complex and small
off-centre displacements by the listener will
result in large image displacements.'
The wavefront reconstruction theory
proposes that the information available to
the ear/brain combination for image localization is deduced as a result of interrogation
by the head width of a section of the
reconstructed wavefront. Therefore, an offcentre listening position implies that the
head becomes immersed in a different section of the wavefront.
The wavefront 112(x), reconstructed by
two loudspeakers along the X-axis. was

Wavefront reconstruction. Parameters an and a' are amplitued and phase
respectively over a region of 60cm for a
250Hz signal. Left speaker 'ages right
speaker by 60 degrees. At b and b' are
amplitude and phase exhibited when left
speaker leads right speaker by 60 deFig. 2.

Offset

grees.
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developed in reference and is expressed as
-12(x) = exp Ijk(R+x2/2811 L exp [jk x sín 0I
(1)
+Rexpl -jksinffI
The head interrogates a section of this
wavefront depending on the position of the
listener along the X-axis. The movement of
the listener's head to position 2, in Fig.l
essentially does not change the wavefront
12(x). What happens is that the head is now

I
I
I

I
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I
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in contact with a different portion of this
wavefront, the parameters of which could be
very different from that in the central position.
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Fig. 3. Amplitude and phase of the wave a signal of 2500Hz
two in -phase

-

front for

00

1

speakers equally driven.

0 75

PHASE DELAY
equally -driven loudspeakers,
it has been demonstrated in reference 2 that
an interchannel phase difference causes the
reconstructed wavefront 1-17(x) to he displaced along the X-axis towards the leading
loudspeaker, relative to the wavetront for
in -phase, equal -amplitude loudspeakers.
Consider now the case where phase delay
is zero but the subject's head is moved to a
new position, where the head comes into
contact with different section of I-17(x). If this
section of the wavefront corresponds to that
which the head would interrogate for an
on -centre listener if a given phase delay had
been introduced, then the suhjective perception of the image will he essentially the
same. This implies that off-centre listening
is a form of phase delay.
The shift in wavetront due to an inter channel phase difference of -y° can be determined by examining equation (1). For the
ease of equally driven loudspeakers, and
supposing the right speaker leads the left by
y°, then the reconstructed wavetront as
shown in reference (2) is given as
For the case

112(x)

>'

01

= 2Lexp (j2) [cos (kx sin H -y/21 (2)
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Hence the maximum will occur in
position along the X-axis given as
x
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Equation (2) will he maximum if
kx sin
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For example, suppose y=Tr/2: using equation (5), the wavefront displacement will he
X/4. It a listener moves off-centre by an
amount equal to X/4, then a
Tr/2 inter channel phase difference is equivalent to an
off-centre movement of n/4 for that given
frequency. In this respect, off-centre listening can he considered as a form of phase
delay. This was correctly noted by Leakeyl.
lowever. very important differences exist
between phase delay and off-centre listening. Phase delay is usually considered in
cases of equally -driven loudspeakers hut
off-centre listening encompasses also the
L.
case of R
Afore importantly, for phase delay to he
equivalent to off-centre listening, it is necessary that the listener moves oft -centre by the
specified amount toward the speaker that
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ments along the X-axis. This subjective
perception is most noticeable for high frequency signals. Figure 3 represents the

o,
o

S

10

20

15

INTERCHANNEL INTENSITY RAT 10,

R/L (dB)

Fig. 5. Image localization is offset listening
positions for a varying intensity ration
between speakers. Signal was third -octave
pink noise at250Hz.
R = L.
Figure 2(a) shows the wavefront H,Ix reconstructed by two in -phase. equally driven
x
X
loudspeakers over a region of
where x = 30cm for a 2501 Iz signal, and Fig.
2(b) when the left lags the right loudspeaker
by 60 degrees. This 600 phase difference
corresponds to an off-centre movement of
k/6 = 22.9cm. If the movement is towards
the right loudspeaker, as shown for head
position 3. as phase delay would suggest.
then the section of the wavefront (a, a') in
contact with the head has different parameters from that in centre position I for a
60° delayed wavefront. However. a shift to
position 2. towards the lagging, would result
in identical wavefront parameter (a. a')
across the head, as compared to position 2
(h, h'). For aesthetic reasons the head is not
drawn to scale.
The localization of images in off-centre
listening positions therefore cannot be only
on the basis of the theory developed for
phase delay. A more comprehensive
approach that takes into account the directional information in the phase of the wave front when R # L is required.
For large off-centre displacements. the
image is likely to he perceived as coming
from the speaker nearer to the subject. This
is because the head could. under this condition. he in contact with more than one
interference lobe. a situation that implies a
discontinuity in the phase of the wavefront.
This practically inhibits the perception of a
single, well-defined image. Because of the
increased complexity of the interference
pattern as frequency increases. even small
displacements off-centre by the head will
result in discontinuity in the phase characteristics of the reconstructed wavefront. It
has been observed in practice that if a
listener moves slowly off-centre along the
X-axis (Fig. I I. the interference pattern of the
field II_(x) can be perceived. At certain
positions. a loud image is perceived, then the
loudness level decreases to a minimum and
then starts to increase again to a maximum
level, the effect repeating with further move-

lags in the case of phase delay for

-X
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reconstructed wavefront H,(x) for a 25001-Iz
signal when the two in -phase loudspeakers
are equally driven.
For such a complex wavefront. very small
head displacements from the median plane
will result :n discontinuity in the phase of
the reconstructed field and the perceptions
of more than one image or diffused images
are very likely possibilities, as suggested
earlier by image migrat ion theory'.
With this in mind, it is logical to confine
the use of wavefront reconstruction in developing an image localization theory for
off-centre listening positions to conditions
in which the amount of displacement from
the centre does not result in the head being
immersed in more than one interference
lobe: this is applicable mainly to low frequency signals. The two -loudspeaker
stereophonic system cannot provide enough
usable region in space for high -frequency
signals to satisfy off-centre listening conditions.

IMAGE LOCALIZATION AT LOW
FREQUENCIES

-20
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-10
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É3-0-
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Fig. 7. Curve of image elevation across the
stage width with varying interchanel intensities.

The position of the image as determined

The nature of the wavefront in contact with
the head in a given off-centre position
provides an indication of the subjective

evaluation of the stereophonic image.
Wavefronts reconstructed by two loudspeakers over a 60cm range for a 250Hz tone are
shown in Fig.4 for R = L. The position of the
head (not to scale) of a listener in a 15cm
off-centre position to the right relative to the
wavefront is also shown.
'l'he phase of the section of the wavefront
is essentia'ly constant. which implies an
image directly in front at position 0, in Fig. 1.
The amplitude. however, is not constant: the
left -ear signal is larger than that of the right.
This would indicate that the image is located
to the left of the head. The contribution of
amplitude to image localization in this case
tends to work against the direction of shift of
the listener. This can he considered as an
effect which pulls the image away from point
0, towards the stage centre, an effect -which
is likely to cause image spreading over a
frequency range. The image will therefore he
perceived to lie between points 0,. and 0, of
the stage width. The amount of displacement of image from position 0, due to the ear
signal difference is due to an image position
cx,,. which can he calculated using the
stereophonic sine law ' as

'

= arc sin )(R-L)/IR+L)I sin H

Fig. 6. Elevation of the image.

(6)

where R and L are the average instantaneous
pressures at both ears from left and right
speaker. In wavefront reconstruction. the
question of crosstalk does not arise: therefore. the values of L and R can be taken as
sound pressure at positions -X11, and X,,, of
the reconstructed wavefront -12(x). If the
amplitude values of the wavefront at -Xm
and X11, are p and q respectively. then
equation (6) can he re -written as
(71
sin a,, = I(p-ql/(p+q)1 sin H
I

where H in the azimuth angle of speakers
(Fig.1)

by the constant phase is aph = 00 with
respect to point 0,. However, the off-centre
movement creates an initial image displacement relative to the stage centre. This initial
is given as
displacement

ai

a;

= arc tan 'shift off-centre/listening
(8)
distanceI
For a shift of 15cm and listening distance of
200cm (Fig.)), initial displacement am =
4.28". Therefore, the actual image azimuth
angle relative to stage centre is:

a =

a,,,+a,-a

(9)

-

*

e, e')
L (Fig.4, b,b'
For cases when R
the image azimuth angle a1,h relative to
point O, of the stage width can be deduced by
the best -fit phase approach developed in
references 1,2. The pressure levels at the two
ears for each ratio of R/L are used in equation
(7) to find a,,, and the actual image position
can then be determined by equation (9).
Such a scheme has been implemented in
software using the stereophonic system
geometry in Fig.I for an off-centre movement of 15cm to the right and a 14cm head
width. The simulations were implemented
for 250Hz signal. No assumptions were
made in generating I-1.(x). Results of computer simulations of actual image positions for
the given off-centre listening position are
shown in Table and in the graphs of image
displacement in terms of stage width with
interchannel intensity ratio in Fig.5.
It is evident from these graphs that offcentre movements do result in larger image
1

Frequency
(Hz)

250

Inter -channel Image position Image position/
intensity
azimuth angle stage width
WSW
(degrees)
ratio. R/L
1.0

3.14

0.8
0.5
0.3

5.46
12.57
18.8
26.63

0.1

0.052
0.083
0.194

0296
0.436

Table 1. Simulation: image localization in a
15cm off-centre position. (D= 14cm)
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displacements in comparison with on -centre
listening for the same interchannel intensity
ratios. However, for low frequencies, small
offsets sideways do not result in considerable
image displacements.

DETERMINATION OF IMAGE
POSITIONS
Practical tests have been carried out to
validate the theoretical predictions made
above. The tests were carried out in an
anechoic chamber with a reverberation time
of less than 0.25s for all frequencies down to
12511z. The signal used was a 1/3 -octave pink
random noise generated by a signal noise
generator in conjunction with a bandpass
filter set (Bruel & Kjaer type 1402). This was
fed into the two loudspeaker cabinets, each
housing a single type 8P unit produced by
Goodmans Loudspeakers Limited and ten
subjects participated in the test. The tests
were carried out for 15cm and 75cm offcentre listening positions using the geometrical layout of Fig.1.
Each subject occupying the specified offcentre position and facing directly forward
was asked to specify image positions along
the stage width using the dimensioned bar
placed across the stage. Interchannel intensity difference was introduced between
the channels by using an amplitude -control
circuit. Average practical results are shown
in Table 2. The average image displacement
curves are shown in Fig.5 with the critical
curves for the 250Hz signal. Reasonable
agreement is seen to exist between theory
and practice.
Frequency Offset RiL
(Hz)

(cM)

1.0

250

15

0.8
0.5
0.3
0.1
1.0

250

75

0.8
0.5

Image linear
position. LL (cm)

Image position/
stage width, LL/SW

17.5
31.875
63.75
92.5
115

0.076

90
104.375
114.375

0.138
0.277
0.402
0.5

0.39
0.454
0.4973

Table 2. Average results: image localization in off-centre listening positions.
It is worth noting that for the 75cm
off-centre movement, besides the marked
displacement of the curve, most subjects
reported that the position of the image
became very vague. This is in agreement
with the theoretical analysis, that if the
offset sideways is such that the head becomes immersed in more than one interference
lobe, the image could be perceived as diffused because of the antiphase nature of
adjacent lobes. For a 25011z signal, a 75cm
offset sideways will bring the head in contact
with more than one interference pattern,
since A/2<75cm.

IMAGE ELEVATION
In stereophonic sound reproduction, the
phenomenon of image elevation above the
speaker baseline has received great attention
over the years 3.5.7. When the listener is very
close to the speaker base line, this phenomenon becomes very pronounced and
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central image could he perceived as coming
directly from above the head.
Although image elevation has been widely
reported in subjective experience, no sound
theoretical explanation has been put forward
for it. Image elevation in stereophony is a
peculiar phenomenon and should not he
expected to occur and the answer to why this
is so can he found by examining the nature of
the reconstructed wavefront along the axis
passing through the centre of the head of a
listener in the median plane.
Consider Fig.6, for deducing the wave front I-12(x,z) due to loudspeakers LS and RS
located in the X -Z plane. The wavefront
reconstructed by the two loudspeakers is
given as:

l-l2(x,z)=L exp jklx sin

H+z cos 01+

=R exp jkl-x sin o+z cos 0I

(10)
112(x,z)= exp jk z cos

+

R exp

NIL exp(jk x sin 00)

(-jkx sin doll

(11)

The term in the square brackets of equation
(11) is equivalent to the wavefront produced
by the virtual source located in a direction of
a degrees, along the X-axis. The image
position can be deduced as I.3
sin a = 1(L-R)/(L+R11 sin

[IL-R1/(L+RI

sin 0.

(13)

Equation (13) is applicable if a better accuracy is required'.
The wavefront due to the virtual source
located in the direction a and elevated by an
angle of )3. in two-dimensional form can be
expressed as:
l2(x,z) = Iexpljk x sin a1. exp (jk z cos qJ
(14)
I

In Fig.6, the following relationships exist
cos q

= e/f

(15)

cos a = e/d

(16)

= d/f

(17)

cos

¡3

Therefore
cos

q=

cos a cos

jective experiences. Figure 7 shows the
pattern of image elevation for image positions along the stage width. If the subject is
close to the speakers baseline - that is if 0
approaches 90", then the central image
elevation approaches 90" and the virtual
image tends to appear directly overhead.
This is what is experienced in practice'`.
The wavefront reconstruction theory has
therefore been used to explain the phenomenon of image elevation in stereophonic
sound reproduction. The amount of elevation perceived will ultimately depend on the
listening distance for a given speaker separation.
The parameters of the wavefront along the
Z-axis in Fig.6 could also he interpreted as a
depressed image. -however, subjective experience indicates that the stereophonic
I

image is always located above the speaker
baseline. The way in which the ear/brain
combinations interprets this information in
the Z-axis such that an elevated image is
perceived is not yet fully understood.

(12)

00

or
tan a =

maximum. As L/R decreases, the elevation
decreases until it reaches a minimum when
one speaker is radiating and the image
becomes located at that speaker. This is in
good agreement with earlier reported sub-

(18)

(3.
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Hence equation (14) becomes

II2(x,z)=1exp (jkx sin a). exp (jk
cos WI

z cos to

(19)

Equating equations (11) and (19) and neglecting the x -directional term, as it does not
contribute to image elevation. we have

expljkz cos 00) = exp (jk z cos

co

= exp Ijkz cos

13

= exp (jk z cos
Therefore
cos0 =

(3

l

cos (3)

1-sinna)
VI -IIL- R/1 L+ R lzsi n20)
(20)
cos

-

I

0

IL- R1/IL+RIzsin20

(21)

Equation (21) gives an indication of image
elevation above the speaker's base line for an
image position defined by the interchannel
intensity ratio.
If I. = R. then (3 = 00 and the elevation is

l)r Edeko is a lecturer in the Department of
Electrical and Electronic Engineering at the
Universityof Benin. Nigeria
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Colour Image Aquisition Board
Let the OGGITRONICS LTD CDG512/7

take all of the headache out of the front
end design of your colour image aquisition
system.
The board accepts a standard volt composite
signal and provides all of the following:
Linear red, green, blue outputs through a
high performance colour decoder.
Digital 7 -bit resolution red, green, blue
outputs at 10MHz sample rate.
Line locked 10MHz output clock.
Horizontal and vertical (field and frame)
signals. 75ohm buffered CCIR sync and
blanking signals.
Automatic internal/external sync switch for
sync pulse generator.
Colour and In -lock LED indicators.
DC control of saturation and contrast.
Requires +5V and an unregulated 14V suppy.
Complete with all documentation and leads
ready to go.
Substantial quantity discounts available.
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Telephone: (0621) 50378.

Not only in height is the range of Clark Masts wide out also in the
field of application. Every model, mechanical or air -operated,
has been created in response to customer requirement
and proved in service; for over 25 years.
Major users in the Communications Industry,
Broadcasting, Civil Authorities and Military
Commands worldwide, have all contributed
and benefited from Clark Masts
reliability and ceaseless engineering
improvement.
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A new technique in o.t.d.r.
Using a new correlation technique, time -domain
reflectometry measurements of optical fibre are obtained
64 times faster than is possible with conventional single pulse methods, given the same laser, receiver and optical
coupling.
STEVE NEWTON
The optical time -domain reflectometer.

o.t.d.r., is the primary measurement
instrument for the single -ended characterization of optical fibre. By timing the
arrival of backscattered and hackretlected
light generated by optically probing the fihre
under test, the magnitudes and locations of
faults and reflect ions can he determined. and
the propagation characteristics of the fihre
can he estimated.
During the past several years, o.t.d.r.
measurement has become more difficult. As
users of fihre have progressed to longer
transmission wavelengths because of lower
loss. and as higher -quality fibre has become
available. there is less backscattered light to
he measured. Furthermore. the dominant
use of single -mode fibre makes the coupling
of the probe signal less efficient, and results
in a smaller fraction of what little light is
scattered being captured by the fibre and
guided back to the measurement instrument. At the same time. the long lengths of
the fibre systems that are being installed
require that, in addition to the high sensitivity needed to measure extremely low levels of
backscattered light. o.t.d.rs must also have a
vefy large dynamic range.
Yet, despite their wide usage during the
past several years. surprisingly few fundamental changes in o.t.d.r. design have
been seen. \Vhile incremental changes such
as the use of higher power lasers and the
parallel averaging of all data points on a
single probe shot have provided some improvement, they have been unable to remedy
a limitation that is funadamental to all
conventional o.t.d.r. designs: the trade-off
between signal-to-noise ratio (which determines dynamic range and measurement
time) and response resolution.
This article describes a new approach to
optical time-domain retlectomelry that applies spread -spectrum techniques. such as
those used in radar. to increase dynamic
range and dramatically reduce the required
measurement time. without sacrificing resolution. The resulting performance is the
hest yet reported for a practical system.

CONVENTIONAL OTI
MEASUREMENT

R

An o.t.d.r. is an instrument that characterizes optical fibre by launching a probe signal
into the fibre under test and detecting,
averaging, and displaying the return signal.
The distance to a given feature is determined
by simply timing the arrival of that part of
the return signal at the detector.
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3dB coupler

Fibre under
test

Display

Fig.1. Block diagram of an

optical time -domain ref hectometer.

Figure is a Klock diagram of a generic
o.t.d.r. An electronic -probe signal generator
modulates the intensity of a laser. In a
conventional o.t.d.r. the probe signal is a
single square pulse: in portable instruments.
a semiconductor laser is used as the source.
Output of the laser is coupled into the fihre
under test using a beam split ter or. as shown
in Fig. 1. a 3dI3 directional coupler. In the
case of a fibre coupler, unused output of the
directional coupler must be terminated by a
method such as refractive -index matching in
order to prevent the probe signal from being
reelected directly hack into the receiver.
The return signal from the fihre under test
is coupled to the receiver through the heanl
split ter or coupler. It is important that this
beam splitter be polarization independent,
otherwise polarization variations in the
hackscattered signal will appear to be
changes in the power. The amplified signal is
then processed. usually by averaging. hefore
1

being transferred to the display.

BACKSCAT'I'ERING
IMPULSE RESPONSE
The main object of o.t.d.r. measurement is
to determine the hackscattering impulse
response of the fibre under test. This is
strictly defined as the response of the fibre to
a probe signal which is an ideal delta function impulse. as detected by an ideal
receiver at the same port into which the
probe was injected. Since the physical processes that generate it are all linear, the
hackscattering impulse response is indeed a
true impulse response. and the fibre can be
treated as a linear system or network.
In practice, however. the signal that is
displayed is not the hackscattering impulse
response itself, hut rather a smoothed ver-

Front-end

reflection

3
End

aa

reflection

Splices

RANGE (10ns/m)

Fig.2. Example of a

fibre-backscattering

impulse response.

sion of it. The smoothing is due to the effects
of the non -zero duration of the probe pulse
and receiver response, and will he described
in more detail later.

Figure 2 illustrates what a typical
measurement might look like. The measured response is plotted on a logarithmic
scale, in decibels. Although the data is
acquired as a function of time. it is displayed
as a function of distance using a conversion
factor which approximately equals 101.1s/km
- the 'round-trip' propagation delay of light
in fibre.
An ideal fibre without breaks, splices. or
reflections would he displayed as a perfectly
straight line. indicative of the exponential
decay due to propagation loss. The measured
response typically exhibits two kinds of
features: positive spikes that are due to
reflections. and relatively smooth exponentially decaying signals that are due to
Rayleigh hackscattering. These hackscatter-
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ing curves can exhibit discontinuities, which
may he either positive or negative, depending on the physical causes of that particular
feature.

BACK PHYSICAL ORIGINS OF TI
SCATTERING IMPULSE RESPONSE
I

To interpret the response that is measured
correctly. the physical situations that give
rise to the observed features must be identified and understood. Some of these situations are illustrated in Fig.3. All of the
features that comprise the hackscattering
impulse response are derived from either of
two physical effects: Fresnel reflections and
Rayleigh scattering.

Cladding
Core

Rayleigh

scatterer
Core

Crack

Angled end

misalignment

Fig.3. Physical origins of major features of

backscattering impulse response.
Fresnel reflections. Just as an electrical
time -domain reflectometer measures mismatches and discontinuities in electrical
impedance. an optical t.d.r. measures discontinuities and mismatches in the optical
refractive index. Such a mismatch results in
what is commonly called a Fresnel reflection, whose magnitude is given by:
Pretl
Tina

-n,+nt

)

'

where licit and P,,,,. are the reflected and
incident optical powers respectively, and nl
and n, are the indices of refraction at the

discontinuity.
Fresnel reflections commonly occur at
connectors, mechanical splices. and unmatched ends of a fibre cable. If the interface
is between fibre and air. as it might he at a
junction where an air gap exists or at the end
of a 'perfectly' broken fibre (a clean break
perpendicular to the optical axis). the reflection should he around 3.4% (-14.7dB) of the
incident power.
In practice. however, reflections having
just this magnitude are not often seen. For
example. the Measured reflections at glass/
air interfaces can be much smaller if the
fibre is dirty or not cleanly broken in the
vicinity of the core. Even a clean, flat fibre
end can exhibit low reflection if it is angled
with respect to the optical axis. In these
cases. the light is reflected or scattered at an
angle that is too large for it to be captured in
the fibre core and guided back to the input.
For example, if the end of a single -mode fibre
is cleaved at an angle of only 6' the reflected
power that is guided back to the input is
69dB down from the incident power.
On the other hand. conditions can exist
that actually enhance Fresnel reflections or
that make such reflections difficult to suppress. For example, a gap at a connector
joint may form an etalon* between the fibre
Interferometer comprising

an air

film between two

half-silvered quartz plates.
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IMPROVED OTDR MEASUREMENT
Performance of an optical time -domain reflectometer is dramatically improved using a new
correlation technique that employs codes with complementary autocorrelation properties.
Using this technique experimentally, equivalent results were obtained over 64 times faster
than is possible with a conventional single -pulse measurement using the same laser,
receiver, and coupling optics. Alternatively, a 9dB two-way range improvement was obtained
in the same measurement time.
faces which. if the spacing is right. can lead
to a resonant enhancement of the reflection.

Also, the polishing of a fibre end appears to
cause its refractive index to increase
(perhaps by more than 50%) in a thin layer
near its surface. This can lead to an index
discontinuity within the fibre itself, resulting in the presence of a reflection regardless
of the condition of the end surface.
The ability of o.t.d.rs to measure the
magnitude of Fresnel reflections will be
increasingly important in the future as more
and more narrow line -width laser sources
are installed in coherent and/or wavelength multiplexed transmission systems. The
reason is that these sources exhibit serious
spectral instabilities when large reflections
are present. Occasionally. other situations
may arise wherein it is important to know
the magnitude of Fresnel reflections. In
these cases, an o.t.d.r's ability to measure
reflections will prove to be valuable.
In most cases. however. the magnitudes of
Fresnel reflections in the hackscattering
impulse response have little or no significance. This may seem surprising since reflection peaks appear to be the most dramatic features of the measured signal. However, the present or absence of a reflection peak
at a connector or splice does not by itself give
an indication of the quality of the joint. That
and other information are hest determined
by observing changes in the level and slope
of the part of the response that is due to
Rayleigh scattering.

Rayleigh scattering. Whereas electrical
t.d.rs measure only discrete reflections.
o.t.d.rs also measure a low-level background
of hackscattered light whose decay is ideally
proportional to that of the probe signal that
travels along the fibre. In principle this
allows the propagation loss of a fibre segment to be measured by observing the slope
of the hackscattering impulse response. In
practice. this is usually the case. however
some care must be taken in making this
interpretation if a variation in hackscattering parameters as a function of distance is
suspected (i.e. if the fibre does not scatter
uniformly along its length).
Rayleigh scattering is the dominant loss
mechanism in single mode fibre. It occurs
because of small inhomogineities in the
local refractive index of the fibre, which
re -radiate the incident light in a dipolar
distribution. In single -mode fibre. only a
very small fraction (approximately 10.1) of
the scattered light falls within the small
capture angle of the fibre and is guided back
to the input.
One of the main challenges of an o.t.d.r.
measurement is that the backscattered signal is very weak. The dependence of Rayleigh
scattering on wavelength is 1/Xr. and has
motivated fibre system designers to use

longer transmission wavelengths: typically
1.3µm (the wavelength of minimum dispersion) or I.55µm (the wavelength of minimum loss). Unfortunately, at these wavelengths there is little scattering to be captured. guided in the backward direction. and
detected by an o.t.d.r. For example. the
detectable backscattered power generated by
a
is probe pulse is roughly 2000 times
smaller (-33dB) than what would be reflected by a 3.5% Fresnel reflection at the
same location.
Not only must an o.t.d.r. he able to
measure these small signal levels, it must
also he able to detect small changes in these
small signal levels of the order of ±0.05dB
(±1%). For example. connectors and splices
in many fibre transmission systems are
required to have insertion losses of the order
of 0.1dB. If the total allowable loss is
exceeded. the faulty junction(s) must he
identified. In an o.t.d.r. measurement. a
lossy junction would appear as an abrupt
lowering of the hackscattering level. Such a
di:,continuity could be caused by a misalignment or the fibres at a splice or connector.
where core offsets of as little as I iinn can
result in substantial losses. Another source
of loss might he a bend in the fibre which is
sharper than its allowable bend radius. causin....5 some of the guided light to he radiated
into the cladding and lost. In this case. the
o.t.d.r. would also measure a discontinuity.
Finally. in the case of a catastrophic fault.
such as a break in the fibre. the hackscattering impulse response would abruptly drop
into the noise.
On rare occasions, when a fibre is joined
to a Iossier fibre. the measured hackscattering level can actually increase abruptly.
followed by a more rapid decay. This points
out once again that the backscattering impulse response does not always precisely
indicate what happens to a forward travelling signal (such a signal would certainly not
experience gain at the junction!). however,
it the great majority of cases. and with
proper interpretation. the hackscattering
impulse response measured by an o.t.d.r.
can present an accurate and useful picture of
the propagation conditions along an optical fibre cable.
1

I

Applications. An o.t.d.r. measurement of a
fibre's backscattering impulse response contains information that can he useful for
n any different purposes. Indeed. o.t.d.rs are
used in a wide variety of applications. Some
of these applications are,

- Fibre length determination
- Fibre characterization

- .\ct ive splicing during instal lat ion
- Splice and connector maintenance

- Detection
-

and location of catastrophic
faults
Security: detection and location of taps
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- Component testing
- Network testing
- Sensing: interrogation of optical sensors
PERFORM:\NCE P.\ILANIETERS
Performance of an o.t.d.r. can he specified
using a set of parameters that describe the
quality of the measurement. Figures 4 and 5
depict some of the key features of a hackscattering impulse response that can he used to
define and describe these key performance
parameters.
Dynamic range. The dynamic range is a
measurement of the range of optical power
levels over which useful measurements of
hackscattering impulse response can be
made. It is usually defined as the range from
the initial hackscattering level of the noise.
Fig.4. Since the initial hackscattering level

RANGE

Fig.4. Dynamic range is the difference in

power levels between initial backscattering and noise.
depends on the probe pulse width and the
attenuation coefficient of the fibre. these
parameters. or at least the operating
wavelength. should he stated when specifying the dynamic range. At the low end of the
range. some criterion for the point where
the signal hits the noise must he stated as
well. The level of peak noise and the level of
r.m.s. noise are used most frequently.
Two different terms have evolved to describe dynamic range. which is always expressed in optical decibels. Dynamic range
that is actually measured by the instrument.
called two-way dynamic range. corresponds
to the difference in actual optical power
levels. The second term. one-way dynamic
range. is equal to half of the two-way
dynamic range. It is commonly used to
specify instrument performance because it
allows the user to simply divide the one-way
range by the propagation loss of the fibre
(always specified as one-way loss) to estimate
how far into the fibre one can expect to see.
For example. suppose that the initial hack scattered power from a Iµs probe pulse is
measured to he 20i\V (-47dBm) and that the
noise equivalent power alter a specified
averaging time is 2p\V (-87dBm). The range
of optical powers measured (two-way dynamic range) is 40dB, but the one-way range
would he specified as 20dB..\ user working

with fibre having a propagation loss of
11.á:5d13/km would see the backscattering
signal equal the noise at a distance of
approximately 57km. Note that this example
reflects a typical o.t .d.r. measurement.
Finally. at the risk of confusing matters
further. it should be noted that optical
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3dB

RANGE

Fig.5. Response resolution is the minimum
separation at which two faults can be

distinguished from each other.

Measurement time. The measurement time
required to achieve a given dynamic range
capability is a basic and essential specification of the performance of an o.t.d.r. unfortunately. it is routinely omitted from o.t.d.r.
dynamic -range specifications. .\s will he
described shortly, the dynamic range and
the averaging time are intimately related
and must always be specified together.
Range resolution. The range resolution is a
measure of the uncertainty of the absolute
position of a given feature, and is usually
directly related to the sampling period. If the
range resolution of a measurement is 10m
and the fibre under test is shortened by 10m.

then the measured backscattering curve will
shifted by one data point. It does not mean
that faults 10m apart can he distinguished:
that capability is specified by the response

he

decibels and electrical decibels are related by
a factor of two: one optical decibel is two
electrical decibels. This is because the light
is detected using a square -law detector
which relates optical power to electrical
current. Thus. the range of electrical signals
measured in the preceding example is 80dB
(electrical). Again. o.t.d.r. performance is
always specified in terms of optical decibels.
Response resolution. The response resolution (two-point resolution) is a measure of
how close two faults can he and yet still he
distinguished from one another by the
measurement. It can be defined as the
minimum separation between two equal
peaks such that the measured signal drops
by some arbitrary traction of the peak height
(3dB. for example) between the two features.
thereby allowing them to he distinguished.
Fig.5. Response resolution is directly related
to the probe pulse width.

Amplitude sensitivity. The amplitude sensitivity specifies the minimum amplitude
variation that can he detected at a certain
location on the measured signal. Fig.(i. It is
typically limited by noise. but may also he
limited by measurement deficiencies that
are optical (e.g. polarization effects) or
electrical (e.g. digitization errors).
Linearity. The linearity of a measurement
can he expressed in terms of the deviation of
the amplitude sensitivity envelope from a
straight line when an 'ideal' fibre having a
perfect exponential decay is measured. It is
usually expressed in d13/dB. Deviations from
linearity can he caused by non -ideal behaviour of the receiver or analogue -to digital converter. for example.

resolution.
Other specifications. A prospective user of
an o.t.d.r. should use caution when encountering the terms measurement range
(expressed in km), display range. and readout resolution. Measurement range is
meaningless when expressed in terms of
distance since it must assume a particular
fibre loss. which usually isn't specified.
Display range and readout resolution are
often used in misleading ways that imply
superior measurement capabilities. however, these terms relate to the way a given
measurement is displayed. and have nothing
to do with the quality of the measurement.
The display range is the maximum distance
that can be displayed. Readout resolution is
simply the smallest resolvable interval of the
display or the minimum marker increment.
\Vhen judging the measurement capabilities
of an o.t.d.r., and not its display capabilities.
the performance specifications described
previously should he sought.
S -TO -N RATIO VERSUS
RESPONSE RESOLUTION

fundamental limitation of any conventiono.t.d.r. measurement is the trade off
between response resolution and signal-tonoise ratio. Increasing the signal-to-noise
ratio of an o.t.d.r. measurement results in
increased dynamic range in a given
measurement time or, alternatively, a reduction in the number of averages required
to obtain a given result.
In any o.t.d.r. measurement. the received
signal s(1) can he expressed as the convolution (*) of p(t). the signal that probes the
fibre. r(tl. the impulse response of the
receiver, and f(t). the backscattering impulse response of the fibre and the quantity
that is being measured.
A

al

sit)=pit)*rlt)*flt).
The response resolution of the measurement
is therefore degraded according to the duration of the receiver response as well as that of
the probe signal, Fig.7. In a conventional
single -pulse o.t.d.r.. the probe signal is
simply a square pulse having duration.1T. If
..sT= p.s for example. the response resolution can be no better than approximately
100m. even with an ideal receiver. Strictly
from the point of view of response resolution, it is desirable that the probe pulse
I

RANGE

Fig.6. Amplitude sensitivity is the minimum
amplitude variation that can be detected at
a given point on a measured signal.
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Long probe pulse

Short probe pulse

further only by making the probe pulse
longer. which in turn degrades the response

lion with a coherent optical t.d.r. was
demonstrated''. lowever, none of the coded

resolution of the measurement.
The trade-off between signal strength and
resolution in a single -pulse o.t.d.r. manifests itself as a limitation in dynamic range
or, alternatively. the averaging time of the
measurement.
The signal-to-noise ratio in decibels of a
measurement at a range z can he simply
expressed by the 'o.t.d.r.-maker's formula.

probe signals reported to date has proved
useful in practical o.t.d.rs since. even under

SNR= P;,,;,-2az-ir-

RANGE

Fig.7. Differences in response resolution

due to different probe pulse widths.

where P,,,,, is the initial value of the hackscattered power given by.
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Fig.8. Differences in backscattering power

level due to different probe pulse widths.

width he as small as possible.
On the other hand, the strength of the
received signal is proportional to the energy
of the probe signal, which is the product of
the peak power and the probe pulse width.
Fig.8. For an ideal fibre with constant
propagation loss along its length, the detected optical power P(t) is given by.
for 0<t<.XT:

S Pin (I -

..T<t<x:
P(t) =

2

where 'r is the receiver noise equivalent
power in dBm. and N,,,., is the number of
probe shots expressed in octaves (i.e.
N,,,,= log., INxshots)1. For example. each
time the number of averages is doubled, the
signal-to-noise ratio improves by V 2, or
about 1.5dB, provided that true averaging is
used. (Some o.t.d.rs use exponential averaging to save memory. Exponential averages
do not converge, and can lead to false results
after long averaging times.)
The o.t.d.r. maker's formula makes clear
the dependence of the measurement range
and measurement time on the signal-tonoise ratio. The trade-off between the signalto-noise ratio and the response resolution is
therefore an important and fundamental
limitation on the overall performance of a
conventional single -pulse o.t.d.r.

ideal conditions, their autocorrelations exhibit side lobes (typically <20dB below the
peak) that are not sufficiently low to avoid
uistortion in the neighbourhood of large
ietlections and discontinuities. which may
exceed 20dB in magnitude. Much of this
work seems to have been abandoned, since a
finite probe signal with zero autocorrelat ion
sidelohes has not been found.

COMPLEMENTARY CODES
The new method described here realizes the
full advantage of correlation by probing and
correlating with pairs of probe signals that
have complementary autocorrelat ion properties. These prohe signals are the complementary codes!' which were first introduced by M. J. E. Golay in the late 1940's as a
method of improving the performance of
multi -slit spectrometers. Golay codes have
the following property - if A and B are an
L -hit complementary -code pair then.

(A*A) + (B*B) = 2L61t1.
The unique autocorrelation properties of
Colay codes are shown graphically in Fig.9.
Individual autocorrelat ions of each one of a
64 -hit complementary -code pair are shown
in the upper two plots. Each of the individual
codes consists of a pattern of ± l's. The value
of each of the autocorrelation peaks is equal
to the number of hits in the individual code.
Each of the individual autocorrelat ions also

SPREAD -SPECTRUM TECHNIQUES

P(t) =

for

=7SPIn(I -e

I

S

2

P;n(é'"-IT-lle "v"

ZavgSP;n.STe ""`'

where a is the attenuation coefficient of the
fibre, vg is the group velocity of the probe
pulse. S is the backscattering capture
coefficient' and _IT is the probe pulse width.
Clearly, in a conventional single -pulse
o.t.d.r., the signal strength resulting from a
single probe shot can he maximized only by
increasing the peak power or the duration of
the probe pulse.
Unfortunately, very high-powersources'ft
are precluded from use in a practical system
due to portability and durability requirements, which point to the use of semiconductor laser sources. The use of special high
peak -power semiconductor lasers is also
problematical in a practical system due to
their high cost, limited lifetimes, and high
drive -current requirements, the latter being
undesirable when the laser is used in close
proximity to a high -sensitivity receiver.
Once the peak pulse power of a standard
laser has been increased to its maximum
practical value, the probe energy and therefore the return signal can he increased
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100

Spread -spectrum techniques such as correlation offer the possibility of providing

measurements with improved signal-tonoise ratio without sacrificing response resolution. Such techniques are commonly
used in radar' and other peak -power limited
systems where increases in the transmitted
energy would otherwise result in degraded
resolution.
One way of applying correlation to o.t.d.r.
measurements is to correlate (*) the detected signal s(t) with the probe signal pit).

sit)*ptt1=1plt)*r(tl*f(tll*p(U
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In this case. the duration of the autocorrelation of the probe signal determines the
response resolution and not the duration of
the probe signal itself, which may be long
and energetic.
The idea of using correlation in o.t.d.r.
measurements is not new. A number of
proposals and experimental demonstrations
have been published previously' ". In each of
these experiments. pseudo -random codes
were used to probe the fibre under test. More
recently. the use of Barker codes in connec-
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Fig.9. Upper curves are individual autocor-

relations of each half of a 64bit Golay code
pair. The sum of these is shown in the lower
curve.
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exhibits side lobes that are up to 10% of the
peak height. However. when the autocorrelations are added together, the peaks add
together to a value of 2L and the side lobes
cancel exactly!
It is this contribution of all of the hits to
the autocorrelation peak along with the
complete cancellation of the side lobes that
allows the correlation technique to work in
practice. In designing a practical system of
this kind. it is essential to work with an
autocorrelation function that is perfect in
principle. since finite side lobes will always
exist in a real. non -ideal system. Using
complementary codes. the sidelobes in a real
system can he low enough so that the full
advantage of correlat ion can he realized.

SIGNAL PROCESSING
In order to realize the full correlation gain
offered by the use of complementary codes as
probe signals. a novel signal processing
sequence is required. The problem is that
the complementary codes are bipolar and
since the o.t.d.r. makes use of square -law
detection. there is no way to probe the fibre

with negative signals.
The solution is to transmit the bipolar
codes on a bias which is equal to half of the
available peak power. The fibre is probed by
successive groups of four probe 'shots', this
sequence being comprised of each member
of an L -hit Golay-code pair and its one's
complement. 13y subtracting the measured
backscattering signals in pairs, the component of the signals generated by the bias is
cancelled. whereas the component generated by the codes is reinforced. By correlating these differences with their respective
codes and summing the correlation results.
the net processed signal is equal to,

4L[flt
where.

n('r)`r(t)].

l
t

n 1.5T)
represents a single hit of the code as square
pulse of duration
Thus. in the time it
takes a conventional single-pulse o.t.d.r. to
make four measurements, this coded probing scheme effectively makes 4L measurements, with every transmitted hit contributing to the result.
In fact, the concept of each hit of the coded
probe signal making a contribution corresponds exactly to what is happening during a
measurement. \Vhen an o.t.d.r. probes a
Backscatter superposition

TIME

Fig.10. Each bit of the probe signal generates a backscattering signal. Their superposition is what is detected and processed.
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Fig.11. Time to measure 0.1dB faults versus two-way range for a conventional

o.t.d.r. and a complementary -correlation
o.t.d.r. using code lengths 16, 64 and 256.

fibre with codes. it simultaneously measures
many backscattering curves, each generated
by an individual hit. As Fig. 111 indicates, the
raw signal that is detected is the superposition of these backscattering curves. While
the raw signal is unrecognizable as the fibre
response in this form. the signal processing
effectively rearranges the superposed signals
to recover the fibre impulse response with
the resolution of a single bit. At the same
time, the extra energy that is injected into
the fibre and subsequently detected results
in a signal-to-noise improvement proportional to \ 'L.

CORRELATION GAIN
The effect of correlation on the key performance parameters of an o.t.d.r. is given by the

mentary-correlat ion o.t.d.r. by using a code
length of 4(L,,,,=21.
Nevertheless, the relative gain to be realized using the complementary -correlation
o.t.d.r. is substantial, Fig. 11. By solving the
'c.c.o.t.d.r.-maker's formula' for the number
of probe shots and assuming a Ikl-Iz repetition rate and 1µs bits. the time required to
achieve an amplitude sensitivity of 0.1dB
(signal-to-noise ratio of 17dB) is plotted as a
function of two-way range. The curves are
plotted for a conventional o.t.d.r. and for a
complementary -correlation o.t.d.r. using
code lengths of 16, 64, and 256.
Performance advantage of the complementary-correlation o.t.d.r. can he seen
in two ways. By comparing the conventional
result with the result of a 256bit code
measurement after 60 seconds of measurement time. the complementary -correlation
o.t.d.r. is seen to measure the same sensitivity 9dB farther into the fibre. In practice this
might correspond to a range improvement
of 10-18km, depending on fibre loss. Furthermore, the measurement range and amplitude sensitivity obtained with a conventional
o.t.d.r. in one minute of measurement time
10.1 dB sensitivity at 30.5dB) is obtained with
the complementary -correlation o.t.d.r. using 25bit probe codes in less than one
second.

Experimental results and details of the
instrument incorporating this technique
will he given in a subsequent article. Steven
A. Newton is with Hewlett Packard in Palo
Alto, California.

'correlation o.t.d.r.-maker's formula'.
SNR =

+1.51N,,;,+1.,,,,).

where the parameters are the same as in the
conventional o.t.d.r.-maker's formula. except for the addition of the term
which
is the code length expressed in octaves (i.e.
=log.L). As with a conventional single pulse o.t.d.r., the signal-to-noise ratio is
improved by 1.5dB each time the number of
averages is doubled. In the case of the
complementary correlation o.t.d.r.. however. the signal- o-noise ratio improves by
an extra factor of 1.5dB for each octave of
code length in the probe signal. This equation also explicitly shows that each hit of the
probe signal effectively provides an extra
average of the data, thereby reducing the
measurement time.
When comparing the performance of
the complementary -correlation o.t.d.r.
(c.c.o.t.d.r.1 to that of a conventional single pulse o.t.d.r., it has been shown that the
correlation technique allows I. more effective averages in the same measurement
time. To make a fair comparison, however. it
should he noted that the conventional probe
is a single pulse at the full peak power of the
laser, whereas for the coded probe each hit
Itas an amplitude of only half of the peak
power due to the bias that it must ride on. In
terms of the o.t.d.r.-maker's formula, this
means that P,,,,, is 3dB larger for a conventional measurement than for a coded one
that uses the signal processing scheme
described previously. As a result, performance equivalent to that of a conventional
optical t.d.r. is obtained in the comple-

I.,
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10th Eur. Cont Cornmun., Stuttgart. 8411984 I.
10. J.P. King. D.F. Smith. K. Richards. P. Timson,
R.E. Epworth, and S. Wright. Development of a
coherent OTDR instrument, IEEE I. Lightwave
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11. M.J.E. Colay. Complementary series. IRE
Trans. IT -7.8211961).
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Programming on our cards using high level
language options is so simple it's like cheating!

1`2-

The Cavendish Automation 7030/1 CPU versions support the Intel BASIC -52
package. This unique implementation allows direct manipulation of SFRs,
internal data RAM, including bit addressing. together with full floating point. Many
tasks which would normally require an assembler can now be written interactively
using this fast tokenized interpreter.

>?

1..soo..,..r,r ,..

Of course, some time -critical routines may require an assembler. Needed
routines can be called from BASIC with interrupts being handled at either level,
and what's more, an entire function library of over sixty routines may be called
from BASIC by the assembler, enabling simple negotiation of floating point, trig
functions, multiple precision logical operations and string/character handling.

CA 7030 CPU
USER MANUAL

The Cavendish Automation CA 7032 CPU versions are
available for programming using FORTH*, and provide
programme development and the
interactive
advantages of speed using a compiled language. As
with the BASIC package, numerous unique primitives
allow full access to the 51 Family architecture.

>»1

\
CA

7031/2

'

p

USER MAN
MANUALU

FORTH

y

Assembly language programming is supported together
with interrupt handling in FORTH or assembler and
timekeeping is included from years down to machine
cycles with practically zilch overhead.

43.00:11:-

sk

,;;.,:j.
!

.

' . `:

CA 7031I2 CPU

5

Our relay ladder implementation just has to be the
simplest and easiest way to manipulate I/O lines from
the CPU. The CA 7033 version CPU cards support
Relay Ladder implementations which can stand alone
or operate under BASIC. A unique feature is the ability
to escape at any time from any ladder string into a User
Function Module (UFM) which is fully defined by the
User. Virtually no restriction exists in calling a UFM,
which may be written using assembler or in high-level
language, for controlling displays or scanning
keyboards, etc.

USEI MANUAL

...

r,`-

...» ...
5+

4

.

.

..

Copyright Bryte
Computers Inc

4

r9

.

.

Single -ended 5V operation.
Serial ports up to 19.2K

Cards support entire range of

51

Family devices.

72 I/O lines on card.

BASIC version includes EPROM programming hardware on -card.

User selection of data/code memory boundaries.
11 MHz operation as standard. Low cost. Customised options for
low quantity.

We will quote on turnkey systems based on 7000 Series hardware.
CPU cards supported by large range of digital or analogue I/O.
including 12 -bit ADC, DAC. Signal conditioning. memory
extension options. power supplies. backplaines and equipment
cases.

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD
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The Cavendish Automation 7000 range of industrial
control cards which support the above CPU's include
analogue acquisition and drive cards in both 8 and 12
bit, together with high current digital output drive cards.
In addition, we offer rapid turnaround on individual
cards, including CPU's configured to customers'
requests. In many cases the cost, including the design,
is little more than the 10 -off buy price for standard
cards of roughly the same complexity. Whatever your
requirement, it might pay you to consult us first.

Cavendish Automation
Cavendish Automation Limited
45. High Street. St.Neots, Huntingdon. Cambridgeshire, PE19 1BN
Telex: 32681 CAVCOM G
Telephone: 0480 219457

REPLY CARD
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Sowter Transformers

With 45 years' experience in the design and manufacture of several hundred thousand transformers
we can supply

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS OF EVERY TYPE
WE MAKE IT!

YOU NAME IT!

OUR RANGE INCLUDES:
Microphone transformers (all types), Microphone Splitter/
Combiner transformers, Input and Output transformers. Direct
Injection transformers for Guitars, Multi -Secondary output
transformers, Bridging transformers, Line transformers, Line
transformers to B.T. Isolating Test Specification, Tapped impedance matching transformers, Gramophone Pickup transformers, Audio Mixing Desk transformers (all types), Miniature
transformers, Microminiature transformers for PCB mounting,
Experimental transformers, Ultra low frequency transformers,
Ultra linear and other transformers for Transistor and Valve
Amplifiers up to 500 watts. Inductive Loop transformers.
Smoothing Chokes, Filter, Inductors, Amplifiers to 100 volt line
transformers (from a few watts up to 1,000 watts), 100 volt line
transformers to speakers. Speaker matching transformers (all
powers), Column Loud -speakers transformers up to 300 watts
or more.

We can design for RECORDING QUALITY, STUDIO
QUALITY, HI -FIT QUALITY OR P.A. QUALITY. OUR
PRICES ARE HIGHLY COMPETITIVE AND WE SUPPLY
LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES AND EVEN SINGLE
TRANSFORMERS.
Many standard types are in stock and normal despatch times
are short and sensible.

OUR CLIENTS COVER A LARGE NUMBER OF
BROADCASTING
AUTHORITIES,
MIXING
DESK
MANUFACTURERS,
RECORDING
STUDIOS, HI -Fl
ENTHUSIASTS, BAND GROUPS AND PUBLIC ADDRESS
FIRMS. Export is a speciality and we have overseas clients in
the COMMONWEALTH, EEC, USA, MIDDLE EAST, etc.
Send for our questionnaire which, when completed, enables
us to post quotations by return.

E. Manufacturers
A. Sowter Ltd
Designers
and

(Established 1941). Reg. No. England 303990
The Boat Yard, Cullingham Road, Ipswich IP1 2EG. Suffolk. PO Box 36,
Ipswich IP1 2EL, England.
Phone 0473 52794 & 0473 219390 Telex: 987703G SOWTER
E. A. SOWTER LTD.

-
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HART The Firm for QUALITY

SHINING EXAMPLES OF 100%
EMI/RFI SHIELDING EFFICIENCY
A NEW CONCEPT IN METALLISED PLASTIC ENGINEERING
DESIGNED TO LOOK "MOULDED ON" WHEN FITTED. ALL OUR
PRODUCTS OFFER EXCELLENT PROTECTION FROM EMI/RFI AND
FIT TOGETHER WITHOUT TOOLS IN SECONDS.
FOR CABLES, CONNECTORS FROM CEEP, OR YOUR OWN
MOULDING DESIGN, CONTACT US TODAY
NEW SC25

FULLY SHIELDED
ADAPTORS FOR
RS232 IEEE -488

IEC-625

u

100% SHIELDED COVE

^,

'

REEL-TO-REEL TAPE HEADS
Special otter of heads to suit the Stuart Tape Circuits. Four track stereo format (2/4) Universal mount. ready to
fix to your base.
-£7 50
..
998E Erase Head (1mH)...
-£8 50
..
..
..
99914 Record Play Head (110mH)

cu[F'_

I

--

<GPIB

HIGH QUALITY REPLACEMENT CASSETTE HEADS
treble A worn head could be the problem Tape heads
are constantly improving and fining one of our latest replacement heads
Could restore performance to better than newt Standard mountings fit
most decks and our TC1 Test Cassette will make it easy to set the
azimuth spot on As we are the actual importers you get prime parts at
lowest prices. All our heads are suitable for Dolby machines.
Do your tapes lack

(S.wwmr--r
<CCM>

.

.

...oo.

IEEE -488

LINSLEY-HOOD SUPER HIGH QUALITY AMFM TUNER SYSTEM
combination of his ultra high quality FM tuner and stereo decoder described in 'ETU and the Synchrodyne
receiver
described
in -WW Cased to match our 300 Series amplifiers this kit features a ready built
AM
pre -aligned FM front end, phase locked loop IF demodulator with a response down to DC and an advanced
sample and hold stereo decoder. This tuner sounds better than the best of the high-priced exotica but. :hanks
to HART engineering, remains easy to build
£ 134 61
..
..
K400 -FM FM Only Kit Complete
£205 92
...
..
..
K400AM/FM. Full AM/FM Kit ..
A

STUART TAPE RECORDER CIRCUITS
Complete stereo record. replay and bias system for reel-to-reel recorders These circuits will give studio
quality with a good tape deck. Separate sections for record and replay give optimum performance and allow a
third head monitoring system to be used where the deck has this fitted. Standard 250mV input and output
levels. These circuits are ideal for bringing that old valve tape recorder back to life
£65 67
..
K900W Stereo Kit with Wound Coils and Twin Meter Drive
£1 30 ro VAT
...
....
RJS1 Reprints of Original Articles ..

FOR 'D'OONNECTORS

`u u

LINSLEY-HOOD 300 SERIES AMPLIFIER KITS.
Ultra high quality. Mosfet output. Fully integrated Hi -Ft amplifier kits by this
famous designer Two models, 35 and 45 watts per channel Capable of
.
a
r
Superb sound quality with greater delicacy and transparency of lone than
'
most commercial amplifiers Building is very easy with our comprehensive
building instructions as most components fit on the PCBs and setting -up
only needs a multimeter
K300-35 Total Parts Cost £t38.28. Discount Price for Complete Kit £98.79 K300-45 Pans Cost £142 74 Kit
Discount Price £102 36
RLH485 Reprints of Original Articles from '111 -Fi News £t 05 (FREE with Kit)

v

I

A COMPLETE RANGE OF IEEE-488.AND RS232 CABLES WITH
TOTAL SHIELDING ALWAYS AVAILABLE. CONTACT TODAY FOR
OUR COMPETITIVE PRICING.

CABLES CONNECTORS MOULDINGS LTD.
HAWTHORN HOUSE, ODIHAM ROAD,
RISLEY, BERKS RG7 1 SD
TEL: 0734 884825
ENTER 55 ON REPLY CARD

y-

£2 49
...
HX100 Standard Stereo Permalloy Head
66
HC20 High Quality Permalloy Stereo Bead
HS16 Sendust Alloy Super Head Quite simply the best 'Longer life than permalloy higher output than'errite
£14 86
fantast-c frequency response, metal tape capability
£14 60
H0551 4 -Track head for auto -reverse or quadrophonic use Full specification record and play head
Full data on these and other heads in our range are contained in our free list

HART TRIPLE-PURPOSE TEST CASSETTE TC1
One inexpensive test cassette enables you to set up VU I Dolby) level head azimuth and
£4.66
tape speed without test equipment Vital when fitting new heads Complete with instructions
Send for your FREE copy of our fists with full details of our complete range of Kits Components PCBs
Cassette Heads and Decks - Overseas please send 5 IHCs for Airmail Post

^

''

.18

RN ICIII,KT

LTD

Shropshire SY10 9AF
24 hr SALES LINE (0691) 652894 Please add VAT
PenylanELECTO

M

OswestIS ry,
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Fast risc processor
accessible -)y any instruction: with the exception of load -and -store operations, all
290011 operations are intended for register to -register manipulation.
Implementation of a run-time stack cache
is possible by addressing local registers from
the stack pointer. This mode allows parameters to he passed to a function or procedure without accessing external memory. As
a result. procedure calls/returns can be
executed on average five to ten times fewer
cycles than is possible with external -stack
processors. says AMD.
Alternatively. register banking provides
fast context switching by dividing the local
registers into eight hanks of 16 registers.
"These hanks can hold processor status information and variables for up to eight
different tasks that can he switched between
in as few as 17 cycles.
For use in fault -tolerant systems. the
processor has a master/slave facility. To use
this facility two processors are connected in
parallel, one operating in master mode and
the other in slave mode. The processor in
master mode operates normally while the
other, in slave mode. simply follows the
operation of the master. If the master processor does not do what the slave would have
done in the same circumstances the condition is flagged and the system can he shut
down. A more elegant solution is to use more
than two processors so that the system can
continue to run with only the offending
processor shut down.

Because of the way that microprocessors are designed. their performance on paper is difficult to
achieve in practice since they communicate
with other chips in a less than perfect

manner.
One way of relieving this problem.
adopted by A"If) for their new :\M290011 risc
processor. is to use an efficient external
interfacing scheme consisting of three 32bit
buses - one for addresses. one for data and
One for instructions.
Having separate buses removes gating
delays. resulting in an increase in the time
available fir accessing external devices. One
important advantage of this feature is that
memory costs can he reduced by replacing
expensive static rams with video dynamic
rams.
Apart from a 17 flips sustained execution
speed. the 29000 has 192 general-purpose
32bit registers and, despite the fact that it is
a reduced -instruction -set processor. it has
115 instructions. The reason for this large
instruction set is that the device is intended
either as a general-purpose processor for use
in workstations. etc.. or as an embedded
controller for specific applications like con-

trolling a laser printer.
Of the 192 registers. 128 are local registers accessed through indirect addressing
and 64 are global registers accessed by
absolute addressing. Every register is capable of storing data or addresses and is
u,
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Three -bus architecture

Simulation ready for new 17
Mips risc processor
Microprocessor technology is advancing
so rapidly now that provisional details of
at least one new device are always available. As a result, designers are often faced
with a difficult choice: they can either
take the safe option of using an existing
device, or they can take a risk and design
their system from preliminary data on
the very latest processor.
Since microprocessors are designed on
computers, it is possible for manufacturers to produce simulation programs as
soon as the design work is completed. but
before the manufacturing process begins. Making software simulators available to designers helps them decide
whether or not the new processor is
worth waiting for. Seeing how an existing
program will run on a simulator is much
more useful than an evaluation worked
out from instruction -time specifications
and benchmark -test data.
Software simulation for the AM29000
risc processor is an example. Samples of
the device are not expected until May. but
potential users can take their C -language
programs to AMD distributor Rapid Silicon to find out what sort of performance
they can expect from the new device.
Before being run on the software simulator, the C code in question is first
optimized for use with the 29000 processor. Once optimized, the simulation software running under Unix on a Vax computer shows the designer what sort of
performance to expect from the new
processor.
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David Craggs points out that in Fig.ti of this article
in :he January issue. the references to other
figures were one higher than they should have
been. i.e. 'to Fig.aa' should have read 'to Fig.:3a'.
Also pin 19 of IC, must he taken low when data is
to he passed through the I.S245.
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Multi-MAC for Astra
Chip -makers gear up for a satellite tv boom
IZICHAIlI) LAMI3LEY
plessey Semiconductors has received a
considerable boost with the news that
SES. the Luxembourg company he hind the Astra 16 -channel quasi-d.b.s. television satellite, has decided to allow programme providers to use DMAC transmission
as an alternative to D2MAC. French and
German cable tv operators favour D2MAC, a
narrow -hand standard designed to he compatible with their existing networks. But
British interests prefer DMAC, the system
chosen for the three British Satellite Broadcasting channels due to open next year.
DMAC offers the same picture quality but
twice the number of data packets. which
means more capacity for teletext and wide hand digital sound channels.
\Vith SES's decision, Plessey and its partners Philips and the design house Nordic
\ LSI will have the only chip set suitable for
both new l \C services (and it decodes
CNl.\C too): the rival ITT set handles only
D2M \C. Plessey and Philips are now working against the clock so that receivers can be
ready for the start of Astra's service. If
decoders are not available in time. Astra may
be obliged to open with PAL -encoded programmes.
The MAC consortium was set up last
August. though chip designs were then

already well advanced: Nordic VLSI was
commissioned by the Norwegian PTT to
begin work over three years ago. and Philips
had spent four years on its own CMAC/
D2MAC chips before the project was frozen
in 1986.

Details of progress with the new chips
were given by Peter Haywood of Plessey at a
London seminar staged by SES. the first in a
series aimed at promoting Astra to the
television trade.
Largest in the set is the ó1V1710 video
chip. designed in 1987 by Nordic and now
produced by Plessey. Although this measured ItImm by 10mm, it worked first time,.
said Ilavwood, and had been demonstrated
with double -cut rotational picture scrambling (all-important to the pay -tv market).
For Philips and Plessey. he added. it was the
number one priority to have this chip ready
in time.
The control chip ó'1VI720 has been checked ready for processing and was due to he
finished in April: expected at the same time
is the MV1730 sound chip. Other chips on
the sound side are types developed by Philips
for Compact Disc players. Digital mixing will
enable decoders to process stereo sound and
commentary channels simultaneously. The
d -rams are standard types and the a -to -d is a

further standard item supplied by both Philips and Plessey. The only truly analogue
device is the MAC -analogue chip. mothballed by Philips in 1986 and now being put into
production again.
Because the decoder is software controlled by the broadcaster, its most critical component is the microcontroller. This
should he ready by late summer. Philips has
a comprehensive set of application notes to
enable set -makers to prototype their decoders using dummy microcontrollers, and is
putting its Mitcham applications laboratories at the disposal of set manufacturers to
enable them to get their products ready in
the shortest possible time. It is likely to take
8-12 months for the chip set to reach
production status. The consortium intends
to dual -source the whole set and will make it
available to all.
Plessey's MAC chips are being made in
1.511m c -nos technology at the company's
new Roborough plant (the one Prince
Charles likened to a Victorian prison).
However, the plant allots future reductions
to 1.2,
and 0.8µm. each giving a 50%
reduction in chip size and the promise of
large-scale manufacture at the low costs
required for full exploitation of the d.b.s.
television market. The price target men1

Work on the D2MAC standard continues at the Philips research laboratories at Eindhoven.
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boned by SES is £350-£450 for a system
including receiver, 60cm dish and polarotor,
though the company does not expect this to
he reached with first -generation decoders.
Astra's launch on Ariane flight 27 has now
November. 1988. Since
slipped hack to

PHILIPS

further European quasi-d.h.s. vehicle

3x
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MV1740

MAC
VIDEO

CHAIN
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DUAL

SOUND

V1301

^
TDA1541A

SAA722O

1

positioning in orbit and commissioning will
take 30-45 days, programme services will
begin too late for the important pre Christmas sales period. But since SES has no
hack -up satellite or launcher, any failure
would mean that Astra will he overshadowed
by the start of a service from BSB. whose
satellite is due for launch in August 1989. \

11145702

YIN

RGB

-DA2734

promised by Eutelsat for 1990.
Uncertainty continues to obscure the
make-up of Astra's programme package:
British viewers are being encouraged to
expect three English -language entertainment channels lone pay -tv, the others supported by advertising, plus five 'thematic'
channels devoted to pop videos. sport or
other forms of predominantly non-verbal
communication, with further channels in
French. German or Scandinavian languages.
But at the time of writing. programme
providers appear to be in no hurry to sign up.
Asking price for a year's transponder rental

MACAN
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CONTROL
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INTERFACE

PC880C51a
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CONDITIONAL
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ACCESS
CONTROL

--------1
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Block diagram of the multi -standard MAC decoder incorporating
ICs from Philips and Plessey Semiconductors.
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Anone who

has used sound effects in
the radio studio or in other media will

-

recognize that there is far more to

obtaining realistic. believable noises -off
than merely sending somebody out with a
portable tape recorder.
Now a varied cross-section of the BBC's
unrivalled effects collection is available to
outside users in a set of ten Compact Discs.
All hut a few of the tracks have been recorded
digitally in stereo or binaural stereo. Between them they should satisfy the vast
majority of needs: there are one-off effects
such as motor -cycles starting up and moving
off or a power station being demolished as
well as extended bands of background
atmosphere lasting several minutes. Examples include exteriors such as a \\'elsh hillside with distant sheepdog. a school playground, a heach with seawash (and a choice
of calm or choppy water), a rubbish crusher
disposing of old tv sets; or interiors such as
an art gallery. an Edinburgh pub on a busy
Saturday night, the newsroom at The Times.
Other discs in the set are devoted to wildlife
sounds. transport by land, sea and air,
household noises, human crowds in various
settings. comedy and fantasy effects, and
machinery.
The conditions of sale allow virtually
unlimited use of the discs for commercial
audio and video productions in perpetuity
without any charge beyond the initial cost.
which is £ 199 plus tax for the complete set. A
leaflet which lists the contents in detail is
available from BBC Enterprises in London
on 01-576 0602.
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rNEW PRODU
runs on the
transputer
The parallel processing power of Inmos transputers has been combined
with the computer language C to
produce a system that will he easy to
understand by users of C while offer-

ing the phenomenal speed (la multi-

transputer configuration.
Parallel C. developed by language

compiler specialists. 31.. offers all the
facilities of the standard Kernighan
and Ritchie C compiler and adds the
software tools required for parallel
programming. As it compiles into
transputer machine code, it bypasses
the need to learn Occam or any other
new language. Central to the operation is a 'configurar' which creates
executable files from the independent tasks entered. distributing the
tasks over the available processors.
An application developed on a single

processor will he automatically
reallocated when run on a multitransputer system to take full advantage of the higher performance available. In addition to a number of
specific tasks running concurrently.
the system can cope with individual
tasks which may contain multiple
parallel threads. Perhaps this combination of an industry -standard language with the undisputed power of
the transputer will convert a number
of new users to transputing.:31. Ltd.
Peel
louse. Ladywell, Livingston
I

.

Tel: 0506 5959.

Expanding mosfet
range
There are a number of additions to
the Toshiba mosfet range which now
encompasses currents from 11.5A and
15.\ and voltages up to 1000\' in a
variety of packages. Toshiba are

2

Video measuring

Rugged oscilloscope is also safe

C

E1-151 li. \ G

S

r. J

+

///
second -sourcing the entire International Rectifier range.
Singled out. is a family of logic level -compatible mosfets with a
of 4V. Two other new mosfets are a
1000V/20A device with an on resistance of 0.761/ and a 500V/311 \
device with an on -state resistance of
O.180. Both are designed for high-

Field servicing is the main target for
the 0X709 dual -trace 3011 l z oscilloscope which has a built in sealed
lead -acid battery. This is automatically recharged when the instrument
is connected to an external a.c. or
d.c. supply. \ large 1120mm diagonal) c.r.t. screen is provided with a
high -voltage beam to give a bright
display. visible out of doors.
There is a variety of triggering
opt ions and a' sensitivity' of lmV/div.
Safety has been an important con-

y

ÓX

sideration with double insulation
and strengthened. isolated terminals. It is claimed to be the first of its
type that conforms to IEC and BS
safety standards.

Applications include use in mobile
laboratories. aerospace. at power stations and other high -voltage plants.
In keeping with its portability. the
instrument is compact and weighs
just 9.14kg. ITT Instruments. 346
Edinburgh Way. Slough. 13erks SLl
4'I'U. Tel: 075:3 8241:11.

fugi
I'

Add a lens to get a

c.c.d. camera
complete sub -assembly from Dlullard requires only a lens and a chassis
to provide a complete monochrome
video camera for use in machine
vision. surveillance and similar ap-

A

Emitter -coupled 256K rams
Super -fast 256Khit rams are made by
Hitachi in emitter -coupled logic
le.c.l.1. The large memory capacity is
coupled with low power consumption and an access time of 15ns with a
minimum write pulse of lOns.
The devices combine bipolar and
c-mos devices in a 1µm process.
Bipolar parts are used for the i/o
circuitry and sense amplifiers with
c-mos gates are used in the decoder.
Each memory cell is a four -transistor
n-mos device which also helps to

speed the process. While they will he
used to replace smaller e.c.l. memory
devices. Hitachi also see them being
used in place of d.rams and s.rams in

the main memory of supercomputers and in file memory for
test equipment. Previous e.c:l. devices did not have the capacity for
these applications and also dissipated
a lot of power.
litachi Electronic
Components (UK) Ltd. 21 Upton
Road, \Vatford. erts \\'D 71'B.
I

I l

1

Tel: 0923 246488.

Power d.c. converters
Switching power supply d.c.-to-d.c.
converters offer high power output
and have an efficiency of up to 80%.
Despite nominal inputs of 12V. 21V
and 48V the converters will tolerate
wide variations. Three outputs on
each model are fully floating and can
he used in combinations to produce
5\', 12\'. 15V and 24\'. Line and load
regulation are typically 0.2'% for the
511\V version and 11.5% for 190W.
while ripple and noise are typically
less than P'11..\ models can be shut
down remotely when on standby. The
DC50 (50W) series switches at about

100k1

1z

and can he synchronized

with an external clock to improve the
signal:noise ratio. Input will he shut
down if over or under -voltage limits
are reached and the power limit
protects against output shortcircuits.
Applications are most likely to
arise in telecommunications.
battery -hacked process control, in
portable and mobile equipment, un interruptible power supplies, and
low -voltage rails. Gresham Powerdyne Ltd. Osborn \Vay. look. lanes
I

RG27

91

plications.
Central to the camera is a Philips
solid-state image sensor which is
accompanied by all the driving
stages. pre-processing and power supply circuits.
Two basic versions for 525 or
625 -line systems are subdivided into
three grades of sensor quality. The
module offers a number of user selectable options including interlace on or off. gamma on or off.
automatic gain or not. automatic or
manual iris control and internal or
external sync.
The addition of the lens housing
and choice of non -interlaced signals
provides a system with 610 by 244
(El.\1 or 601 by 294 (CCIR standard)
pels. This can he used for machine
vision or industrial inspection systems. In the interlaced mode the

I

I

IX. Tel: 0256 72 4246.

camera can he connected directly to a
monitor for security and surveillance
systems when the screen offers 6114
óy588 gels (CCIR standard).
The sensor works in ambient Tight
down to one lux. the condition at
twilight. and can provide a usable
image down to 11.5 lux. The output is
a IV peak -to -peak composite video
signal. Standard commercial lenses
may he fitted in the mount provided.

switching applications with
high -efficiency and low losses. Toshiba (UK) Ltd. Semiconductor division. Centurian louse, \Vatchmore
Business Park. Blackwater Valley
I

Muliard Ltd (SSIS). Torrington
Place. London WCIE 71111. Tel: 0158)) 6633.

Road, Camberley. Surrey.

506

Both PAL and SEC \b1 can he monitored on the multi -standard Grundig
VE2010Vectorscope. It is intended to
monitor the outputs of colour tv
cameras, video recorders and control
rooms. It includes a waveform monitor and can measure the parameters
peculiar to the system it is being used
on. such as hell curves and frequencies with SECAN. Vector displays are
used to view signal saturation at 75'%
and 1110% levels. Synchronization of
the colour picture carrier is provided
internally or externally. Sync and
picture inputs are both 75 t) while
the latter also has a transient filter.
Instrumex Electronic Brokers, Dorcan louse, Meadfield Road. Langley.
Berks SL3 AL. Tel: 01 897 2434.
I

speed

Tel: 0276 694600.

monitor
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INTERNATIONAL
BROADCASTING CONVENTION
The 1988 IBC Technical programme will cover all
aspects of broadcast engineering with particular
emphasis on emerging technology including satellite
and cable distribution, enhanced and high definition
television systems, as well as multi -channel sound
systems and associated information systems.
The IBC EXHIBITION complementing the technical
sessions will have the latest professional
broadcasting equipment on display and demonstration
by leading world manufacturers.

FURTHER INFORMATION can be obtained by
returning the reply coupon below.

The SOCIAL PROGRAMME during the Convention will
include a Reception and a special Ladies Programme
of talks and demonstrations and visits to places of

interest.

The IBC Secretariat, The Institution of Electrical
Engineers, Savoy Place, London, United Kingdom
WC2R OBL. Telex: 261176 Telephone: 01.240 1871

Please send further details of IBC 88 to:
Name

&

Position

Company/Organisation
Address
Post Code
ENTER 58 ON REPLY CARO

[NEW PRODUCTS
Miniature solid-state
relay

G3(t)

r

output switch offers high off -state
resistance. International Rectifier Co
lurst
1GB) Ltd. Holland Road.
Green. Oxted. Surrey RH8 91313.
Tel: 0883 713215.
fet

I

Lighting areas
with leds
Whole areas can he illuminated by
newly designed leds from Siemens.
This is achieved by surrounding the
diodes with a conical reflector which
transmits the light onto a diffuser
and gives uniform light intensity
across its area. The leds are intended
for use in indicator panels with re-
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Word processor for maths and science
The BBC Micro has always had a
number of useful wordprocessor systems hut a new, fourth. version of Ian
Copestake's 1Vordpower is claimed to
he easy to use and to provide screen
images of exactly what will be
printed. Screen formats are continually adjusted in accordance with
the characters and control commands entered. Pop-up 'help' screens
and menus guide the beginner
through the use of the system. Continuous processing allows a file to he
as long as the capacity of a disc. or
even more than one disc.
Disc or rom versions of the word processor are used with different

models of the BBC and can also he
used with a second processor. \\'hen
used with the BBC Master. all characters entered appear on the screen.
even foreign accents and mathematical symbols.
It is the typefaces and easy control
sequences available that really makes
the system a cut above rivals. It
works in conjunction with Powerfont
NTQ. a rom-hased printer driver
from Permanent Memory Systems.
This can produce a number of different typefaces and allows the addition of many more. through disc
images. One in particular is of use to
engineers: Power Font M4 which

Force -cooled heat
sinks

RS232 to GPIB
converter

If you have power components that
need cocling fast, then these Marston
Palmer fan -assisted heat sinks may
be what you are looking for. One of
them offers 'T' slots which allow
many components to he securely
fastened without drilling. Both have
similar slots to fasten the sinks onto
other equipment. The forced airflow
gives the heatsinks very low thermal
resistance. Marston Palmer Ltd.
\Vohaston Road. Fordhouses. Wolverhampton \\á'10 6QI.

Just plug in a cable to a computer's
RS232 port and it is transformed into
a GRIP 11EE-488) controller. The
secret is in the oversized connector
shroud which conceals all the necessary electronics. No additional plugin cards are required and the converter runs from the power on the
RS232 signal lines.
GPI3-2001 offers full talk and listen facilities for a computer: GPIB21102 is used with printers. plotters or
any other listen -only device. One
useful application is the ability to
extend the operating distance of the
IEEE -488 bus beyond its normal
21)m range. Priced at ,£295. they are
claimed to he one of the least expensive converters available. Roalan International. Britannic louse, 28 St
Peters Road. Bournemouth. Dorset
B1-11 2LP. Tel: 11202 296358.

Fuses that stand fast

508

/

nznz

mznz

0

E

m=1

ab.D

Tel: 0902 :397777.

tlectors and diffusers shaped into
figures. numbers or other symbols as
may he used in instruments or on car
dashboards. Red. green and yellow
versions of the Argus reds can he
made to a customer's specification.
Siemens Ltd, \Vindmill Road.
Sunbury -on -Thames. Middlesex
T\V16 71 IS. Tel: 11932 785691.

3

ll

Mosfet technology is used by Interna-

tional Rectifier to produce a solidstate relay that can switch up to 100V
peak and can drive loads of up to
500mA.
PVI) 13 can operate on control
currents as low as 3m\ with a switching time of less than 6000. This
makes it suitable for process control
applications as well as multiplexing.
telecommunications. and signal conditioning. Only four of the eight dil
pins are used in the relay which is a
single -pole normally open device.
Input is opto -coupled to provide high
input/output isolation and the mos-

41

lzehzY'jsinrp9o(t)+cos4P+62osa33+3 9(t)

=

Bent legs provide an easy solution to
mounting fuse holders on p.c.bs and
Bussman has shown how. The 'kicked terminals provide a spring which
holds the fuseholder fast while being
flow -soldered. As a result the soldered joint is more reliable. The fuse
clips. with or without end stops, are
made for the standard 6.:3mm diameter fuses and can accommodate
various lengths. They are made from
tin -coated beryllium -copper and can
carry up to 20A\ current. Bussman
(Ilk). I Drumhead Road, Chorley.
Lancs PR6 7BX. Tel: 02572 69533.

I

~I

......
s9.

.

provides Greek characters and mult i line mathematical symbols such as
integral signs. Others provide the full
set of accents for various foreign
languages and different alphabets
such as Cyrillic or Greek. with up to
14 languages on one disc.
\Vhen combined with an Epson -

compatible printer. high -quality
print can he obtained as can he seen
from the sample printout.
A complete package consists of
\Vordpower. Powerfont NTQ and one
extra font disc: all for £681+ tax). Ian
Copestake Software. 111 Frost Drive.
\Virral. Merseyside L61 4XL.
Tel: 051-648 6287.

Toroidal ferrites
Ring-shaped components have been
added to the lskra range of ferrite
cores. Outside diameters range from

6mm

to 42mm with Imm steps

between 12mm and 23mm: in all 20
different sizes. Five different grades
of ferrite offer various permeability
constants for different applications.
For example in 6mm and IOmm
sizes, 12G ferrite has a relative permeability of 1)1,000 which is particu-

larly suitable for high -frequency
chokes. Other applications include

matching transformers, r.f. filters
C".'211=11.

and low -power switch -mode power

supplies where high -frequency

o

t-

switching leads to smaller smoothing capacitors. lskra Ltd. Redlands,
Coulsdon. Surrey C113 21 -IT.
Tel: 01-668
1-668 7141.

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

LANGREX
LTD
SUPPLIES
Streatham, London
Climax House, Fallsbrook
Rd.,

SW16 6ED

RST Tel: 01-677 2424
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NEW PRODUCTS
quoted slew -rate of 1000V/0
and capable of handling outputs of up
to ±35V and 75OmA, the TPI465
op -amp can justly claim to be powerful and fast. This is partly achieved by
the use of a fet input with a v.mos

With

Low-cost heat
sensor 'as good as

Highly stable crystal oscillators

Speed and power in
an op -amp
a

output. Other vital statistics are a
125dB open -loop gain and 2.5GIIz
gain bandwidth product. It operates
from a ± 15V to ±40V supply. Typical
applications include accurate audio
amplification. video distribution amplifers and yoke drivers, test equipment signal drivers. and for use with
inductive or capacitive loads. Two
versions offer standard or military

Four particular areas have been
chosen to demonstrate the superiority of a range of oven -controlled
crystal oscillators. These are long
and short term stability. phase noise
and sensitivity to movement. Stability rating for the BVA oscillators are
typically 1:10n/day long term and
5:19930s short-term. Phase noise at
II-Iz is -12d13c and at 1001Iz is
-15d13c. Static 'g sensitivity is

5:10'"/g.
The devices are manufactured in

Switzerland by Oscilloquartz, and
are said to he suitable for both standalone applications and when used in
conjunction with atomic frequency
standards. Applications requiring
such precision include time standard
distribution. synchronization of
satellite ground stations and the
hierarchical exchange of data on a
network. Chronos Technology Ltd.
377 Amersham Road. l-lazlemere.
High Wycombe. Bucks II1'15 71 -IR.

platinum'
"As accurate as a platinum temperature probe at the cost of a resistor is
the claim made for l'RC-100. It conforms to the DIN standard of 0.00385
11/111°C, and a tracking chart comparing the device with a platinum
probe is included in the specification
sheet supplied with each sensor. Extra wires can he added to the two wire devices if needed for extra lead outs. Special-purpose versions with
time constants or zero values to

Tel: 0494 716146.

order. Kynmore Engineering Co.
Ltd. 20 Kirby Street, London ECIN
8TS. Tel: 01-405 6060.

specifications. The Teledyne Phil brick product is available through
MCP Electronics Ltd. 26 Rosemont
Road. Alperton, Wembley. Middlesex
I

Low-cost

IAO 4QY. Tel: 01-902 1191.

STEbus computer
Entry into the world of computer
buses has been made much less
painful, financially and technically.
by the introduction of the STEbox by
British Telecom. It consists of a

Two -channel

voltmeter
As well as

offering two channels for

processor card, a five -slot hackplane
and a power supply. Two software
packages are also included: a debug
monitor and a terminal emulator
which allows connection to a PC for
system development.

comparative testing, the Trio/
Kenwood VT -165 a.c. voltmeter gives
an output so that a signal being
measured can also be viewed on an
oscilloscope.
The dual -pointer meter can take
two inputs and compare them or
both needles can he control led from a
single channel. Full-scale deflect ions

KENVOOD

Software links Unix to the real world
Collaboration between Plessey and
Ready Systems has produced an integrated real-time Unix system on the
VMEbus. The particular advantage of
the software is that it links existing.
working kernels of the Unix with
Ready's VRTX32. a real-time VMEhus
operating system. The link is independent of specific processors and
can therefore he used on a variety of
systems.

Lw...".._...

..-.

j
P
1

are from 30111.1.V to 100V in 12 ranges

with the frequency of inputs varying
1M1 -1z. Indirect
attenuation switching by fet relays is
claimed to offer high reliability and
low signal: noise ratio. I ligh isolation

between 51-Iz and

between the
crosstalk.
Widehand
vided to the
gain of about

channels provide

Tel: 1)408 63571).

510

71N. Tel: 0327 50312.

low

amplification is prooutput with a voltage
70dB with 0.5V output
at full-scale without a load. Output
frequency response is 511z to 500kí Iz
(-3dB) with an impedance of 6001)
with less than 1% distortion. Thurlhy
Electronics Ltd. New Road. St. Ives.
luntingdon. Cambs I'R17 1BG.
I

Multiprocessing is catered for in
VXCEL. as it is called, which is built
around the VXchip. This incorporates \'RTX32 and includes a Unix
channel for communication between
Unix and VRTX. Also on VXchip are a
number of housekeeping services
such as memory management. i/o
services, and system configuration
with comprehensive debugging.
Built in to the real-time command
system is a deterministic. i.e. mathematically predictable, response
which gives a level of assured reliability. Software to drive external devices
is written in C and applications vary
from rom-based control cards in

target systems through disc -based.
file -oriented applications to multiprocessor, real-time/Unix applications.
Plessey VXCEL hoards will run on
VAX. Sun and similar development
workstations, and can he used as
target boards in such computers.
Other hosts can access the boards
through networks. Military applications are thought to be particularly
important for such real-time systems
and Ada programs can he developed
through a package called RTAda
which includes an Ada compiler and
full program development aids.
The main advantage of VXCEL is
that it is available now, and. as it is
based on existing systems, is easier to
use. Its independence from specific
silicon devices gives it more universal appeal than systems produced by
any particular processor manufacturer which will he specific to its
processors.
Plessey Microsystems Ltd. Water
Lane. Towcester. Northants NN12

'
,

e': ."pe.
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-''

.,

..

isYt%

Four versions of the processor
hoard are available, starting with the
8052 processor, which has the additional advantage of including a Basic
interpreter in rom. This allows evaluation to begin by connecting a
v.d.u. and the system, costing £361),
is adequate to deal with a range of
control functions. Top of the range.
at £495, is a 16 -hit 68000 processor
system. STEhox was designed to provide a low-cost entry into STEhus
development systems. BT's research
found that the average system used
three STE hoards, so five was considered to he an optimum number.
Space in the box can house up to five
further cards if needed. The software
provides communication and control
mechanisms between the STEhox
and a standard PC and allows code
and control sequences to he developed on the PC and downloaded to
the control computer. Code compilers can now he obtained very cheaply.
so the cost is kept to a minimum in
all respects. British Telecom Micro-

processor Systems, Mart lesham
Heath, Ipswich 11'5711E.
Tel: 0473 645120.
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Mains interference simulator
logy can you tel 11111r resistant your 5ns rise -time and in hursts 15ms
equipment is to mains interterence? long. Repetition rates and ampli13y using an interference simulator
tudes are adjustable. Spark gaps are
such as this one from Lyuins Instru- stabilized by thyristors to ensure
ments. Conforming to a number ot repeatihility (lithe tests.
national ¿ind international standards.
Output hursts can he applied
the 13GI interference simulator is directly. to a.c. and d.c. supply lines
claimed to offer repeatable. reliable with loads of up to 10A. or indirectly
tests hy generating transient hursts to data and contnil lines. using the
oi the type that may he encountered couplers availahle. Lyons Instruin an industrial environment. Tran- ments 1.td. Hoddeston. lerts. Tel:
sients generated are 50ns wide with 0992 167161.
I

e
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Surface mounting by hand

.1-

Prototyping with wire wrap. Another
solution to proti ¡typing is oftered by
the Ylicrowrap system from C.E.
Automation. This provides wire
wrapping on posts in the same pitch
as surface -mu punted components.
hus pnnotype hoods can he produced with the same component
density as production p.c.hs. 34 -

Three products have come tt) lour
attention. all associated with 'nut' -

typing surface -mounted components.

converter with 16 channels

A -to -d

iugh GPIII and RS232 links and
can transmit about 1000samples/s
through the Ci PI B. RS232 data transfer speed depends on the data rate
selected. Input signals can he
accepted with a maximum oi ± 10V.
Wayside. Commerce
CII. Group.
Way. Lancing. \Vest Sussex 13N15
8TA. Tel: ow; 765295.

Low cost. high speed and high
accuracy are claimed to he combined
in a 16 -channel analogue -to -digital
converter from the CII. Group. PC1
1380 has a 16 -hit. 20ns converter to
provide 20.000 readings/s overall
when stored in its own memory.
With its own Z80 internal processor
the instrument can communicate

I

"

lee

.

su

9)

u.

First comes an experimental
soldering kit with a variety it tip
shapes and sizes to tit most surface mount compoinents. land soldering
and deli
for reworking s.m.d.
circuit hilards can he carriec out.
including field service repair work.
Two different soldering inns rr ay he
used with the hits. (Inc. :011111 lo
from lexaci in. who make the kit, is
I

gauge insulated wire can he wrapped
onto 11.012in i0.305mml square
phosphor-hronze terminals in
0.05in 11.27nunt pitch. Terminals
are provided with tracks to pads ion
the components which can he sundered or socketed. Dual -in -line devices are usually socketed to allow
wires to he routed heneath the device. Boards wrapped with Kapt ill
insulated wire can he flow soldered in
ci inventional wave machines. C.E.
Automation also otter extensive design facilities and have the cad equipment to turn a Ylicrowrapped hoard
nit() a plotted pattern for a production hoard.
C.E. AutomatNi I.td. Unit 17.
Suttons Industrial Park. London
Road. Earley.. Reading. Berks
AZ. Tel: 0731669111.
-

1

particularly suited to close

Sri

irk

under a microscope. Adaptors are
included to allow the tips to he used
with other irons or w( orkstwions.
Intertronics. Unit 9. Station Field
Industrial Estate. Banbury Road,
Kidlington. Oxon ON5 LID. Tel: 0865
812812.

Fine solder. Til WI With t lietit 'set
pitches and smaller pads of stn-face mounted components i; is nec.:ssaty
to use finer solder wire. (Inc such is
made by United Alloys who offer
0.5nrim diameter resin -cored wire (in
250g reels. An unusual combination
-

"
(61)

I

Photosensors for hostile environment
environments otter no
problems to Elesta photosensors.
says Radial ron, as they are proofed hi
the international standard. 1P67.
They can he mounted through a
panel or bolted to a Bat surface.
Hazardous

Three models cover distances up to
7in. between zero and three metres.
and up to 200mm.. \Ili der sensitivity

adjustment. and hare built-in amplifiers. indicator leds and li2ht or dark
switching. Flush faces ieduce in-

High-speed buffer
-

terference from dust and all models
operate over a temperature range of
-20 C to +90 C. Radiation Components 1.td. Crown Road. Twickenham.Nliddlesex TW1
Tel:01-891 1221.

\wool

s_N

r

C

63". tin to 37" lead i; used. which
cont.( inns to grade AP of 35219 and is
claimed to increase the flow and
eliminate the 'pasty.' behaviiiur of
solders between 183 C and 188 C.
The wire has a melting point in.
183`C. and uses a resin flux with little
residue and a minimum of lames.
Available through Zelte.< (It Km Ltd.
Crosslands Lane. North Cave.
13rough. North Humberside 111'15
PC,. Tel:01302 3859.
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Butters are required for current
matching. impedance matching and
t() increase the fan -out of logic components. One from \
Inc. litters
high speed and unity gain. Speed is
evident from the quoted slew rate (pi
;'O0Vons and the rise time of 3ns,
utput current is up to
100m\ so
the. device is suitable for line drivers.
video impedance transformation. op amp isolation and input huliering the
di( -a cm invert ers and ciimparatiirs.
V.\003 runs on a ±5V supply and
consumes 1.15W. Five options ot
packaging are
surface
moutn or co inventional dil in plastic
or ceramic with an 8 -pin. TO -99
metal -can version. Industrial (or Mil.
Spec. versions can also he specified.
Impulse Electronics. Hammond
louse. Caterham. Surrey CR3 tiNG.
u

I

Tel: 0883 46133.
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THE GNC Z4
:
a

- THE SBC CHOSEN BY OEM'S
.

=

HARDWARE
64K EPROM

II

_x,,

128K BATTERY BACKED RAM
8 CHANNEL A/D (7581)

;

20 KEY ENCODER (74C923)

9

8 DARLINGTON DRIVERS WITH CLAMPS
8 DIGIT 7 SEGMENT DISPLAY (7218)

411

T

_.PX

©

2

CTCs-

4 PIO'S WITH MODE 2 INTs

2 RS232 SERIAL CHANNELS WITH

~0-Timm»r

H/S

SOFTWARE
32K ROMDISC-64K RAMDISC
DISC COMMS TO PC OR CP/M80
AS

Further details and technical manuals on request

ALWAYS....

CROSS ASSEMBLERS

- 8048, 8051,6801, 6805

GNC Electronics

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTERS

Little Lodge, Hopton Road, Thelnetham, Diss,
Norfolk IP22 1JN. Tel: Diss (0379) 898313

PRODUCT SUPPORT
CUSTOM DESIGN

ENTER 280N REPLY CARD

e ew enea ion
Thermal Linescan Recorders from Waverley

®I

Waverley Thermal
Linescan Recorders
have been developed
in the UK to overcome
the well-known
;
ll .*
disadvantages of existing
electrographic hardcopy
printers, which include
fumes, dust and the need
for a moving stylus or
chemicals.
All recorders incorporate a
revolutionary full width thermal print
head, enabling high definition dry
paper grey scale recording with no
moving parts other than the paper

For further details, contact:

`.

7
1

I

t

transport. The
recorders are rugged
and reliable giving
dust and fume -free
operation. The only

consumable required
is the low-cost paper.
Routine maintenance
of the printing
- `
assembly has been
virtually eliminated.
The printers feature high resolution
with 16 grey levels and 1/12mm
image edge definition.
Waverley offer a comprehensive
range of models including:

;

-

-

WT(

3700-illustrated left
Dual channel analogue or digital input
with IEEE control and built-in character
generator for annotation.

3640
A single 'channel
analogue or digital unit.
with variable sweep,
trigger, delay times and
input level.

Maritime Systems Ltd

3600
II

A single channel, mult.
application printer with a
general purpose digital
interface.

_J

WAVERLEY DIVISION

Waverley Road, Weymouth, Dorset, England DT3 5HL

Tel: Weymouth (0305) 784738 Telex: 41477 Fax: (0305) 777904
A Dowty Electronic Systems Division Company

ENTER
512

51

ON REPLY CART)
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LEVISION BROADCAST
Constant
luminance at
last?
The European HD -MAC com-

panies by ABC at Teddington.
More recently. in retirement
Ivan James has continued his
advocacy of true constant luminance. urging. without success.
that the Ili \ should adopt it for
the "1.1C satellite transmission
standard with its time -multiplexed component format.
At an IEE lecture "Advances in
T\ studio origination standards.'
given jointly by I)r Chris Dalton
(Thames Television) and Paul
Wilcock (Granada) it was revealed. to the evident surprise of
most of the audience. that HUMAC (1250/50/2:1) is being designed to use true constant luminance. primarily to take advantage of the improvement in
signal-to-noise ratios possible

patible high -definition television
satellite transmission standard
to he proposed by the Eureka
EU-95 team may he the first
colour system to use the true
constant-luminance principle on
which all compatible colour encoding systems have been
based hut which has never before
been implemented in a colour encoding standard.
When the N1'SC standard was
developed in the early 1950s, it
was usually explained as though
luminance and chrominance in- with component signals. This
formation was transmitted with- has followed a new comparison
out error; hut in practice. largely of conventional and constant to simplify the receiver decoders. luminance encoding.
In the subsequent discussion
this was not the case. An ideal
system would transmit a several speakers queried whether
gamma -corrected luminance (Y) departing from the usual matrix
signal identical with a black -and - resulted in any practical benefit
white -only transmission.
for viewers. Paul Wilcock inIn practice. the luminance sig- sisted that it does provide imnal of NTSC was composed of provement not just in the quality
gamma -corrected R. G. B prim- of the signal but also in the
ary signals. This means that t ransm ission channel. The slight
saturated colours have inadequ- degree of incompatibility with
ate luminance components, and N1r\C and convent iona decoding
this can he detected on black - matrices should not seriously
and -white receivers. Some of the degrade pictures.
"like Cox recalled that in the
luminance information is transmitted in the severely 1960s tests at Teddington. conbandwidth -limited chrominance stant luminance had been found
sensitive to camera registration
channels.
Although, with colour receiv- errors, which showed up as colers. it might he supposed that the our fringes. I)r Dalton agreed
missing luminance component this was "absolutely right" hut
would he recovered in the decod- felt that with modern technology
er matrix, the limited bandwidth camera registration. particularly
of the and Q channels means at the edges, can he held much
that medium and fine detail better than in the 1960s and so
luminance information is lost in this problem should not exist
transmission. The effects are today.
visible on heavily saturated blues
Brian Scott (Thames Televiand reds, although of little prac- sion) wondered whether the UK
tical significance on colours of should not he following the USA
medium or low saturation.
in turning attention more toDuring the protracted con- wards developing improved detroversy in the mid -1960s on the finition systems that could be
choice of a colour -encoding sys- transmitted on terrestrial nettem for Europe. Ivan James. then works. with no likely requirechief camera designer at EMI. ment on the part of either BBC or
argued strongly for true constant ITV to transmit through satelluminance: but in the outcome lites. Ile accepted that there
this was not adopted for either would he technical advantages in
PAL or SEC \M, although a num- originating programme material
her of experiments were under- with 1250 lines and then contaken on behalf of the 11V com- verting down. but felt that this
I
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would he an expensive stay of
improving picture quality.
Earlier. Paul (Wilcock had
noted the use of S -MAC (studio
MAC) at the Liverpool studios of
Granada and also the development of the ACLE (analogue

component link equipment)
standard to permit component
video signals to he transmitted

through bandwidth -limited microwave links for electronic news
gathering etc.

Flat antennas
for d.b.s.
reception
The considerable practical
advantages that would he offered
by flat antenna arrays rather
than the usual parabolic reflector antennas for d.b s. reception
have long been recognized and
various designs demonstrated. A
flat antenna mounted directly on
the side of a house would he less
obtrusive and hence environmentally more acceptable, and
better able to withstand high
winds. The disadvantages are
rather less gain than from an
equivalently -sized parabolic dish
and the requirement for effective. low-cost beam -steering.
since in very few houses is it
likely that a wall facing precisely
in the right direction wot_Id be
available.
\\'hi:e several designs have
shown that suitable flat arrays of
printed dipole elements can he
implemented without undue difficulty. effective beam -steering.
with its complexity, particularly
when this involves active de-

Exploded view of

a

vices, has remained a formidable
obstacle.
M.C.D. Haddocks (BBC Research) has recently described in

Electronics Letters (4 February.
1988. pages 173-4) a polar
method of beam steering. with
the beam slewed in one plane and
mechanically rotated in its own
plane to achieve the second degree of freedom (UK patent application no 8711270). His design is based on a number of
linear arrays using a Rotman
microwave lens. with triplate

construction. as a beam -forming
network. suitable for mounting
flat on any south-west facing wall
(±+5`I. A full sized array would
have an aperture of about 0.6m=
hut a reduced -size experimental
antenna 10.3m2) has been constructed and its performance
measured to demonstrate the
feasibility of this approach. using
low-cost materials (principally
copper -clad polyimide film and
microwave foam). This has a
horesight gain of 28dBi and
crosspolar discrimination better
than 20dB. It produces seven
slewed teams over the range of
angles 00 to 51` on one side oh
broadside. It is claimed that a
full-size array should achieve
hoth a higher gain and narrower
beam spacings and would he
satisfactory for d.h.s. reception
throughout the UK and in many
other countries where the full
WAR(' -specified 30dB of cross polar discrimination for receiving antennas is unlikely to he
necessary.

Television Broadcast is written
hv Pal l larrker.

steerable flat -plate d.b.s. antenna.
-ables

Subarrays

Polar

connecting

Microwave
lens

subarrays
to the lens

lie"

frame

Output ports
Meander
line
pota-ize"

antenna support
frame
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Circuit Technology
New from Marconi Instruments is the 2383
spectrum analyser which covers 1001-Iz to
4.2GHz. It is intended to fill the'mic owave
gap' between older 1GIIz instruments and
those covering up to 20G1 1z. the latter being
very expensive and less precise for critical
second and third -harmonic components in
many modern communications systems.
These include radio pagers cellular radios

or

and space communications. kesoiution of
will be of interest to designers of
low -noise oscillators for use in radio.
Also built in to the instrument is a
tracking generator for use in the testing of
components such as s.a.w. and all other
types of r.f. filter. Marconi Instruments Ltd.
Longacres. St. Albans. Herts AL4 OJN. Tel:
0727 59292. (Stand J835).
31-Iz

--=s
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All -Electronics

Show®

A dual -channel programmable pulse generator is to he shown for the first time at the

All -Electronics Show. (Global Specialities,
Stard B103). The instrument offers single
and double pulses with delays. and a number
of burst cycles. Outputs offer the separated
components of the pulses directly or
through t.t.l. and c.d.-compatible connections. The instrument is programmable
through the front panel and through the
GPIB connector by a master control computer.
The company is also launching an educational package which offers hardware and a
comprehensive manual on automotive electronics.
The whole Global range of test instruments has received a face-lift in time for the
show. Global Specialities, Shire Hill Ind.
Estate. Saffron Walden. Essex CB11 3AQ.
Tel: 079921682.

The Interface
Z

Thu:lhy Electronics have chosen this new
part of the show to display its wares.
amongst which is an adaptor which adds
digital storage facilities to any analogue

Z

Automatic Test
Equipment

Electronics Product
Design

Surface -mounted components can he monitored in circuit with the use of the SMOCC
(signal measurement on chip carriers). This
Swedish product x1ill receive its first British
showing at the ATE section of'The \Veek'. on
the Antron stand. C243F. Each probe is held
in position by a vacuum sucker, with precision test pins making contact with the pads
of the devices under test. Oscilloscopes.
logic analysers or other test equipment are
used with the probes. Different sizes of the
probe are available for common sizes of chip
carriers and flat -pack components. Precision machining of the probes and contact
pins ensure accurate contact pin positioning. Antron Electronics Ltd. 39 Kings Road.
Haslemere. Surrey GU27 2QA.
TeL 0428 51541.

In the Electronics Product Design Section of
'the Week' is Instrumex. who is displaying a

portable f.f.t. analyser from lakuto. This
instrument covers a frequency range from
d.c. to 20k1 Iz and the internal a -to -d converter has 12 -bit resolution. Received data is
displayed as a spectrum or histogram with
cursor measurement for up to 11 harmonics. Up to 40 displays can be stored internally. Mathematical calculation is provided to
give calculations of total harmonic distortion. harmonic power and to perform integration and differentiation on the spectrum displays. Another advantage of the
instrument is its low cost of £2821. Instrumex. Dorcan House, Meadfield Road.
Langley, Berks SL3 8AL. Tel: 01-897 2431.
I

oscilloscope. The performance of the combined instrument is claimed to be comparable with d.s.os costing much more. DSA 524
provides a sampling rate of 20Msamples/s
and 4K -words of digitizing memory.
TI urlhy are the exclusive UK agents for
Kenwood Instruments and another new
product featured at the show will he a 40>I I-Iz
analogue oscilloscope that uses an internal
analogue sampling technique to extend the
bandwidth to 100MI-Iz. Thurlhy Electronics
Ltd. New Road, St. Ives, Huntingdon. Camhs
PEI; 4BG. Tel: 0480 63570. (Stand D281).

Power Sources
and Supplies
New to the Bonar Advance product range is
the series 9 range of up to 1800W singleoutp.at SuperSwitcher power supplies with
ratings of 2W and 200A up to 48V with 43A.
They are designed to meet safety and emis-

sion standards of international authorities.
Features includes input selection. line reg-

(Stand E424-\1.
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r
ulation to within 5mV or 0.1%, overvoltage
protection. and fault -tolerant redundancy
protection. A number of other new power
supplies will he on show for the first time in
the UK. Bonar Advance Ltd. Raynham Road.
Bishop's Stortford. Herts CM23 5PF. Tel:
0279 55155. (Stand B91).
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TEST INSTRUMENTS
UK's LARGEST IN -STOCK
RANGE

MULTIMETERS

DIGITAL

° IRI

20m e 9 buII05°'rIR1
IOA AC/OC
1P131
eg DON
11C/DC
plus Me IOA
range
2B

CAP
KT3s1126raeDlusHretesl
Int1.5 range

131

KT101
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range plus

AC/13C

. Il
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£47.83
£49.00
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.'/
3
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/
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probes)
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c
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.

t
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HITAGHIV212
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0w120MH2
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0
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t
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3133 Dual 25

99QO
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u
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°A9 00

CROTECH
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IONIC
SCI IOA Bah
TN ANDAR
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Portable

't

la HitadOr.
adaptor OM
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ons Storage
Scope Add
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r

la

D

£195.00
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POCKET INSTRUMENTS
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87905/X150 T

2

to

555 20112

ala
Audio Serer
10A AC/
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21330E1 27
meter 01 v
5050E 41 Range 1E1

.

10262
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£3
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£43.04

PUBLIC ADDRESS
ACCESSORIES
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/COMPUTER
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AUDIO/TV
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500 SOUTHLAXE BOULEVARD
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23236
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QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
CALL FOR PRICING
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PSA-35A

The PSA-35A Portable Spectrum Analyzer will accurately
measure wide band signals commonly used in the United
States and European satellite communications industry.
Frequency coverage from less than 10 to over 1750 MHz, and
from 3.7 to 4.2 GHz in 6 bands is now standard. Selectable
vertical sensitivity, either 2 dB/Div or 10 dB/Div is also
standard. The portable, battery or line operated, PSA-35A
spectrum analyzer is the perfect instrument for the critical dish
alignment and tracking requirements necessary for maximum
signal reception.
Increase the versatility of your PSA-35A with any of the
following AVCOM accessories: Terrestrial Interference and
Survey Horn, Signal Sampler and Calibrator, Overlays, AVSAC,
and Waveguide to Coax Adapter.

.
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NEW IMPROVED PSA-35A
PORTABLE SPECTRUM ANALYZER

Function

85.00

A N

r

HEIGHT

ANY ANSI

Aries have the angle on display
sockets. In fact, any angle, any
height, that's our unique claim.
Our Verti or Elevator Sockets
can be custom made to your

requirements to overcome
even the most awkward PCB
mounted display problem. So
why not give Aries a phone call
and don't leave yourself flat
footed.

ARIES
Electronics (Europe)

Unit 3, Furtho Court, Towcester Road
Old Stratford, Milton Keynes
MK19 6AQ
Telephone: 0908 26007
Telex: 826120 ARIES G
Fax: 0908 26008
See us on Stand A46-A.E.S.
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Semiconductor Products Optoelectronic
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LiflVE YOUR CONTACTS

T0 1

AND CONNECT1ISNS.
~MC
UlspTtfys

ATM

I-Zr13

Uptins

Components (including Wound)

Accessories

Connectors

&

Surface Mount

Technology Hybrid Circuits Plotters/
Recorders Power Supplies/Batteries
Transducers Publishing/Recruitment
Comiuter Peripherals Systems Technical
Training Aids Semiconductor Products
Optoelectronic Components

Electronic

Instrumentation Relays & Switches
(including Membranes) Cooling Fans
Signal Conditioning

&

Micro-processors

Transformers/Circuit Breakers

Enclosures

/Panels Design, Measuring & Test Equipment Data Acquisition & Control Systems
Software Packages & Systems PCB
Artwork, Manufacture & Distribution Noise,
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THE PREMIER ELECTRONICS
EXHIBITION IN THE
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Soldering

Equipment
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Production Aids Electronic Displays Fibre
Optics Components (including Wound) &
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HOW CAN YOU AFFORD
YOUR OWN R & D?
To keep ahead in today's market
place, investment in innovation is
essential.
But the cost of such projects can be
too great for many companies. Because
of this, the Ministry of Defence and the
DTI have got together to launch the
Civil Industrial Access Scheme (CIAS).
This gives companies access to
many o: the facilities and expertise of
Ministry of Defence Research Establishments, opening new doors for their
research programmes.
If you think the CIAS can help your
company, complete the coupon below.

EMBEDDED
COMPUTER

1177.111.1.

TDS
9090

A powerful control computer based on the new Hitachi
6303Y and high level language Forth. 100mm x 7_mm.
30K bytes RAM, 16K dictionary RAM PROM. 256 bytes
EEPROM. 16K Forth. You can attach 64 key keyboard.
LCD and l'C bus peripherals. Built in are interrupts.
multitasking. time of day clock. watchdog timer. full
screen editor and symbolic assembler. 32 parallel and two
serial ports. Single power supply and low power 3mA

operational
1

mode.

off £194.95 including manual and non-volatile RAM.
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Triangle Digital Services Ltd
100a Wood Street, London E17 3HX
Telephone 01-520-0442
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110 COMMUIVIGATIONS
E.m.c. hurdles
raised by 1990
The IERE's London colloquium
on the "European Community
EMC Directive" attracted a
house -full audience of some 270
delegates. It is planned to repeat
this DTI -inspired teach -in on
lay 26. It was however noticeable that most of the delegates
were concerned with the use
rather than the abuse of the radio
spectrum. although the e.m.c.
directive. if implemented and enforced in its present draft form.
will impact strongly on virtually
all manufacturers of electrical
and electronic products.

With the exception of motor
vehicles and tractors, the directive is intended to apply to any
apparatus liable to cause an
"electromagnetic disturbance"
anywhere in the e.m. spectrum,
or the performance of which is
Halle to be affected by such
disturbances. N (ember states will
he committed to taking "all
necessary measures" to ensure
that all apparatus placed on the
market or taken into service does

not generate electromagnetic
disturbance exceeding "a level
allowing radio and telecommunications equipment and
other apparatus to operate as
intended and has "an adequate
level of intrinsic immunity to
electromagnetic disturbance".
Dr Keith Shotton (Director of
Radio Technology. DTI) pointed
out that the EC has brought
forward its e.m.c. proposals in
preparation for the single European market due to become
effective in 1992. This will bring
full freedom of movement of
goods, services and persons.
sweeping away European harriers and providing a market of
320 million people. "\Ve should
welcome the EC e.m.c. directive
but there are areas of concern".
he said.

Dr Alan Whitehouse (DTI)
outlined the far-reaching scope
of the draft directive which is due
to be submitted to the European
Council of Ministers in June this
year and is provisionally due to
he implemented on
January,
1990. It covers not only electromagnetic interference to and
from radio and telecommunications equipment but also information technology equipment. industrial, scientific, and
1
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medical equipment - in fact all
equipment, hut particularly that
incorporating microprocessors.
It also requires that "equipment
should not malfunction in whatever hostile electromagnetic environment it may reasonably he
expected to operate".
Article 7.3 allows a manufacturer (except for some telecommunications equipment requiring type -approval) to certify conformity with the objectives
where either a relevant standard
does not exist or where he
chooses not to use the existing
relevant standard. But in this
case the manufacturer has to
keep a 'technical file' at the disposal of the national administration and containing the procedures used to ensure conformity.

In

the event of non-

conformity, lrticle 9 requires an
administration to take all
appropriate measures to withdraw the apparatus from the
market, prohibit its being placed
on the market and restricting its
free movement.
On paper. these are indeed
draconian measures that could
remove from the market a vast
number of present products. But
can they or will they he enforced?
In a concluding paper. John
Ketchell (DTI Radio Investigation Service) outlined the likely
effect of the EC directive on UK
e.m.c. regulations and their enforcement. He showed that ex-

isting primary legislation will
require extensive changes and
that a whole new range of secondary legislation will be needed,
following consultation with industry. But he also stressed that
it is unlikely that RIS will he
given more resources, except the

additional measurement equipment needed to test to new statutory limits: "Enforcement will
thus remain largely complaint driven although the likely easing
of other pressures should provide the resources for more complaints about non -compliant appliances lobe handled".
Speakers from ERA Technology, British Telecom. ICL and
Plessey Assessment Services as
well as the DTI explained what is
being done to revise existing BSI
and other relevant standards, the
e.m.c. aspects of information
technology equipment and radio
systems, and the future role of
independent e.m.c. test houses.
During the discussion period.

it was noted that many appliances and products are being
designed now for marketing in
1990 and that many firms not
directly concerned with the use
of the radio spectrum still have
little knowledge or appreciation
of e.m.c. problems and the difficulties they may encounter in
meeting standards and regulations that will result from the EC
directive. As one delegate put it:
"Can anything more he done to
spread the word that they ought
to be interested? Some manufacturers will do nothing and will
get away with it. The directive
requires us to restrict placing
non -compliant products on the
market
yet enforcement will
remain complaint -driven. Germany may enforce regulations
strictly while the UK could become a dumping ground for noncompliant goods".

-

Breaking
the code
It has long been evident that the
most prolific and reliable source
of high-grade intelligence during the Second World War, both
for the Allies and for the Axis
powers, was derived from signals
intelligence (sigint): the interception. traffic analysis and
decryption of enemy Service.
security and diplomatic traffic.
The final volume (vol.3, Part
II) of Professor F.H. 1-linsley's
mammoth 3000 -page -plus "British Intelligence in the Second
World War
its irtluence on
strategy and operation" underlines once more the vital importance of the Bletchley Park operations and the SCU/SLU network
of special h.f. communications
links that passed the Ultra material to the army and air force.
But the restrictions imposed on
him, in being required to preserve secrecy about intelligence
techniques and the individuals
who made up the oddly -assorted

-

wartime intelligence community, make the volumes far less

illuminating than J1.R.D. Foot's
"SOE in France" official history
published some 25 years ago. It is
surely pointless to carefully re-

GC&CS. SCU and the W services.
However, Professor I-linsley
has taken the opportunity in the
final volume of reassessing the
Polish, French and British contributions to the breaking of the

Enigma machine cipher, including the important part played by
the French - by their spy in the
German cipher bureau. 1-IansThilo Schmidt.
But he assumes that the Germans never discovered that the
British were reading their messages. This is surely only partly
true. There is a convincing story
that Schmidt was finally arrested
in 1942 and committed suicide
in his cell. This was the result of
the capture by the Germans in
1940 of a freight train filled with
documents from the French
ministries, some of which (much
later) were identified as stemming from the French Special
Services. These included a list of
payments made to their agents in
Germany. It was realized, from the
large payments, that Schmidt
had supplied the French full details of their cryptographic and
radio systems. including the
machines, tables of call signs.
details of the German intercept
services etc. The Germans realised that this information may
have been shared with the British, but apparently did not discover that it had (much earlier)
been passed to the Poles.
Hinsley underlines that it is

not enough to gather reliable
intelligence unless you can persuade the fighting services to use
it properly. \lontgomery's -IQ
was warned by the Dutch resistance that German elite forces
were stationed in Arnhem and
this was confirmed by sigint. yet
Market Garden was allowed to go
ahead regardless.
Hinsley also shows that the
1944 Ardennes offensive caught
I

the Allies completely unprepared, partly because the Germans had imposed radio silence.
What he does not say. and
perhaps it never got into the
records, was that SIS were preparing to put agents into precisely the area where the German
forces were assembling when
they were forbidden to do so by
the Americans, who regarded the

frain from naming even "C"
(head of the Special Intelligence area
Service) as Sir Stewart Menzies
when hundreds of earlier, if less
official, hooks have identified virtually all senior figures in SIS.

as

their responsibility yet

failed to detect the build-up.
Radio Communications is
written by Pat l lawker.
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If you're involved in Electronics...as a buyer or as a seller.. you
really can't afford to miss LEETRONEX'88...not
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Y

E
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simply because it's the North's leading
Electronics Exhibition but mainly because
we've switched the venue to the new
University of Leeds Exhibition Centre. For
Exhibitors an d v Isitors a e its going to
be the best Leetronex Exhibition ever!
1riE

Superb
Over 125 Leading Exhibitors
Custom-built Exhibition Centre
Free Parking for over 1,000 Vehicles

f1J1I

VENuE

NW

longest established
s
the
Now
going to
Exhibit
Electronics
and better than
be bi99e,r
ever before!!

Cafeteria/Bars
City Centre Location
1..
Seminar Programme Etc.Etc. ...
MAKE THE LEEDS CONNECTION IN '88!

BY TH

ORGANISED ELECTRONIC Bd6 NEERINGCTRICAL
AND

TUESDAY 5th JULY 1988
WEDNESDAY 6th JULY 1988
THURSDAY 7th JULY 1988
AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS
EXHIBITION CENTRE

For f ill information contact: -

Bill Black, Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, University of Leeds, LS2 9JT.

TeN:

0532 420339
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THURLBY DIGITAL STORAGE ADAPTOR

What don't® you get for X585?
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memory per channel?

35 MHz repetitive bandwidth?
10 non-volatile waveform memories?
On -screen text display and on-
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sc-een cursor measurement?

Digital sweep delay system?

The Thurlby DSA524* links to
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`any stcndard oscilloscope ¡using
only one cable) and converts it
into a highly sophisticated
digi-al storage 'scope with all
the features listed above.
If you want to pay even less, the
DSA5 . has a few less features
but costs only £395.
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conned it to?

Surpisingly it's only number
14 but you probably have
that already!
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Full rerrote control and bi-directional
waveform transfer?
Output -o o dot-matrix printer,
digital or analogue plotter?
A free conventional oscilloscope to
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including
waveform multiplication?
Digital averaging for lower noise?
Digital interpolation using sine or
pulse algorithms?
Fully programmable front Fanel
with 50 setting memories?
RS -232C compatible interface plus
optional IEEE-488 interface?
Post storage processing

20 megasamples/sec sampling
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CIO
FMX taking off
in USA?
In 1985. the CBS Technology
Center in collaboration with the
US National \ssociation of
Broadcasters (NAB) developed
and field-tested an extended range compatible stereo broadcast system ("FDlX-I. claimed to
overcome the problem of stereo
hiss in the large part of the
service area between the 60dB
(µ\') limit for good stereo reception and the 48d13 limit for
mono. One of the co -inventors,
Emil Torrick. believes that FMX
is the first major improvement to
stereo radio since the standardization of the pilot -tone system in 1961. European broadcasters have been lukewarm. expressing concern about the effect
of FMX on existing receivers in
pronounced multipath conditions.
FMX is a linked compression
and expansion system. implemented by providing a heavily
compressed second (S') stereo
difference signal at 38kHz in
accurate phase-quadrature with
the normal stereo difference (S)
signal. which is then used as a
decoding reference envelope to
expand the compressed. hiss reduced, S' signal. At the transmitter a re-entrant compressor
reduces the compression ratio at
high audio levels to prevent over -

modulation resulting from
summation of the two 38k1 lz
signals.
In June 1987 at the Chicago

consumer electronics conference. Sanyo Electric descrihed a
one -chip (30 pin) decoder for
FMX. This includes automatic
switching from stereo to mono
when significant multipath is detected in a moving vehicle. At the
January 1988 winter Consumer
Electronics Show (Las Vegas).
ten Japanese manufacturers
showed prototype FMN-equipped
stereo receivers and seem confident that up to 100 American
broadcasters will he radiating
FM X -encoded signals by the end
of the year.
\\ ith the proposed phasing out of "simulcasting" by broadcasters in the UK, the possibility
of suppressing stereo hiss by
some 20d13 in a large part of their
service areas would he very
attractive. But broadcasters still
need to he convinced that cross-
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talk between the S and S' signals,
due to phase changes when echo
signals destroy the phase quadrature. would not seriously degrade reception on receivers not
equipped with an FMX decoder.
Nevertheless the potential improvement in stereo service
areas certainly means that FMX
deserves detailed evaluation.

Injection synchronized
oscillators
In 1947. Professor D.C. Tucker

introduced

novel form of
homodyne broadcast receiver.
which he christened a synchrodyne receiver. It featured
coherent detection of a.m. signals by means of an oscillator
forced into synchronous oscillation by injecting some of the
incoming carrier and then using
this to demodulate the signal
directly to audio by means of a
double -balanced ring modulator. with inter -station tuning
whistles suppressed.
The linearity of the homodyne
configuration means that selectivity characteristics can be determined at audio frequency,
while the principle can he extended to permit separation of
signals whose sidebands overlap.
i.e. by single- or selectablesideband demodulation.
Although the Tucker synchrodyne attracted considerable
interest it failed to make an
impact upon domestic broadcast
a

receiver design. although
homodyne principles were subsequently used by Costas in a
1956 high-performance communications receiver intended
to demonstrate the advantages of
double-sideband suppressed carrier systems over s.s.h. Suhse+5v

I

quently. the homodyne direct
conversion principle has been
widely used by short-wave listeners and radio amateurs for c.w./
s.s.h. reception where the oscillator does not require to he
phase -synchronous and can he
free -running.
A few experimental homodyne
broadcast designs have appeared
(e.g. J.W. Herbert. ll'ireless
World. September 1973) using
phase -locked -loop i.c. devices, or
phase locking to an internal crystal reference oscillator to provide
9k Hz incremental steps (Macario, Crane & \\'alters. EB(t Review
Technical, no 145. June 1974).
But the use of direct injection to
synchronize an oscillator
appears to have made little prog-

-

ress.

However. Vasil Uzunoglu and
M.H.\\'bite have described and
patented what they claim to he
an improved form of synchronous oscillator "substantially
different from the Van der Pol
and injection -locked oscillators

covered in the literature.'
(though the principle appears
virtually the same). This has
been described primarily for carrier and clock -recovery applications hut would appear to he

equally suitable for

synchrodyne-type broadcast receivers. As a tracking oscillator
with a narrow -resolution bandwidth. the synchronous oscillator is claimed to track input
signals down to -45dB s.n.r. at
strengths down to -100dBm,
acquiring input frequency within a few cycles. with phase following significantly quicker than
with p.1.1. techniques IUzunoglu
and \Vhite IEEE J. Solid -State
Circuits. December 1985.
pp1214-6. US patents 4,355.404
4.274,067 4.356,456).
In the absence of an external
signal the synchronous oscillator is a simple free -running
oscillator. \Vhen a signal is applied the synchronous oscillator
immediately begins to track and
lock to it. The output from the
oscillator is independent of the
external signal level. It constitutes a multifunctional network:
(a) a bandpass filter for r.f. and
frequency -modulated signals
and as an a.m. to p.m. converter
of a.m. signals: (b) a synchronization and tracking network;
and (c) a frequency divider. Its
use for carrier and clock recovery
in a high-speed modem operat-

ing in a burst mode has been
descrihed. hut a number of other

possibilities exist. Additional
filtering networks can he incorporated within the basic configuration.
If shown to he applicable to a
synchrodyne broadcast receiver
for m.f. or h.f.. it should he
capable of achieving excellent,
readily -variable selectivity based
on the near -unity shape factors
possible with a.f. low-pass filters.
Such receivers would also he
suitable for receiving reduced carrier s.s.h. hroadcasting while
the exalted -carrier should reduce selective -fading distortion
on conventional a.m. signals.

Institute of
Broadcast
Sound
The Institute of Broadcast
Sound. set up in 1977. draws
support from members in some
60 companies including sound

engineers. sound supervisors
and managers from radio. television. outside broadcasts and
film. Now it has launched its own
journal Line I j, in association
with BSO Publications Ltd. The
first issue. dated February 1988,
runs to 50 pages. under the
editorship of Richard Lamont. It
includes a controversial commentary by Norman Mcleod in
which he questions the money
being spent by the BBC in promotingf.m. radio and in particular
the cost of the new Radio Data
System (RUS). claiming: "The
development expenditure of this
inaudible and as yet invisible
phenomenon appears to account
for more than one per cent of the
BBC's annual budget for sound
broadcasting. A whole secretariat seems to have been appointed
to push this concept not only

within the UK but across the
civilised world as we know it.
\1'hy?" He concludes his provocative article by writing: "\Vhat
would really attract people to
v.h.f. listening would he to put
attractive, new, different, thoroughly analogue programmes
for people to listen to. but there
seems little prospect of this
approach being awarded its own
secretariat by the BBC."
Radio Broadcast is written by Pat
Hawker.
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UPDATE
Memory

shortage affects
computers
Poor yield in megabit memory
chips has caused a crisis in the
computer industry. says Jim Beveridge of I )ataquest. A projected
price of $17 has increased to $4(1
because of the world shortage of
the parts, though it is possible to
order six months ahead for $25
parts. One reason for the poor
yield has been the adoption of
new technologies such as the
trench capacitors adopted by
Texas Instruments, which have
not worked as well as planned.
and the trend towards further

miniaturization.

By

contrast.

Toshiba has a much higher yield
in its megabit d.rams and has a
working production line. The
Toshiba technology is also being
used by Motorola and Siemens.
Toshiba reckon they can make
200 million parts in a year. which
even at the original quoted price
of $17 and the actual manufacturing cost of about $7 will lead
to massive (c. $750M) profits.
The shortage of the 1.lbit
parts has led to computer manu-

facturers reviving their 256t{hitbased memory boards. Unfortunately this has placed a sudden
demand on the silicon manufacturers who can't keep up with it.
so the price of these parts shot up.
Such shortages also lead to a
bias in distribution. American
and Japanese parts are most likely to go first to liS and Far East
customers. starving the European market and possibly leading
some local manufacturers into
considerable difficulty. For example, although IBM make some
of its own memory devices, it
also buys many. This is most
likely to hit the makers of PCcompat ihle computers.
But surely. you may ask. don't
we ha\ e a native memory manufacturer in Inmos? Yes we do. hut
it is tinder considerable financial
pressure from its masters at
Thorn EMI. They have the capability to produce 1.5µm parts but
are restricted to using the existing 2.5 to 3p.m because they
are not permitted to get the
equipment to take advantage.
both of their abilities. and of the
shortfall in the market.
Dataquest is a marketing research company specializing in

problems and draw on the pool of
equipment which is held ir. the
Rutherford -Appleton Laboratory, Oxford. The Centre also
acts as a regional centre for the
North-East of England.
Its chief national roe is in the
maintenance of a library of
public -domain software and an
index of appl icat ions.
Although the Centre is set in
Sheffield's Science Park, there is
not a blade of grass in sight. The
Park has been constructed on
derelict ground right in the centre of the City and close to the
railway station. Funded jointly
The SERC and DTI have taken an
by a number of public bodies
initiative to promote :he use of
including the City Council it is
the Inmos transputer. Six replanned as a centre of excellence
gional centres have been set up.
for the promotion of high techincluding the Nationar Transpunology industries in the City and
ter Support Centre in Sheffield.
in South Yorkshire. At present
This has the specific task of
the Transputer Cent e is the first
fostering the engineering aponly occupant.
and
plications of transputer and the
development oft ransputer-based
products. Under the fatherly eyes
of both the University and the
Polytechnic of Sheffield. the full
time staff can offer help and
advice to both academic and in- Examples of the power of the
transputer are beaming more
dustrial users.
Industrial users can take common. hut one that caught
advantage of the equipment and our attention at the recent 1icroprocessor Development Show
expertise of the Centre and can
arrange for research and de- was a flight simulator program
velopment work to he carried out written in Occam for the :ransin academic institutions. puter. What's so special about
Academic users will he able to that? The answer is that four
consult the staff on technical simulators are linked together in

the electronics industries and.
with a massive range of market
reports and intelligence. can
make prediction on the future of
the industry and how specific
sectors affect each other. The
European headquarters of this
American company is in Cent re point, London.

National
support for

transputers

Multi -tasking

ring and each can signal its
position to the others, so it is
possible for players to see each
other on their screens and indulge in dog-fights as well as
controlling their craft. The program was written in a month by
engineers at Rapid Silicon.
Steve Gaines of Rapid Silicon
says that interest in the transputer is gaining rapidly. His company is currently selling more
development systems for it than
for many other processors, including the 511386. Some of the
applications have not received
much publicity but include a
system for submarines developed
by Dowty/Gresham Lion. The
closing of the American plant at
Colorado Springs has led to a
much "sleeker" operation at Inmos that is beginning to show a
profit. Thorn are investigating
internal use of the power of the
transputer in their research
laboratories.
a

flight simulator

Iann Barron, inventor of the transputer, speaking at 3ristol
Transputer Centre, one of six set up to encourage the use of the
computer chip.

\
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Safety
conference
The Polytechnic of \\'ales is to
stage a two-day conference in
June on health and safety in
electronics - a subject of considerable interest in the Principality, where electronic production is now the biggest single

industry. 'Topics will include repetitive strain injury among factory workers and the handling of
hazardous substances in semiconductor processing. Dates are
21-22 June: accommodation will
he available on the campus. Details from Dr Derek Robbins at
the Polytechnic of Wales. Pontypridd, Mid -Glamorgan CF37
DL, tle. 0443-480480.
1

National One
takes the air

-_
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GEC's National One trunked
mobile radio system entered service on 6 April. using an air
interface which from the start
conforms to the MPT 1343 standard. This means that users will
be able to buy Band III equipment from a variety of manufacturers with confidence that it
1 will integrate freely. ?lohile units
from Storno and Motorola were
expected to have been type approved in time for the starting
date. and others are likely to
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follow. Equipment for the rival
Band 'Three Radio system will
have to meet the MI''I' 1343
standard by 1992.
In
trunked network, users
share a common pool of radio
channels, through which their
calls are routed automatically by
the system. Besides maximizing
the use of scarce spectrum
allocations. this arrangement
saves users the expense of installing and maintaining their own
dedicated base stations.
National One is the first Band
III system able to provide networked coverage. Initially the
service is available in the London
and Birmingham areas, hut
GEC's ambitious expansion
plans will bring it to most centres of population by the end of
next year. under the termsof the
Band Ill licence, the network is
marketed to users by independent service providers, to whom
GEC acts as wholesaler.
Principal users of the network
are likely to he national and
regional fleet operators. who will
he able to take advantage of a
range of voice and data services.
To improve their efficiency GEC
has developed a microcomputer controlled dispatcher terminal
which simplified the setting up
of connect ions and which queues
incoming calls for the operator's
attention.
Further details from GEC
Communications Networks Ltd,
P.O. Box 53. Coventry CV3 bl1,
tel. 0203-433333. For a description of the system, see also
Trunked mobile radio in Band
III. Electronics & Wireless
World. Decemher 1986,1)1)51-52.
1

A. "Yes"
Q. "References exist in Inspec.

ESA/IRS; please choose."

...Etcetera.
This conversation can now
actually take place and is the
result of applying expert system
intelligence to a database searcher. Tome Searcher has been
developed as the result of research instigated by the British
Library. The program 'understands' English. It has a list of
keywords that it can recognize
and a vocabulary of words that it
can ignore. If there are words
that it does not recognize. it says
so and asks for further details: it
will then add them to its vocabulary, if necessary. For example:
"Please tell me about desk -top

updated by the host database
whenever it is accessed.
Another refinement is an
automatic monitoring service
that will regularly probe the
databases and retain any new
references to a chosen topic.
The first 'Tome Searcher to he
produced is for electrical and
electronic papers. including information technology. It is especially based on the IEE's Inspec.
now 20 years old, which contains
some three million references
culled from over 4000 interna-

publishing, excluding \pples.""I

(ESA/IRS) is also on tap.
Electronics was chosen to
launch the system as this is one
of the most rapidly expanding
areas of new information. There
is also a very large number of
potential users. with over a million members of the IEEE in the
US. Further Searchers are under
development for physics, pharmaceuticals. business and finance, and petrochemicals. Research is currently under way to
apply the system to sections of
the British Library. for example.
music manuscripts.
Tome Searcher works on a PC
with a hard disc. It occupies
about 4Mbytes of disc storage.
Researchers at London University originated the system,
which is now produced by its
own company. Tome Associates
Ltd. working from two centres.
West London for the administrative and technical operation and

do not understand Apples, is this
relevant to the search?" When it
has established that this is a
make of computer it will happily
continue with the search.
Significantly. there is no
manual for the system since, by a
number of menus. choices. and
questions and answers, it guides
the user through the maze of
databases until it knows exactly
what is required and then finds
it. .\t present it works with a

number of databases, and these
are selected by the user as being
most likely to have the information required. Later versions are
expected to know where to find
the information and search for it
automatically wherever it may be
held. Information gathered by
the system can be sent hack
through the telephone line and
downloaded to disc. It can also he
printed out at the host database
and posted.

Expert index
searcher
Imagine switching on your computer and having the following
conversation:
Q. "Please tell me your problem
or area of interest."
A. "I want to know about high temperature superconductors.
Q. "I have access to about 200
references: would you like to give
a target number of referencesA. "50.Q. "Would you please he more

specific in your area of search"
A. "l-Iigh-temperature superconductors and magnets."
Q. "There are about 45 references: shall I proceed with the
search?"
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with the system. However it is
hoped that, in the future, the
searcher will he automatically

It stores the telephone numbers and passwords for each database and automatically dials and
logs on to it. It uses Boolean
algebra to formulate a search
strategy from the information
provided by the user and translates this into the commands
needed by each different database. Words relevant to the
search have been suitably truncated so that 'Compute' includes
'computer'. 'computers' and
'computing'. It includes its own
internal database which lists the
subjects covered by the host
databases and can automatically
estimate the number of likely
'hits' to be found on a specific
topic. It needs this part to he
updated at regular intervals, and
an update disc service is provided

tional publications. ESA has
backed the project and their own
Information Retrieval Service

Guildford for commercial exploitation.

Vaccination

against viruses
Computer viruses have had
much press publicity recently.
Now an Oxford company.
Sophos, has produced
to defeat them.

a

system

Data viruses contain

a

machine -code program which
can wipe a specific part of computer memory or (hard) disc
drive. Any removahle disc will
also he infected and can pass the
virus on to other computers. A
'Trojan horse' is a programme
that leaves a security loophole in
the computer system, and there
is also a 'timebomb' that can he
I

linked to the computer's
calendar/clock and create havoc
every Tuesday. or in three
months' time. What makes such
devices so insidious as that they
are disguised as perfectly innocent. even attractive, computer
games or utilities which will run
normally while infecting the
computer.
One recent example of a nonmalignant virus was the infection last Christmas of the IBM
European network with a program that drew a Christmas tree
on the screen. It also looked up
all the mailbox addresses within
the computer's memory and sent
copies of itself to them. \Vithin
seconds there were images of
Christmas trees on all IBM terminals in the network. all over
Europe.
Nearly all the personal computers in the campus of Lehigh
University, USA. were infected by
a viral COMM \NU.COM program. As this is part of the standard MS-DOS it spread very easily and caused unpredictable system crashes. NASA's space physics analysis network has been
similarly attacked but details of
the effects have been kept secret.
Vaccine is the appropriate
name of a program that takes a
'fingerprint' of software that is

known to be 'clean'. Fingerprints
themselves encrypted for
additional protection. Subsequently a 'diagnose' module of
the program is used to check the
integrity of the appropriate files.
Prime targets for viruses. Trojan horses and time bombs are
the executable files in a computer hut Vaccine can protect
against corruption of any sort of
file. text or binary. These include
auxiliary and subsidiary files
which are integral to the operation of a program hut are not
themselves executable. Fingerprinting is performed on valid
files using ISO standard 8731
algorithms combined with a data
encryption standard to achieve
maximum protection of the fingerprints and the files. \ accine is
currently available for all versions of the IBM PC and compatibles, while adaption for VAX/
\'MS and Unix is underway.
Sophos can be contacted at 20
Hawthorn \Vay. Kidlington.
Oxon OX5 EZ. Tel: 0865
853668.
are
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becomes a reality!

-

The PROTEL family is the answer to all these
dreams
at prices you can afford!
When you look at its price, specification and
ease of use, it's not surprising that PROTEL
is fast becoming a world standard for LOW
COST PROFESSIONAL CIRCUIT DESIGN
CAD on any IBM PC or compatible.
TRY FOR YOURSELF!
For £25 per program you can try our "full
facilities" evaluation packs.

The Circuit Designer's

Dream ,

000

PROIF(

PCB

/ dreamt that the
computer was laying the
tracks automatically
right there on my /BM PC

-

screen ..

biomes
/ dreamt that the
computer was drawing
perfect schematic
diagrams forme .. .

With Pnatel

reality

Engineering Solutions Limited
King's House, 18 Kings Street,
Maidenhead, Berks. SL6 1EF
Tel 106281773444 Telex 849462 Fax' 10628174928

ENGINEERING
SOLUTIONS
LIMITED

EN'I'I;It 6I ON It EPLY CA RD

SOAR ME -1510 CABLE LENGTH CHECKER
FAULT LOCATION FOR COAXIAL, TWISTED PAIR, POWER AND 'FLAT CABLE.
METER OR FEET DISPLAY. OPEN OR SHORT DISPLAY.
4

digits display for the length of coaxial
cable from 5m (15 feet) to 2000m
(6000 feet) and indicate whether cable

Virtually any type of cable, including
coaxial cable, twisted pair, power cable,
cabtyre cable and multi -conductor

termination is "OPEN" or "SHORT"
Convenient front panel switch allows
selection of "Feet" or "Meter"
Two digital switches allow easy setting
of the cables "nominal velocity of
propagation" (NVP) from 0.01 to 0.99
Rechargeable Ni -Clad batteries, AC
adaptor and car.battery cigarette
lighter attachment permit long life,
reliable, ready-where-youare operation.

shielded cable may be measured.
a 5.10m (15.30 feet) sample
cable, NVP value calibration is possible.

Using

The input is voltage protected to 50Vpp
(150V surges) to enable measurement

99 59

under even these conditions.

Improved energy.efficient design
requires only approx

C°°°:

300mA current.

Soot's complete range of T 8 M equipment has an enviable reputation
throughout the world for manufacturing high quality products at extremely
competitive prices. Extensive product planning takes place throughout the
year which leads to products with total uniformity of operation. The range of
equipment available is extensive, from a basic pocket D.M.M. to the most
sophisticated industrial energy monitor.

Full details from: Solex International,

95 Main Street, Broughton Astley,
Leicestershire LE9 6RE,
Tel: (04551 283486

Telex. 342523. Fax: 104551 283912

I

E

INTERNATIONAL
ENTER 64 ON REPLY C.ARI)

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

The sole UK representative for the

complete rango of Soar T 8, M Equipment.

i/'`ISOAR
corporation
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'POINTMENTS

A

DISPLAYED AI'I'OINTMEN'1 S VACANT: £25 per single col. centimetre (min. 3cm).
LINE advertisements (run on): £5.50 per line. minimum £44 (prepayable).
BOX NUMBERS: £12 extra. (Replies should he addressed to the Box Number in the
advertisement, c/o Quadrant I louse, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS).
PHONE: PETER HAMILTON, 01-661 3033 (DIRECT LINE)

Advertisements
accepted up to
12 noon April 28
for June issue

Cheques and Postal Orders payable to REED BUSINESS PL,BLISIIING and crossed.

TRAINEE

AN OPPORTUNITY
FOR AN
ELECTRONIC/
INSTRUMENTATION
ENGINEER WITH
TAYWOOD
ENGINEERING

RADIO

OFFICERS
I.
L

Are you looking for o secure shore -based job which offers
o rewording career in the forefront of modern Tele-

t

communications technology... then consider
joining GCHQ os o -roinee Rodio Officer.
raining involves a 32 week residential
course, (plus 6 weeks extra if you cannot
touch type) otter which you will be
appointed RADIO OFFICER and undertake
a variety of specialist duties covering the whole
of the spectrum from DC to light.
We offer you: Job Security Good

The
Research
Laboratories
of
Taywood
Engineering Limited are involved in the design and
development of electronic instrumentation, control
and monitoring equipment.

/

An electronic/instrumentation engineer is
required to assist in the design of analogue, digital
and
microcomputer based circuitry.
Some
knowledge and experience of writing controlling
software using high level and machine code
languages for single board microcomputers is an
essential requirement.
The successful candidate will probably be
educated to degree level but more consideration
will be given to relevant experience than formal
education. It is unlikely that a candidate with less
than 5 years' relevant experience will be suitable.
An attractive salary will be offered together
with first class conditions of service. For more
details and an application form please contact,
Mr Chris Beane, Personnel Department, Taylor
Woodrow Construction Limited. Taywood House,
345 Ruislip Road, Southall, Middlesex UB1 2QX.
Tel: 01-575 4202.
595

Career prospects Opportunities
for Overseas Service Attractive
Salaries and much more.
ti

be eligible you must hold or hope
to obtain on MRGC or HNC in o

To

V.i

Telecommunications subject with on
ability to read Morse of 20 wpm.
(City and Guilds 7777 of advanced
level incorporating morse transcription would be advantageous). Anyone
with o PMG, MPT or 2 years relevant rodio operating experience is also eligible.
The Civil Service is an equal opportunity employer.
Salaries: Storting pay (or trainees is age pointed to 21 years. For those aged 21
or over entry will be at £7,162. After Training on RO will start at £10,684 rising by 5
annual increments to £15,753 inclusive of shift and weekend working allowance.
Write or telephone for on application

S

......

-`

form

to:-

TAYLOR
RECRUITMENT OFFICE, GCHQ, ROOM A/110S
ROAD, CHELTENHAM, GLOS GL52 5A.1THE
OR TELEPHONE (0242) 232912/3

/cyQPRIORS

Hardware/
Software/
Systems
£9,000 - £25,000

As a leading recruitment consultancy we
have a wide selection of opportunities for

SATELLITES AVIONICS CONTROL ANTENNA
VLSI DESIGN
Opportunities exist with National. International
and consultancy companies offering excellent
salaries and career advancement.
To be considered for these and other
requirements contact John Spencer or Stephen
Morley or forward a detailed CV in complete
confidence quoting Ref. WW/101.

Recruitment, Telephone: (0962) 69478 (24hrs),
85 High Street, Winchester, Hampshire S023 9AP.
STS
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NEW RF SYSTEMS
SOUTH EAST to £20K

high calibre Design. Development. Systems
and supporting staff throughout the U.K.
If you have experience in any of the
following then you should be talking to us
for your next career move.
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IMAGE

PROCESSING ANALOGUE DESIGN
MICRO HARDWARE & SOFTWARE GUIDED
WEAPONS C PASCAL ADA RF &
MICROWAVE ELECTRO -OPTICS SIMULATION
C 31
REAL TIME PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING ACOUSTICS SONAR RADAR

Recruitment

%7/,Í%I

Our company is designing a totally unique approach to
communications. You will be involved in pushing this technology

beyond current limits.

RF Amplifier Design, Microprocessor and Digital Control,
Systems Engineering, Reliability and Maintainability Engineer.
You should have at least two years' experience of RF preferably
in the High Frequency range or knowledge of mobile radio

.

techniques.
Please telephone GORDON SHORT for a discussion on
0442 53300 (day or evenings) or send him your CV attached to
this advert to:

¡

EXeCul(l IZe(.rllit111P11t Sel'\ri(;es
THE INTERNATIONAL SPECIALISTS IN RECRUITMENT
FOR THE ELECTRONICS. COMPUTING AND DEFENCE INDUSTRIES

.laylands Avenue, I-Ienml lenlpshead. lerts.. Hl'2
I

I
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London Fire Brigade
The London Fire and Civil Defence Authority is now
responsible for fire and emergency planning services
in the Greater London area and its responsibilities
include the London Fire Brigade.

Assistant Radio Officer
£11,121 - £13,587
You would assist the Brigade Radio Officer in
an efficient and effective radio network.
maintaining
You must have proven experience in the installation
repair and maintenance of fixed and mobile VHF radio
telephone equipment, and hold a City and Guilds
Telecommunications Technicians Certificate, or
equivalent, and have a GCE '0' level in mathematics
and technical drawing. Good oral and written
communication skills are essential.
Application forms and further details from the
Recruitment Section on 01-587 4860/4875
(ansaphones), Personnel Deparment, Room 607,
Queensborough House, 12-18 Albert Embankment,
London SE1 7SD. Please quote Ref: FB 44.
Closing date: 6th May 1988.
The Authority has a positive equal opportunities poi cy
and welcomes applicants from all sections of the

community, particularly those presently underrepresented e.g. women, black and ethnic minorities
and people with disabilities.

EXPERIENCED
RADIO TECHNICIANS
STOCKPORT, WALSALL AND NORTH LONDON
For many yearstne RAC has been Britain's premier motoring
organisation. We provide a full range of services to cater for the
demands of today's motorist and have a reputation for high

standards and efficiency.
Essential to our high standard of service and the speed of
response to calls for assistance are our team of Radio
Technicians and we now need to strengthen our existing teams
in the areas mentioned above. You will ensure our Radio/Data
system is maintained, co-ordirated and monitored and will
lia se closely with other departments in order to identify
requirements, trends and potential problem areas. Other
ac:ivities will entail co-ordinating contractors, supervising
staff and maintaining effective records in respect of
maintenance, equipment mcvement and fault diagnosis.
Ideally your background will irclude radio systems
management and a knowledge of multibase station control,
employing modern switching techniques. A formal
qualification or recognised relevant apprenticeship would be
an advantage, and you will be required to demonstrate success
in working on your own initiative.
In addition to a competitive salary we offer an attractive
benefits package, which includes non contributory
pension scheme and 25 days holiday.
Please apply, with full CV including
current salary details to:
Diana Palmer,

LFCDA

RAC Motoring Services,
M1 Cross, Brent Terrace,

London NW2

II

a

11T.

CLIVEDEN

London Fire & Civil Defence Authority

Technical
Recruitment

_Í

SERVICE ENGINEER
Berks
Repair and service of complex
type setting systems.
£8,000
TEST ENGINEER
Berks
Component level repair of
intelligent tag systems. Some site
work.
c £10.000

Electronic Engineers ~I

What you want, where you want!
TJB Electrochemical Personnel Services is a specialised appointments
service for electrical and electronic engineers. We have clients throughout
the UK who urgently need technical staff at all levels from Junior Technician
to Senior Management. Vacancies exist in all branches of electronics and
allied disciplines - right through from design to marketing - at salary

levels from around £8,000 - £25,000.
If you wish to make the most of your qualifications and experience and
move another rung or two up the ladder we will be pleased to help you.
All applications are treated in strict confidence and there is no danger of
your present employer (or other companies you specify) being made aware
of your application.

NNMNNMO4,NMMNMNMN
TJB

ELECTROTECHNICAL

PERSONNEL SERVICES,
12 Mount Ephraim,
Tunbridge Wells,
Kent. TN4 8AS.
Tel: 0892 510051
(24 Hour

Answering Service)

Please send me a TJB Appointments Registration form.

Name

Address
(861:

FIELD SERVICE
ENGINEER
Berks
Service and support of IBM, PC.
XT and AT systems.
to £12,000 car
+

SALES ENGINEER
Hants
Sales and support of ATE
equipment.
£Neg- car
TEST ENGINEER
TV and video systems.

Surrey
£12,000

RF ENGINEER

Hants
Detailed design and development
of mobile and hand-held
communication systems £17,000
Hundreds of other Electronic vacancies
Roger Howard. C.Eng. M.I.E.E.. M.I.E.R.E.
CLIVEDEN TECHNICAL RECRUITMENT
92 The Broadway. Bracknell. Berks RG12

lAR

Tel: 0344 489489 (24 hour)

ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN
We are small telecommunications
company look ng for a self motivated
person who can uflise their irritative in a
variety of interesting work
Formal qualifications are desirable.
however all candidates in the age 22-30
with good knowledge of electronics and
experience will be considered
The position offers a good salary and all
usual benefits
Contact M. C. Biggs on 03224 41933
595
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Professional
Career
Opportunities

KING'S COLLEGE LONDON
University of London

TECHNICIANS

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
to assist in running the teaching laboratory The
main work is in setting out of equipment for various experiments and the
maintenance of the commercial and experimental apparatus. the
development, construction and testing of new experiments, assisting
students with their project requirements. Applicants should possess
appropriate qualifications in electronics with necessary practical skills in this
field Salary £8,667 £9.793 per annum inclusive
Electronics Workshop, Technician Grade 6 required with wide range of
servicing experience of electronic equipment and good knowledge of both
ana'ogue and digital circuits Applicants should be qualified to HNC. HTEC or
equivalent with appropriate experience Salary £10.354-£12.169 per annum
inclusive
Please apply in writing enclosing curriculum vitae to the Administrative
Assistant (Personnel). King's College London, Strand. London WC2R 2LS or
telephone for an application form on 01-836 5454. ext 2288. quoting
reference 35048
601

Technician, Grade 4,

MEDICAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
Cognitive Development Unit
We are a small research unit We need a
self -motivated, sell -organising

ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN

to work as part of a team studying learning

and development in normal and mentally
handicapped children. A major part of the job
involves designing and building interfaces
between the Unit's microcomputers and
various pieces of research equipment.
Analog and digital skills will be needed There
may also be scope for innovative work in the
design and construction
of dedicated
microprocessor -based learning aids for the
handicapped. Therefore an interest in
programming in machine code and higher
level computer languages would be an
advantage! Opportunity for developing such
skills will be available
Minimum qualifications required: degree or
equivalent in relevant subject. Salary
according to qualifications and experience
within the range £9,964-£12,778 including
LW. Benefits include excellent pension
schemes and travel loans.
Applications with CVs or requests for
further information to: Dr J. Morton. MRC
Cognitive Development Unit. t7 Gordon
Street. London WC1H OAH. Tel: 01-387
4692 MRC is an equal opponunnies
employer
598

HI -TECH ELECTRONICS

DESIGN ENGINEERS
Wanted immediately. Design
Engineers for MAC transmissions and
Television Encryption systems. Must
have a very thorough knowledge of all
types of creative electronics. Degree
preferable. Salary to £25,000 pa.
Send full CV to:
Chris Cary, HI -Tech Electronics,
Innovation House,
Albany Park Industrial Estate,
Frimley Road, Camberley,
Surrey GU15 2PL.
Tel: (0276) 684715.
579

£8,000-£22,000 pa

The effective way to find your next job
We have many clients throughout the UK
seeking Engineers at all levels.

Systems Engineering

Electronics
Technician

Name

Department of Physiology

5 £7.696-f9.086 pa.

Application forms are available from
Mr S. Stainthorpe,
Department of Physiology,
Worsley Medical and Dental Building,
The University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9NO.

Address

Tel. no.

Bus.no.

P 'oil
!fin
Recruitment
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ARTICLES FOR SALE
Roband Dual Independent Stabilised power
supply. variable 0-30V. voltage and current
meters. f75. Optical components (3t). lenses
filters, light source with lens fittings, diffraction
gratings (3), prisms etc. etc C49 Grid -dip
generator unit. 100KcJs to 300MHz. £29
Ignition Adaptor f39. Oscilloscope probes.
various C12.50. Transformer, switched outputs. 7A, 6-25V. £12.50 Oscilloscopes. 60W
IC amplifiers C6 50 ea. Audio Generator
Stabilised PSU's. RF Generator. Books 8
manuals - various. 40W RF power meter
connectors and adaptor f39. 15A variac with
motor drive limit and reversing switches. £35.
240V Isolation transformer. 2x 115 or ,240
inputs/outputs at 1KV, steel case. f35 Micro
torque gauge in fitted case, calibrated grams
and CentUNewtons f15 W W back numbers
tea Twin -ganged. vanable capacitors, ceramic insulators, cam and switch CMC 108'612
10 ea Blue -steel missile sections (collectors)
5 for f50. Stereo tape cassette mechanisms
£10 Flow meter CIO Fractional hp motors
f7 -C12. Pure silicon slices C1.50ea GEC
Selectest VOM C45 Creed Teleprinter C29
General Radio Type 1361A. UHF Oscillator
f75 Plessey Television Transposer Test
Transmitter and Receiver C145. Electric typewriter f35
040-376236.
2016
1
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VALVES

- TRANSISTORS
- ICs

USUALLY THE LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE.
RARITIES OUR SPECIALITY - HUGE STOCKS
HELD.
OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES WELCOME.

I
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r
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STEWART OF READING
110 WYKEHAM ROAD,
READING RG6 1 PL.
TEL: 0734 68041

tad Martel 8,ti grrr

ItII-LINGTON VA!

ES

39 Higelard, Rea

1 Horst am, w Susse RH 13 51S
Tel 0403 864086 Fax 040 210108
Tel.., 87271
580

TEKTRONIX

2246

OSCILLOSCOPE.

I

0

TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL

Mliz

Four channels,
four probes. smart cursors. front cover.
manuals inc service. superb instrument - suit professional. I year old.
£ 1.600 ono. D. Carne. Flat 2, Emsleigh
House, Victoria Park Road. Exeter,
Devon EX2 4NT. Tel: (0392) 217642
day, 10392) 37469 evening.

G.W.M. RADIO LTD
40/42 Portland Road. Worthing, Sussex
Tel: 0903 34897

-

QUARTZ CR1 STALS OSCILLATORS ANI) FILTERS of all types.

Large stocks of standard items. Specials supplied to order. Personal and
export orders welcomed - SAE for lists
please. OEM support thru: design
advice, prototype quantities, production schedules. Golledge Electronics.
Merriott, Somerset l'116 5NS. Tel:
0460 73718.
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124721

Herts AL3 5BR
Phone: 0727 41101 (24 hrs)

ARTICLES WANTED

IItITAIN'S LARGEST GOVT.
Communications Receivers
SURPLUS DEALER offers I've ('omRacal RA 17 £175.
trunications. Racal receivers. DON 10
BRIDGES waveformn transistor Cable, ('ossor, S.F Labs, Tektronix
Eddystone 730/4 £110 plus
analysers. Calibrators. Standards. oscillators. Marconi signal generators.
carriage s.a.e. for details.
Millivoltmete s. Dynamometers. KW valves, cables, aerials. etc. Lowest
meters. Oscilloscopes. Recorders. prices. largest stocks. Export welcome
Many bargains for callers
Signal generators - sweep. low contact Rob or Larry,. Anchor Surplus
565
distortion, true RN1S. audio, KM, Ltd, (ref EWW I). Cattlemarket, Not- rEM I'ERATUItE CHAMBER. Ideal
(2616) tingham. England. 0602 864902.
deviation.Tel040376236.
for testing boards, racks. mechanical

IELECTRONICJ

539

Freepost 499. St. Albans

593

ARTICLES FOR SALE

FIGOLLEDGE%

Analogue Design

Real -Time Software Project Management
Digital Design Test Engineering

THE UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS

Required to assist in the development.
construction and maintenance of
electronic equipment associated with
research and teaching of biological
science (under the supervision of the
Electronics Engineer). Good working
knowledge of both analogue and digital
techniques necessary. Applicants should
hold ONC or equivalent qualifications
and have had a number of years'
relevant experience. Salary will be grade

.

assemblies. 25-inch cube inside, 4 -foot
cube outside. castor -mounted. -70°C to
+200 C in 1'C steps. 24 -hour multi WANTED
point cycling timer. Connections for
PLATINUM, GOLD, SILVER vibration table and humidifier. ComSCRAP. Melted assayed and paid for plete with CO2 cylinders and fully
within 24 hours relay contacts, thermo working. £1.950. Horizon Technologies
couples, crucibles. Also printed circuit Limited, Woking (04862) 66761.
boards. plugs. connectors, palladium,
rhodium. tantalum and ruthenium. We
have the technology to do the difficult

refining jobs that others can't handle.
Totally free sampling service. Send
samples or parcels (Regd post) or

r

contact Eric Henderson. 0773 570141.

Steinbeck Refineries (UK) Ltd,

Peasehill Industrial Estate. Ripley.
Derbyshire I)E5 3rJG. No quantity too
large or small.
495

TYPES OF SURPLUS TEST
EQUIPMENT, COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS
etc. ANY QUANTITY

WANTED

Test equipment, receivers,
valves, transmitters, components, cable and electroquantity.
nic scrap and
Prompt service and cash.

M&B RADIO

86 Bishopsgate Street
Leeds LS1 4BB
0532 435649
9956

I.Cs
VALVES TRANSISTORS
WANTED also IC sockets, plugs, connectors, factory clearance etc. Valves
types PX4 PX25 K1'66 especially
wanted. Bil lington Valves See above.

When replying to classified
advertisement readers are
recommended to take steps to protect
their interest before sending money.

L
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SERVICES

ARTICLES

CIRCOLEC
THE COMPLETE ELECTRONIC SERVICE

Artwork, Circuit Design, PCB Assembly, Test & Repair Service, Q.A.
Consultancy, Prototypes, Final Assembly. Full PCB Flow Soldering
Service.
Quality workmanship by professionals at economic prices.
Please telephone 01-646 5686 for advice or further details.

TAMWORTH MANOR
302-310 COMMONSIDE EAST, MITCHAM
(1391)

P.C.B's DESIGNED. Artwork

PCB ARTWORK DESIGN. CAI) System. Outputs, Penplot or Photoplot.
Driumap or Excellon Tape. Conventional PTH or Multilayer. SMD and/or
standard parts. Contact ACL, Pendre
Pontrhvdvgroes, Dyfed SY25 6DX. Tel:

Westbourne. Honevbourne. Es esham,
Wores, W K 151'1'. Tel? 0386 832152.

0974 22670

capacity available for single double
sided. 13.1.H. and multi -layer P.C.B.'s,
also silk screens. solder masks, labels
etc. For C.A.D.,Photoplot, artwork &
photography. contact 51 r. Williams. 49
I

TURN YOUR SURPLUS i.cs

transistors etc. into cash. immediate
settlement. We also welcome the
opportunity to quote for complete
factory clearance. Contact ('OLESIlAI{DING & CO. 103 South Brink.
W spec h, Ca m hs. 0945 584188.
i

192)

For further details
on Classified
Advertising please
contact:
Peter Hamilton on
6613033

TENDERS

ENTIRE PMR COMMUNICATION
SYSTEM FOR DISPOSAL BY TENDER
Radios and base station operating on VHF AM low band
system. Further information/tender documents are available
from our Norwich Division offices by telephoning:
Mr A. Burton, on Norwich (0603) 615161, ext 240,
or writing to
:

Anglian Water, Norwich Division, Yare House,
62-64 Thorpe Road, Norwich, Norfolk NR1 1SA.
Closing date for receipt of completed tenders is
13th May, 1988.

FORT SALE

TEST EQUIPMENT
GOOD USED EQUIPMENT ALWAYS AVAILABLE & WANTED
SIGNAL SOURCES/SCOPES/ANALYSERS/BRIDGES/POWER SUPPLIES
HP 614A UHF signal source 800Mhz-2Ghz excellent order £450,00
HP 1715A 200Mhz/, D/T with delay. ', time, immaculate £1,250.00
HP 1740A 100Mhz D/ch, 5mv/div. ' time, 3rd, ch. trigger view £950.00
HP 1741A 100Mhz. Van persist, storage. mint condition £1250.00
Tektronix 7633 storage M/F plus 3 plug in's for only £2500.00
LOTS OF BARGAINS TO CALLERS.
Considerably more always in stock: send for lists. or we will source for you.
BUYING OR DISPOSING you should contact:

COOKE INTERNATIONAL
Unit 4, Fordingbridge Site, Main Road, Barnham, Bognor Regis,
West Sussex P022 OEB. Tel: 0243 68 5111/2

505

TO MANUFACTURERS, WHOLESALERS

BULK BUYERS. ETC.

LARGE QUANTITIES OF RADIO. TV AND
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS FOR DISPOSAL
SEMICONDUCTCRS, all types, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, TRANSISTORS,
DIODES, RECTIFIERS, THYRISTORS, etc. RESISTORS, C/F, M/F, W/W, etc.
CAPACITORS, SILVER MICA, POLYSTYRENE, C280, C296, DISC
CERAMICS, PLATE CERAMICS, etc.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, SPEAKERS, CONNECTING WIRE, CABLES,
SCREENED WIRE, SCREWS, NUTS, CHOKES, TRANSFORMERS, etc.
ALL AT KNOCKOUT PRICES
Come and pay us a visit ALADDIN'S CAVE

-

TELEPHONE: 445 0749/445 2713
21

R. HENSON LTD.
Lodge Lane, North Finchley, London, N.12
(5 minutes from Tally Ho Cornea

(1613)

For Classified Rates call:

01-661 3033
592

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Use this Form for your Sales and Wants
PLEASE INSERT THE ADVERTISEMENT INDICATED ON FORM BELOW
To "Electronics & Wireless World" Classified
Rate £5.50 PER LINE. Average six words per
line. Minimum £44 (prepayable).

Name and address to be included in charge
used in advertisement.
Box No. Allow two words plus £12.
Cheques, etc., payable to "Reed Business
Publishing" and cross "& Co." 15% VAT to
be added.

if

Advertisement Dept., Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS
NAME
ADDRESS

REMITTANCE VALUE
PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS.

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

CLASSIFICATION

ENCLOSED

NUMBER OF INSERTIONS

n
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MATMOS LTD,

1

Church Street, Cuckfield, West Sussex RH17 5JZ.

Tel: (0444) 414484/454377.

COMPUTER APPRECIATION, 31/31

Northgate, Canterbury, Kent CT1 1BL

Tel: Canterbury (0227) 470512.
STOP PRESS: TRIUMPH ADLER ROYAL OFFICE MASTER 2000 DAISY WHEEL
PRINTERS. BRAND NEW, 20 cps, DIABLO 630 COMPATIBLE. CENTRONICS INTERFACE.
Complete with typewheel and ribbon. manufactured to highest standards in West Germany and
£119.50 (£5.00 carr.)
offered elsewhere at over £350.00.........
£99.50 each for quantities of 5+
DEC PDP 11/73 SYSTEM with DZV11 asynchronous multiplexor, DLV11 serial interlace.
BA11-SB 9 4 backplane. TANDON 8' floppy disc drive with DILOG Model RXV-21 controller,
2 e AMPEX PYXIS 27 514 Winchester disc drives with DILOG DO 614 controller. All
£1,500.00
contained in DEC cabinet with DEC power control. 512kb memory
ITT SCRIBE Ill WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM. Professional system originally selling at
around £6.000 without printer. Now offered with software included and a variety of different
options (including hard disc, comms, etc) available. This system is available from us ALL
BRAND NEW at the cost of current budget systems. but with office -quality performance and
features. With dual processor workstation (TI9 995 and Z8OH). 12" green display with slow
scrolling. 128 kbytes RAM. dual 500kbyte SHUGART 5' 4" floppy disc drives and comprehensive
£290.00 (carr. £10.00)
software Various printers and options available
ITT SCRIBE III WORKSTATION. Monitor sized main unit of above system with high quality
high resolution 12 green screen monitor (separated video and sync). 5V and 12V cased
switchmode power supply. processor electronics as above incorporating TEXAS 9995 and Z8OH
processors with 128kbytes and associated support chips. all BRAND NEW but with only monitor
£39.95 (carr. £5.00)
and power supply guaranteed working. Original cost at least £2,500
microNOVA Model MPT 100 SYSTEM with the following features: terminal sized desktop unit,
mN602 processor with 64xbytes RAM. 2 x RS232 interfaces. connector for microNOVA I/O bus.
dual DSDD 51/4 floppy disc drives. 83 key keyboard. green screen 12 monitor, 25 x 80
£45.00 (carr. £10.00)
VICTOR SPEEDAK 286. 80286 based speed up card for IBM PC and most compatibles.
£139.00 (carr. £3.00)
Features cache memory and runs 6 to 7 times faster

DATA GENERAL MODEL 6220 8' Winchester drive, 10mbyte. Apparently suitable for above.
£45.00 (carr. £5.00)
Condition as seen
DATA GENERAL Model 6052 DASHER VDU TERMINAL. All Baud rates to 19200B. Condition
£25.00 (carr. £10.00)
as seen
MATMOS TERMINAL. MATMOS PC with Ver.2 EPROM for terminal emulation. Probably the
lowest cost terminal available anywhere. With set-up menu and with data rates up to 9600 Baud.
Machine is easily modified for split Baud rate operation. 75/12008, EPROM plugs into ROM
socket accessible from exterior. Emulation is VT-52 compatible for cursor addressing: and for
character attributes as far as the MATMOS PC allows. MICROSOFT BASIC is still available from
the keyboard. (EPROM card on its own. £20.00: EPROM card with socket only for user's own
£69.00 (carr. £5.00)
EPROM, £8.00) BRAND NEW
PLESSEY Model T24 V22 V22 bis 2400 Baud MODEM. Including free software disc for IBM
or MATMOS PC. Compact, automatic modem featuring the latest technology and the highest
possible data rate over the ordinary phone system. Offers: both V22 and V22 bis compatibility.
1200 2400 Baud operation with auto bit rate recognition. operation on both ordinary phone
(PSTN) and private circuit (PC). auto call and auto answer, duplex operation allowing
simultaneous transmission and reception of data at 2400 Baud in both directions over a single
phone line, compact size (9" x 9" x 21/2"), BT approved and suitable for new PRESTEL V22bis

service. Software is included for IBM PC, MATMOS PC, and (including high speed Prestel)
for BBC MICRO. BRAND NEW. NEW LOW PRICE
£169.00 (carr. £5.00)
TRANSDATA Model 307 ACOUSTIC MODEM. Low cost self-contained modem unit allowing
micro or terminal connection to BT lines via telephone handset. V24 interface, up to 3006aud,
£19.95 (carr. £3.00)
originate answer modes. etc. BRAND NEW with manual
TRANSDATA Model 307A ACOUSTIC MODEM. As above, but originate only
£14.95 (carr. £3.00)
DUPLEX Model 100 green screen 12" high resolution monitor with composite video input. With
till and swivel stand. BRAND NEW
£39.50 (carr. £5.00)
PANASONIC Model JU-363 31' floppy disc drives. Double Sided Double Density 80 track
megabyte capacity unformatted. Latest low component 1,5 height design. SHUGART
compatible interface using 34 way IDC connector. Will interface to just about anything. BRAND
NEW. (We can offer at least 20% discount for quantities of 10 plus). Current model. We can
supply boxes of 10 discs for £15.95 plus £1.50 carriage
£59.50 (carr. £3.00)
FUJITSU Model M2230AS 51/4" WINCHESTER disc drive. 6.66mbyte capacity unformatted.
16/32 sectors. 320 cylinders. With ST506 interlace. BRAND NEW
£47.50 (carr. £3.50)
DRIVETEC Model 320 high capacity 51/a" disc drives. 3.3mbyte capacity drive - same
manufacturer and same series as KODAK 6.6mbyte drive. 160 track, downgradable to 48 tpi. No
further info at present. BRAND NEW
£45.00 (carr. £3.00)
SHUGART Model 405R 51/4 disc drive. Full height, single sided, 40 track, without guarantee
£16.95 (carr. £3.00)
ASTEC SWITCH MODE PSU. 5V p, 8A: +12V
3A: -12V t, 0.3A - to a total 65W. Compact
cased unit. Ex -equipment. tested
£14.50 (carr. £3.00)
HEWLETT PACKARD Model 59307A dual VHF switch. DC to 500MHz 50 Ohm switch for
£185.00
HP-IB
HEWLETT PACKARD Model 5045A digital IC tester with CONTREL Model H310 automatic
handler. With IEEE interface and print out of test results either pass/fail or full diagnostic
including pin voltages at point of failure. With full complement of pin driver cards and complete
with substantial library of magnetic card test programs for 74 series TTL and other ICs.
CONTREL handler allows fully automatic testing of ICs which are sorted into 2 bins. Price
includes a second HP5045A (believed fully operational) for maintenance back-up
£550.00
£160.00
TIME ELECTRONICS Mode 9810 programmable power supply
MELLES GRIOT 1MW Helium Neon Laser Tube. As supplied by Maplin Electronics. Without
£75.00
PSU but can be demonstrated working at full output
HEWLETT PACKARD MODEL 5501A LASER TRANSDUCER. With Piezoelectric tuning for
precise control of wavelength for measuring applications
p.o.a.
VICKERS INSTRUMENTS MODEL M17 METALLURGICAL MICROSCOPE with binocular/
micrographic head and all eyepieces With 4'Microplan objectives and Nomarski interference
p.o.a.
contrast
KRATOS MS30 DOUBLE BEAM MASS SPECTROMETER. Approximately 8 years old with
fast
introduction
(FAB).
gas
direct
negative ion capability and
atom bombardment
With
and
sample probes and with gas chronlatograph inlet system. Output spectra are available directly
via a HEWLETT PACKARD storage display and a UV recorder. An on-line DATA GENERAL
DS60 computer system, which includes a graphics printer and two TEKTRONIX 4014 terminals.
analyses output
p.o.e.
Please note: 'VAT & carriage (also - VAT) must be added to all prices.
e VISA and ACCESS orders accepted.
1
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TAYLOR

R.F. EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS

PERFORMANCE
& QUALITY

19" RACK MOUNT CRYSTAL CONTROLLED
VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND TELEVISION MODULATOR
PRICES FROM

9rpial 911°S°
Y190M
is:

DyriM

£203.93 (excluding VAT & carriage)
Prices
CCIRl3 £203.93
CCIRl3.1 £260.64

0'0.s'caK

rMA"

19" RACK MOUNT VHFIUHF
TELEVISION DEMODULATOR
ONLY £189.00 (excluding VAT & carriage)

8

PRICE AT

CCIR/3 SPECIFICATION

-- 240V Watt (available other voltages)
Ohm
-- IV.8V PkPk
600 Ohm
6MHz (available 5.5MHz)
-- Negative
- 38.9MHz

Power requirement

8

Video Input
Audio Input

75

FM Sound Sub -Carrier.

Modulation
IF Vision
IF Sound
Sound Pre -Emphasis
Ripple on IF Saw Filter

50us
.6dB

Output (any channel 47.860MHz)
Vision to Sound Power Ratio
Intermodulation
Spunous Harmonic Output

PRICES FROM ONLY £104.53

(excluding

VAT &

-

to

I

-40dB (80dB if fitted with TCFLI filter or
combined via TCFL4 Combiner/Leveller
as above but output level
60dBmV I000mV Intermodulation 54dB

- Loop/Stereo Sound/Higher Power Output
- CCTV
Surveillance up
TV channels
down one coax, telemetry camera control

Other Options Available

carriage)

75

10

- Specification

CCIR/3-I

WAILMOUNT DOUBLE SIDEBAND
TELEVISION MODULATOR

-- 32.9MHz (available 33.4MHz)
-- 6dBmV (2mV) Ohm
- Equal or less than 60dB

I.F.

Alternative Applications

to 100

signals, transmitted in the same coax in the
reverse direction.
802

os.

V IDEO

AUDC

AUOiD

1.8

75

.75V

4

- Channel selection

VIDEO

VEO

-- 45-290MHz,
470-860MHz
-- IV1- 600OhmMHz
- Ohms Ohm unbalanced

Tunable by internal preset
Available for PAL System I or BC

oro

:w.

ALDO

DEMODULATOR SPECIFICATION

Frequency Range
A.F.C. Control
Video Output
Audio Output
Audio Monitor Output

Options

via remote switching.
Crystal Controlled Tuner.
Stereo Sound.

CCIR/5 MODULATOR SPECIFICATION

VHpJT
UHF
PU7

currGP'

cur

IM

I¡¡t{¡1g
A+s^'ATCE3

Prices
CCIR/5-1
CCIR/5-2
CCIR/5-3
CCIR/5-4
CCIR/5-5

tx\

-:t

q

za

I3'
9-

oinF'fr

e

1

t..

C,

,y1F

UHF

m10E1O IÑ

a¡r vur

33

CH 30

Power Requirement

Video Input
Audio Input
Vision to Sound Power Ratio
Output
Modulation
Audio Sub -Carrier
Frequency Stability
Intermodulation

1

3
4

5

Modulator £ 104.53
Modulators £ 159.99
Modulators £226.28
Modulators £292.56
Modulators £358.85

Pk -Pk 75
30K

10

to

.4

to 12

I

-- 6MHz or 5.5MHz
Deg temperature change I50KHz
-- less
than 60dB
Sound Pre -Emphasis
50us
Double Sideband Modulator(unwanted sideband
25

can be suppressed using TCFL4

y

Combiner/Leveller)
PMS

3OK;D6

AUO

CHANNEL COMBINER/FILTER/LEVELLER
to combine outputs of modulators
TCFL2
TCFL4
TSKO

2

--- 240V
IV
Ohms
Adjustable
-- IV rms (2mV)Ohms
470-860MHz
6dBmV
- Negative

2

Charnel Filter/Combiner/Leveller. Insertion loss 3.5dB

Charnel Filter/Combiner/Leveller. Insertion loss 3.5dB
Enables up to 4xTCFL4 or TCFL2 to be combined.
4

TAYLOR BROS (OLDHAM) LTD
BISLEY STREET WORKS, LEE STREET,

OLDHAM, ENGLAND.
ENTER 35 ON REPLY CARO

TEL: 061-652 3221

TELEX: 669911

FAX: 061-626 1736

the TRIO transformation !

hat's in a reme? For over a decade Trio has been
associated with quality and innovation in oscilloscopes and other test
instruments. Now the latest range of products is carrying the Kenwood logo.
In fact Trio was a trademark of the Kenwood Corporation
who are also market leaders in comminications and audio eq;iipment.
The oscilloscope range is extensive and expanding,
real-time models from 20MHz to 150MHz plus advanced digital storage.
Featured below is the CS -1065, a superb new three channel dual timebase

60MHz 'scope at an unbeatable price.
With its new models, competitive pricing and improved
support the Kenwood range is outstanding. To make a full evatúation, send for
the data book quickly. You won't be disappointed.
Oh, if you heed a translation of the Japanese text, please
see below'
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Send for the big
Ken wood Data book!
Post to the address
opposite.
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Name

Company

IllThurlby1
Thurlby Electronics Limited
uedep

woii Olen0.

New Road, St. Ives, Huntingdon Cambs. PE17 4BG England
Telephone (0480) 63570 Telex: 32475

Address

Tel.

No.-

ENTER 3 ON
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